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Preface
As so often happens, ideas and project developments may take unexpected turns. I
never intended to write a book about the determination of longitude at sea in the 17th
Century, yet here we are. Upon completion of a scientific monograph on the physics
of astronomical distance determination in late 2010, I set out to use that book as the
basis of a 30-hour lecture course, An Introduction to Distance Measurement in
Astronomy, aimed at senior undergraduate students and first-year PhD candidates at
Peking University. While preparing my lecture notes, I came across an outreach
video1 produced by the Spitzer Space Telescope Science Center which discussed the
application of ‘light echoes’ to measure distances to objects like supernovae—
massive stars that explode, and hence become significantly brighter, at the end of their
relatively short lifetimes. That video made me digress momentarily from the hardcore physics I was due to teach, since it caught my attention with a discussion of a
number of historical supernovae, including the supernova now known as ‘Cassiopeia
A.’
The presenter pointed out that this supernova should have been seen in the 17th
Century, but that there are no clear historical references to it, at least not in European
records. Therefore, the exact date of the explosion has largely remained a mystery. A
cursory search of the relevant literature showed me that European records were
circumstantial at best, although the first ‘Astronomer Royal’ John Flamsteed, in
England, and the founding director of the Observatoire de Paris, Giovanni Domenico
Cassini, may have seen an object that could have been the supernova.2,3 Being based
in China, I wondered whether the Chinese Imperial records might be helpful in this
regard, so I approached Prof. Xiaochun Sun (孙小淳) at the Institute for the History
of the Natural Sciences (Chinese Academy of Sciences) in Beijing. That line of
research is still continuing, but since I don’t read Chinese I undertook an extensive
Internet search of databases that might contain relevant, late-17th Century materials.
At that time, I came across a news item highlighting that the Dutch Huygens ING
institute had launched an online, virtual research environment, ePistolarium,4 under
the umbrella of the ‘Circulation of Knowledge and Learned Practices in the
Seventeenth-Century Dutch Republic’ project. The ePistolarium database contains the
full text and metadata of some 20,000 ‘geleerdenbrieven’ (scholarly letters) received
and sent by nine leading 17th Century intellectuals who were based in the Dutch
Republic during some or all of their life, including the French philosopher René
Descartes and the father-and-son team Constantijn and Christiaan Huygens. With my
interest piqued, I explored whether this treasure trove of historical letters might be
helpful for projects related to the history of astronomy. Xiaochun advised and
encouraged me to look into the European efforts to invent methods to accurately
determine one’s longitude atsea, since his research group was engaged in addressing
similar questions, although more in the context of land measurements in East Asia. To
spur me on to properly engage with the historical records, he offered me a lecture slot
1
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as invited speaker at the ‘International Symposium on the Sino–French Geodetic
Survey of the Qing Empire in the 18th Century,’ held in November 2014. That
invitation forced me to engage with the materials more seriously, leading to a 10-page
conference contribution, The search for longitude: Preliminary insights from a 17th
Century Dutch perspective.5 This latter article forms the basis of the book in front of
you.
Having perused the ePistolarium database and the relevant literature, I realized that
historical accounts of efforts to assist in the determination of longitude at sea often
focus almost exclusively on John Harrison’s role in 18th Century Britain, which
eventually led to him being awarded approximately half of the British Government’s
Longitude Prize by 1776. In this book, instead, I decided to start from Galileo
Galilei’s late-16th Century suggestions—although Galileo himself may have been
inspired by Leonardo da Vinci—for the manufacturing of an operational pendulum
clock, a feat which was first achieved by Christiaan Huygens in the Dutch Republic.
This is a fascinating period in the history of science that is not well covered elsewhere
and which, in particular, allows us to also explore the characters of the scientists
involved. The latter is an angle that is often bypassed, yet personalities play an
important role in how science progresses, a role that is not always recognized.
The 17th Century is regarded as the ‘Golden Age’ in the history of the Netherlands.
The open, tolerant, and transparent conditions in the 17th Century Dutch Republic
allowed the nation to play a pivotal role in the international network of humanists,
scholars, and ‘natural philosophers’ before and during the ‘Scientific Revolution.’
Intellectuals from all over Europe visited the liberal country on the North Sea, which
was then considered the ‘storehouse of the intellectual world.’ However, in order for
this dynamic intellectual atmosphere to thrive, scientific knowledge had to be passed
on somehow to the educated members of society. Prior to the launch of the first
scientific journals, the primary means of communication among intellectuals
consisted of a prolific exchange of letters. This is the context of the scientific
advances explored in the manuscript in front of you; its main chapters are based on
collections of letters that have never been combined into a single volume before, but
which represent a well-defined body of work on one of the key scientific and practical
issues of the time, from the late-16th to the early-18th Centuries.
Now that the book has been compiled, this is indeed an opportune time to look back
and reflect on the contributions from numerous people that have allowed me to
progress to this stage. First and foremost, I want to acknowledge the moral support I
received from my wife Jie (那洁), particularly during those times I may have
inadvertently distracted her from her own work with yet another interesting factoid I
had uncovered over the course of my research. Although writing a book can be a
lonely endeavour, I have had the pleasure to interact with a large number of
colleagues whose help and discussions have been invaluable. These scientists and
scholars include, in alphabetical order, Alexi Baker (previously University of
Cambridge, UK), Rob van Gent (Utrecht University, Netherlands), Rajesh Kochhar
(Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, History of Science, India),
Andrea Palmieri (Master Horologer, Industrial Technical Institute ‘Leonardo da
Vinci,’ Florence, Italy), Paolo Palmieri (University of Pittsburgh, USA), Keith Piggott
5
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(Horological Antiquarian, UK), Simon Schaffer (Oxford University, UK), Dava Sobel
(Journalist and author of the 1995 best-seller Longitude: The True Story of a Lone
Genius Who Solved the Greatest Scientific Problem of His Time, USA), Virginia
Trimble (University of California at Irvine, USA), @trinityhouse_uk, and Daniel
Vuillermin (Peking University, China). My good friend Giuseppe Bono (Rome
Observatory and Università Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy) has been a great font of
information and advice in relation to some of the early chapters he read and critiqued.
Thank you! These days, most pertinent historical records are available on the Internet,
with the exception of a few of the rarest articles. I thank Pieter C. van der Kruit
(University of Groningen, Netherlands), Maurizio Falanga and Irmela Schweizer
(International Space Science Institute, Switzerland), and Jon Earle (Royal Museums
Greenwich, UK) for their help in providing access to materials and information that
was inaccessible online, but which instead needed personal intervention. I would also
like to thank Chengyuan Li (李程远; Macquarie University, Australia) and Habib
Khosroshahi ( ;خسروشاهی حبیبIPM Institute for Research in the Fundamental
Sciences, Tehran, Iran) for their help with translations of, respectively, Chinese and
Persian (Farsi) titles and names.
Over the course of my writing, the luxury of spending significant lengths of time in
environments that were conducive to the writing process has been very beneficial. A
three-week writing residency at Stiwdio Maelor in Corris, Wales, helped me to make
a major dent in writing the narrative. I would like to thank Veronica Calarco for
giving me the opportunity to use one of her studios for this purpose in the summer of
2016, and I appreciated the nightly banter with the regulars at the Slater’s Arms in
Corris, which made me feel really welcome in their midst. I also want to thank David
Joyner, Lina Davitt, and the team at the Confucius Institute at Bangor University
(Wales) for their fantastic hospitality during this same period.
A second major push was possible thanks to the generous award of an Erskine
fellowship at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand, from late
April until early June 2017. Thanks are due to Karen Pollard, Simone Scaringi, and
the staff at the Department of Physics and Astronomy for their hospitality and great
company! I managed to finish the compilation of the entire manuscript and deal with
the remaining technical challenges during a final, two-week writing residency in
August 2017 at the Fondation Jan Michalski in Montricher, Switzerland, where I
particularly enjoyed the wonderful assistance from Guillaume Dollmann, the
tremendously welcoming atmosphere, and the daily banter with my fellow écrivains.
Last but not least, I would like to acknowledge the valuable input into the book’s
development from Leigh Jenkins, my Institute of Physics Publishing commissioning
editor. It was great meeting her in person at the January 2017 winter meeting of the
American Astronomical Society, allowing both of us to put a face to the name.
Once again, thank you to everyone whose contributions and assistance have allowed
me to complete this project successfully. I hope that it was worth your time and
effort!
Beijing | 北京, September 2017
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Chapter 1

Changing times
Abstract. The 17th Century witnessed the development of a dynamic, intellectual
atmosphere across the European centres of intellectual pursuit. The young Dutch
Republic emerged to play a major role on the world stage because of its relative
tolerance and the refuge it offered from the religious and political persecution
elsewhere in Europe. Extensive intellectual circles of knowledge exchange were
established around a number of highly influential ‘intelligencers’ in both England
and France, developments which eventually led to the foundation of the first
learned societies. For this intellectual atmosphere to thrive during the Age of
Enlightenment, scientific knowledge had to somehow reach the intended
audience, however. Communication of scientific discoveries in the form of
anagrams no longer satisfied the needs of the leading thinkers. Instead, the first
scientific and literary journals saw the light of day in 1665, almost simultaneously
in Paris and London, founded on the modern principles of peer review, external
validation, scientific priority, dissemination, and archiving.

1.1. Enlightenment in Western Europe: the Dutch Golden Age
The 17th Century is regarded as the ‘Golden Age’ in the history of the Netherlands.
The open, tolerant, and transparent conditions in the 17th Century Dutch Republic (at
the time known as the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands) allowed the nation
to play a pivotal role in the international network of humanists and scholars before
and during the ‘Scientific Renaissance’—the two centuries leading up to the
publication of Galileo Galilei’s groundbreaking treatise, Dialogue Concerning the
Two Chief World Systems (1632). The young nation had just declared its
independence from the declining Spanish empire, in 1581, and its citizens had fully
embraced the spirit of the European Enlightenment; more fully so than any other
European nation at the time. The economist Dasgupta1 has pointed out eloquently that
this period was revolutionary precisely because
“… it created institutions that enabled the production, dissemination, and use
of knowledge … to be transferred from small elites to the public at large.”
Indeed, the global trade network established by the Dutch, the resulting prosperity,
and its political system’s relative tolerance made the Dutch Republic a refuge for
disenfranchised and persecuted scholars and intellectuals fleeing religious or political
censorship elsewhere in Europe. In turn, this facilitated a dynamic intellectual
atmosphere and a free exchange of new knowledge in a wide diversity of fields, from
philology to natural philosophy and natural history. Intellectuals from all over Europe
visited and often made their long-term home in the Dutch Republic; its thriving
intellectual environment was then considered the ‘storehouse of the intellectual
world.’
A truly amazing group of the leading free thinkers of their time flocked to the tolerant
environment on the North Sea. Johannes Amon Comenius (1592–1670) faced
persecution as a pioneer of Czech Protestantism during the (Catholic) CounterReformation; Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679) felt unwelcome in England following the
publication of his masterpiece, Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a
Common Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civil, commonly known by its shorter title
Leviathan (1651); Galileo Galilei (1564–162) was offered refuge in the Dutch
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Republic following his censure by the Vatican in 1633 (see Chapter 3); John Locke
(1632–1704) was suspected of involvement in the 1683 Rye House Plot to assassinate
King Charles II of England, although there was ultimately no evidence to support
these allegations.
The intellectual capital gained from offering refuge to persecuted and censured
scholars and philosophers soon yielded significant dividends. As a major seafaring
nation, the ability to accurately and precisely determine one’s position at sea was
particularly important for crews on the large fleet of Dutch merchant ships. This was
so, because following the Dutch War of Independence—also known as the Eighty
Years’ War (1568–1648)—Spanish ports were off limits to Dutch Republic-flagged
vessels. It is, therefore, no surprise that Dutch and Dutch Republic-based scholars and
scientists2 played a significant role in the development of instruments and technology
which would allow suitably trained sailors to navigate the open seas, away from the
relative safety of coastal waters. One of the key players among the commercial
shipping giants was the Dutch East India Company, the ‘Vereenigde Oostindische
Compagnie,’ which sent its merchants to the far corners of the planet in pursuit of
new trade links and rich returns from rare commodities sourced in the East Indies.
It was thus of the utmost importance to have access to reliable maps and charts.
However, such navigational tools were, at the time, considered closely guarded state
secrets, which were therefore only accessible to the most senior officials. Generally
available sources of information were of mixed reliability; they included accounts
based on poorly translated texts, mythical tales, and geographical insights that were
largely coloured by Biblical allegories. Contemporary information obtained from
sailors was generally considered largely unreliable. Government officials and trade
departments went to great lengths to secure more reliable accounts; the Portuguese
trade department, the ‘Casa da India,’ even required its navigators to swear on the
Bible that their accounts represented the truth. Aimed at simultaneously satisfying the
new nation’s unbridled intellectual curiosity, careful exploration of new and strange
lands, combined with reliable dissemination of new insights thus obtained, became an
integral aspect of the voyages undertaken by the Dutch East India Company. In the
words of Carl Sagan3, “the Middle Ages had ended; the Enlightenment had begun.”
Leiden University, established in 1575, played a particularly important role in driving
the country’s scientific renaissance—a pioneering role naturally linked to its fierce
resistance to the Spanish occupation during the Eighty Years’ War. Many refugee
scholars from elsewhere in Europe congregated in its erudite halls. Comenius, René
Descartes (1596–1650), Hugo Grotius (1583–1645), Christiaan Huygens (1629–
1695), Antonie Philips van Leeuwenhoek (1632–1723), and Jan Adriaansz
Leeghwater (1575–1650) are just a few of the names of the foreign and domestic
intellectual leaders who propelled the young nation to a dominant place in the
international pecking order:
“[Descartes] lived in Holland for twenty years (1629–1649), except for a few
brief visits to France and one to England, all on business. It is impossible to
exaggerate the importance of Holland in the seventeenth century, as the one
country where there was freedom of speculation. Hobbes had to have his
books printed there; Locke took refuge there during the five worst years of
reaction in England before 1688; Bayle [author of the Historical and Critical
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Dictionary] found it necessary to live there; and Spinoza would hardly have
been allowed to do his work in any other country.”4
1.2. Intermezzo: The rise of the scientist
Although I used the term ‘scientist’ in the previous section, and I will continue to use
it as a catch-all term throughout this manuscript to denote those individuals who
engaged in the practice of scientific research, I am well aware that this professional
designation was coined only in 1834, that is, more than a century after our narrative
concludes around the time of the confirmation of the 1714 British Longitude Act. The
designation ‘scientist’ was not commonly used until at least a century later—
occasionally and sometimes reluctantly at first, whereas a surge in its uptake was only
witnessed in the late-19th Century in the USA and from the turn of the 20th Century in
the UK.5 The early-20th Century scholar of American English, Henry Louis Mencken
(1880–1956), expanded upon its use (and the early opposition to it!) in his classic
reference work, The American Language,
“The last-named [scientist] was coined by William Whewell, an Englishman, in
1840, but was first adopted in America. Despite the fact that Fitzedward Hall
and other eminent philologists used it and defended it, it aroused almost
incredible opposition in England. So recently as 1890 it was denounced by the
London Daily News as ‘an ignoble Americanism,’ and according to William
Archer it was finally accepted by the English only ‘at the point of the
bayonet.’”6
In a footnote he further expanded the argument, stating that …
“[d]espite this fact an academic and ineffective opposition to it still goes on. On
the Style Sheet of the Century Magazine it is listed among the ‘words and
phrases to be avoided.’ It was prohibited by the famous Index Expurgatorius
prepared by William Cullen Bryant for the New York Evening Post, and his
prohibition is still theoretically in force, but the word is now actually permitted
by the Post. The Chicago Daily News Style Book, dated July 1, 1908, also bans
it.”7
The term was, in fact, coined on 24 June 1833 and not in 1840. As is often the case,
the first use of the designation ‘scientist’ seems to have been an off-the-cuff remark
by the English philosopher and historian of science William Whewell (1794–1866), at
the third annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
an organisation of which he was both co-founder and President. Whewell, one of the
leading figures of 19th Century British science, was also a Fellow of the Royal
Society, President of the Geological Society, and Master of Trinity College at the
University of Cambridge. The Association’s members had voiced the need for a
description of the practitioners of science for a number of years. The designations
‘natural philosopher,’ ‘man of science’ (very few, if any, women were included in the
early scientific circuits), or ‘cultivator of science,’ which had been in common use
until that time, had gradually lost their meaning.
In fact, the designation ‘natural philosopher’ had not been used commonly for long
itself. In this context, Galileo caused a seismic intellectual shift; before his time,
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philosophers did not engage with observations but only with moral and logical theory.
Galileo instead asserted that …
“[h]e who looks the higher is the more highly distinguished, and turning over
the great book of Nature (which is the proper object of philosophy) is the way
to elevate one’s gaze,”8
so that, in his view, philosophy was just not meant to deal with the words of other
men. This led to the notion that those engaging with natural science were referred to
as ‘natural philosophers.’
The Romantic poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772–1834), who had previously
expanded upon the scientific method, attended the meeting. He declared that although
he was a true philosopher, the designation ‘philosopher’ should not be applied to the
Association’s members without a modifier like ‘natural’ or ‘experimental.’ Whewell
casually responded, suggesting,
“… by analogy with artist, we may form scientist.”9
‘Scientist’ first appeared in print in 1834, in an anonymous review of the Scottish
science writer Mary Somerville’s On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences, which
was eventually published in the Quarterly Review. The reviewer appears to not have
taken its use very seriously but instead provides a partly satirical commentary, most
likely in response to the changing concept of the nature of science, at a time when
natural knowledge was increasingly distinguished from other forms of knowledge:
“The tendency of the sciences has long been an increasing proclivity and
dismemberment. … The mathematician turns away from the chemist; the chemist
from the naturalist; the mathematician, left to himself, divides himself into a pure
mathematician and a mixed mathematician, who soon part company; the chemist
is perhaps a chemist of electro-chemistry; if so, he leaves common chemical
analysis to others; between the mathematician and the chemist is to be
interpolated a ‘physicien’ (we have no English name for him), who studies heat,
moisture, and the like. And thus science, even more physical science, loses all
traces of unity. A curious illustration of this result may be observed in the want of
any name by which we can designate the students of the knowledge of the material
world collectively. We are informed that this difficulty was felt very oppressively
by the members of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, at their
meetings at York, Oxford, and Cambridge, in the last three summers. There was
no general term by which these gentlemen could describe themselves with
reference to their pursuits. Philosophers was felt to be too wide and too lofty a
term, and was very properly forbidden them by Mr. Coleridge, both in his
capacity as philologer and metaphysician; savans [savant] was rather assuming,
besides being French instead of English; some ingenious gentleman proposed
that, by analogy with artist, they might form scientist, and added that there could
be no scruple in making free with this termination when we have such words as
sciolist [someone pretending to be knowledgeable and well-informed], economist,
and atheist—but this was not generally palatable; others attempted to translate
the term by which the members of similar associations in Germany have described
themselves, but it was not found easy to discover an English equivalent for natur-
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forscher. The process of examination which it implies might suggest such
undignified compounds as nature-poker, or nature-peeper, for these naturae
curiosi; but these were indignantly rejected.”10
As a footnote, the reviewer—who we now know was Whewell himself, based on
Isaac Todhunter’s 1876 biography11 of the scholar—who referred to himself as “some
ingenious gentleman,” added,
“When the German association met at Berlin, a caricature was circulated there,
representing the ‘collective wisdom’ employed in the discussion of their mid-day
meal with extraordinary zeal of mastication and dexterity in the use of the
requisite instruments, to which was affixed the legend—‘wie die Natur-forscher
Natur-forschen,’ which we venture to translate ‘the poking of the nature
pokers’.”12

Figure 1.1: Caricature, ‘Wie die Natur-forscher Natur-forschen.’ (Holländer, E., 1905, Die Karikatur
und Satire in der Medizin, Stuttgart: Verlag von Ferdinand Enke, Fig. 214; not in copyright)

That caricature is reproduced in figure 1.1. Whewell repeated his proposed
designation of ‘scientist’ in print in 1840, in The Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences:
“As we cannot use physician for a cultivator of physics, I have called him a
physicist. We need very much a name to describe a cultivator of science in
general. I should incline to call him a Scientist. Thus we might say, that as an
Artist is a Musician, Painter, or Poet, a Scientist is a Mathematician, Physicist, or
Naturalist.”13
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Also in 1840, in Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine,14 Leonardo da Vinci (1452–
1510) was referred to as “mentally a seeker after truth—a scientist,” while the Italian
Renaissance painter Antonio Allegri da Correggio (1498–1534) was cast as an
“assertor of truth—an artist,” thus clarifying the philosophical distinction between
scientists and artists.
Nevertheless, general acceptance of the term ‘scientist’ took a long time to develop.
Scientific luminaries, including the English scientist Michael Faraday (1791–1867),
did not easily give in, despite their public appearances:
“As for hailing [the new term] scientist as ‘good,’ that was mere politeness:
Faraday never used the word, describing himself as a natural philosopher to the
end of his career.”15
Separately, William Thomson, First Baron Kelvin (1824–1907), preferred the term
‘naturalist’ over ‘physicist,’ following the definition of the former term in Samuel
Johnson’s Dictionary of the English Language of 1755 as ‘a person well versed in
natural philosophy:’
“Armed with this authority, chemists, electricians, astronomers, and
mathematicians may surely claim to be admitted along with mere descriptive
investigators of nature to the honourable and convenient title of Naturalist, and
refuse to accept so un-English, unpleasing, and meaningless a variation from
old usage as physicist.”16
Faraday was more outspoken in his opposition to being called a physicist:
“I also perceive another new and good word, the scientist. Now can you give us
one for the French physicien? Physicist is both to my mouth and ears so awkward
that I think I shall never use it. The equivalent of three separate sounds of i in one
word is too much.”17
1.3. Scholarly communication and scientific networks in the 17th Century
Returning now to scientific developments in the 17th Century, for the new dynamic,
intellectual atmosphere to thrive during the Age of Enlightenment, scientific
knowledge had to be disseminated somehow among the educated members of society.
Given that the first scientific and academic journals appeared only in 1665, as we will
see shortly, the key questions to be addressed include, How did the 17th Century
scientific information system work? and How were new scientific information and
insights assimilated, distributed, and eventually broadly established in the educated
community?
The Renaissance coincided with a significant increase in scientific activity, a step
change from predominantly book-reading philosophers addressing scientific questions
in a largely qualitative manner to rapidly increasing numbers of experimental
scientists in the modern sense of the word. Initially, an abundance of new knowledge
was created by just a few leading intellectuals, ‘Renaissance men,’ that is, true
polymaths who were well versed in disciplines as wide-ranging as biology, art, and
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engineering. Think of da Vinci, for instance, who developed flying machines, studied
weather conditions, was a great artist in his own right, and pursued an in-depth
understanding of human anatomy, all at the same time.
As we will see in Chapter 3, the scientific reasoning, observation, and
experimentation approach developed by luminaries such as Galileo and Francis Bacon
(1561–1626) is now known as the modern scientific method. These global
developments, often referred to as the ‘Scientific Revolution,’ fully surfaced in the
late-16th Century and changed the scientific landscape completely from the onset of
the 17th Century. Knowledge creation became an institutionalized professional
occupation in its own right; the numbers of natural philosophers and scholars
involved in scientific pursuits increased exponentially. Meanwhile, scientists pursued
ever more specialized research questions, forever changing the meaning of the word
‘scientist’ from the experts in general knowledge the Renaissance had produced.
Whereas scholarly books had been the main vehicle of scientific dissemination until
that time, the pace of scientific discovery soon accelerated, indirectly leading to the
first known reference to ‘information overload.’ Specifically, writing in 1613, the
popular English author and soldier Barnabe (Barnaby) Rich (1580–1617) commented
that …
“[o]ne of the diseases of this age is the multiplicity of books; they doth so
overcharge the world that it is not able to digest the abundance of idle matter
that is every day hatched and brought forth.”18
Writing, editing, and publishing books was slow and expensive—then as now—while
their readership was often limited, and printing a book carried a financial risk.19
With the increasing numbers of active scientific researchers came the need for
recognition of their achievements by their peers and protection from intellectual
piracy. However, in the absence of such safeguards, early-17th Century researchers
often treated their discoveries as closely guarded secrets. Whereas in today’s
scientific environment one would pursue publication of new research insights in some
of the most highly ranked journals, without access to such a route to publication many
17th Century researchers resorted to disseminating their discoveries to their fellow
learned men in the form of anagrams. The latter could not be deciphered without
actual knowledge of the discovery; the key to unscrambling the anagram was usually
a single sentence or a phrase. They thus established priority of discovery and would
hand the anagram to an official witness for safekeeping. In essence, they would
develop their discovery into a profitable undertaking or obtain patronage from a
wealthy benefactor before revealing the details, only doing so once they were ready to
claim ownership.20
Galileo is known to have used anagrams to announce some of his breakthroughs,
including his discovery of the rings of the planet Saturn. In 1610, he sent an anagram
to Johannes Kepler (1571–1630), the German astronomer who is best known for his
laws of planetary motion:
smaismrmilmepoetalevmibunenugttaviras
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Once deciphered—something Kepler was apparently unable to achieve—it read21
altissimum planetam tergeminum observari.
(“I have observed the uppermost planet triple.”)
We will encounter additional examples of discovery anagrams, designed by Robert
Hooke (1635–1703) as well as by Huygens, in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
This approach would at least allow the inventor to tell the world about their
breakthrough, without having to worry about being scooped by their competition.
However, this solution was not ideal: the decrypted anagrams could be as vague as the
anagrams themselves, it was not necessarily clear where the discovery had been
made, discoveries may have been made independently by different claimants, and in
general the use of anagrams to claim priority of discovery suppressed the
dissemination of scientific information. As a case in point, Isaac Newton (1642–1727)
and Gottfried Leibniz (1646–1716) both claimed to have developed calculus,
Newton’s so-called ‘fluxional method.’ Newton claimed that his priority dated from
the 1660s and 1670s, as shown in the following passage from a letter he wrote to
Leibniz in 1677. His letter was delivered via Henry Oldenburg (c. 1619–1677) at the
Royal Society in London, who is often appropriately referred to as the English
‘clearinghouse’ of science.
“The foundation of these operations is evident enough, in fact; but because I
cannot proceed with the explanation of it now, I have preferred to conceal it
thus: 6accdae13eff7i3l9n4o4qrr4s8t12ux. On this foundation I have
also tried to simplify the theories which concern the squaring of curves, and I
have arrived at certain general Theorems.”22
However, he did not publish his findings openly until 1693.23 Yet, in the mean time,
Leibniz had already published his own treatise on calculus, Nova Methodus pro
Maximis et Minimis, in 1684. Deciphered, the anagram from Newton’s letter reads
Data aequatione quotcunque fluentes quantitates involvente,
fluxiones invenire; et vice versa
(“Given an equation involving any number of fluent quantities to find the
fluxions, and vice versa.”)
When rearranged alphabetically, it consists of the following numbers of characters,
allowing us to retrieve Newton’s original reference:24
aaaaaa cc d ae eeeeeeeeeeeee ff iiiiiii lll nnnnnnnnn
(6a)
(13e)
(7i) (3l) (9n)
oooo qqqq rr ssss ttttttttt uuuuuuuvvvvv x
(4o) (4q) (4s) (9t)
(12u)
Beyond communication through anagrams, the 17th Century witnessed the spread of
active correspondence networks across the European continent, reaching as far as the
Levant (the Eastern Mediterranean). Scientists would often send their observations
and discoveries to a central person who acted as a ‘gatekeeper’ or conduit for
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transmission of new developments to the network’s other members. The increasing
importance of this approach to publicising their work was greatly facilitated by
significantly improved postal systems across Western Europe. Despite the increased
use of print, ordinary, handwritten letters still remained a powerful means of
communication among the men of science. Exchanging letters was convenient,
affordable, as well as fast and not subject to significant censorship. From the
beginning of the 17th Century, letters could be exchanged anywhere within Europe on
timescales of weeks; by the end of the century, regular letters and diplomatic couriers
provided an improved, faster, and more reliable service which covered far-flung
locales on the periphery of European science.
Two particularly pivotal correspondents were the London-based German–British
polymath Samuel Hartli(e)b (c. 1600–1662), known as the ‘Great Intelligencer of
Europe,’ and the French scientist-priest Marin Mersenne (1588–1648). Despite his
role of ‘gatekeeper,’ Hartlib does not seem to have interfered in the free exchange of
knowledge, since he corresponded prolifically with a wide variety of European
scientific and literary movers and shakers, including Comenius, Robert William
Boyle (1627–1691), Oliver Cromwell (1599–1658), Descartes, John Milton (1608–
1674), Blaise Pascal (1623–1662), and Christopher Wren (1632–1723).
Hartlib operated as one of the era’s most active intellectual impresarios. His
predominant aim was to record all human knowledge and—in the true ‘universalist’
spirit—make it available to everyone, irrespective of one’s background, so as to
facilitate universal dissemination of knowledge. His extensive network of knowledge
providers ranged from the great philosophers of the day to gentleman farmers, with
many of whom he maintained high levels of correspondence. As a consequence, he
turned into a central intellectual of his era by arranging the spread of knowledge and
information, examination of patent applications, facilitating learning and informal
education, and circulating designs for a range of mechanical instruments and
machines,25 including calculators, double-writing instruments,26 seed machines, and
siege engines for use during wartime.
Hartlib’s closest correspondents were Comenius, the philosopher and theologian, and
his colleague, the Scottish theologian John Dury (1596–1680). The ultimate goal
pursued by Hartlib, Comenius, Dury, and their fellow thinkers—greatly influenced by
Bacon’s general theory of education—was to facilitate the spread of knowledge at a
time when the pursuit of knowledge was scattered and libraries were not commonly
accessible. As religious scholars, they considered it their Christian duty to enlighten,
educate, and improve society. Comenius considered man ‘very suitable for
education,’ because of the processes of Nature, which he believed to be spontaneously
at work in everyone and which could easily be cultivated, because …
“they are all human beings with the prospect of the same future life in the way
appointed by heaven yet beset with snares and obstructed by diverse
pitfalls.”27
He was an important proponent of the idea of ‘universal education,’ as is keenly
communicated in the opening chapter of his Pampaedia (rediscovered in 1935),28 part
four of his unfinished seven-volume pedagogical masterwork, De rerum humanarum
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emendatione consultatio catholica (‘General advice on the improvement of human
affairs’):
“First, the expressed wish is for full power of development into full humanity
not of one particular person, but of every single individual, young and old,
rich and poor, noble and ignoble, men and women—in a word, every being
born on Earth, with the ultimate aim of providing education to the entire
human race regardless of age, class, sex, and nationality.”29
Hence, he says at the end of his first chapter,
“I had this consideration in mind when I put
the symbol of the art of the tree pruner in the
frontispiece to this Deliberation, showing
gardeners grafting freshly-plucked shoots
from the tree of Pansophia into rooted layers
in the hope of filling God’s whole garden,
which is the human race, with saplings of a
similar nature.”
The gardener transplanting shoots onto a young tree, seen in the figure above, is thus
clearly analogous to a teacher whose job consists of grafting shoots from the ‘tree of
knowledge’ onto young children and cultivating intellectual growth.
Across the English Channel, meanwhile, Mersenne had become a leading, secondgeneration ‘intelligencer’ in the Parisian scholarly community. Although he was not a
great philosopher himself, his contributions to the development of theology, music,
mathematics, and natural philosophy were certainly competent; he is now best known
on his own merit as the ‘father of acoustics.’ More importantly, however, his
facilitation of the scientific enterprise of the early-17th Century was invaluable and
gave him the moniker of the ‘mailbox of Europe.’ He stimulated and corresponded
with numerous colleagues, hailing from a wide variety of backgrounds, including all
contemporary leading philosophers, mathematicians, musical theorists, anatomists
and other medical practitioners, antiquarians, oriental scholars, and theologians—
most notably, however, Galileo and Descartes. In 1633, 1634, and 1639 Mersenne
translated Galileo’s studies on mechanics from Italian into French; it is largely owing
to Mersenne’s promotion that Galileo’s work reached his contemporaries across
Europe. Mersenne encouraged discussion of groundbreaking philosophies by posing
problems, communicating ‘objections’ (an early form of peer review), supplying news
and information, establishing contacts, and facilitating or pursuing publication.
An ordained Minim friar by vocation, in the early 1620s Mersenne was greatly
influenced by Nicolas-Claude Fabri de Peiresc (1580–1637), whose extensive
correspondence with scientists and great intellectual contributions to diverse fields—
including the determination of longitude across Europe, North Africa, and the
Mediterranean—gave him the accolades ‘Prince of Erudition’ and ‘Prince of the
Republic of Letters,’ a catch-all designation for the largely informal, pre-Renaissance
network of prolific scientific correspondents across Europe. De Peiresc’s network of
nearly 500 correspondents was predominantly concentrated in the major ‘centres of
learning,’ particularly Rome and Paris. Although he was a gentleman scientist in his
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own right, who actively pursued experiments and dissections in astronomy and optics,
his most important contribution and influence was in fostering interdisciplinary and
multinational intellectual knowledge exchange, from Italy to France, from humanism
to science.
De Peiresc introduced Mersenne to his network of Parisian intellectuals, thus setting
the stage for Mersenne’s own development as an influential science broker. By 1626,
Mersenne had initiated a series of weekly scientific discussions, meanwhile working
on establishing a network of correspondents across the continent—Dutch, Flemish,
English, Italian, French, German; Protestant as well as Catholic. Indeed, he proved
capable of maintaining excellent relationships with people whose scientific and
philosophical ideas were sometimes significantly at odds with one another. For
instance, in preparation of the publication, in 1641, of his close friend Descartes’
Meditationes, Mersenne commissioned sets of ‘objections’ (to which Descartes was
meant to respond) from Pierre Gassendi (1592–1655) and Hobbes, two major
philosophers who were fundamentally opposed to the Cartesian principles—which
emphasize the use of reason to the develop the natural sciences, while separating the
mind from the sensations of the body—supported by Descartes. He was also on good
personal terms with Gilles Personne de Roberval (1602–1675), the French
mathematician, another vocal anti-Cartesian.
Mersenne was particularly keen to make the latest philosophical insights accessible to
a wider public and he strongly believed in science as a collaborative enterprise. To
achieve his ideal of establishing a truly global scientific community of like-minded
intellectuals, an ‘academy,’ he reached out to scientists and scholars well beyond his
own circle of Parisian mathematicians. Requesting feedback from de Peiresc, in a
letter dated 15 July 1635 he explained,
“I would like to have such a peace that we could build an Academy, not just in
one city …, but if not of all Europe, at least in the entire France, which would
communicate by letters, which would be better than the talks where one often
gets too excited.”30
In his pursuit of a global scientific community, he did not care about political,
religious, or scientific differences—and apparently he was rather successful, as
evidenced by a comment from one of his contemporaries:
“He had become the centre of the world of letters, owing to the contact he
maintained with all, and all with him … serving a function in the Republic of
Letters similar to that of the heart in the circulation of blood within the human
body.”31
Meanwhile, a close friend of Peiresc and Mersenne, Ismaël Boulliau (1605–1694),
built up a network of correspondents that was to become one of the most extensive
letter-writing circles of the 17th Century, amassing of order 5000 letters between 1632
and 1693. Although his correspondents were certainly interested in studying the
Classics, philology, politics, and diplomacy, most importantly he fostered a more
clearly defined scientific focus—particularly on astronomical observations, which he
exchanged prolifically with the likes of Gassendi, Johannes Hevelius (1611–1687),
and Huygens—and a more extensive geographical reach, beyond the traditional
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scientific powerhouses of France, the Dutch Republic, Italy, and England, but also
encompassing Poland, Scandinavia, and the Levant.
Mersenne’s community building eventually led to his establishment of the Academia
Parisiensis in 1635. Although informal by design, it attracted keen interest from
leading scholars and mathematicians, including Blaise and his father Étienne Pascal
(1588–1651), Claude Mydorge (1585–1647), Claude Hardy (1604–1678), de
Roberval, and Pierre de Fermat (1607–1665).
Similarly, the ‘Hartlib circle,’ the correspondence network covering Western and
Central Europe established by Hartlib and his fellow thinkers around 1630,
“… was an association of personal friends. Hartlib and Dury were the two key
figures: Comenius, despite their best efforts, always remained a cause they
were supporting rather than a fellow coordinator. Around them were Hübner,
Haak, Pell, Moriaen, Rulise, Hotton, and Appelius, later to be joined by
Sadler, Culpeper, Worsley, Boyle and Clodius. But as soon as one looks any
further than this from the centre, the lines of communication begin to branch
and cross, threading their way into the entire intellectual community of
Europe and America. It is a circle with a definable centre but an almost
infinitely extendable periphery.”32
1.4. Birth of the learned societies and their scientific journals
Hartlib and Mersenne were not alone in their pursuit of knowledge through extensive
international networks. The first half of the 17th Century coincided with a rapidly
increasing number of private learned academies. 33 Despite our focus so far on
developments in France and England, the Italian city states, including Naples, Rome,
and Florence, had long also been major centres of scientific inquiry; the foundation of
the first scientific society, the Academia Secretorum Naturae (the ‘Academy of the
Mysteries of Nature’), by the Napolitan polymath, scholar, and playwright
Giambattista della Porta (1535?–1615), dates from 1560. 34 Subsequently, the
Accademia dei Lincei (the ‘Lincean Academy;’ 1603–1630)—whose name paid
tribute to the sharp vision of the lynx which symbolizes the keen observational eye
that science requires—was established by Frederico Angelo Cesi (1585–1630), the
Roman scientist and naturalist; by 1651, following the death of its founder, the
Academy’s demise was inevitable, however. 35 Another early Italian scientific
academy, the short-lived Accademia del Cimento (the ‘Academy of Experiment;’
1657–1667),36,37 was founded by students of Galileo, among others, and funded by
Prince Leopoldo (1617–1675) and his brother Ferdinando II de’ Medici (1610–1670),
Grand Duke of Tuscany. In essence, the society “under the protection of the Most
Serene Prince Leopoldo of Tuscany”38 catered to Leopoldo’s personal interests in
science while shying away from generating public controversy.
These informal structures contributed to the formal foundation of the Royal Society
(formally known as ‘The President, Council, and Fellows of the Royal Society of
London for Improving Natural Knowledge’) on 15 July 1662, the French Académie
des Sciences on 22 December 1666, and eventually the Accademia Nazionale Reale
dei Lincei, the Italian Royal National Lincean Academy, in 1874. In France, many
academies transferred to government control, sponsorship, or patronage by the middle
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of the 17th Century, with as notable frontrunner the Académie française, which had
been founded by Cardinal Armand Jean du Plessis (1585–1642), Duke of Richelieu
and Fronsac (better known as Cardinal Richelieu), in 1634. In the mid-17th Century,
the vibrant intellectual communities in Paris and London had set their first tentative
steps towards establishing permanent literary and scientific academies, on both sides
of the Channel both under royal patronage.
The Royal Society originated from a combination of different groups of physicians,
mathematicians, and natural philosophers, 39 mostly ‘gentlemen of means’ who
worked independently, including the Gresham College ‘group of 1645’ convened by
the German Calvinist scholar Theodore Haak (1605–1690), the Oxford Philosophical
Club (1649–1660) around the natural philosopher John Wilkins (1614–1672), and
even the Hartlib Circle.40 However, the relationship between the latter and the Royal
Society was fraught with difficulty because of Hartlib’s emphasis on utopian
universal education—principles which were left out of the Royal Society’s charter.
The Gresham College group was the dominant contributor of Fellows to the nascent
Royal Society; they adhered to Bacon’s ‘New Science,’ proposed in his unfinished
utopian novel New Atlantis (1627) 41 —an approach that rejected Aristotelian
principles and which represented an important step towards the development of the
modern scientific method of inquiry.
Following a lecture by Wren on 28 November 1660, Gresham College’s ‘1660
committee of 12’ met and agreed to establish a ‘College for the Promoting of
Physico–Mathematical Experimental Learning.’ At their subsequent weekly meeting,
Sir Robert Moray (1608/1609–1663) told his colleagues that King Charles II of
England (1630–1685; reigned from 1660 until his death) suported the discussion
meetings. The King proceeded to sign a royal charter on 15 July 1662. This formally
created the ‘Royal Society of London,’ while a second royal charter dated 23 April
1663 changed the society’s name to the ‘Royal Society of London for the
Improvement of Natural Knowledge.’
However, French scientists at the time claimed that it had instead been their influence
that led to the establishment of the Royal Society. Leading French thinkers, including
Jean-Baptiste du Hamel (1624–1706), Giovanni Domenico Cassini (1625–1712),
Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle (1657–1757), and Melchisédech Thévenot (c. 1620–
1692), suggested that their English counterparts, including the Royal Society’s first
Secretary, Oldenburg, had come up with the idea for their learned society after having
attended the ‘Montmor Academy,’ a private academy convened by Henri Louis
Habert de Montmor (c. 1600–1679), scholar and ‘man of letters,’ in 1657.42 Hooke,
never one to mince his words, summarily rejected that notion:
“[Cassini] makes, then, Mr Oldenburg to have been the instrument, who
inspired the English with a desire to imitate the French, in having
Philosophical Clubs, or Meetings; and that this was the occasion of founding
the Royal Society, and making the French the first. I will not say, that Mr
Oldenburg did rather inspire the French to follow the English, or, at least, did
help them, and hinder us. But ’tis well known who were the principal men that
began and promoted that design, both in this city and in Oxford; and that a
long while before Mr Oldenburg came into England. And not only these
Philosophic Meetings were before Mr Oldenburg came from Paris; but the
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Society itself was begun before he came hither; and those who then knew Mr
Oldenburg, understood well enough how little he himself knew of philosophic
matter.”43
The foundation of the French Académie des Sciences, meanwhile, was triggered by
French finance minister Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s (1619–1683) plan to create a general
academy. His hand-picked group of leading scholars convened for the first time on 22
December 1666 in King Louis XIV’s library, establishing a schedule of twice-weekly
meetings thenceforth. It took until 20 January 1699 before the King drafted a set of
rules, which conferred upon the organisation the designation ‘royal,’ thus forming the
Académie Royale des Sciences. As a governmental body, discussions and external
communications were expected to remain non-political, while also avoiding religious
and social issues of possible contention.
In Germany, meanwhile, the Academia Naturae Curiosorum (the ‘Academy for the
Curious of Nature;’ 1652–1693) underwent a transformation from a gathering place
for physicians, with meetings held in different towns across the region, into an
academy. The emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, Leopold I (1640–1705), formally
recognized the society in 1677 and gave it the designation Leopoldina in 1687.
Independently, Prince-elector Frederick III of Brandenburg (1657–1713) followed
Leibniz’ suggestion and founded the Kurfürstlich Brandenburgische Societät der
Wissenschaften (‘Electoral Brandenburg Society of Sciences’) on 11 July 1700 in
Berlin. Once Frederick III had been crowned King in Prussia in 1701, thus having
become Frederick I of Prussia, the society was renamed the Königlich-Preußische
Societät der Wissenschaften (‘Royal Prussian Society of Sciences’). The Prussian
Academy was the first learned society to engage with both the sciences and
humanities subjects.
Following the foundation of the Royal Society, the Académie des Sciences, and the
Prussian Academy,44 the number of scientific societies mushroomed to more than 70
such organisations in the major intellectual centres of Europe by 1793,45 many of
which were officially recognized by their respective governments. Science had
become more professional and institutionalized: scientific and literary academies
absorbed much of the enterprise of scholarship, including communication and
dissemination of news and discoveries among the scientific community. The time was
clearly opportune for frequent printed scientific dissemination to take root. In 1663,
Hooke had proposed that the Royal Society establish a weekly journal:
“And that you may understand what parts of naturall knowledge they are most
inquisitive for at this present, they designe to print a Paper of advertisements
once every week, or fortnight at furthest, wherein will be contained the heads
or substance of the inquiries they are most solicitous about, together with the
progress they have made and the information they have received from other
hands, together with a short account of such philosopicall matters as
accidentally occur, a brief discourse of what is new and considerable in their
letters from all parts of the world, and what the learned and inquisitive are
doing or have done in physick, mathematicks, mechanicks, opticks, astronomy,
medicine, chymistry, anatomy, both abroad and at home.”46
Hooke’s proposal did not come to fruition until after the first journal had been
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established in France. There, the first issue of the interdisciplinary literary and
academic Journal des Sçavans launched on 5 January 1665 (see figure 1.2, left). It
was run by its founding editor, the Parisian author and lawyer Denis de Sallo, Sieur de
la Coudraye (1626–1669), bibliophile and adviser to the Parlement de Paris.47 Just
two months later, on 6 March 1665, the first issue of the Philosophical Transactions,
Giving some Account of the present Undertakings, Studies, and Labours of the
Ingenious in many considerable parts of the World was published (see figure 1.2,
right) upon having been granted a Royal charter by King Charles II.48

Figure 1.2: (left) Frontispiece to Volume 1 of the Journal des sçavans (1665) (Source: Wikimedia
Commons; public domain) (right) Frontispiece to Volume 1 of the Philosophical Transactions
(1665) (Source: Royal Society archives; Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license)

The contents of both journals were rather different from what we expect from
scientific journals today. The Journal des Sçavans published obituaries of well-known
scholars and intellectuals, church history, book reviews, legal and university reports,
science news, and scholarly activity, predominantly written by scriveners
(journalists). It appeared in Paris on Mondays in 12-page quarto format—which
would soon be followed by unauthorized copies printed in Amsterdam49—until 1792,
when the French Revolution (1789–1799) intervened. From 1683 to 1686, the journal
had assumed the lengthy title Journal des Savants ou recueil succinct et abrégé de
tout ce qui arrive de plus surprenant dans la nature, et de ce qui se fait et se découvre
de plus curieux dans les arts et les sciences. When regular publication resumed under
the auspices of the Institut de France in 1816, it became known under its updated title,
Journal des Savants.
The Philosophical Transactions, since 1776 known as the Philosophical Transactions
of the Royal Society,50 focussed on disseminating scientific progress from the outset,
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aiming to inform the Fellows of the Royal Society and other interested readers of the
latest scientific news and discoveries. As such, it was the first true scholarly journal
and it is generally considered the longest running journal exclusively dedicated to the
communication of scientific discoveries. The intended publication was first
mentioned, as shown in figure 1.3, in the Royal Society’s Council minutes of 1 March
1664 (Julian date; corresponding to 11 March 1665 in the modern, Gregorian
system51), ordering that …
“… the Philosophical Transactions, to be composed by Mr. Oldenburg, be printed
the first Munday [sic] of every Month, if he have sufficient matter for it, and that
that Tract be Licensed by the Council of this Society, being first revised by some

Figure 1.3: The Royal Society’s Council minutes of 1 March 1664/1665 (excerpt). Note the phrase,
“first revised by some of the Members of the same,” which represents an important development in the
history of peer review. (© The Royal Society)

of the Members of the same. And that the President be desired now the License the
first papers thereof, being written in four sheets in folio, to be printed by John
Martyn and James Allestree.”52
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Note the phrase, “being first revised by some of the Members of the same,” which is
considered the first reference to the now well-established practice of formal scientific
or scholarly peer review preceding publication in a learned journal, an approach that
became commonplace from the 1830s. Indeed, the Philosophical Transactions were
founded on the modern principles of peer review, external validation (‘certification’),
scientific priority (‘registration’), dissemination, and archiving. This is reflected in a
series of letters from 1664 and 1665 between Oldenburg, editor of the Philosophical
Transactions, and Boyle, a founding Fellow of the Royal Society:
“[Huygens] hath been written to, to communicate freely to ye Society; what new
discoveries he maketh or wt new Expts he tryeth, the Society being very careful
of regist’ring the person and time of any new matter, imparted to ym, as the
matter itselfe; whereby the honor of ye invention will be inviolably preserved to
all posterity.”53
“[By registering and giving due honour] I thence persuade myselfe, yt all
Ingenious men will be thereby incouraged to impart their knowledge and
discoveryes, as farre as they may, not doubting of ye Observance of ye Old Law,
of Suum cuique tribuere.”54
“I might justly be thought too little sensible to my own Interest, if I should …
neglect the opportunity of having some of my Memoirs preserv’d, by being
incorporated into a Collection [such as the continuing issues of the
Philosophical Transactions], that is like to be as lasting as usefull.”55
Both men clearly realized the importance to their contributors of establishing priority
of discovery and the journal’s role in safeguarding this:
“But some here [in Oxford] are a little Jealous yt if our Expts be known
elsewhere wthout being before hand registred by you together wth ye Time of
their having been made or proposd, they may beget such claimes & disputes.”56
“I acknowledge, yt yt yealousy, about the first Authors of Experiments, wch you
speak off, is not groundlesse. And therefore offer myselfe, to register all those,
you or any person shall please to communicate, as now, wth yt fidelity, wch both
of ye honor of my relation to the R. Society (wch is highly concerned in such
Experiments) and my owne inclinations doe strongly oblige me to.”57
At the time of Oldenburg’s letter to Boyle of 24 November 1664, the Royal Society’s
secretary had clearly been made aware of plans to publish an academic journal which
were afoot in France, as evidenced by a passage in that same letter:
“My New correspondent… hath given me notice.. yt they have a dessein in France
to publish from time to time a Journall of all which passeth in Europe in matter of
knowledge both Philosophicall and Politicall.”
These developments appear to have accelerated the Royal Society Council’s plans to
publish its own scholarly journal. Following publication of the Journal des Sçavans’
first issue in early January 1665, Boyle read out an excerpt at the Royal Society’s 11
January 1665 meeting. In early February that year, a sample issue of the
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Philosophical Transactions was presented, leading to approval by the Society’s
Council on 1 March and subsequent publication of the first issue on Monday 6 March
1665.
Of particular note is a paper in that first issue, specifically a reproduction of a set of
hand-written ‘Directions for Sea-men, bound for far Voyages’ (1661; see figure 1.4)
by Lawrence Rooke (1622–1662), the Professor of Astronomy and Geometry at
Gresham College, which was prefaced by a review of the Royal Society’s raison
d’être:
“It being the Design of the R. Society, for the better attaining the End of their
Institution, to study Nature rather than Books, and, from the Observations,
made of the Phaenomena and Effects she presents, to compose such a History
of Her, as may hereafter serve to build a Solid and Useful Philosophy upon;
They have from time to time given order to several of their Members to draw
up both Inquiries of things Observable in forrain Countries, and Directions for
the Particulars, they desire chiefly to be informed about. And considering with
themselves, how much they may increase their Philosophical stock by the
advantage, which England injoyes of making Voyages into all parts of the
World, they appointed that Eminent Mathematician and Philosopher Master
Rooke, one of their Fellowes and Geometry Professor of Gresham Colledge
(now deceased to the great detriment of the Commonwealth of Learning) to
think upon and set down some Directions for Sea-men going into the East and
West-Indies, the better to capacitate them for making such observations
abroad, as may be pertinent and suitable for their purpose; of which the said
Sea-men should be desired to keep an exact Diary, delivering at their return a
fair Copy thereof to the Lord High Admiral of England, his Royal Highness
the Duke of York, and another to Trinity-house to be perused by the R.
Society Which Catalogue of Directions having been drawn up accordingly by
the said Mr. Rook, and by him presented to those, who appointed him to
expedite such an one, it was thought not to be unseasonable at this time to
make it Publique, the more conveniently to furnish Navigators with Copies
thereof.”58
Interestingly, despite lacking a reliable method for longitude determination at sea, the
first direction emphasized,
“To observe ye declination of ye Compass, or its variation from ye meridian
of ye place, frequently marking withall ye latitude and longitude of ye place,
where ever such observation is made, as exactly as may be, and setting down
ye method, by which they made them.”59
Until 1752, when the journal became an official publication of the Royal Society60
and a ‘Committee on Papers’ was established to handle its editorial aspects, including
peer review, the Philosophical Transactions was managed by its editors as an
unofficial, private undertaking. Its first editor, Oldenburg, bankrolled the publication
at his personal expense. As becomes clear following perusal of his extensive
correspondence (which includes 3176 published letters dated between 1641 and
1677 61 ), Oldenburg aimed at realising Hartlib’s ideal of a universal ‘office of
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address.’ In his roles as editor and mid-century intelligencer, Oldenburg extended his
reach beyond Europe and its periphery to the American Colonies.

Figure 1.4: ‘Directions for Sea-men, bound for far Voyages,’ Lawrence Rook (1661)
(© The Royal Society)

He ran the journal as a for-profit venture, since the Royal Society did not provide him
with a salary. Unfortunately, his profits only just allowed him to cover the rent of his
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house in Piccadilly,62 leaving room for little else. Nevertheless, his income from the
journal provided him with a keen incentive to continue with its publication. Often
referring to himself as the journal’s ‘compiler’ or sometimes as its ‘author,’ he
published a total of 136 issues before his death in 1677,63 only missing issues in July–
November 1666 on account of the Great Plague of London (1665–1666) and in June
and August 1667, when he was incarcerated in the Tower of London, having been
accused of treason and spying for the Dutch during he Second Anglo–Dutch war of
1665–1667 because of his extensive correspondence with foreign scholars and
contributors to the Philosophical Transactions.
Apart from a monetary incentive, however, Oldenburg’s editorial leadership at the
Philosophical Transactions was driven by his desire to save time and labour. Just like
the Journal des Sçavans in France, the printed Transactions replaced much of the
extensive scientific correspondence among leading scholars, with Oldenburg in
England and Colbert in France as central characters. However, the new, printed
journals did not fully overshadow the need for scientific communication through
letters. Letters continued to play important roles in the editorial process and as
‘prototype’ for final publication. Hand-written letters and formal journal publications
adapted to become complementary means of communication among the educated
members of society.
Oldenburg clearly intended his journal to become a collection of scientific advances
shared among its readership, given his description of the journal as “one of these
[natural] philosophical commonplace books.”64 The rather odd arrangement that led
Oldenburg to publish the Philosophical Transactions, ostensibly on behalf of the
Royal Society but at his own expense, was likely beneficial to both parties. The Royal
Society’s imprimatur provided an air of authority and authenticity to the publication,
while the Society benefited from being able to communicate the scientific advances of
its Fellows without direct responsibility for the journal’s contents. This latter aspect
was important during a time—in the wake of the Interregnum of England, Scotland,
and Ireland (1649–1660), between the execution of King Charles I and the
reinstatement of the monarchy with King Charles II—when the potential for
censorship represented a real danger to the Royal Society’s operations. At this time,
publications were heavily regulated, and the concept of a free press had not yet been
enacted in England.
Following the initial successes of the Journal des Sçavans and the Philosophical
Transactions, learned societies in other European countries followed suit with their
own scholarly and literary journals, including Acta eruditorum (Leipzig, 1682),
Nouvelles de la république des lettres (Amsterdam, 1684), Giornale de’letterati
(Ferrara, 1688), De Boekzaal van Europa (Rotterdam, 1691–1694), and Galeria di
Minerva (Venice, 1691–1694). 65 By 1699, thirty scientific journals had been
launched; by 1790, there were 1052.66
1.5. The 17th Century: Early modern pinnacle of human ingenuity
In the preceding sections, I have attempted to sketch a broad overview of the
scientific and scholarly environment that had emerged by the 17th Century, a
stimulating environment slated to witness major breakthroughs in the sciences. In
Chapters 2 through 6, our narrative will take us through some of the highlights of
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human creativity and resilience: the long quest for a reliable means to determine one’s
longitude at sea on extended voyages away from land. This aspect of the history of
science provides, above all, unique insights into the inner workings of the scientific
enterprise during the early years of the modern scientific method. Then, as now,
scientific research, exchanges, and dissemination transcended national borders;
scientists from a wide range of backgrounds were brought together by their
curiosity—conditions that have changed little over the past 300 years. Scientific
pursuits require access to the brightest minds and the latest developments. The
Scientific Revolution and the significantly changed inquisitive attitudes during the
Renaissance and the European Enlightenment formed the basis for the establishment
of productive and collaborative multinational scientific networks. If anything, those
conditions remain in place today, with the scientific enterprise having become even
more international than during the period covered by our narrative.
Chapter 2 is, in essence, a brief history of cartography. Its aim is to establish the
context of the times. The development of global coordinate grids originated in Greek
Antiquity, although the idea took independent root in the Islamic world and East Asia.
Establishing an absolute reference grid requires accurate determination of longitudes
and latitudes. Latitude determination has been practiced since at least the Phoenicians
and early Polynesian navigators, several centuries BCE. With successive Greek
scholars such as Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, Marinus of Tyre, and Ptolemy having laid
the foundations of mathematical geography and map projection, European
developments stagnated in the Middle Ages, when religious intolerance and wars
dominated the public consciousness. In the Islamic world and under the Chinese
Imperial Dynasties, major progress continued, however, propelled by al-Khwārizmī,
al-Bīrūnī, and al-Idrisi, as well as by Zheng He’s navigators, predominantly on the
Indian Ocean, where rudimentary longitude determination at sea was practiced
routinely. Despite its inherent dangers, European sailors including Columbus
continued to navigate by ‘dead reckoning,’ that is, sailing by knowing one’s latitude
and compass course while accounting for the effects of the wind and currents. While
sailing by dead reckoning today has become a rather sophisticated undertaking, in its
early incarnation the process consisted of throwing a log overboard and trying to
adjust one’s course for drift and currents by estimating the rate at which the log
drifted away, and in which direction. Accurate longitude determination at sea became
an urgent issue with a series of early-16th Century papal decrees which divided the
newly discovered lands between Spain and Portugal based on poorly specified
meridians. Improved mapping approaches and, particularly, Mercator’s impact on
map projections eventually returned European geographers to the forefront of global
cartographic advances. Chapter 2 should be read in tandem with the Epilogue, where
we explore the historical and political developments that eventually led to the
adoption of the Greenwich meridian as global reference line.
Having established the prevailing boundary conditions, Chapters 3 through 6 focus in
detail on the technical advances leading to the construction of reliable timepieces for
use on board rocking and pitching ships at sea. The turn of the 17th Century saw a step
change in scientific thinking. Developments in science and technology, in particular
Galileo’s invention of the pendulum as a timekeeping device and its application in the
pendulum clock, first achieved by Huygens, set the tone for the Scientific Revolution.
European governments announced rich rewards to anyone who could solve the
intractable ‘longitude problem.’ As we will see in Chapter 3, significant efforts by the
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educated elite revealed not only new laws of physics, but also deeply entrenched
positions and personal struggles, once again showing that scientists and scholars
throughout history have always been just as humanly fallible as we are today.
Chapter 4 focuses on the second half of the 17th Century, an era that witnessed
sustained progress in the development of a practical timepiece for use at sea.
Accuracies reached levels of better than 10 seconds a day by application of the novel,
widely introduced anchor escapements. Major breakthroughs were made, not only by
Huygens but also by his competitors. We will place particular emphasis on the
contributions by Hooke and Alexander Bruce (1629–1681). Increased competition
triggered accelerated progress in both practical construction and theoretical
understanding of pendulum operation, with developments cycling through the
concepts of the conical, parabolical, and compound pendulum, explorations of the
compound pendulum’s centre of oscillation, en passant yielding novel insights into
centrigual motion and the centripetal force, the theory of evolutes, and the realisation
that ‘cycloidal’ trajectories approximate isochronicity.
Major sea trials were undertaken by both the French Academy and the Royal Society
across the Mediterranean and the Atlantic Ocean on a number of occasions. While
English scientists made sustained progress in their scientific understanding of
harmonic oscillators, their French counterparts made major strides in cartography of
the known 17th Century world, unfazed by the range of international conflicts playing
out across their spheres of influence.
In Chapter 5, we will see that following his publication of Horologium Oscillatorium
in 1673, Huygens temporarily refocused his scientific explorations on a detailed
understanding of the tautochrone problem. This naturally led to a shift in emphasis to
spring-driven oscillators, which in turn enormously aided practical efforts to design
an accurate marine timepiece. Surprisingly, perhaps, these efforts were eventually
abandoned, once again in favour of continued development of pendulum clocks with
triangular and tricord pendulum suspensions. Scientists, scholars, and clockmakers on
both sides of the English Channel continued to compete, both scientifically and in
their pursuits of the commercialisation of their designs. Long-range sea trials from the
northern Dutch Republic to the Cape of Good Hope offered significant promise of
breakthroughs in clock design and performance, but reality overtook wishful thinking.
Huygens remained the leading scholar in the pursuit of a solution to the longitude
problem until his death in 1695, although he never saw his final invention, the perfect
marine balance, taken to the test. Developments of techniques other than horological
advances had continued during the Huygens–Hooke controversies, although they did
not generate a large following. Alternative proposals, entertained from the mid-17th
Century onwards, included a wide variety of suggestions, from a renewed focus on
astronomical position measurements to outright wacky ideas grounded in alchemy. In
Chapter 6, we will first consider one of the main scientific disagreements between
Huygens and Newton, the controversy about the nature of the gravitational force on
Earth, and how the extended voyages undertaken with Huygens’ clocks on board
ships of the Dutch East India Company contributed to scholarly enlightenment. We
will next place Newton’s contributions to solving the longitude problem using stellar
position determinations in the era’s context, efforts in which John Flamsteed (1646–
1719), the first ‘Astronomer Royal,’ played a major role. We will also take a broader
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look at other attempts that did not involve horological developments. This final
chapter focuses specifically on the period between Huygens’ death and the passing of
the British Longitude Act in 1714, which completes our narrative.
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Chapter 2

Global development of mathematical geography
Abstract. The development of global coordinate grids originated in Greek Antiquity,
although the idea took independent root in the Islamic world and East Asia.
Establishing an absolute reference grid requires accurate determination of longitudes
and latitudes. Latitude determination has been practiced since at least the Phoenicians
and early Polynesian navigators, several centuries BCE. With successive Greek
scholars such as Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, Marinus of Tyre, and Ptolemy having laid
the foundations of mathematical geography and map projection, European
developments stagnated in the Middle Ages, when religious intolerance and wars
dominated the public consciousness. In the Islamic world and under the Chinese
Imperial Dynasties, major progress continued, propelled by al-Khwārizmī, al-Bīrūnī,
and al-Idrisi, as well as by Zheng He’s navigators, predominantly on the Indian
Ocean, where rudimentary longitude determination at sea was routinely practiced.
European sailors, including Columbus, continued to navigate by dead reckoning
despite its inherent dangers. Accurate longitude determination at sea became an
urgent issue with a series of early 16th Century papal decrees which divided the
newly discovered lands of the Americas between Spain and Portugal based on poorly
specified meridians. Improved mapping approaches and, particularly, Mercator’s
impact on map projections eventually returned European geographers to the forefront
of global cartographic advances.

2.1. Coordinate systems
The idea of covering maps with a positional grid is often attributed to the ancient
Greek astronomer and geographer Claudius Ptolemy (Κλαύδιος Πτολεµαῖος; c. 100–
c. 170 CE). However, the concept of a global coordinate system which allowed
travellers to uniquely identify their position goes back as far as the Phoenicians in the
eastern Mediterranean around 600 BCE and the Polynesians some 200 years later.
Both sea-faring civilisations—the Phoenicians were the first sailors to circumnavigate
the African continent—used observations of celestial objects to calculate their
latitude. The Phoenicians may, in fact, have inherited this knowledge from their
predecessors, the Minoan civilisation of Crete. It has been suggested that the Minoans
used the star Kochab—which was located at the north celestial pole at the height of
the Minoan civilization, around 1450 BCE—as their guide to travel, possibly as far as
North America and India.1
Determinations of one’s latitude are fairly straightforward, and the Minoans had
apparently mastered this skill to within a mile, a conclusion reached on the basis of
the positioning of the stone circles found at Stonehenge, Almendres in present-day
Portugal, and Callanish in the Outer Hebrides off the coast of Scotland.2 Latitude
determines one’s position with respect to the equator, so that one needs to determine
the height of the Sun at local noon or (in the northern hemisphere) that of Kochab or
Polaris, presently the North Star, transiting the local meridian—the great circle that
passes through the celestial North and South Poles and the observer’s zenith (as well
as her nadir, directly opposite the local zenith direction)—at night. Using increasingly
sophisticated instruments, such as gnomons, quadrants (a quarter circle marked at
regular intervals, equipped with a dial), or astrolabes, astronomers and navigators
became highly practiced at determining stellar inclinations, i, that is, stellar heights
above the horizon. Use of such devices allowed northern observers to easily
determine the altitude of Polaris above the local horizon; the latitude followed
directly, lat. = 90° – i.
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Daytime latitude determinations based on the Sun’s meridian transit involve a few
additional, yet fairly straightforward calculations. At local noon, one measures the
Sun’s displacement from the local zenith (known as the zenith angle, zs) or
alternatively its maximum altitude or ‘elevation,’ α. On the dates of the spring and
autumn equinoxes—when the lengths of day and night are the same—the measured
zenith angle corresponds directly to the observer’s latitude. On any other day, the tilt
of the Earth’s inclination with respect to the ecliptic plane—that is, the orbital plane
in which the Earth moves around the Sun—must be taken into account. On the day of
the summer solstice, one must add 23.45° to the measured zenith angle, since the
Earth is tilted away from the Sun; at the winter solstice, one must subtract the Earth’s
23.45° tilt from the measured zenith angle. Between these benchmark dates, a simple
correction, given by the Sun’s declination for the day, δ, which is readily available in
tabulated form and approximately corresponds to the Sun’s latitude on the sky,
provides a direct measure of one’s latitude,
cos 𝑧! = sin 𝛼! = sin Φ sin 𝛿 + cos Φ cos 𝛿 cos ℎ,
where Φ represents the observer’s latitude and h is the solar hour angle, the difference
between the Sun’s actual position and the local meridian; h = 0 when the Sun reaches
it maximum daily elevation.
2.1.1. Navigation in the Western Pacific
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Determining their positions accurately was particularly important for the Polynesians,
given the vast distances across open water they had to cover. Polynesian navigators
used celestial bodies—the Sun, the Moon, and the brightest stars—as well as ocean
swells, currents, and wave patterns for direction. The Polynesians subdivided the sky
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Figure 2.1: Modern Polynesian star compass (© Charles Nainoa Thompson; reproduced with
permission)
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into sections of a 32-point compass:3,4 see figure 2.1 for a modern example. Celestial
bodies rise in a given compass section in the East and eventually set in the opposite
section in the West. Observations of a wide range of celestial bodies therefore aided
the Polynesian sailors in steadying their direction of travel. Although the basic
principles underlying this approach are simple, stellar positions on the sky vary with
latitude; seasoned navigators were highly capable of recognising and correcting for
latitudinal changes, a technique known as ‘navigation azimuth.’
Of course, navigation based on observations of the sky was only possible in clear and
relatively stable conditions. But Master Polynesian navigators were well prepared for
clouds and stormy weather, too. They knew that ocean swells follow seasonal
patterns, which allowed them to use the rocking of their boats to determine their
heading and direction at any time. The best Polynesian navigators are said to be able
to distinguish among five different types of gentle swells; they would hence know
from a change in ocean movement if they had drifted off course or whether land of
any description might be near,5 even with their eyes closed.6,7
Almost unique among sea-faring nations, 8 Pacific islanders also used ‘living
seamarks,’9 commonly referred to as ‘aimers’ in Micronesia. These could be a school
of porpoises,10 a row of whales,11 the flight of birds,12 or other natural occurrences,
which were associated with specific places between islands and along ocean currents:
“These signposts in mid-ocean consist of swarms of fish, flocks of birds, groups
of driftwood, or conditions of wave and sky peculiar to certain zones of the sea.
Hundreds of such traditional betia [seamarks] were stored up in the race
memory as a result of cumulative experience of generations.”13
Some of these seamarks can be readily understood by realising that enormous schools
of fish follow the heated ocean currents and the algae trails feeding them. In turn,
ocean birds would feast on this natural bounty, so their flight paths were also tightly
defined. Other trajectories would allow certain specific bird species to make their way
from one archipelago to another. Polynesian navigators knew which species were
going their way and followed along; the schools would also lead them back home and
feed them on the return leg.
In his 1916–1926 ethnographic study of the Gilbert Islanders, the inhabitants of
present-day Kiribati in Micronesia, Arthur Grimble elaborated, writing that …
“[these] seamarks are found along routes between islands and indicate to the
navigator that he was at a certain point along his route. For example, the
seamark called ‘the swarming of beasts’ consisted of ‘an extraordinary number
of sharks’ and indicated the canoe was ‘a day’s sail downwind of land.’ Other
marks include a region where flying fish leaped in pairs, a zone of innumerable
jellyfish, an area of numerous terns, an area of sharks and numerous red-tailed
tropic[al] birds, a place marked by a school of porpoises, a place where pairs
of porpoises point their heads ‘in the direction of the passage into Tarawa
lagoon.’”14
These skills, passed on orally from generation to generation, continue to be practiced
today, in spite of our access to modern navigational aids.
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2.1.2. The ancient Greeks
Returning now to the world of Antiquity, European maps based on scientific
cartographic principles first appeared in the third Century BCE, a major development
driven by the ancient Greek polymath Eratosthenes of Cyrene (Ἐρατοσθένης ὁ
Κυρηναῖος; 276–195/194 BCE), in present-day Libya. Now commonly referred to as
the ‘Father of Geography,’ in 245 BCE—at the tender age of 30—Eratosthenes was
appointed librarian at the fabled Library of Alexandria, where he created the first
world map based on the geographical knowledge of his day, including parallels and
meridians on his map for the first time. Figure 2.2 shows an early 20th Century
reconstruction of Eratosthenes’ first world map by H. G. Wells in his illustrated
Outline of History (1919–1920), where the most important parallels and meridians are
indicated.

Figure 2.2: Early 20th Century reconstruction of Eratosthenes’ map of the known world from ca. 194
BCE. (Wells, H. G., 1920, The Outline of History: Being a Plain History of Life and Mankind, I,
New York: Macmillan)

Eratosthenes’ use of a grid pattern was meant to provide direct links to every location
in the known world—the ‘oecumene,’ from the Greek οἰκουµένη, literally
‘inhabited’—and allow the user to assess the approximate distance to any place of
interest. This was greatly facilitated by his other major contribution to early
mathematical geography, the first ever measurement of the Earth’s circumference,
which he made to within approximately 10–30% of the currently accepted value.15 In
fact, Eratosthenes arrived at longitudes by “transforming distances into their angular
values in relation to the circumference of the globe.”16 In his three-volume work,
Geographika (Гεωγραϕικά), now lost to history, he provided the first atlas of more
than 400 cities and their locations.17
The ancient Greek astronomer Hipparchus of Nicea (Ἵππαρχος; 190–120 BCE) built
on Eratosthenes’ pioneering insights. However, the celebrated Greek geographer
Strabo (Στράβων; 64/63–c. 24 BCE) often complained that Hipparchus was overly
and often unfairly critical of the accuracy and internal consistency of his
predecessor’s work, particularly in his three-volume treatise Against the ‘Geography’
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of Eratosthenes (Πρὸς τὴν Ἐρατοσθένους γεωγραφίαν), of which only fragments
survive. 18 , 19 Hipparchus was convinced that accurate and internally consistent
geographical maps should be based only on astronomical measurements of latitudes
and longitudes, and on triangulation.
He adopted a zero meridian through the Aegean island of Rhodes, in the eastern
Mediterranean, proposing that one could determine positions East and West from his
reference meridian by comparing the local time to an ‘absolute’ time, referenced at
his zero meridian. He even proposed a method to determine absolute time through
observations of lunar eclipses. His method consisted of measuring the start and end
times of lunar eclipses, and subsequently finding the difference between this absolute
time and the observer’s local time. This was the first known realisation that one’s
longitude can potentially be determined by means of accurate time keeping.
Hipparchus was well ahead of his time; the viability of his method was doomed to
fail, however, since one needed accurate timepieces for the method to become
practicable. As we will see in Chapters 3 through 6, it would take until well into the
18th Century before clocks could be manufactured which were sufficiently stable at
sea for this method to yield accurate longitude determinations.
Hipparchus, like his predecessor Eratosthenes, was a true pioneer. He pursued
geographical latitude determination on the basis of stellar position measurements
rather than from the Sun’s altitude, a technique that had become standard at the time.
He was the first to suggest that geographical longitude could be determined based on
simultaneous observations of lunar eclipses from distant places. Putting his theory
into practice, he compiled a ‘table of climata’—latitudes correlated with the length of
the longest solstitial day—including numerous improved latitude determinations.20
It is in this context that we need to consider the commonly held notion that Ptolemy
may have been the first to produce maps covered by positional grids in his celebrated
eight-volume work, Geographia (Γεωγραφικὴ Ὑφήγησις or Geographical Guidance;
sometimes incorrectly referred to as the Cosmographia), the most complete
compilation of geographical knowledge in the second Century CE. Clearly, in view of
the brief history of mapmaking in Antiquity sketched above, this was not an
altogether novel idea. In fact, Ptolemy is said to have borrowed it from a
contemporary, Marinus of Tyre (Μαρῖνος ὁ Τύριος; c. 70–130 CE). Marinus, the
Hellenized geographer, cartographer, and mathematician, hailed from the port of Tyre
in the Roman province of Syria—the oldest and largest city in Phoenicia, located in
present-day southern Lebanon. Indeed, Ptolemy’s references to Marinus’s work are
the only surviving records of the latter’s influence on Ptolemy; none of his maps,
treatises, or other texts have survived.
Ptolemy also adopted the idea of subdividing a circle into 360 parts (µοιραι) or
degrees from his illustrious predecessors, an idea which had first been proposed by
Hipparchus. Given Ptolemy’s casual adoption of this concept, it appears that the idea
was already commonly accepted, although Ptolemy did not have any specific or
technical terms in his vocabulary that corresponded to a degree; instead, he was
frequently forced to refer to “parts, of which there are 360 to the equator.” In his
positional tables, he further subdivided the degree into 12 parts, equivalent to five
arcminutes each, which was indeed a high measurement accuracy for the times.
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Ptolemy was generous in attributing his modern ideas and practices to Marinus.
Nevertheless, he questioned some travellers’ tales of journeys to Africa and
elsewhere,21 based on diary notes of a wide cross section of travellers which Marinus
had accepted at face value, because the latter had consulted “too many conflicting
volumes, all disagreeing” (Geographia, Book I):
“However, when it is apparent that he is agreeing with, rather than querying,
some untrustworthy matter, either about a matter of draughtsmanship or by
relying on preconceived solutions, it is right to bring forward objections to his
reasoning and substitute other answers more in keeping with the highest
standards of his work.”22
Ptolemy also pointed out mistakes in the provincial boundaries recorded by his friend.
Even so, Lloyd Brown, curator of maps at the University of Michigan’s Clemens
Library in the 1940s, was rather forgiving of Ptolemy’s attitude:
“Ptolemy was both tolerant and gentle in his criticism of Marinus; both men
had their own ideas of the incredible and at times there is little to choose
between their conceptions of what made sense and what nonsense. … Marinus
was a good man in Ptolemy’s estimation, but he had allowed himself to be led
astray in his scientific investigations. The world had expanded, to be sure, but
not as much as Marinus indicated on his map.”23
Marinus introduced improvements to the construction of maps, corrected many errors
based on travellers’ tales and introduced by his predecessors, and developed a system
of nautical charts around 114 CE, although the exact date is unclear. Ptolemy, in turn,
revised, corrected, supplemented, and generally improved Marinus’ maps.24 Ptolemy
reported a number of Marinus’ opinions, among others that the World Ocean was
separated into an eastern and a western part by Europe, Asia, and Africa. The
inhabited world, he thought, encompassed the latitude range from Thule (Θούλη,
often identified with Norway) at 63°N latitude, through his reference parallel at
Rhodes to the region of the Ethiopians. The latter was referred to as Agisymba, an
unidentified country in Africa believed to be located north of Lake Chad, at 16°25'
South.
Strabo refers to Thule in relation to Eratosthenes’ estimate of the extent of the known
world,
“Now Pytheas of Massilia tells us that Thule, the most northerly of the Britannic
Islands, is farthest north, and that there the circle of the summer tropic is the
same as the Arctic Circle. But from the other writers I learn nothing on the
subject—neither that there exists a certain island by the name of Thule, nor
whether the northern regions are inhabitable up to the point where the summer
tropic becomes the Arctic Circle.”25
In Book IV, Chapter 5, of his Geographica, Strabo subsequently concludes that,
“Concerning Thule, our historical information is still more uncertain, on
account of its outside position; for Thule, of all the countries that are named, is
set farthest north.”
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A few decades afterwards, Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius Secundus; 23–79 CE) wrote
in Book II, Chapter 75, of his Natural History,
“The farthest of all, which are known and spoken of, is Thule; in which there be
no nights at all, as we have declared, about mid-summer, namely when the Sun
passes through the sign Cancer; and contrariwise no days in mid-winter: and
each of these times they suppose, do last six months, all day, or all night.”
He next attempted to identify its location more accurately,
“Last of all is the Scythian parallel, from the Rhiphean hills into Thule: wherein
(as we said) it is day and night continually by turns (for six months).”26
As regards the southernmost limit of the known world, Ptolemy wrote that Agisymba
was a four-month journey south of the Fezzan—present-day southwestern Libya—
and home to large animals, such as rhinoceroses and elephants, as well as many tall
mountains. In the Cambridge History of Africa, Agisymba is similarly identified:
“In AD 90 a traveller, probably a trader called Julius Maternus [Matiernus],
profiting from the improved relations between the Romans and the
Garamantes [inhabitants of the Fezzan] at this time—no doubts as a result of
[Suellius or Septimus] Flaccus’s success [in 86 CE]—made his way through
the land of the Garamantes to the land of Agisymba, where there were
rhinoceroses.”27
In longitude, Marinus’ world stretched from the Isles of the Blessed, also known as
the Fortunate Isles, semi-legendary islands in the Atlantic Ocean near the Canary and
Cape Verde Islands,28 to Shera (China)—his maps were the first in the Roman Empire
to include China. Marinus assigned longitudes and latitudes to all places on his world
map, choosing the westernmost land known to him as his zero meridian. Following
Eratosthenes but improving his coordinate grid, Marinus’s reference latitude
(although not latitude zero!), which he called his ‘fundamental parallel,’ ran from the
Sacred Promontory (Cape St Vincent) in present-day southwest Portugal through the
Strait of the Columns (the Strait of Gibraltar) and Rhodes to the Gulf of Issus, also
known as the Gulf of Alexandretta or the Gulf of İskenderun, in the eastern
Mediterranean. Ptolemy followed suit and adopted similar longitude and latitude
references; the longitude of the Isles of the Blessed remained the prime meridian until
well into medieval times.29
Ptolemy adopted the latitude of the Earth’s equator as his zero latitude, following his
predecessors. While one can choose one’s zero longitude arbitrarily (see also the
Epilogue), a property which caused numerous political complications in the centuries
to come, the position of one’s zero-degree latitude is determined by the Earth’s
rotation and its orbit around the Sun. The celestial bodies in our solar system,
particularly the Sun, the Moon, and the planets, pass almost directly overhead at the
equator. The northern- and southernmost parallels of the Sun’s apparent motion
throughout the year are referred to as the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn, at northern and southern latitudes determined by the inclination of the
Earth’s polar axis with respect to the ecliptic plane. Unlike modern conventions,
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however, in which terrestrial latitudes are expressed in units of degrees North or
South of the equator, Ptolemy’s latitudes were given in terms of the length of the
longest day (in the summer), in hours and minutes. The equator was set at 12 hours of
midsummer daylight; for greater distances from the equator, the length of the longest
day increases, so that the North Pole was thought to have 24 hours of summer
daylight.
On Ptolemy’s map in the Geographia, the Isles of the Blessed are positioned some
seven degrees (560 km) too close to Spain in longitude, while the East–West extent of
the Mediterranean region is too great. This led Ptolemy to amicably chastise Marinus,
“Marinus says of the merchant class generally that they are only intent on their
business, and have little interest in exploration, and that often through their
love of boasting they magnify distances.”30
Marinus estimated a length of 180,000 stadia for the Earth’s equator—significantly
less than Eratosthenes’ 252,000 stadia—which corresponds to a circumference of the
Earth that is some 17% smaller than the modern value, assuming that he used Italian
stadia of approximately 185 metres each.31
Ptolemy is generally credited with the first use of the terms ‘longitude’ (µήκος) and
‘latitude’ (πλάτος) in their modern sense, but since Marinus’ works have not survived
the ravages of history, we cannot be certain that Ptolemy did not adopt these terms
from Marinus as well. Note that the longitude and latitude in Ptolemy’s world
specifically referred to the extent of the known world at that time; both terms have
long lost all traces of their original constraints.
Despite Ptolemy’s liberal borrowing from his predecessors, his compilation of 27
maps in the Geographia became a benchmark world atlas in the history of
cartography. Ptolemy emphasized the importance of establishing a global coordinate
grid or ‘graticule,’ thus allowing map users to determine locations on Earth exactly
and not in relation to other known places. To achieve this, he followed Eratosthenes’
lead in proposing to relate the coordinate system on Earth to that in the sky, which
turned about Polaris and which was used to measure latitude in the northern
hemisphere. Through his two seminal works, an astronomical guide to the motions of
the stars and planets across the sky from the perspective of a stationary Earth—now
known as the Almagest (originally titled Mathēmatikē Syntaxis, Μαθηµατικὴ
Σύνταξις)—and the Geographia, he contributed significantly to both celestial and
terrestrial mapping and thus reinforced the importance of astronomy to geography.
Indeed, in the Almagest he announced his intention to use his astronomical insights to
determine the positions of the main urban centres on Earth:
“Now that the treatment of the angles [between ecliptic and latitudinal
circles] has been methodically discussed, the only remaining topic in the
foundations [of the treatise] is to determine the coordinates in latitude and
longitude of the cities in each province which deserve note, in order to
calculate the [astronomical] phenomena for those cities. However, the
discussion of this subject belongs to a separate, geographical treatise, so we
shall expose it to view by itself [in such a treatise], in which we shall use the
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accounts of those who have elaborated this field to the extent which is
possible. We shall list for each of the cities its distance in degrees of that
meridian from the meridian through Alexandria, to the east or west, measured
along the equator (for [Alexandria] is the meridian for which we establish the
times of the positions [of the celestial bodies]).”32
Ptolemy compiled information from many disparate sources. Residing in Alexandria,
in the Roman province of Egypt, he was in an excellent position to benefit from many
travellers’ accounts. During the second Century CE, Alexandria was both
commercially and intellectually the wealthiest and most international city in Greek
Antiquity. Sailors and caravans from anywhere in the known world would come
together there, providing a wealth of information about remote destinations. As part
of his Geographia, Ptolemy provided an alphabetical index of latitudes and longitudes
for some 8000 important locations in Europe, Africa, and Asia, which enabled him to
draw the most complete map of the known world at that time. He believed that his
maps encompassed roughly a quarter of the Earth’s surface, and he was indeed quite
close in that assessment. Since he had adopted the Fortunate Isles as his zero
longitude rather than Alexandria, the relative coordinates were often incorrect—but
Ptolemy knew this and actively worked at correcting these issues.
Ptolemy’s maps have familiar orientations, with North at the top and East to the right.
This was by design and not by accident, because the known world at his time was
concentrated in the northern hemisphere, so that on a flat surface it would be easier to
explore the world in this orientation. His meridians are equally spaced by “the third
part of an equinoctial hour, that is, through five of the divisions marked on the
equator.” In practice, this meant that the 12-hour extent of the known world was
covered by 36 meridians at intervals of five degrees each at the equator and
converging at the North Pole.
Ptolemy divided the Earth’s habitable surface north of the equator into 21 parallels,
from the equator to Thule. The parallel representing the southern limit of the habitable
world was just as far south of the equator as the parallel through Meroe (Μερόη)—an
ancient city on the eastern bank of the Nile, some 200 km northeast of Khartoum in
present-day Sudan—was to the north. As for his meridians, the 21 parallels trace
circles parallel to the equator at equal intervals, marked by both the number of
equinoctial hours and fractional hours of daylight on the longest day of the year, and
the number of full and fractional degrees north of the equator.
The first parallel north was located at a distance of “the fourth part of an hour” from
the equator and “distant from it geometrically about 4°15.” Only three of the northern
parallels were directly associated with existing places; all others were placed on the
Earth’s surface based on theoretical considerations. Clima I per Meroe, at 17° N
latitude and also known as the royal seat and principal metropolis of Ethiopia, was
defined as 1000 miles south of Alexandria and 300 miles from the ‘torrid zone.’
Clima II per Syene is associated with Syene (modern Aswan, Egypt), considered one
of the few scientifically located parallels on the Summer Tropic, while the popular
reference parallel Clima IV per Rodo traverses at 36° N latitude through Rhodes.
Eratosthenes and Strabo had established the southern limit to the habitable world at
the parallel through the easternmost African promontory, Cape Guardafiri in present-
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day Somalia. The area was known as the ‘cinnamon-producing country’ and the
country of the Sembritae [Senaai], ‘immigrants’ or ‘foreigners,’ who were first
mentioned by Eratosthenes in the context of Egyptian refugees who settled on tracts
of land between the Nile and its major tributaries, some 20 days’ travel north of

Figure 2.3: Mid-15th Century (1450–1475) Florentine world map based on Jacobus Angelus’ Latin
translation (1406) of Maximus Planudes’ late 13th Century, rediscovered Greek manuscripts of
Ptolemy’s Geographia. Specifically note the parallels and meridians. (Credited to Francesco di
Antonio del Chierico; British Library Harley MS 7182, ff 58v–59)

Meroe in what is likely present-day Ethiopia. It also passed through Taprobane,
usually considered the southernmost part of Asia, located in the far south of Sri
Lanka.
Geographia, the most famous collection of classical maps of the world, was lost
during most of the Middle Ages, at least to the Western world. Ptolemy’s masterpiece
was, however, preserved in Arab translations since the ninth Century, as well as in
Greek in the Islamic states, exerting significant influence on the development of
cartography and mathematical geography in the Islamic world through luminaries
such Abū al-Ḥasan ʿAlī ibn Mūsā ibn Saʿīd al-Maghrib (  ﺑﻦ ﻣﻮﺳﻰ اﻟﻤﻐﺮﺑﻲ ﺑﻦ ﺳﻌﯿﺪعليor
Ibn Said; 1213–1286), Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Farisi al Istakhri (alIstakhri,  ;استخریdied 956), Muḥammad Abū’l-Qāsim Ibn Ḥawqal (بن القاسم أبو محمد
 حوقلor Ibn Hawqal; died c. 978), and Mahmud ibn Hussayn ibn Muhammed alKashgari ( الكاشغري محمد بن الحسين بن محمودor al-Kashgari; 11th Century), among
others. We will return to these developments in Chapter 2.2.1.
In the West, the Geographia resurfaced in the late 13th Century, when it was
subsequently further updated and referenced: see figure 2.3. There are no earlier
known original Greek copies of the Geographia in existence. In the summer of 1295,
the Byzantine monk Maximus Planudes (Μάξιµος Πλανούδης; c. 1260–c. 1305) was
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in search of a copy of the Geographia for the monastery associated with the Church
of the Holy Saviour (Ἐκκλησία τοῦ Ἁγίου Σωτῆρος ἐν τῇ Χώρᾳ) in Chora (Asia
Minor), in present-day Istanbul. He seems to have succeeded in his quest fairly easily,
given that a Greek copy33 at the monastery from the late 13th Century includes a note
identifying Planudes as its former owner.34 In addition, so-called ‘Heroic verses’
added to the manuscript describe the monk’s pursuits to locate Ptolemy’s largely
neglected work. They also reveal his disappointment when he eventually found a copy
that lacked maps, but which only included Agathoaemon of Alexandria’s
(Ἀγαθοδαίµων Ἀλεξανδρεὺς; probably second Century CE) comments on the latter’s
construction of his world map. Agathoaemon was most likely a contemporary of
Ptolemy; his name is referenced in some of the earliest copies of the Geographia, e.g.,
“From the eight books of Geographia of Claudius Ptolemaeus, the whole
habitable world Agathodaemon of Alexandria delineated.”35
Having found a copy of the Geographia without maps, Planudes proceeded to procure
and assemble the 26 maps that should have accompanied the text.36
The few surviving Byzantine copies of the Geographia, some predating Planudes’
copy by up to two centuries, all consist of eight Books. Ptolemy’s introduction to
these early copies immediately sets the mark; he starts by outlining two very
influential definitions, those of chorography and geography. Chorography, he
explains, is selective and regional, “even dealing with the smallest conceivable
localities, such as harbours, farms, villages, river courses, and the like.” Geography,
on the other hand, deals with “a representation in picture of the whole known world,
together with the phenomena which are contained therein.” Ptolemy understood the
primary function of geography as ‘making,’ so that—to him—geography and
cartography were one and the same:
“It is the prerogative of Geography to show the known habitable Earth as a
unit in itself, how it is situated and what is its nature; and it deals with those
features likely to be mentioned in a general description of the Earth, such as
larger towns and great cities, the mountain ranges, and the principal rivers.”
The task of the cartographer, in Ptolemy’s opinion, is to map the world “in its just
proportions,” to the correct scale.
The first Latin translation after the Byzantine resurfacing of the Geographia appeared
as the Geographia Claudii Ptolemaei in 1406, or possibly in 1407, most likely
without the maps;37 it had been compiled by Jacobus Angelus of Scarperia (c. 1360–
1411), the Italian scholar and Renaissance humanist, in Florence, Italy. Angelus
dedicated this translation first to Pope Gregory IX and then, upon his papal accession
in 1409, to Pope Alexander V. Although these copies of the Geographia lacked maps,
the three oldest surviving copies of the Geographia that actually do include maps date
from the same era.38 These manuscripts include the Urbinas Graecus 82, currently in
the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana in Rome, the Seragliensis 57 in the Sultan’s
Library in Istanbul, and the Fragmentum Fabricianum Graecum 23 in the University
of Copenhagen’s Universitetsbiblioteket. Given the successively decreasing clarity of
the special features common to all three manuscripts, it has been suggested that they
were copies of each other,39 successively copied in the order introduced above.
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The known land masses are all included on Ptolemy’s world map (figure 2.3), but
some are shaped significantly differently compared with our modern world view. In
fact, based on a careful assessment of the positions of the 80 best-known (and,
therefore, reliably located) of the 6345 cities included in Ptolemy’s table, it transpires
that Ptolemy’s map is stretched in longitude by a factor of 1.428.40,41 This is the origin
of the apparent misshapen land masses, including the horizontally stretched
appearance of Italy. Russo has suggested that if we release the assumption that the
Fortunate Isles coincided with either the Canary or the Cape Verde Islands, or with
Madeira, but would entertain that they may have been identified with the Lesser
Antilles, this might explain Ptolemy’s systematic error (stretch) in longitude across
the Mediterranean.42 On the other hand, it would not be surprising if his longitude
errors originated from the tall tales of sailors who had misjudged their locations; it is
notoriously difficult to determines one’s speed across open water without the aid of
landmarks to rely on, particularly in the presence of varying weather, wind, and sea
conditions.
2.1.3. Ptolemy’s map projections
In any case, what really stands out in Ptolemy’s world map are the gently curving
lines of latitude and, perpendicularly to these parallels, the corresponding meridians.
Indeed, Ptolemy’s most crucial innovations in and contributions to mapmaking,
represented by his beautiful world atlas, consisted of a dedicated effort to find the
most suitable projection of the Earth’s spherical configuration onto a flat surface. In
Book I of his Geographia, he pointed out that there are two ways of mapping the
world, either by representing it on a sphere or by drawing it on a flat surface.
“When the Earth is delineated on a sphere, it has a shape like its own, nor is
there any need of altering [it] at all.”
However, the level of detail that could be shown on a sphere is limited by the size of
the sphere, which would soon become unmanageable. In his endeavour to represent
the world on a flat surface, Ptolemy followed Marinus’ lead. Marinus had invented
the concept of equirectangular projection, 43 a type of projection still used in
mapmaking today. Although he borrowed some of the basic ideas from Eratosthenes,
he had rejected all previous methods devised to project spherical coordinates onto a
flat surface while maintaining congruity—that is, while maintaining the original
angles, shapes, and distances. Unfortunately, there are almost no surviving records of
what these previous methods entailed. The only known exception is a non-technical,
verbal description by Strabo of a graticule that could be used for construction of a
world map:
“But [a world map] requires a large globe, so that the aforesaid segment of it
[containing the habitable world], being such a small fraction of it, will be
sufficient to hold the suitable parts of the oecumene with clarity and give an
appropriate display to the spectators. Now if one can fashion [a globe] this
large, it is better to do it in this way; and let it have a diameter not less than
ten feet. But if one cannot make [a globe] of this such or not much smaller,
one ought to draw [the map] on a planar surface of at least seven feet. For it
will make little difference if instead of the circles, i.e., the parallels and
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meridians with which we show the climata and directions and other variations
of the placements of the parts of the Earth relative to each other and to the
heavens, we draw straight lines, with parallel lines for the parallels, and
perpendicular lines for the [meridians] perpendicular to them. [This is
permissible] because the intellect is able easily to transfer the shape and size
seen by the sight on a planar surface to the [imagined] curved and spherical
[surface]. The same will apply to oblique circles [on the globe] and straight
lines [corresponding to them on a map]. And though it is true since the
meridians everywhere, since they are all described through the pole,
nevertheless it will not matter if on the surface one makes the straight lines for
the meridian bend together only a little. For even this is not necessary in many
situations when the lines [representing the meridians and parallels on the
globe] are transferred to the planar surface and drawn as straight lines, nor is
the convergence [of the meridians] as conspicuous as the curvature [of the
globe].”44

Figure 2.4: Tabu. Nova Orbis/Diefert Situs Orbis Hydrographorum Ab Eo Quem Ptolomeus Posuit.
Second ‘modern’ world map in equirectangular projection by the French physician and mathematician
Laurent Fries (1485–1532). From the 1535 Lyon edition of Ptolemy’s Geographia, edited by M.
Servetus and published by M. and G. Trechsel, printed from the 1522 woodblocks of the first Fries
edition. The map is based on the 1513 Waldseemüller world map. (Courtesy of Götzfried Antique
Maps, Tettnang, Germany; https://www.vintage-maps.com/en/antique-maps/world-maps/fries-worldmaps-1535::833)

From this passage, it becomes clear that Strabo considered the simple equirectangular
projection as well as a second projection where the meridians converge towards the
north, although it is not clear whether they would only curve ‘inwards’ at the highest
latitudes or if the meridians would already be inclined with respect to the equator.
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Despite Marinus’ criticism of the failure of previously designed methods of
projection, Ptolemy complained that his predecessor eventually opted for the least
satisfactory method to solve the problem. Marinus’ simple projection maps meridians
to vertical straight lines at constant intervals and latitudinal circles to horizontal
straight lines, also at constant intervals, which thus results in significant distortions of
the landmasses at increasing latitudes. The resulting map was characterized by an
equirectangular projection at a latitude of 36°N: see figure 2.4 for one of the few
surviving examples.
The transformation of the spherical coordinates, λ and φ, which correspond, in turn, to
the longitude and latitude of the position requiring projection, to horizontal and
vertical coordinates on a flat map, x and y, follows
𝑥 = 𝜆 − 𝜆! cos 𝜑! ;
𝑦 = 𝜑 − 𝜑! ,
where λ0 and φ1 are the map’s central meridian and the standard latitudes where the
scale of the projection is accurate; the latter apply to both northern and southern
parallels.
Projecting spherical maps onto flat sheets is anything but trivial. All projections
inherently distort the resulting maps. Marinus’ simple projection does not result in
unit cells covering equal areas, nor is it angle-preserving (‘conformal’). Ptolemy was
well aware of this problem, for projections in general, and dedicated much of his
working life to finding workable solutions, attempting to retain a semblance of
spherical proportions on his flat maps. A significant fraction of Book VII of his
Geographia is dedicated to detailed analysis of the three projections he recommended
to be used for the construction of a map of the world, increasing in both complexity
and precision.
To reduce the significant distortions and inaccuracies introduced by Marinus’
equirectangular projection, he proposed a more accurate representation by adopting
concentric, equidistant parallels on a ‘conic-like’ surface centred on the Earth’s axis
of rotation and passing through the Rhodes and Thule climata. In this representation,
the meridians are straight lines which converge towards the poles.
“We shall do well to keep straight lines for our meridians, but to insert our
parallels as the arcs of circles, having one and the same centre, which we
suppose to be the North Pole, and from which we draw the straight lines of our
meridians, keeping above all else similarity to a sphere in the form and
appearance of our plane surface.”
Nevertheless, in Ptolemy’s maps the apex in the northern hemisphere is not coincident
with the North Pole but located some 25 degrees higher, which is caused by his
choice of scaling along the parallels with increasing latitude. Ptolemy continued,
“The meridians must not bend to the parallels, and they must be drawn from the
same common pole. Since it is impossible for all of the parallels to keep the
proportion that there is in a sphere, it will be quite sufficient to observe this
proportion in the parallel circle running through Thule and the equinoctial, in
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order that the sides of our map which represent latitude may be proportionate
to the true and natural side of the Earth. (…)

Figure 2.5: Ptolemaei Cognita: Ptolemaic worldmap by the Italian alchemist, physician, and
cartographer Girolamo Ruscelli (1504–1566) from La Geografia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino,
showing the known world described in Ptolemy’s Geographia. The projection applied is a revised
conic projection. This map was printed in Venice in 1574 by G. Ziletti; it is based on the 1548
Geographia edition of A. Mattioli and was newly engraved for this edition. (Courtesy of Götzfried
Antique Maps, Tettnang, Germany;
https://www.vintage-maps.com/en/antique-maps/world-maps/ruscelli-ptolemy-world-map-1574::223)

Now indeed we are not permitted to carry the lines which are to be drawn as
meridians through in one straight course to the parallel [opposite to Meroe] but
only to the equator …; and with the arc [opposite to Meroe] divided in both
directions into 90 parts or segments, equal in size and number to those taken on
the parallel of Mero[e] we can then draw to these marked points the intervening
straight lines from those points marked in the equator the course of which will
seem deflecting towards the south on the other side of the equator.”45
Projecting such a conic-like surface onto a plane, one is left with a network consisting
of circular parallels and straight, converging meridians. While better than Marinus’s
simple projection, this conic projection—a prototype of a projection now known as
the ‘Bonne pseudoconic projection’—is limited in practice to mapping either the
northern or the southern hemisphere on any one map. This was only a minor concern
for Ptolemy, since he applied this projection technique only rigorously to the known,
northern hemisphere.
To represent the smaller known parts of the southern hemisphere on the same map, he
described a circular arc parallel to the equator, which was located at the same distance
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to the south as Meroe is to the north. He divided this southern parallel into parts in a
similar way as the Parallel of Meroe and joined the intersections to the corresponding
points on the equator: see figure 2.5 for an excellent 16th Century example.
The equations required for projection of a ‘flattened cone’ are more complex than
those for the simple equirectangular projection. In addition to λ and φ, we also need to
know the height, h, of the apex point above the centre of the cone. The transformation
equations then become46
𝑥 = csc( sec !! ℎ + 𝜑) cos 𝜑 sin
𝑦 = csc( sec !! ℎ + 𝜑) cos 𝜑 cos

𝜆
ℎ! − 1
𝜆
ℎ! − 1

;
.

The second type of projection described in Ptolemy’s
Geographia is more complicated. It is generally
referred to as a ‘cloak’ (chlamys; χλαµύς), a modified,
or a pseudo-conic projection; the latter designation
was introduced by Marie-Armand d’Avezac de
Castera-Macaya (1800–1875), the French geographer
and archivist, in 1863. 47 The parallels in this
projection follow those in the simple conic projection,
but the meridians are curved inwards to the poles, so
that the resulting map provides a more realistic
rendering of Earth’s surface: see figure 2.6 for a
comparison with the simple conic projection.
“We shall be able to make a much greater
resemblance to the known world in our map if we see
the meridian lines, that we have drawn, in that form
in which meridian lines appear on a globe, when the
axis of the eyes is imagined as directed upon a
motionless globe through a point before the eyes in
which occurs the intersection of that meridian and
that parallel which divides respectively the longitude
and the latitude of the known Earth into two equal parts, and also through the
centre of the globe, so that the extreme parts which lie opposite each other
appear and are perceived by the eye in like condition. (…)

Figure 2.6: Comparison of the
simple (top) and modified (bottom)
conic projections proposed by
Ptolemy. (Ptolemy, Cosmographia,
Ulm: Lienhart Holle, 1482; digital
images courtesy of the Bell Library,
University of Minnesota)

That a greater likeness to a sphere is achieved by this method than by the
former will be self-evident. When the sphere stands motionless before the eyes,
and is not revolved (which necessarily holds true for a plane map), and the
eye rests on the middle of the object, once certain meridian which, because of
the globe’s position, lies at the middle of the plane passing through the axis of
the eye, will exhibit the appearance of a straight line, while those on either
side appear inflexed with their concave side towards it, and the more so as
they lie farther from it, which is also observed here with exact analogy, just as
it is also seen that the symmetry of the parallel arcs keeps the proper ratio of
one to another, not only in the equatorial line and the parallel of Thule (as
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was done in the former case), but in the others also, as closely as they can be
made—the difficulty of doing this is evident—and that the conformity of
latitude as a whole serves towards a true, general longitude ratio, not only in
the parallel drawn through Rhodes but in all of the parallels.”48
As implied by this passage, the pseudo-conic projection renders the areas delineated
by successive parallels and meridians of approximately (but not quite) the correct
ratio, so that this projection is also known as Ptolemy’s homeotheric (‘equal-area’)
projection.49

Figure 2.7: Ptolemeisch General Tafel, die halbe Kugel der Welt begreiffende. Ptolemaic woodcut
world map employing the modified conic projection. This is the second world map created by
Sebastian Münster (1489–1552), a former monk and highly influential 16th Century cartographer,
which he used in his Cosmographia from 1588 onwards. (Courtesy of Götzfried Antique Maps,
Tettnang, Germany; https://www.vintage-maps.com/en/antique-maps/world-maps/muenster-ptolemaicworld-map-1588::11588)

“Although for these reasons this method of drawing the map is the better one,
yet is less satisfactory in this respect, that it is not as simple as the other; …
Since this is so, even though for me both here and everywhere the better and
more difficult scheme is preferable to the one which is poorer and easier, yet
both methods are to me retained for the sake of those who, through laziness, are
drawn to that certain easier method.”50
In other words, Ptolemy’s second projection was rather difficult to implement. The
first known published maps using it were created by Donnus Nicolaus Germanus (c.
1420–c. 1490), a German cartographer, when generating copies of Ptolemy’s
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Geographia around 1470. Figure 2.7 shows a beautiful surviving example of this
modified conic projection in the form of an early map by Sebastian Münster (1489–
1552).
Ptolemy also described a third type of projection, which was even more complex than
his second. His discussion of this ‘modified perspective projection’51 appears almost
as an afterthought, given that it was published in Book VII rather than Book I where the
other projections are discussed. It was very rarely, if ever employed, by mapmakers
until late in the 16th Century. The resulting world map, designed to show “the
hemisphere of the Earth in which the oecumene is located,” was oval in shape owing
to the azimuthal perspective adopted.
Despite Ptolemy’s extensive criticism of the imperfect cartographic methods adopted
by Marinus, he only used the simple conic projection himself for his large-scale world
map in the Geographia; for the remaining 26 maps, he adopted the equirectangular
approach, using the base of each map as his reference.
2.2. Early cartography and mapping
2.2.1. Advances in the Islamic world
The principles of Hellenist cartography gradually spread beyond their core region. As
such, medieval Islamic cartography was heavily influenced by Hellenist ideas from its
inception in the eighth Century. 52 Islamic scholars had access to Ptolemy’s
masterpieces, the Almagest and Geography, from the ninth Century, but they did not
follow Ptolemy’s principles of mapmaking unquestioningly.53 Instead, early Arabian
and Persian cartography followed Muḥammad ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī ( محمد بن موسی
 خوارزمیor al-Khwārizmī; c. 790–c. 850), the Persian mathematician, astronomer, and
geographer in the House of Wisdom in Baghdad, one of the major intellectual centres
during the 8th–13th Century Islamic Golden Age.
al-Khwārizmī’s calibration shifted the reference meridian 10 degrees to the East with
respect to that adopted by Ptolemy. Around 833 CE he compiled his Book of the
Depiction of the Earth, which resembled Ptolemy’s Geography to a large extent.54 It
included the geographical coordinates of 545 cities, as well as regional maps of the
Nile, the Island of the Jewel (Jazīrat al-Jawhar, also known as the Island of
Sapphires; a semi-legendary island thought to be located in the Sea of Darkness, near
the equator, at the eastern end of the inhabited world), the Sea of Darkness, and the
Sea of Azov north of the Crimea. The earliest surviving copy of al-Khwārizmī’s work
dates from 1037;55 he clearly states that his maps are based on an earlier map, but this
was unlikely a direct copy of Ptolemy’s Geographia, given the difference in prime
meridians adopted between both works.
Al-Khwārizmī modified many of Ptolemy’s coordinates beyond this simple
transformation, particularly their latitudes. He extended his maps eastwards of
Ptolemy’s Golden Peninsula (Malaysia) and also eastwards of the phantom peninsula
known as the Dragon’s Tail, which replaced Ptolemy’s unknown eastern shore of the
Indian Ocean. His maps employed a rectangular projection of the type subsequently
adopted by many Muslim cartographers and advocated by the Persian cartographer
Suhrāb ( ;ﺳُﮭﺮابIbn Sarābiyūn,  ; َﺳﺮاﺑﯿﻮنِاِﺑْﻦdied 930 CE) in his early 10th Century
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treatise, Marvels of the Seven Climes to the End of Habitation (ʿAd̲ j̲ āʾib al-aḳālīm alsabʿa ilā nahāyat al-imarʿa; )ﻋَﺠﺎﺋﺐ اﻷﻗﺎﻟﯿﻢ اﻟ َﺴﺒﻌﺔ إﻟﯽ ﻧَﮭﺎﯾﺔ اﻟ ِﻌﻤﺎرة.

Figure 2.8: The oldest surviving rectangular world map from the 11th Century Book of Curiosities
(Book 2, Chapter 2; MS. Arab. c. 90, fols. 23b–24a; © The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford)

Suhrāb suggested to place a lateral scale of 180 degrees at both the top and bottom of
the map, and a vertical scale on both sides. The latter would be divided into a northern
segment spanning 90 degrees and a segment of 20 degrees south of the equator.
Having outlined the seven climata on the map, the locations of the cities could be
added based on their known coordinates, using a pair of weighted strings. This
resulted in an orthogonal projection which retained the distances along the equator
and the meridians, but which was characterized by a greater East–West stretch than
Marinus’ equirectangular projection. Although there are no surviving maps using this
projection, the scale at the top of the rectangular world map in the early 11th Century
Book of Curiosities (see figure 2.8) closely resembles Suhrāb’s suggested projection.
Around 956 CE, the Persian historian and geographer Abu al-Ḥasan ʿAlī ibn alḤusayn ibn ʿAlī al-Masʿūdī ( أﺑﻮ اﻟﺤﺴﻦ ﻋﻠﻲ ﺑﻦ اﻟﺤﺴﯿﻦ ﺑﻦ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﻌﻮديor al-Masʿūdī; c.
896–956 CE) extolled the virtues of the full-colour map created by a team including
al-Khwārazmī at the court of the caliph Abū Jaʿfar Abdullāh al-Maʾmūn ibn Hārūn alRashīd ( اﺑﻮﺟﻌﻔﺮ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ اﻟﻤﺄﻣﻮنor al-Maʾmūm; 786–833 CE, reigned 813–833 CE).56 It
contained lavish detail, including 4530 cities and more than 200 mountains. His
description and favourable comparison with the ancient Greek maps of Marinus and
Ptolemy suggest that it may have been constructed according to the principles of
mathematical geography.
The 10th Century witnessed significant advances in the field of mathematical
geography in the Islamic world. Abū al-Wafāʾ, Muḥammad ibn Muḥammad ibn
Yaḥyā ibn Ismāʿīl ibn al-ʿAbbās al-Būzjānī ( ﺑﻮژﮔﺎﻧﯽ ابوالوفا بوزجانیor Abū’lWafāʾ; 940–998 CE) and Abu Nasr Mansur ibn Ali ibn Iraq (Mansur or  ;منصورc.
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960–1036), both Persian mathematicians and geographers, produced trigonometric
results which were applied by, in particular, Abū Rayḥān Muḥammad ibn Aḥmad alBīrūnī (al-Bīrūnī or  ;بیرونی ابوریحان973–1048) to the main problem in the field,
the determination of longitude and latitude. Al-Bīrūnī, the ‘Father of Geodesy,’
considered one of the greatest scholars of
the Islamic world,
was favourably
disposed of the idea that the Earth
rotated on its axis, although he could
neither prove nor disprove it:57
“[R]otation of the Earth does in no way
impair the value of astronomy, as all
appearances of an astronomical
character can quite as well be explained
according to this theory as to the other.
… This question is most difficult to solve.
The most prominent of both modern and
ancient astronomers have deeply studied
the question of the moving of the Earth,
and tried to refute it. We, too, have
composed a book on the subject
called Miftah-ilm-alhai’a [; ِﻣﻔﺘﺎح ِﻋﻠﻢ اﻟﮭﯿﺌﺔ
Key to Astronomy], in which we think
we have surpassed our predecessors, if
not in the words, at all events in the
matter.”58
Nevertheless, and crucial in the context
of our narrative, allowing for a rotating
Earth enabled him to pursue accurate
calculations of longitude and latitude,
specifically linking time to longitude.
Al-Bīrūnī also experimented with
projections and published a short treatise
on this topic, Cartography, by the young
age of 22 (c. 995 CE). He invented what
we now refer to as the ‘azimuthal
equidistant projection,’ shown in figure
2.9 (top), which represented a marked
improvement with respect to Ptolemy’s
analemma or ‘azimuthal orthographic
Figure 2.9: Top: Equidistant azimuthal projection.
projection,’ a map representation as the
(© Carlos A. Furuti;
Earth would be seen from a great
http://www.progonos.com/furuti/MapProj/)
Bottom: al-Bīrūnī’s map of the Distribution of distance. One of the earliest world maps
Land and Sea, 1238 CE. South is at the top. (© The by al-Bīrūnī using this projection is
British Library Board, Or. 8349 f58r)
shown in figure 2.9 (bottom).
The most important properties of this projection are that any given point on the map is
at the proportionately correct distance and located in the correct direction (azimuth)
from the centre point. Mathematically, for any given point (θ, ρ) on Earth—where θ
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represents the angle a line from the centre point (φ1, λ0) [latitude, longitude] makes
with the vertical direction and ρ is the point’s distance from the centre—will project
to Cartesian coordinates (x, y) as
𝑥 = 𝜌 sin 𝜃 , 𝑦 = −𝜌 cos 𝜃,
so that
cos 𝜌 = sin 𝜑! sin 𝜑 + cos 𝜑! cos 𝜑 cos(𝜆 − 𝜆! ).
The direction from the centre point to position (θ, ρ) follows,
tan 𝜃 =

cos 𝜑 sin(𝜆 − 𝜆! )
.
cos 𝜑! sin 𝜑 − sin 𝜑! cos 𝜑 cos(𝜆 − 𝜆! )

For projections centred on the North Pole, we get the following simplification:
𝜌=

𝜋
− 𝜑,
2

𝜃 = 𝜆.

These developments in cartography were of crucial importance for the sailors of the
Islamic world. Transport across the largely trackless desert as well as by sea was very
important, given that there were few navigable rivers in the region; only the Nile,
Tigris, and Euphrates could be used for trade and transportation by ships of any
reasonable size. Navigation skills were, therefore, highly developed. Techniques as
simple as holding up one’s fingers to the horizon or the use of a simple card and string
enabled desert travellers to determine their latitude sufficiently well. Early Muslim
sailors used quadrants and rudimentary sextants known as ‘kamals,’ combined with
detailed maps based on mathematical geography principles and detailed information
on currents and other natural phenomena. This allowed contemporary sailors to leave
the relative safety of coastal waters and traverse the open seas. The ancient Greeks
had developed the astrolabe, while Muslim scholars perfected its instrumental design
from the eighth Century onwards. It found its way into Europe in the 12th Century
through Islamic southern Spain. Islamic scholars were pioneers in accurate direction
determination on land, given the importance of the direction of Mecca (qibla) for
religious observances.
Major developments in mathematical geography, including the implementation of
grids on navigational maps, occurred early on during the Islamic Golden Age. The
earliest surviving world map from the Muslim or Christian world which includes a
graticule dates from the 11th Century’s Book of Curiosities (see figure 2.8), but it
appears that the cartographer was not well versed with its purpose: the grid pattern
starts from the left and employs twice the intended scale; moreover, the cartographer
seems to have realized his mistake and appears to have given up on this pursuit
halfway through.59 This suggests that the cartographer may have worked on the basis
of previous maps that could have included mathematically justified graticules.60
The heyday of Islamic geography was yet to come, however, reaching its apex in the
12th Century with Abu Abdullah Muhammad al-Idrisi al-Qurtubi al-Hasani as-Sabti
( أﺑﻮ ﻋﺒﺪ ﷲ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ اﻹدرﯾﺴﻲ اﻟﻘﺮطﺒﻲ اﻟﺤﺴﻨﻲ اﻟﺴﺒﺘﻲor al-Idrisi; 1100–1165), geographer,
cartographer, and Egyptologist at the Sicilian court of the Norman King Roger II
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(1095–1154; reigned 1130–1154). In 1138, the King commissioned al-Idrisi to
compile a book on geography, which had to contain all available data on the locations
and climates of the world’s main population centres. When completed in 1154, a few
weeks before the King’s death, the Nuzhat al-mushtāq fi’khtirāq al-āfāq (نزهة
 ;الآفاق اختراق في المشتاقknown as the Tabula Rogeriana)—the centrepiece
circular world map—was engraved onto a silver tablet. Al-Idrisi calculated the
Earth’s circumference at 37,000 km, which is less than 10% different from today’s
best value. He divided the world into seven climata, following his ancient Greek
predecessors, supported by 70 longitudinal section maps, which could be combined
into a rectangular world map: see figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: al-Idrisi’s Tabula Rogeriana (1154), created from the 70 double-page spreads of the
original atlas; North is oriented towards the bottom. (Source: Wikimedia Commons; public domain)

At the start of the 20th Century, the American scholar Samuel Parsons Scott
commented, clearly in awe of al-Idrisi’s work, that …
“The compilation of Edrisi marks an era in the history of science. Not only is its
historical information most interesting and valuable, but its descriptions of
many parts of the Earth are still authoritative. For three centuries geographers
copied his maps without alteration. The relative position of the lakes which form
the Nile, as delineated in his work, does not differ greatly from that established
by Baker and Stanley more than seven hundred years afterwards, and their
number is the same. The mechanical genius of the author was not inferior to his
erudition. The celestial and terrestrial planisphere of silver which he
constructed for his royal patron was nearly six feet in diameter, and weighed
four hundred and fifty pounds; upon the one side the zodiac and the
constellations, upon the other—divided for convenience into segments—the
bodies of land and water, with the respective situations of the various countries,
were engraved.”61
Indeed, the Tabula Rogeriana is regarded the most accurate map of the known world
in pre-modern times. Al-Idrisi had managed to achieve this feat by incorporating all
knowledge available at the time of Africa, the Indian Ocean, and the far East, which
he had collected by interviewing Islamic merchants and explorers as well as Norman
travellers. Although accurate determination of longitude at sea was not achieved until
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well into the 18th Century, Indian Ocean navigators developed a highly sophisticated
method of measuring distances on the open sea parallel or perpendicular to meridians,
as well as parallel to the equator.
Islamic developments in mapmaking naturally found their way to the Indian
subcontinent during the heyday of Islamic cartography. In fact, from at least the
second century CE, Indian astronomers had already been able to accurately calculate
planetary motions across the sky, initially for astrological purposes.62 Projection of
heavenly coordinates on Earth, in particular of parallels, meridians, and the equator,
as well as the use of a prime meridian, based on the longitude of the ancient Indian
city of Ujjayinī (present-day Ujjain in the state of Madhya Pradesh), was widely
employed. 63 Muslim world maps and extensive catalogues containing accurate
positions of the most important places started to appear around the start of the 11th
Century, heavily influenced by celebrated geographers like al-Bīrūnī.

Figure 2.11: Map of the ‘Inhabited Quarter,’ constructed by Muḥammad Sadiq Ibn Muḥammad Salih
Isfahāni (Sadiq Isfahāni) of Janpur (1647). (© The British Library Board, Egerton 1016 f335r)

In fact, in preparation for the construction of his world map, in 1025 al-Bīrūnī
completed his masterpiece of Indian mathematical geography, Taḥdīd nihāyāt alamākin li-tasḥīḥ masāfāt al-masākin (Determination of the Coordinates of Places for
the Correction of Distances Between Cities), listing the longitudes and latitudes of
numerous places of interest. The equivalent list of Indian cities appeared in his
astronomical highlight, Al-Qānūn al-Masʿūdi (The Masʿūdic Canon). 64 Islamic
influences continued to play an important role well into 17th Century Indian
navigation, including during the Mughal Empire (1526–1540, 1555–1857) when
means of determining latitude and longitude—introduced in the 14th Century—were
discussed,65 although the pertinent details have been lost in the mists of time…
However, as Irfan Habib has highlighted,
“… [t]he impulse for the compilation of these tables derived only secondarily
from interest in geography. Astronomical observation demanded the
determination of the latitude and longitude of the point from which
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observations were being made. The science of astrology, requiring the casting
of accurate horoscopes, intensified the anxiety to have the terrestrial
coordinates correctly determined. There was a religious impulse too: Muslims
must pray facing Mecca, and the mosques must be aligned accordingly. The
direction in which Mecca lay from any place could, however, be determined
only if the latitudes and longitudes of both the places were known. Lists of
places with their coordinates were thus compiled independently of the
geographers.”66
A reproduction of what is perhaps the most important of the surviving Indo-Islamic
world maps, the Map of the Inhabited Quarter (1647), is shown in figure 2.11.
Longitude is measured from the island at the top right, which probably represents the
Fortunate Isles (or, perhaps, the Canary Islands); note that South is at the top. To its
left is the west coast of Africa; the map extends to ‘Chin’ and ‘Mahachin,’ which both
represent China.
While there is at least some evidence that Indian navigators relied on Muslim-style
marine charts and navigation techniques, maps from the Indian subcontinent were not
based on mathematical principles, until at least the period of British colonial rule. In
his 1805 study, An Essay on the Sacred Isles in the West with Other Essays
Connected with that Work, the British Orientalist and Indologist Francis Wilford
(1761–1822) pointed out,
“Besides geographical tracts, the Hindus have also maps of the world, both
according to the system of the Paurán’ics [believers of the Puraanas, the books
of ancient Indian history, culture, and civilisation], and of the astronomers:
the latter are very common. They have also maps of India, and of particular
districts, in which latitudes and longitudes are entirely out of question, and
they never make use of a scale of equal parts. The sea shores, rivers, and
ranges of mountains, are represented in general by straight lines. The best
map of this sort I ever saw, was one of the kingdom of Napál, presented to Mr.
[Warren] HASTINGS [first Governor-General of Bengal]. It was about four
feet long, and two and a half broad, of paste board, and the mountains raised
about an inch above the surface, with trees painted all round. The roads were
represented by a red line, and the rivers with a blue one. The various ranges
were very distinct, with the narrow passes through them: in short, it wanted
but a scale. The valley of Napál was accurately delineated: but toward the
borders of the map, every thing was crowed [sic], and in confusion.
These works, whether historical or geographical, are most extravagant
compositions, in which little regard indeed is paid to truth.... Geographical
truth is sacrificed to a symmetrical arrangement of countries, mountains,
lakes, and rivers, with which they are highly delighted.”67
Indeed, most indigenous Indian maps may not have been constructed for navigation,
but they probably served either religious purposes or the needs of the state.
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2.2.2. East Asian navigation and cartography
Although it is often claimed that medieval Islamic developments influenced the
development of Chinese geography under the Mongol Empire, there is mounting
evidence that similar Chinese cartographic advances predate these influences by more
than a millennium.
In fact, the use of maps covered by rectangular grid patterns probably originated in
China,68 most likely with the work of Zhang Heng (張衡; 78–139 CE),69,70 the famous
Han Dynasty-era Chinese polymath. Zhang Heng’s maps have been lost in the depths
of time, but we can glean some interesting insights from descriptions in his biography
by the scholar Cai Yong (蔡邕; 132–192 CE), who stated that Zhang Heng “cast a
network about heaven and earth and reckoned on the basis of it.”71 Zhang Heng’s
pioneering work greatly influenced that of his Wei (220–265 CE) and Jin Dynasty
(265–420 CE) successor, the cartographer and Imperial official Pei Xiu (裴秀; 224–
271 CE), who was the first to include a mathematical grid reference and graduated
scale on his maps for improved accuracy in distance estimates.72 He adopted the grid
as one of his six principles of scientific cartography, on the basis that …
“[w]hen the principle of the rectangular grid is properly applied, then the
straight and the curved, the near and the far, can conceal nothing of their form
from us.”73
However, the introduction of a grid pattern and establishing the relative positions of
places of interest on land is not the same as determining one’s longitude on the open
sea. Ancient Chinese cartographers were well versed in determining their positions
accurately on land, using triangulation as well as observations of the night sky.
Longitude determinations using lunar eclipses were most likely introduced into China
by Arab astronomers during the Mongol Empire’s Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368). In
addition, according to the Mi Shu Jian Zhi (秘書監志; Records of the Palace
Library), the Yuan court ordered officials in Quanzhou (泉州), the official starting
point of the Maritime Silk Road during the Yuan Dynasty, to collect Arab compass
navigation charts from visiting navigators.
Chinese astronomers were skilled in using lunar eclipses to determine their local
longitude, although this was a rather cumbersome process. It required synchronous
time measurements across large distances. The lunar eclipse method applied by
Chinese astronomers required a base observatory in China. For a given lunar eclipse,
observers at both the base observatory and the location of interest identified bright
stars which passed through the local meridian at the moment when the Moon started
to reappear after the eclipse. Upon their return to the base observatory, both records
were compared and a second measurement was obtained to determine the exact time
difference of the meridian passages of both stars. The measured time difference
corresponded directly to the difference in longitude between both locales.
In addition, Chinese astronomers had long known about the Moon’s irregular motion,
that is, the Moon’s ‘equation of time;’ these irregularities were first discovered by the
astronomer Jia Kui (賈逵; 30–101 CE) during the Eastern Han era (25–200 CE). The
Moon’s apparent motion takes it 360 degrees around the Earth to its original position
among the background stars in approximately 27.3 solar days. This motion
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corresponds to an average of 13 degrees per day, or slightly more than half a degree
per hour. While the ‘fixed’ stars appear to move westwards because of the Earth’s
rotation, the Moon appears to describe a retrograde orbit with respect to the stars,
covering approximately half a degree per hour in the eastward direction. The Moon
appears to speed up when going towards the Sun and seems to slow down when
retreating; the change in orbital motion also depends on the Earth’s orbital position.

Figure 2.12: The equation of time, showing the competing effects of the ‘equation of the (orbital)
centre’ and the reduction to the equator required for convert the mean solar time (clock time) to the true
solar time. (© Institut de mécanique céleste et de calcul des éphémérides, IMCCE; J. E. Arlot)

The equation of time is, therefore, a correction that needs to be applied to the regular
clock time to reflect the ‘figure-of-eight’ path the Sun traces on the sky throughout
the year when we compare its position at local noon based on determining the Sun’s
highest point on any given day with that of conventional noon (clock time). The
equation of time is the result of two competing effects, including the eccentricity of
the Earth’s orbit—that is, the fact that the Earth’s orbit is elliptical rather than circular
(which requires an adjustment of the orbit’s centre)—and a reduction at the equator
caused by the obliquity of the ecliptic plane, since the Sun’s passage is measured on
the meridian and not in the Earth’s equatorial (rotation) plane which forms the basis
of our geographical reference system. The equation of time provides the correction (in
minutes) required to convert clock time back to the true noon: see figure 2.12. The
time difference varies throughout the year between –14 min and +16 min, which—if
left uncorrected for—could result in navigational mismatches of almost 900
kilometres at the Equator.
Having noticed the nature of this motion, Chinese astronomers used a variety of
interpolation methods to predict the Moon’s equation of time, leading to accurate
predictions of the Moon’s motion across the sky through the piecewise parabolic
interpolation proposed by Liu Zhuo (刘焯; 544–610 CE).74 This method was further
improved upon, using third-degree interpolation (although for the solar equation of
time), during the Yuan dynasty by Guo Shoujing (郭守敬; 1231–1316), the Chinese
astronomer, engineer, and mathematician whom the Jesuit astronomer Johann Adam
Schall von Bell (1591–1666) called the ‘Tycho Brahe of China.’
By simply measuring the solid angle on the sky between the Moon when it crosses the
local meridian and a given star, one can calculate the local longitude. This requires
only access to a sextant, without the need for an accurate clock. This thus implies that
Chinese astronomers would have been able to accurately calculate lunar positions on
the sky since the Yuan Dynasty, which allowed them to compile ephemeris tables
listing the positions on the sky of the Moon and a set of reference stars throughout the
year. Armed with such tables and with access to a sextant, they could have been able
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to determine their longitude at sea fairly accurately. This method is, in fact, equivalent
to the ‘lunar distance method’ employed by European astronomers several centuries
later.
Circumstantial evidence suggests that Chinese navigators may have mastered some
degree of longitude determination already in the 14th Century. As part of an
expedition undertaken from 1334 to 1339, a traveller from Quanzhou—Wang Dayuan
(汪大渊)—successfully made a transoceanic voyage from Mozambique to Sri Lanka
using a combination of compass and stellar position measurements called Guoyang
Qianxing Shu (过洋牵星术; ‘star orientation’) to determine his ship’s latitude and
longitude.75,76 At that time, East Asian navigators and cartographers already knew
East Africa and the Indian Ocean very well, as evidenced by the highly accurate
representation of the coasts of East, South, and West Africa on the Kangnido (강리도)
map (Yoktae chewang honil kangnido; Map of historical emperors and kings and of
integrated borders and terrain, also known as Honil Gangni Yeokdae Gukdo Ji Do;
Map of Integrated Lands and Regions of Historical Countries and Capitals),
produced by Gwon Geun (권근) and his team of royal astronomers in Korea: see
figure 2.12.
This Korean world map is the oldest surviving global chart among the East Asian
cartographic highlights. It dates from 1402, predating any known Chinese or Japanese
world maps. 77 The salient feature of this map is that the African continent is
represented by a triangular shape. This is markedly different from contemporary Arab
or European maps, where the southern half of the African continent would usually be

Figure 2.13: Kangnido map from approximately 1402. (Source: Wikimedia Commons; public domain)
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rendered as an extension to the East; this general trend was not remedied until the
mid-15th Century.

Figure 2.14: Song-dynasty Chinese stele-engraved grid map known as the Yu Ji Tu (1137), presently
located in Xi’an (西安). The grid consists of 100 li squares. (Source: Library of Congress, Geography
and Map Division; digital ID: g7821c.ct001493)

Nevertheless, Korean cartographers were apparently not concerned with systematic
geodetic surveys or coordinate systems until the late 18th Century, when King
Chŏngjo (정조: Jeongjo of Joseon; 1752–1800) ordered the director of the
astronomical observatory to undertake calendar reform with specific emphasis on the
time differences between the peninsula’s eight provinces.78 The earliest reference to
both a physical scale on any Korean map and the implied distances between places
indicated on the map occur late in Korean history; they are attributed to the
cartographer Chŏng (Jeong) Sang-Gi (정상기; 1678–1752). Chinese cartographic
influences—particularly of the scale maps of the Taoist monk Zhu Siben (朱思本;
1273–1333), of his Ming-dynasty editor, Luo Hongxian (羅洪先; 1504–1564), or of
the Song dynasty’s stone-engraved grid map from 1137, the Yuji Tu (禹迹图: Map of
the Tracks of Yu; see figure 2.14)—are non-existent in any surviving records related
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to Korean cartographic developments. (Similarly, Japanese maps did not include grid
lines or lines of longitude and latitude until well into the 18th Century.79)
Other transoceanic voyages undertaken in the early 15th Century may not have relied
on skills to determine longitude at sea. For instance, the fourth expedition (1413–
1415) led by Admiral and Chief Envoy Zheng He (鄭和; 1371–1433/5) set off from
Sumatra, in present-day Indonesia, sailing 10 days in full wind to reach the Maldives
archipelago; from there, they sailed across the Indian Ocean in full wind for 15 days,
reaching Mogadishu in East Africa, some 3700 miles from their port of origin:80
“We have traversed more than 100,000 li [50,000 km] of immense water
spaces and have beheld in the ocean huge waves like mountains rising in the
sky, and we have set eyes on barbarian regions far away hidden in a blue
transparency of light vapours, while our sails, loftily unfurled like clouds day
and night, continued their course [as rapidly] as a star, traversing those
savage waves as if we were treading a public thoroughfare…”81
However, this voyage appears to have followed well-established Arab and Chinese
trade routes rather than breaking new navigational ground.
On the other hand, Gong Zhen writes82 in Xiyang Banguo Zhi (西洋番国志; Notes on
Barbarian countries in the Western seas) that Zheng He’s navigators may have used
sightings of the rising or setting Sun and Moon to help determine how far the ship had
sailed in an easterly or westerly direction (which is equivalent to determining
longitude based on an approach similar to the lunar distance method), while they used
stellar elevations to determine both their longitude and latitude.
On 10 October 1432, Zheng He’s fleet set sail once again from Pulau Rondo on
Sumatra (6° 04ʹ N, 95° 07ʹ E) to Sri Lanka:83
“Gauging the vertical positions of the given stars above the horizons in the east,
west, north, and south, [he] reached Sri Lanka.”84
The fleet continued to Kuli (Calicut) in India (11° 15ʹ N, 75° 46ʹ E), where they
arrived on 10 December 1432. Their next leg commenced three days later and
involved a 35-day voyage, until 16 January 1433, to Bandar-e Abbas ( )بندرعباسin
the Strait of Hormuz. They soon proceeded with their next transoceanic leg, crossing
the Arabian Sea from Dingde Baxi (present-day Dandi Bandar; 16° 00ʹ N, 73° 03ʹ E)
to Jabal Khamis in present-day Oman (22º 25ʹ N 59º 27ʹ E).
The expedition used the declination of Zhinü (織女; the ‘weaving girl,’ corresponding
to the star Vega) and of Nanmen Shuangxing (南门双星; two stars in the constellation
of Sagittarius). Travelling westwards, they relied on observations of Pollux (in the
constellation of Gemini) and Procyon to determine their longitude and latitude.85
Specifically, Zheng He’s navigators based their transoceanic voyages on 10 stars,
which enabled them to determine their approximate longitude and latitude at sea. For
latitude determination, they relied on the stars closest to the North and South Poles, as
well as on stars in Sagittarius; for longitude determination, their guide stars included
Pollux in the North West, Procyon in the South West, and Vega and bright stars in
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Taurus in the East.86 Since the Datong Li (大統曆; the ‘great universal system of
calculating astronomy’)—which was based on Guo Shoujing’s pioneering system of
calendrical astronomy—had been formally adopted by the Ming Bureau of
Astronomy in 1384, it is conceivable that Zheng He and his navigators were familiar
with longitude determination at sea on the basis of solar and lunar eclipses as well.

Figure 2.15: Section of the Wubei Zhi oriented with East at the top. India is located at the top left, Sri
Lanka at the top right, and Africa along the bottom. (Source: Wikimedia Commons; public domain)

In his capacity of senior administration official, Zheng He led seven expeditions to
Southeast, South, and West Asia, and to East Africa, between 1405 and 1433, which
were aimed at establishing a Chinese presence and enforce Imperial control over trade
in the Indian Ocean and extend the Yongle (永樂) Emperor’s tributary territories.
Zheng He’s sailing charts, known as the Mao Kun Map (鄭和航海圖), consisted, in
fact, of four maps, one each centred on Sri Lanka, South India, the Maldives, and a
fourth map showing some 400 km of the East African coast, covering the coastal
waters to a southern latitude of six degrees. Figure 2.15 shows a section of one of
Zheng He’s maps, taken from a published collection of his maps from the 17th
Century, entitled the Wubei Zhi (武備志; A Treatise on Armament Technology, 1621;
published 1628).
Zheng He’s sailing charts were designed—likely with the help of Arabic-speaking
pilots with detailed knowledge of the African coast—with the specific purpose in
mind that they would be used to sail along certain routes. As such, their positions vary
in orientation to align with the ocean currents and winds, as required of a sailing
chart, specifically from the user’s perspective. The aim was clearly to provide
positional information in the shortest time possible, as also evidenced by the
orientation of the geographical features: they are seen from the user’s orientation.
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Sailing instructions are offered using a 24-point compass system with a Chinese
symbol for each point, combined with a sailing time or distance. Local currents,
winds, and depth soundings are taken into account.
The 24-point compass system resembles the system used for navigation in the
Western Pacific and which was used already by the ancient Polynesian navigators. In
a Chinese cultural context, the compass points are based on the 12 directions of the
Earthly Branches, a system for timekeeping. For navigation purposes, 12 points were
insufficient, prompting the introduction of 24- or even 48-point compasses by
inserting intermediate directions.
As early as the Yuan and early Ming Dynasties, the Chinese had already invented an
approach to timekeeping that was reasonably accurate and worked on land as well as
at sea. They were indeed far ahead of European developments, which would not bear
fruit until the 17th and 18th Centuries, as we will see in Chapters 3 through 6. A
particularly promising Chinese timing device was the cháng míng dēng (长明灯;
everbright lantern), which operated similarly to the common candle clocks in use at
the time. Xie Jie (謝杰), a contemporary Ming author, elaborates on what was known
as the compass navigation method of the Zhangzhou (漳州) people:
“The compass cabin burns everbright lanterns day and night, five geng [更]
each night and five geng each day. So a ship sailing for 12 Chinese hours
burns the equivalent of a total of 10 geng.”
The accuracy of this timekeeper was remarkable for the times. Over the course of 24
hours, or 10 geng, a lantern would consume one catty (斤) of oil, equivalent to
approximately 500–600 grams, so that its burn rate could be determined to better than
0.1 斤 by reading off the amount of oil consumed on a graduated glass oil reservoir.
Chinese navigators could thus keep track of the local time in their home port while
out at sea. Comparing the ship’s local times of sunrise or sunset with the home port’s
time based on the lantern, they could obtain a rough estimate of their longitude
difference. Incense coils with known, carefully calibrated combustion timescales had
been used for the same purpose since the sixth Century and became commonplace in
the Song Dynasty (960–1279);87 both timing devices were used for periods of up to
weeks or even months. To obtain a more accurate measurement of the time (and
longitude) difference with respect to the home port, water clocks (mashang benchi
xinglou; 马上奔驰行漏) were employed to time the difference between a home port’s
benchmark time (e.g., the time of sunrise) and that at the ship’s location. This was
done most accurately by weighing the amount of water consumed between both
calibration moments.88
After the death of the Yongle Emperor in 1424, Zheng He’s expeditions were
discontinued and a period of decline in cartographic developments commenced. China
began to look inwards, adopting a policy of isolationism that lasted a few hundred
years. The new Hongxi (洪熙) Emperor (1378–1425) ordered that Zheng’s fleet be
burnt, along with all records, thus ending the ‘Age of the Sea.’ In addition, the Hongxi
Emperor expressly prohibited overseas travel; anyone who disobeyed the order was
killed.
Traditional Chinese cartographic skills became more advanced in the late Ming
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Dynasty (1368–1644) under the influence of new ideas introduced by the European
Jesuit missionaries from the early 1600s onwards. However, major new initiatives
were not seen until well into the Qing Dynasty (1644–1912), when the Kangxi (康熙)
Emperor (1654–1722) realized that Chinese maps were not sufficiently accurate for
navigation and territorial purposes. Therefore, in 1708 he sponsored a geodesy and
mapping programme using astronomical observations and triangulation
measurements.89 The final product, the first on-the-spot survey map called the Huang
Yu Quan Lan Fen Sheng Tu (皇與全覽分省圖 ; Kangxi Provincial Atlas of China,
1721/2), took well over a decade to complete.
2.3. Towards reliable navigation across the open seas
2.3.1. Portolan charts
While Arab and East Asian navigational prowess saw major new developments
throughout the Middle Ages, much of Europe was languishing in an environment
dominated by religious intolerance and wars, with progress in science, technology,
and innovation largely stifled—a period of stagnation commonly referred to as the
‘Dark Ages.’ Nevertheless, towards the end of the 13th Century, Western European
navigators—particularly in Italy, Spain, and Portugal—went beyond the old
Ptolemaic maps that had been in common use until that time and developed a novel
type of marine chart based on direct observation using a mariner’s compass. Invented
in Europe by 130090 and known as ‘portolans’—based on the Italian word portolani, a
‘collection of sailing directions related to ports’—these highly accurate maps, even by
modern standards, were used routinely until well into the 16th Century.
The inspiration for this new development in cartography is often attributed to Alfonso
X ‘the Wise’ of Castile (1221–1284), who ordered charts and compasses for practical
marine use. However, recent research91 has questioned that assumption: the oldest
extant portolan chart appears to have appeared out of nowhere at the end of the 13th
Century, while there is no indication that simpler, earlier versions ever existed. It is
therefore now considered plausible that these charts found their origin in a tradition
that is now lost.92 The first portolan charts were made in the Balearic Islands by
Jewish cartographers, including, e.g., Abraham Cresques (1325–1387) on Majorca,
author of the Catalan Atlas (1375), and in the Italian city states of Genoa and Venice.
Figure 2.16 shows the oldest surviving portolan chart in the collection of the U.S.
Library of Congress (c. 1320–1350), drawn on vellum, that is, on sheepskin scrolls; it
shows a projection of the Mediterranean and western Black Seas. The oldest known
portolan chart is the Carta Pisana (c. 1275–1300; probably 1296), which depicts a
similar area. Earlier medieval European maps held a religious significance and
purpose—for instance, the mappa mundi, which had been drawn based on theological
directives. Portolan charts, on the other hand, incorporated direct observation and
first-hand navigational experience. Prior to the appearance of the first portolan charts,
Mediterranean sailors relied on compass measurements and their experience and
knowledge of the local sea conditions. Magnetic compasses, invented some time
during the 12th Century in both Europe and the Islamic world, 93 , 94 , 95 , 96 were
commonplace on the sea-faring vessels of the time, allowing sailors to maintain their
course during overcast conditions; they were usually mounted on gimbals to
counteract the ocean swells. Before portolan charts became the norm, sailing records
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merely included lists of ports in the order they would encounter them, as well as notes
on the estimated directions, sailing times between ports, and a few drawings of
features such as headlands, capes, harbours, and other recognisable landmarks. This
practice continued until well into the 17th Century, as evidenced by the following
passage from William Dampier’s A New Voyage Round the World (1697):

Figure 2.16: Oldest portolan chart in the U.S. Library of Congress collection, showing the
Mediterranean and western Black Seas. (Source: Library of Congress, Geography and Map Division)

“On the back of the town, a pretty way up in the country, there is a very high
mountain, towering up like a sugar-loaf, called Monte Christo. It is a very good
sea-mark, for there is none like it on all the coast. The body of this mountain
bears due South from Manta. About a mile and half from the shore, right
against the village, there is a rock, which is very dangerous, because it never
appears above water; neither doth the sea break on it, because here is seldom
any great sea; yet it is now so well known, that all ships bound to this place do
easily avoid it. A mile within this rock there is good anchoring, in 6, 8, or 10
fathom water, good hard sand, and clear ground: and a mile from the road on
the west side, there is a shoal running out a mile into the sea.”97
With the invention of the portolan chart, a new era of mapmaking had arrived in
Europe. For the first time, new marine navigation routes could be explored, out of
direct sight of the coast. Few portolans remain today; those that do cover the
Mediterranean and Black Seas, as well as a section of Europe’s Atlantic coastal area,
with the highest accuracies achieved in the charts’ original heartland of the
Mediterranean and Black Sea coasts. The early 20th Century historian of cartography
Sir Charles Raymond Beazley (1868–1955) called portolan charts “the first true
maps,” even going so far as to say that “in them, true cartography, the map-making of
the civilised world, begins.”98—a bold claim indeed…
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Most interesting in the context of our discussion of the development of marine
navigation, they are covered not by a grid of longitude and latitude lines, but by
systems of, usually, 16 to 32 directional or ‘rhumb’ lines, radiating across the charts.99
These lines are better understood as ‘windrose’ lines, since portolan charts were not
based on any global map projection. In fact,
“… the word [rhumb line] is wrongly applied to the seacharts of this period, since a loxodrome [an arc crossing all
meridians at the same angle: see figure 2.17] gives an
accurate course only when the chart is drawn on a suitable
projection. Cartometric investigation has revealed that no
projection was used in the early charts, for which we
therefore retain the name ‘portolan’ …”100
… and also that a number of errors can be traced to false
Figure 2.17: Representation compass readings caused by variations in the Earth’s
of a loxodrome spiraling magnetic field. In addition, most portolan maps included a
towards the North Pole physical scale representation, so that realistic distances
(Source: Wikimedia
could be read off the charts. This represented a first in
Commons; CC BY-SA 2.5)
cartography, although the actual scale, nicknamed the
101
‘portolan mile,’ varied among maps—it was approximately 1.25 km but ranged
from 1.16 km for the Carta Pisana to 1.31 km for the 1339 ‘Dulcert’ map—and
required one to know the latitude it applied to.102 It is thought that portolan charts
were mosaics of individually created components, which seem to resemble very early
representations equivalent to the Mercator projection, a type of map projection that
would only become commonplace almost 300 years later.
The charts’ windrose lines allowed sailors to navigate away from coastal view and
cross the Mediterranean. They would first identify their destination on the portolan
chart and note which line—and, hence, which compass direction—represented the
most appropriate angle between the origin and destination ports. Once they had
determined the ship’s direction, they would sail by ‘dead reckoning’—sailing by
knowing one’s latitude and compass course while accounting for the effects of the
wind and currents, also known as the three L’s: lead, lookout, and latitude—towards
the coastal waters near their destination. Varying winds and small course deviations
would have led the ship to reach a coastal area near but likely not precisely at the
destination port; the chart’s accompanying description of the coast line and the
approach to the destination port would allow the navigator to reach his final
destination.
Shown in figure 2.18, the Pizzigano brothers Domenico and Francesco (or, perhaps, a
father-and-son team), Venetian cartographers, constructed a portolan chart in 1367
which extended further into the Atlantic Ocean than any previous map had done; their
map included Madeira, eight of the Canary Islands, and even the mythical Fortunate
Isles, north of the Canary Islands, as well as Saint Brendan’s Island. It also includes
the islands of ‘Brasil’ further to the West, shown surrounded by ships and dragons of
Arab legend. The map also goes significantly beyond the other boundaries usually
adopted for such charts, extending as far North as the mythical Isle of Mam (to the
southwest of Ireland) and Scandinavia and as far East as the Baltic and Caspian Seas.
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The use of portolan charts and descriptions of coastal features, combined with
navigation by dead reckoning based on maintaining a given compass heading, was a
proven and tested method of crossing the Mediterranean. Distances across the
Mediterranean from North to South are relatively small, while currents and the effects
of tides are minor and magnetic variations are insignificant.103 However, extending

Figure 2.18: The Pizzigano brothers’ 1367 portolano chart. (Source: Biblioteca Palatina, Parma: Ms.
Parm. 1612; public domain)

this approach to significantly greater distances across the open ocean would
potentially be disastrous.104 Nevertheless, without a reliable means to determine their
location on the open seas, navigators were left to the crude device of dead reckoning
for centuries to come.
2.3.2. Dead reckoning and Columbus’ legacy
This was precisely the approach taken by Christopher Columbus (c. 1451–1506)
when he set off on his fabled voyages across the Atlantic to ‘discover’ the Americas.
Indeed, as an unintended consequence of lacking a reliable means of determining
one’s position at sea, many lands were ‘discovered’ by early European mariners, only
to be effectively lost again until their rediscovery. The degree of randomness
introduced by dead reckoning is reflected very well in the following passage from The
Saga of Erik the Red by the Icelandic explorer Leif Erikson (c. 970–c. 1020),
allegedly the first European to have reached North America:
“… they put out to sea when they were equipped for the voyage, and sailed for
three days, until the land was hidden by the water. Then the fair wind died out,
and north winds arose, and fogs, and they knew not whither they were drifting
and thus it lasted for [a long period of time]. Then they saw the sun again, and
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were able to determine the quarters of the heavens; they hoisted sail, and
sailed … through before they saw land. They discussed among themselves
what land it could be and [one of them] said that he did not believe that it
could be Greenland.”105,106

Figure 2.19: Martellus map of the world, 1490. (Source: Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
Yale University)

Upon setting sail to ‘discover the East by sailing towards the West,’ Columbus would
have had access to a variety of contemporary maps, including the (now faded) world
map by Henricus Martellus Germanus (Heinrich Hammer; fl. 1480–1496) of
1490/1491, which extended as far as China and, incorrectly positioned, Japan: see
figure 2.19. Columbus is said, however, to have based his worldview on the
dimensions of the world, or rather those of the oecumene, proposed by Ptolemy and
Marinus of Tyre. Both men held erroneous views of the Earth’s circumference,
however, which consequently resulted in Columbus’ mistaken idea that the distance
from Europe to Asia via a Western course was much shorter than it is in reality.
In his Geography, Ptolemy had proposed that the Eurasian continent—specifically the
distance from Cape St Vincent on the coast of Portugal to the Cape of Cattigara on the
peninsula of India Superior—covered 180 degrees in longitude, while Marinus
believed that the continent spanned an even larger area of the Earth’s surface,
equivalent to 225 degrees.107 The actual landmass in the northern hemisphere covers
130 degrees to mainland China, while the distance from Western Europe to Japan
spans 150 degrees at the latitude of Spain. Most 15th Century European scholars,
including the German cartographer and explorer Martin Behaim (Martin of Bohemia;
1459–1507), creator of the Erdapfel (‘potato’), the world’s oldest surviving globe—
created in 1490–1492, not including the Americas, since Columbus did not return to
Europe until March 1493—concurred with Ptolemy’s estimate of the Earth’s
circumference, however. Nevertheless, Columbus argued that the ancient
cartographers did not know how far the Asian landmass extended. Instead of
following the scholarly consensus, he adopted Marinus’ estimate of 225 degrees to the
East coast of ‘Magnus Sinus’—nowadays identified with the Gulf of Thailand and the
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South China Sea, but which in Columbus’ days briefly equated with the Pacific
Ocean—which left only 135 degrees of water to cross. Combined with his adoption of
56⅔ Roman nautical miles for the length of a degree of longitude108 instead of
Ptolemy’s longer distance of 56⅔ Arabic miles, this resulted in an erroneous estimate
of the eastward extent of the Eurasian landmass: the Arabic mile—an arcminute of
latitude measured along a North–South meridian—is approximately 1.8–2.0 km long,
while the Roman mile with which Columbus was more familiar measures 1.480 km.
In addition, Columbus operated on the assumption that Japan (‘Cipangu’) was much
larger, located much farther to the East than its actual position, and much closer to the
equator, as suggested by a passage of hidden text on the Martellus map:
“This island is 1000 miles from the continent of the province of Mangi [China];
the people have their own language and the circumference of the island is …
miles.”109
When he first landed in the New World in 1492, he thought that he had arrived close
to Japan. He also believed that further eastwards he would encounter inhabited
islands. Among the latter, he thought that he might find Antillia, the phantom island

Figure 2.20: Atlantic Ocean according to Toscanelli (1474). The correct outline of North America is
shown in light blue. (Source: Batholomew, J. G., Brooke, G. C., 1911, A Literary and Historical Atlas
of America, London: Dent, map I; public domain)

said to be located in the Western Atlantic Ocean, also known as the Isle of the Seven
Cities, which he expected to lie just to the West of the Azores110 and which was
routinely included on 15th Century nautical maps. Its first occurrence is found on a
Pizzigano portolan chart from 1424; see figure 2.20 for a comparison of Columbus’
worldview with the actual distances across the Atlantic Ocean.
It thus transpires that the size and circumference of the Earth, as well as the relative
proportions of land and water, were still highly controversial and vigorously debated
in the 15th Century. In this context, the English philosopher and clergyman Roger
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Bacon (c. 1219/1220–c. 1292) surmised, for instance, based on Aristotle’s
manuscripts, that the oecumene was necessarily large, but Pablo of Burgos (c. 1351–
1435) argued that it could not span more than half the globe. Nonetheless, Columbus
persisted in his adoption of Marinus’ value for the Earth’s circumference and
reasoned that East Asia and Cipangu were, respectively, approximately 270 and 300
degrees East, or about 90 and 60 degrees West, of the Canary Islands. He hence
estimated a distance from the Canary Islands to Cipangu of approximately 3000
Italian miles (3700 km), 111 which he considered a viable undertaking for his
‘Enterprise of the Indies;’ the actual distance is closer to 20,000 km...
Columbus was not the first to moot the suggestion of pursuing a Western expedition
to the Indies. The Florentine astronomer Paolo dal Pozzo Toscanelli (1397–1482) is
often considered to have conceived the idea; his 1474 world map (for his proposed
geography of the Atlantic Ocean, see figure 2.20) was the first to include graduated
longitude and latitude lines. 112 Historians’ opinions are divided, however, as to
whether or not Toscanelli and Columbus exchanged letters about the endeavour prior
to Columbus’ first expedition. Although Columbus is known to have had access to a
copy of a letter dated 25 June 1474 from Toscanelli to his friend Ferdinando Martini,
the canon of the Lisbon cathedral, there is no convincing evidence of any direct
correspondence between both men. Toscanelli included his famous navigational chart
with his letter, as well as a detailed explanation:
“The straight lines drawn lengthwise on this map show the distance from east
to west; the transverse lines indicate distance from north to south. I have also
drawn on the map various places in India to which one could go in case of a
storm or contrary winds, or some other mishap… From the city of Lisbon due
west, there are twenty-six spaces marked on the map, each of which contains
two hundred and fifty miles, as far as the very great and noble city of Quinsay
[Hangzhou]. This city is about one hundred miles in circumference … That
city lies in the province of Mangi, near the province of Cathay, in which the
king resides the greater part of the time. And from the island of Antillia, which
you call the Island of the Seven Cities, to the very noble island of Cipango,
there are ten spaces, which make 2500 miles, that is, two hundred and twentyfive leagues. This land is most rich in gold, pearls, and precious stones, and
the temples and royal palaces are covered with solid gold. But because the
way is not known, all these things are hidden and covered, though one can
travel thither with all security.”113
Toscanelli is said to have received important insights in 1433 from a visiting Chinese
ambassador to Florence about the possibility of reaching China via a Western route.114
Whether or not Columbus had access to these insights remains controversial,
however. Toscanelli’s 1474 letter was treated as a top-secret document at the Lisbon
court, and it was clearly addressed to Martini, not to Columbus: “Ferdinando Martini
canonico ulixiponensi Paulus physicus [dixit].”115 Columbus may have gained access
to the letter around 1480,116 but this suggestion (and any subsequent correspondence
resulting from this) is also controversial among historians,117 given that in his Journal
of the Third Voyage, Columbus maintained,
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“As your Highnesses know, only a short while ago, no other land was known,
except what Ptolemy wrote about, and there was no one in my day who
believed it was possible to sail from Spain to the Indies.”118
If both men had corresponded with each other, one may have expected that Columbus
would have referred to that correspondence in his Journal. In addition, Toscanelli
clearly favoured a westerly course on the Lisbon parallel, but Columbus crossed the
Atlantic on that of the Canary Islands. Moreover, upon reaching Hispaniola
(nowadays comprising the countries of Haiti and the Dominican Republic), some 60
degrees to the West of Cádiz (southern Spain), he believed that he had arrived at
Cipangu; Toscanelli’s map implied that he would have travelled only 40 degrees,
which casts further doubt on claims that Columbus and Toscanelli were in close
contact at any time during the late 15th Century. The jury remains out on this open
question.
When Columbus first landed in the Lucayan Archipelago (the Bahamas) in 1492 on
the island called ‘Guanahani’ by the locals—either Samana Cays, Plana Cays, or San
Salvador Island—
“[a]nd he says that by his account that he had gone 1142 leagues from the
[Canary] island of Hierro,”119,120
… he identified the newly discovered land with ‘the Indies’ (Asia). The local
population—the Arawak or Tainos ‘Indians’—told him of a larger island to the south,
either Cuba or Hispaniola, which he mistook for Cathay (China) or Cipangu; on his
second voyage, he identified Cuba with Southeast Asia. On the basis of the Martellus
map, he had expected to encounter Cipangu at approximately 700 leagues West of the
Canary Islands. On his fourth voyage to the New World, Columbus identified South
America with the Cape of Cattigara in India Superior, as represented on Behaim’s
globe.
The importance attached by Columbus’ financial patrons to finding a westward
passage to the legendary riches of the East begs the question as to whether Columbus
or any of his navigators independently confirmed the longitudes they had reached on
any of his four expeditions to the Americas. Indeed, while determination of longitude
at sea was all but impossible in the absence of an accurate timing device, over the
course of his four expeditions to the New World, he observed the lunar eclipses of 14
September 1494 (from Saona, Dominican Republic) and 29 February 1504, from his
ships’ anchorage at St. Anne’s Bay, Jamaica.121 A third eclipse occurred while he was
on a 29-day overland expedition on Hispaniola, on 21 March 1494. He had scheduled
a break in the journey at La Isabella, specifically to observe this eclipse.122 However,
the onset of the eclipse occurred just before 7 o’clock in the evening, local time, as
the Moon rose from the sea to the East. It would therefore have been impossible to see
the shadow’s onset.
Columbus was familiar with Ptolemy’s work, particularly with his description of what
may be the earliest record of a difference in longitude in history, based on the total
lunar eclipse of 20 September 331 BCE. On that date, Alexander the Great’s army
witnessed a widely reported total lunar eclipse at its encampment near Arbela
(Mesopotamia; present-day Erbil in northern Iraq). They recorded the onset of the
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eclipse two hours after sunset; in Carthage (located 15 km from present-day Tunis in
Tunesia), however, the onset of the eclipse occurred at local sunset. This timing
difference thus implied a distance between Arbela and Carthage of 30 degrees.
Columbus would thus have been familiar with the use of lunar eclipses as a means of
distance and longitude determination. In fact, he is known to have owned a copy of
the 1474 astronomical almanac, the Kalendarium, of Johannes Müller von
Königsberg (Regiomontanus; 1436–1476), which predicted the times of lunar eclipses
for the next 30 years. Columbus carried a copy of the almanac with him on at least his
first transatlantic voyage, and he is reported to have observed a lunar eclipse while in
the Americas:
“He declared also from the observation of his people that when in the year of
our Lord 1494 there appeared an eclipse in the month of September, it was
seen in Española four hours before that it was visible in Spain.”123
“On September 15th by the mercy of God they sighted an island which lies off
the eastern end of Española … in the middle of a great storm he anchored
behind this island … That night he observed an eclipse of the moon and was
able to determine a difference in time of about five hours and twenty-three
minutes between that place and Cádiz.”124
Columbus himself also reported to have observed this particular eclipse:
“In the year 1494, when I was at the island of Saona, which is at the eastern
end of the island of Hispaniola, there was an eclipse of the moon on the 14th of
September, and it was found that there was a difference from there to the Cape
of St Vincent in Portugal of five hours and more than one half,”125
… a claim he repeated in a letter of 7 July 1503 to King Ferdinand II of Aragon and
Queen Isabella I of Castile,
“In the year ninety-four I navigated in twenty-four degrees [of latitude] to the
westward to the end of nine hours, and I cannot be in error because there was
an eclipse.”126
Indeed, this was confirmed by Bartolomé de las Casas (c. 1484–1566), Bishop of
Chiapas, in his Historia de las Indias:
“From the end of Cuba (that is seen in Hispaniola), which was called the End
of the East, and by another name Alpha and Omega, he sailed westwards from
the southern part, until he passed the end of ten hours on the sphere, in such a
way that when the sun set to him, it was two hours before rising to those that
lived in Cádiz, in Spain; and he says that there couldn’t be any error, because
there was an eclipse of the moon on the 14th of September, and he was well
prepared with instruments and the sky was very clear that night,”127
… and once again in a later chapter, although there de las Casas reports a longitude
difference of 5 hours 23 minutes West of Cádiz.128
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These historical records leave us with an unsatisfactory accuracy of Columbus’
longitude determination. Pickering tried to disentangle the underlying causes of the
discrepancies. First, the correct longitude difference between Saona Island and Cádiz
is 4 hours 10 minutes. If Columbus had based his measurements on Müller’s almanac
readings, he would have made a small mistake, since Müller’s predicted time was 24
minutes late129—he would thus have concluded that, at his observation point at Saona,
he was 4 hours 34 minutes West of Cádiz.
The six longitude differences reported in contemporaneous, primary records cited
above include five different measurements which are discrepant with respect to the
actual difference in longitude by anywhere from 34 minutes to more than five hours.
Local time could be measured to an accuracy of 10–15 minutes, while the eclipse
onset might be uncertain by up to 5 minutes; these uncertainties do no add up to even
the least discrepant measure of the local longitude.
Historians have long been suspicious of Columbus’ reports.130 One cause for concern
is a report that Columbus diverted to Saona to shelter from an approaching storm, a
report confirmed by his son Fernando, who added that the storm had already reached
them by the time they reached their anchorage. But then, how could they have made
accurate observations of the lunar eclipse timings, apparently lost today? And why did
Columbus later change his report, suggesting that the night was clear? Pickering has
suggested that Columbus’ motivation to report clearly fraudulent results was driven
by ambition; in his Book of Privileges we read that Columbus asked the Spanish
crown to confirm his dual status of ‘Admiral of the Ocean Sea’ and Viceroy of the
New World. The Sovereigns’ confirmation specifically restricted his Admiral’s
privilege to only “the Ocean Sea in the region of the Indies,”131 which may have
motivated Columbus to represent the newly discovered lands as the Asian
continent.132
After all, as Columbus reminded his patrons in his letter of July 1503, the
African/Eurasian landmass—the oecumene—was thought to span from 12 to 15 hours
of longitude, depending on whether one adopted Ptolemy’s or Marinus of Tyre’s
calculations.133 Therefore, Columbus likely anticipated that the remaining part of the
globe, nine to 12 hours, was covered by the extent of the ‘Ocean Sea’ between Europe
and Asia, sailing westwards. Although this reasoning may explain why he claimed a
longitude difference with respect to Cádiz of nine hours or more, the smaller
differences reported by the other primary sources are still too discrepant from the
actual value to be attributed to timing uncertainties alone.
These differences are likely owing to the misfortune that bad weather intervened in
Columbus’ attempt to observe the lunar eclipse of September 1494. In his Historia de
las Indias, de las Casas points out that Columbus measured the distance between the
Canary Island of La Gomera and Dominica at 850 leagues.134 Adopting Columbus’
conversion of 56⅔ leagues to a degree of longitude, these 850 leagues translate into
four hours of longitude (although this conversion formally only applies at the
equator). Columbus himself did not report this small longitude himself, but his
biographer Antonio Gallo (died c. 1510) did, perhaps based on a personal
conversation with Columbus, his son Fernando, or any of the sailors on board of the
Admiral’s ship. Note that the distance of 1142 leagues quoted in Columbus Diario,
when converted to degrees of longitude using the same conversion, translates to 5
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hours 23 minutes—as reported by Fernando in his biography and by de las Casas in
his Historia.
Pickering suggests that Columbus may have been unsatisfied with the ‘short’
transatlantic distance he had recorded in his Diario. At a later stage, he proceeded to
add the East–West distance he sailed within the Caribbean islands to the earlier total
of 1142 leagues, which would have corresponded to at least 31 leagues from the
Bahamas to Cuba,135 resulting in a total longitude difference with respect to Cádiz of
5 hours 31 minutes—indeed similar to the difference he quoted in his Profecías.
The numbers quoted in the Profecías are not all internally consistent, however: the
longitude difference Columbus reported for the second lunar eclipse he observed from
Jamaica in February 1504 is 7 hours 15 minutes West of Cádiz. The correct longitude
difference between both locations is 4 hours 44 minutes. In view of the fraudulent
longitudes reported in relation to the September 1494 eclipse, it may well be that
Columbus proceeded along similar lines here.
In his July 1503 letter to the Spanish crown, he stated,
“When I set out thence to come to Española, the pilots believed that we were
going to reach the island of San Juan [Puerto Rico], and it was the land of
Mango [western Cuba], four hundred leagues more to the west than they
said.”136
The distance from San Juan Island to Mango is the longest East–West distance
Columbus recorded within the Caribbean archipelago. Added to the longest
transatlantic distance he recorded on his first voyage, 1142¼ leagues (re-determined
by Pickering), this yields a distance of 1542¼ leagues from Cádiz, corresponding to a
difference of 7 hours 15 minutes in longitude—precisely the difference claimed by
Columbus based on his purported observations of the 1504 eclipse.137
Meanwhile, Amerigo Vespucci (1454–1512) claimed to have made a number of
voyages to the New World. Although his claims are disputed by historians, the second
and third voyages in 1499–1500 and 1501–1502 most likely happened. Like
Columbus, his expedition also practiced ‘running down the latitude.’ Adopting this
approach meant sailing North or South in sight of the coast until the ship reached the
desired latitude, then heading East or West.
In a letter written in 1502 (referred to as ‘letter IV’ by Vespucci scholars) to his
patron, Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de’ Medici (1463–1503), Vespucci suggests that, on
23 August 1499, while on his second voyage in the Amazon river delta in Brazil, he
determined his longitude based on the lunar distance method:
“I maintain that I learnt [my longitude] … by the eclipses and conjunctions of
the Moon with the planets; and I have lost many nights of sleep in reconciling
my calculations with the precepts of those sages who have devised the manuals
and written of the movements, conjunctions, aspects, and eclipses of the two
luminaries and of the wandering stars, such as the wise King Don Alfonso in his
Tables, Johannes Regiomontanus in his Almanac, and Blanchinus, and the
Rabbi Zacuto in his almanac, which is perpetual; and these were composed in
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different meridians: King Don Alfonso’s book in the meridian of Toledo, and
Johannes Regiomontanus’ in that of Ferrara, and the other two in that of
Salamanca.”138

Figure 2.21: The Cantino planisphere, c. 1502. (Biblioteca Universitaria Estense, Modena, Italy;
public domain)

Ironically, apparently unaware of Columbus’ fraudulently reported longitude
measurements, Vespucci most likely plagiarized the latter’s five and a half hour
longitude difference, thus perpetuating the longitude fraud.139
Portuguese and Spanish navigators did not have access to a reliable means of
longitude determination at sea in 1495, when Vasco da Gama (c. 1460s–1524), the
Portuguese explorer, engaged the celebrated Arab navigator Ahmad ibn Mājid ( أﺣﻤﺪ ﺑﻦ
 ;ﻣﺎﺟﺪc. 1430–after 1500) at Malindi (in present-day Kenya) to guide him across the
Indian Ocean directly to Calicut, in India, the first transoceanic voyage by a
European. Ibn Mājid had developed an approach to navigation on the open seas that
could be considered a precursor to longitude determination at sea.
In his major navigational treatise, Kitāb al-fawāʼid fī maʻrifat ʻilm al-baḥr wa-alqawāʻid (. ;كتاب الفوائد في معرفة علم البحر و القوائدBook of Lessons on the
Foundation of the Sea and Navigation), he described three types of sea routes,
including mainland routes (always in sight of land), set courses (relying on fixed
bearings), and conclusive courses from one specified port to another. He enumerated
his 12 practical principles of navigation, 140 that is, (1) the lunar mansions, (2)
compass rhumb lines, (3) routes, (4) East–West distances along a given parallel, (5)
latitudinal variations following the altitude of Polaris, (6) stellar altitude
measurements for latitude determination, (7) visible signatures, including water
colours and tides, (8) revolutions of the Sun and Moon, (9) winds, (10) seasons, (11)
instruments, and (12) captain–crew reactions. In addition, he referred to information a
navigator would use for a course set by dead reckoning, including sea snakes, reefs,
seabird species, and coastal features, reminiscent of the Polynesian navigation
principles we discussed in Chapter 2.1.1. Ultimately, ibn Mājid justified his focus on
making improvements to marine navigation by pointing out that without directional
knowledge, one does not know the direction of the qibla, that is, the direction to
Mecca required for Islamic religious practice.
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The first generally available European maps that included any part of the American
continent appeared from 1506 onwards, when the Venetian cartographer Giovanni
Matteo Contarini (died 1507) joined forces with Francesco Rosselli (1445–before
1513), map engraver and painter of miniatures. Prior to 1506, a few maps had been
produced which included recent new discoveries from a number of voyages around
the world, including da Gama’s. These included maps by Juan de la Cosa (Juan the
Biscayan; c. 1450–1510) from 1500, based on Columbus’ second expedition, and the
Cantino world map from approximately 1502 (see figure 2.21)—but those early maps
were considered state secrets.
The year 1507 saw the publication of the limited-edition Waldseemüller map—which
was largely based on the Martellus maps and which included the designation
‘America’ for the first time and showed America separate from the Asian continent—
as well as a widely distributed, and therefore highly influential, map by the Dutch
cartographer Johannes Ruysch (c. 1460–1533), published as part of the 1507 and
1508 editions of Ptolemy’s Geographia. In 1513, the Ottoman admiral Ahmed
Muhiddin Piri (1465/1470–1553; also known as Pîrî Reis or Hacı Ahmed Muhiddin
Pîrî Bey) compiled a highly praised portolan chart of the known world on the basis of
eight maps, including “the map of the
western lands drawn by Columbus,”
showing the newly discovered Americas.
2.3.3. Piracy and the Portuguese/
Spanish conquest of the New World
As Europe emerged from the Middle
Ages and entered the Renaissance,
considerable renewed interest in map
projections
developed,
particularly
between
1470
and
1669. 141
Mathematical advances allowed for
more
innovative
and
‘realistic’
projections. Columbus still largely relied
on Ptolemy’s maps from Antiquity,
Figure 2.22: T–O style mappa mundi from which were characterized by erroneous
Isidorus’ Etymologiae (c. 623); the first printed conversions from distances into degrees
version, by Günther Zainer (died 1478), appeared and vice versa, leading to significantly
in 1472 in Augsburg, Germany. This map identifies exaggerated representations of the
the three known continents as populated by
descendants of Sem (Shem), Iafeth (Japheth) and Mediterranean, in particular. Throughout
transition
period
and
the
Cham (Ham). (Source: Wikimedia Commons; the
public domain)
Renaissance,
these
problematic
renditions were gradually eliminated as
improved measurements of terrestrial features and distances became available.
Development of map projections became fashionable, and many schemes were
proposed. Many pre-Renaissance maps were based on philosophical rather than
mathematical ideas. These included the so-called T–O (orbis terrarum) maps (see
figure 2.22), which showed the entire known world surrounded by an ‘O’-shaped
ocean, with the horizontal stroke of the inset ‘T’ representing the approximate
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meridian spanning from the Don to the Nile rivers, and its perpendicular stroke the
axis of the Mediterranean, 142 with the entire ‘T’ shape separating the known
continents of Asia, Europe, and Africa. T–O maps were first described by the seventh
Century scholar (Saint) Isidore of Seville (c. 560–636 CE), Archbishop of Seville:
“The [inhabited] mass of solid land is called round after the roundness of a
circle, because it is like a wheel ... Because of this, the Ocean flowing around
it is contained in a circular limit, and it is divided in three parts, one part
being called Asia, the second Europe, and the third Africa.”143
This approach to map making changed dramatically during the transition from the
Middle Ages to the Renaissance, particularly after the turn of the 16th Century.

Figure 2.23: Mercator’s 1569 world map (Nova et Aucta Orbis Terrae Descriptio ad Usum
Navigantium Emendate Accommodata) showing latitudes from 66° S to 80° N and composed of 18
separate sheets. (Source: Wikimedia Commons; public domain)

The German–Dutch (Flemish) cartographer Gerardus Mercator (1512–1594) became
renowned for creating a globe in 1541 and a world map in 1569—see figure 2.23—
using a projection which allowed marine navigation along a course of constant
bearing by following straight rhumb lines, or loxodromes (see figure 2.17). In order to
achieve such a projection on a flat surface, Mercator arranged the meridians and
parallels such that a loxodrome intersected the meridians at a constant angle. The
main impact of this choice of projection is that East–West distances (and thus also
directions and surface areas) are distorted at higher latitudes, because the meridians
converge towards the poles.
Mercator’s solution to counteract the effects of this unavoidable distortion was to
increase the distances between subsequent parallels in proportion to the increase in
the intervals between the meridians with increasing latitude. This adjustment allowed
him to retain the correct angular representations and represent land surfaces at the
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highest achievable accuracy, that is, by employing a conformal projection: small areas
retain their approximate shapes very well, whereas large areas may be significantly
distorted (on current world maps using the Mercator projection, compare the areas
covered by Greenland and South America with their actual sizes). In essence,
Mercator’s projection is what is referred to as a ‘regular cylindrical projection,’ a
projection with equidistant, straight lines of longitude, while the lines of latitude are
also straight, parallel to one another, and oriented perpendicularly to the longitudinal
lines: see the top panel of figure 2.24 for a graphical impression.

Figure 2.24: (top) Geometry of cylindrical map projection. (right)
Vertical displacement of the latitudinal lines in a Mercator
projection. (Credit: Peter Mercator, Wikimedia Commons;
reproduction licensed under the Creative Commons AttributionShare Alike 3.0 Unported license)

All points on the same meridian, λ, on the globe project one-to-one to the cylindrical
surface, x. However, the vertical distance as measured from the equator depends on
the latitude, y(φ): see the right-hand panel of figure 2.24. Since the Mercator
projection is conformal, by definition, it follows that
𝛿𝑦(𝜑)
𝑅
=
= 𝑅 sec 𝜑,
𝛿𝜑
cos 𝜑
!

where R is the radius of the cylinder or, equivalently, the radius of the Earth and !"# !
is the latitudinal scale (stretch) factor. Integration of this differential equation yields,
𝑦(𝜑) = 𝑅 ln tan
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of which the functional form is shown in the right-hand panel of figure 2.24.
Mercator included a great deal of explanatory text, in Latin, on his 1569 map,
particularly in relation to the map’s construction:
“In making this representation of the world we had three preoccupations.
First, to spread on a plane the surface of the sphere in such a way that the
positions of places shall correspond on all sides with each other both in so far
as true direction and distance are concerned and as concerns correct
longitudes and latitudes; then, that the forms of the parts be retained, so far as
is possible, such as they appear on the sphere. With this intention we have had
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to employ a new proportion and a new arrangement of the meridians with
reference to the parallels. Indeed, the forms of the meridians, as used until
now by geographers, on account of their curvature and their convergence to
each other, are not usable for navigation; besides, at the extremities, they
distort the forms and positions of regions so much, on account of the oblique
incidence of the meridians to the parallels, that these cannot be recognized
nor can the relation of distances be maintained. On the charts of navigators
the degrees of longitude, as the various parallels are crossed successively
towards the pole, become gradually greater with reference to their length on
the sphere, for they are throughout equal to the degrees on the equator,
whereas the degrees of latitude increase but very little, so that, on these charts
also, the shapes of regions are necessarily very seriously stretched and either
the longitudes and latitudes or the directions and distances are incorrect;
thereby great errors are introduced of which the principal is the following: if
three places forming any triangle on the same side of the equator be entered
on the chart and if the central one, for example, be correctly placed with
reference to the outer ones as to accurate directions and distances, it is
impossible that the outer ones be so with reference to each other. It is for
these reasons that we have progressively increased the degrees of latitude
towards each pole in proportion to the lengthening of the parallels with
reference to the equator; thanks to this device we have obtained that, however
two, three, or even more than three, places be inserted, provided that of these
four quantities: difference of longitude, difference of latitude, distance, and
direction, any two be observed for each place associated with another, all will
be correct in the association of any one place with any other place whatsoever
and no trace will anywhere be found of any of those errors which must
necessarily be encountered on the ordinary charts of shipmasters, errors of all
sorts, particularly in high latitudes. …”
Elsewhere, he explains his projection of the polar regions:
“As our chart cannot be extended as far as the pole, for the degrees of latitude
would finally attain infinity, and as we yet have a considerable portion at the
pole itself to represent, we have deemed it necessary to repeat here the
extremes of our representation and to join thereto the parts remaining to be
represented as far as the pole. We have employed the figure [projection]
which is most apt for this part of the world and which would render the
positions and aspects of the lands as they are on the sphere.”
In addition, the mapmaker provided detailed explanations as to how to determine
distances between two places on the map and how to employ it for marine navigation.
With Mercator’s new map projection and the increasing ease of travelling the world,
the ‘Age of Discovery’ had truly arrived. However, sailing the world’s oceans was
still an adventure which could have fatal consequences in the absence of accurate
means to determine one’s longitude on the open seas. Development of accurate timing
devices that would not be susceptible to a ship’s movements became ever more
urgent, yet it would take another two centuries before this feat would finally be
achieved. That narrative—a tale of human ingenuity, personal sacrifices, clashing
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personalities, and superb scientific insights—is told in great detail in Chapters 3
through 6.
Increases in trade across the world’s oceans and the discovery of the New World had
unexpectedly created an environment in which accurate longitude determination had
become more important than ever before. Trade with the East Indies received a
significant boost with the establishment of the British and Dutch East India
Companies around the turn of the 17th Century, soon followed by the foundation of
the Danish and French East India Companies in 1616 and 1664. (The Portuguese also
briefly ran an East India Company, from 1628 to 1633, while the Swedes were late in
joining the club, founding their East India Company only in 1731.)
The East Indiamen, as their ships were commonly referred to, carried untold riches,
e.g., in the form of spices such as nutmeg, mace, pepper, and cloves on their return
voyages to European waters. However, without being able to determine their
longitude at sea, ships would often sail by seeking the safest course. This implied that
they would either be ‘running the latitude’ or follow predictable, well-established, and
predetermined shipping lanes within coastal view to avoid getting lost at sea—thus
making them easy prey to either pirates or naval ships sailing under the flags of
warring states. Ill-intentioned ships’ captains simply had to lie in wait in order to
ambush unsuspecting or, at least, poorly armed cargo ship on their return voyages
from the East Indies or along the western coast of South America. Equipped with the
ability to determine one’s longitude at sea, ships would be able to travel more directly
and faster to their destinations, which would thus offer both commercial and strategic
advantages. Without this ability, however, one’s best hope at avoiding being
ambushed by pirates or getting lost in unknown waters involved adopting a dead
reckoning approach at less popular latitudes.
Navigation in unknown waters was a particularly pressing problem in the Pacific
Ocean, a huge body of water that was, in essence, a closed book to European
navigators and therefore seen as an obstacle to cross as quickly as possible. Spanish
activity was greatest in the North Pacific and along the coasts of South and Central
America, given that their silver-rich colonies were located there. Maps of these areas
were closely guarded state secrets, lest competing nations (or, indeed, pirates!) would
get an unfair trading or military advantage:
“In this prize I took a Spanish manuscript … It describes all the ports, roads,
harbours, bays, sands, rocks and rising of the land and instructions how to work
the ship into any port or harbour. They were going to throw it overboard but by
good luck I saved it—and the Spaniards cried out when I got the book.”144
In adopting this attitude, the Spanish were not alone. Dutch and Portuguese sailors
had spent significant effort to carefully map the western periphery of the Pacific.
Their maps, an example of which is shown in figure 2.25, contained valuable
commercial information and often also included rudimentary information about the
coastlines of Australia and New Zealand, particularly of the territories’ western
coasts. They were not meant for general circulation; instead, they were for privileged
access by East India Company officials only.
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In the East Pacific, meanwhile, Spanish sailors learnt that they could follow the
tropical easterly winds across the North Pacific to reach the Philippines, an important
trading post for the exchange of precious metals from the Americas for Asian
products. 145 The return voyage would take them further north, where they could take
advantage of the prevailing westerly trade winds.

Figure 2.25: Dutch cartographer Pieter Goos’ 1660 map of the East Indies, showing the broad outline
of Australia (‘Hollandia Nova’) and the western coast of New Zealand. (Source: Wikimedia Commons;
public domain)

This mindset of seeing the Pacific as an obstacle that should be dealt with as quickly
as possible resulted in continued ignorance of the existence of the Hawaiian island
chain; these islands were not ‘discovered’ by Europeans until January 1778, during
Captain James Cook’s third and final Pacific voyage (1776–1779); Cook’s
expeditions were also instrumental in finally proving that an alleged massive
‘Southern Continent,’ Terra Australis Incognita—since Greek Antiquity argued to be
required in order to balance the Earth’s mass distribution and still included on, e.g.,
Francesco Rosselli’s world map as late as 1508—did not exist at habitable latitudes.
Given the predictable courses taken by the richly laden Spanish galleons on their
trans-Pacific voyages, they were indeed easy prey to ever-increasing numbers of
pirates and buccaneers. This situation, as well as that on the Atlantic Ocean where
piracy had turned into a serious problem for the trading nations, soon became
untenable.
Politically, determination of one’s accurate position at sea and in the newly
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discovered lands became a hot topic in the ongoing rivalry between Spain and
Portugal, two major European marine powers in the 15th and 16th Centuries. On 4
September 1479, the Catholic Sovereigns of Castile and Aragon, Ferdinand and
Isabella, had signed the Treaty of Alcáçovas (also known as the Peace of Alcáçovas–
Toledo) with King Alfonso V of Portugal and the Algarves (1432–1481), ‘the
African,’ and his son, ‘the Perfect’ Prince John II of Portugal (1455–1495) to end the
War of the Castilian Succession (1475–1479). The Catholic Monarchs had been
victorious on land, whereas the Portuguese had established their hegemony at
sea.146,147 Confirmed on 21 June 1481 with the papal bull Æterni regis, issued by
Pope Sixtus IV, the treaty granted all lands south of the Canary Islands to Portugal.
However, upon his return from the New World in 1493, Columbus had first arrived in
Lisbon, Portugal, where he impressed (by then) King John II with his new discoveries.
Mindful of the Treaty of Alcáçovas, the Portuguese King announced to the Spanish
Sovereigns that all lands discovered by Columbus—who had sailed under Castilian
patronage—did, in fact, belong to Portugal. The Catholic Monarchs opted for a
diplomatic resolution of this competitive situation, which eventually resulted in the
Treaty of Tordesillas, signed on 7 June 1494. In the lead-up to the Treaty’s
authentication, Pope Alexander VI (Rodrigo Borgia) issue a decree on 4 May 1493 in
the form of his Inter caetera bull, stating that all newly discovered territories to the
West of a pole-to-pole meridian 100 leagues West and South of the Azores and Cape
Verde Islands would form part of the territory of Castile, with the exception of lands
under Catholic rule as of Christmas 1492. Portugal’s claims were not included. On 26
September 1493 the pope issued a second bull, Dudum siquidem, ‘Extension of the
Apostolic Grant and Donation of the Indies,’ which awarded all mainlands and
islands, “at one time or even yet belonged to India” to Spain, no matter where they
might be located geographically.
In response, and highly disturbed by the explicit reference to India, a major territorial
growth area for the Portuguese, the King of Portugal bypassed the pope and opened
direct negotiations with representatives of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella. King
John II’s aim was that the papal line be moved to the West, and he agreed to adopt the
Inter caetera bull as the negotiators’ starting point. As a result of these negotiations,
the meridian line was moved 270 leagues to the West, which meant that eastern Brazil
now became part of the Portuguese sphere of influence;
“… both sides must have known that so vague a boundary could not be
accurately fixed, and each thought that the other was deceived, [concluding
that it was a] diplomatic triumph for Portugal, confirming to the Portuguese
not only the true route to India, but most of the South Atlantic.”148
Pope Julius II (1443–1523; Giuliano della Rovere), ‘the Fearsome Pope,’ also known
as ‘the Warrior Pope,’ subsequently sanctioned the updated treaty by means of a bull
issued on 24 January 1506, Ea quae pro bono pacis.149 A decade later, and at the
insistence of Portugal, which attempted to limit Spain’s expansion in Asia, Pope Leo
X (1475–1521; Giovanni di Lorenzo de’ Medici) pronounced, through his bull
Praecelsae devotionis, that the line of demarcation applied to the Atlantic Ocean
only.150 (Note that the protestant marine powers, particularly England and the Dutch
Republic, did not recognize the division of the world decreed by a succession of
popes, nor did catholic France.151)
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Figure 2.26: Early demarcation lines (1495–1545) associated with the 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas.
(Source: Harrisse, H., 1897, The Diplomatic History of America: Its first chapter 1452–1493–1494,
London: Stevens, frontispiece)

Note that the original Treaty of Tordesillas, as well as the updated version of 1506,
identified the demarcation line in terms of leagues west of the Azores and Cape Verde
Islands. It remained vague on detail as regards which of the islands should be adopted
as point of reference, or exactly which measurement of the league to employ, thus
leaving the precise longitude of demarcation, a reference measured in degrees, up in
the air. The Treaty specified that these issues had to be resolved through a joint
voyage, which however never materialized. Instead, at least five different opinions as
to the exact location of the line of demarcation surfaced between 1495 and 1524 (see
also figure 2.26):
1. At the request of King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella, the cosmographer Jaime
Ferrer de Blanes concluded in 1495 that the line was located 18° West of the
central island of the Cape Verde archipelago, identified with Fogo. The historian
Henry Harrisse (1829–1910) determined that de Blanes’ line of demarcation
corresponded to a longitude in modern units of 47°37' W, 2276.5 km West of
Fogo.152
2. On the (Portuguese) Cantino planisphere of 1502, shown in figure 2.21, the line of
demarcation is located between Cape São Roque at the northeastern tip of Brazil
and the Amazon river delta. Harrisse located the line at 42°30' W in modern
units.153
3. In 1518, Martin Fernandez de Enciso (c. 1470–1528), the navigator and
geographer from Seville, placed the line of demarcation at a longitude which
corresponds to 45°38' W in modern units, although his descriptions are less than
clear. Harrisse concluded that the line identified by de Enciso could also be near
the mouth of the Amazon river between 49° and 50° W.154
4. Finally, two opinions were published in 1524. The Castilian captains Thomas
Duran, Sebastian Cabot, and Juan Vespuccius offered their insights to the Badajoz
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Junta, the authorities charged with settling territorial disputes, although the latter
did not manage to reach a clear-cut decision. The ships’ captains suggested that
the line was located at 22° plus nearly 9 miles West of the centre of the
westernmost Cape Verde island, Santo Antão. This corresponds to a modern
longitude of 46°36' W.155 Independently, Portuguese representatives presented a
globe to the Badajoz Junta, showing the line at 21°30' West of Santo Antão, or
22°6'36" to the west of the island in modern units.156
This focus on a demarcation line in the Atlantic Ocean only changed with the
Portuguese discovery of the rich Moluccas islands in 1512, which coincide with part
of present-day Indonesia. In 1518, Spain insisted that the Treaty of Tordesillas
divided the Earth into two equal hemispheres, which would favourably place the
Moluccas in its own, Western sphere of influence. To resolve this potentially tense
conflict situation between both maritime powers, the Treaty of Vitoria—agreed upon
on 19 February 1524—charged the Badajoz Junta to meet that year to seek a solution
to the disagreement on the ‘anti-meridian.’ That approach to reconciliation failed.157
Both parties would eventually reconcile, reaching an agreement which was enshrined
in the Treaty of Zaragoza (also known as the ‘Capitulation of Zaragoza’) of 22 April
1529. Specifically, Spain would forego its claim to the Moluccas archipelago in return
for a payment by Portugal of 350,000 ducats, or approximately 100 kg of gold. The
anti-meridian was set at 297.5 leagues or 17° to the East of the Moluccas, with the
Treaty specifying that the demarcation line passed through the islands of Las Velas
(the ‘Sails’) and Santo Thome. 158 The identity of the latter of these islands is
unknown. The Islas de las Velas, on the other hand, can be found in a Spanish history
of China from 1585,159 on the world maps of the Dutch cartographer Petrus Plancius
(1594) and of Petro Kærio (1607), and in the 1598 London edition of Jan Huygen van
Linschoten’s collection of nautical maps. They correspond to a North–South island
chain known in the 16th Century as the Islas de los Ladrones (‘Islands of the
Thieves’), 160,161 later renamed the Mariana Islands. Guam, the southernmost and
largest of the Mariana Islands, is located 17°21' to the East of the Moluccas, thus
confirming the islands’ 17th Century identification.
The Treaty of Zaragoza thus implicitly divided the world into unequal hemispheres,
awarding territorial claims to Portugal and Spain to sections spanning 191° and 169°.
It thus transpired that Portugal got the better deal in terms of the area covered by its
sphere of influence, despite the significant remaining uncertainties owing to the wide
range of opinions in relation to the location of the Treaty of Tordesillas demarcation
line. In fact, in the late 19th Century, a dispute about the exact location of the
Tordesillas line nearly led to a war between the U.S.A. and the U.K. 162 The
disagreement, between Venezuela and the U.K., related to the precise boundary of
British Guyana in northern South America. Although the issue was eventually settled
through diplomacy, it resulted in a major Western review of all methods and
measurements adopted by the maritime powers at the time of the Treaty of
Tordesillas.
Accurate longitude determination thus continued to facilitate settlements of major
territorial claims.
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Chapter 3

Early insights inspired by Galileo Galilei
Abstract. The turn of the 17th Century saw a step change in scientific thinking, from
blindly following the Aristotelian worldview to the first critical attempts at pursuing
the modern scientific method, from the Middle Ages to the Enlightenment.
Developments in science and technology, in particular Galileo’s invention of the
pendulum as a timekeeping device and its application in the pendulum clock, first
achieved by Christiaan Huygens, set the tone for the Scientific Revolution. European
governments announced rich rewards to anyone who could solve the intractable
‘longitude problem,’ that is, the difficulty of determining one’s geographical
longitude at sea. Significant efforts by the educated elite revealed not only new laws
of physics, but also deeply entrenched positions and personal struggles, once again
showing that scientists and scholars throughout history have always been just as
humanly fallible as we are today.

3.1. Galileo’s influence
3.1.1. Aristotelian physics gives way to a quantitative, mathematical approach
By the late-16th Century, our understanding of the natural world had undergone a
paradigm shift. Until that time, the leading European scholars and thought leaders had
closely adhered to the centuries-old model of Aristotelian physics. In his treatise
Physics (Φυσικὴ ἀκρόασις), one of the foundations of Western science and
philosophy, 1 the Greek philosopher Aristotle (384–322 BCE) had attempted to
establish general principles of change (including motion) that apply to all natural
bodies—bodies composed of a mixture of the ‘natural elements,’ earth, water, air, and
fire. Terrestrial bodies would rise or fall, depending on the ratio of the four natural
elements they were composed of. The heaviest bodies, those containing earth or
water, would fall to their ‘natural’ place, the centre of the Universe.
Although Aristotle’s ideas were consistent with human experience in everyday life,
they were verbal–logical and qualitative in nature and not based on carefully
controlled experiments or measurements. While attending the University of Pisa from
the young age of 17, the Italian mathematician and astronomer Galileo di Vincenzo
Bonaiuti de’Galilei (1564–1642) started to openly question and criticize Aristotelian
theory. For instance, he challenged the Aristotelian idea of the incorruptibly perfect
Moon, both from an observational perspective—once he had developed his first
telescope, he could clearly see craters and mountains on the Moon’s surface—and
prior to that also theoretically. If the Moon were perfectly smooth, the edges of its
disk would appear fainter than its projected centre owing to the geometry of reflected
sunlight. On the other hand, if the Moon’s surface were uneven, light would be
reflected approximately equally in any given direction, leading to the observed disk of
approximately equal brightness everywhere.2
Galileo, who is usually simply referred to by his first name, had inherited his critical
thinking abilities from his father, Vincenzo Galilei (c. 1520–1591), a talented
musician, composer, and music theorist with a skeptical view of authority. As a case
in point, Galileo’s father is said to have exclaimed,
“It appears to me that those who rely simply on the weight of authority to
prove any assertion, without searching out the arguments to support it, act
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absurdly. I wish to question freely and to answer freely without any sort of
adulation. That well becomes any who are sincere in the search for truth.”3
Following in his father’s footsteps, Galileo developed a critical mind, basing his
understanding of the natural world on an approach that has since become known as
the ‘scientific method.’ As present-day scientists, we interpret this concept as a
common approach involving the postulation of hypotheses, subsequent experimental
measurements aimed at validating or rejecting these hypotheses, mathematical
assessment, and reproducibility. Most historians of science credit Galileo as one of
the main drivers of this scientific paradigm shift, wholeheartedly agreeing with the
British theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking’s assessment that
“Galileo, perhaps more than any other single person, was responsible for the
birth of modern science.”4
Many readers will be familiar with a famous experiment, attributed to Galileo, in
which he is said to have dropped two spheres of different masses—a cannon ball and
a musket ball—from the top of the leaning Tower of Pisa to demonstrate that they
would hit the ground at the same time. The experiment is supposed to have taken
place in 1589, according to a biography of Galileo compiled and published in 1659 by
Vincenzo Viviani (1622–1703), 5 his assistant and disciple. However, historical
discrepancies call into question whether it actually happened as described. Most
importantly, in 1589 Galileo had not yet fully developed the final version of his law of
free fall, which would only see the light shortly after he had first formulated the law
of the pendulum. The law of free fall is a direct consequence of the basic physical
principle—unknown at the time—that a system’s total energy is always conserved,
which here refers to the combination of gravitational (or ‘potential’) and kinetic
energy:
In the absence of air resistance and irrespective of their direction of motion
(that is, in all non-moving, ‘inertial’ frames), all bodies fall with the same
constant, downward-pointing gravitational acceleration, g = 9.8 m s–2.
Nevertheless, Galileo had already formulated an earlier version of his law of free fall,
which stated that bodies composed of the same material would fall at the same speed
through the same medium.6
In addition, there is no surviving evidence provided by Galileo himself of him having
performed the leaning Tower of Pisa experiment; most historians consider it a socalled ‘thought experiment.’ In particular, the leading philosopher of science, James
Robert Brown, has called it “the most beautiful thought experiment ever devised,”7
because it offers multiple novel insights:8 the experiment is surprising, its conclusion
cannot be derived from first principles, and it provides a new experience (a ‘mental
perception’), which demonstrates a new relation between beliefs. In fact, Galileo’s
conclusion was at odds with the accepted norms based on Aristotelian physics, which
taught that objects fall in direct proportion to their masses, so that heavier objects
would attain greater speeds than lower-mass bodies by the time they hit the ground—
and they consequently would get there earlier. Galileo’s postulated new relation9 was
a new law of nature, a novel insight that we now believe (emphasis Stuart’s), and we
have a new justification (‘rational intuition’) for that belief.
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3.1.2. Galileo’s pendulum
This challenge to the commonly accepted Aristotelian theory sets Galileo apart as an
innovative thinker, who did not accept the contemporary worldview at face value.
Instead, Galileo was a keen observer of the natural world. His first biographer,
Viviani, stated that Galileo became interested in the periodic motion of a swinging
chandelier in the Cathedral of Pisa—presumably when he was distracted during
Mass—around 1581 or perhaps in 1582, still during his student days. (Other
narratives suggest10 that Galileo’s observations related to the swinging motions of an
oil lamp suspended from the Cathedral’s nave ceiling, pushed back and forth by
drafts.) He is said to have timed the period of the chandelier’s swing—the time for
one complete arc from the point of origin through its maximum swing on the opposite
side and back again—with his pulse beats. This enabled him to discover the crucial
aspect of pendulums11 that make them viable time pieces, a property now commonly
referred to as ‘isochronism:’ a pendulum’s period is, at least for small angles of its
swing,12 approximately independent of its amplitude, that is, the maximum extent or
angle of the swing. From at least 1602, he referred to this isochronism (which is also
known as tautochronism) as an admirable property of pendulums, although he never
managed to demonstrate it conclusively. Galileo did not use the word isochronism
himself; instead, he generally wrote about pendulums “going under the same time.”13
In fact, while looking back at his lifetime of achievements in physics, in 1632 Galileo
wrote a letter in which he paid tribute to the simple pendulum for allowing him to
measure and formulate his law of free fall, stating that
“… we shall obtain from the marvellous property of the pendulum, which is that
it makes all its vibrations, large or small, in equal times.”14
Galileo also deduced that a pendulum’s period, P, does not depend on the mass of the
‘bob’ at its end (for his experiments, he used balls of cork and lead, most likely 1–2
ounce musket balls15), but (for small swing angles) only on the square root of its
length, L, that is,
𝑃 = 2𝜋

!
!

,

where g is the gravitational acceleration. The key advantage of this latter property is
that a pendulum’s driving force, which is difficult to regulate precisely, could vary
somewhat without seriously affecting its period. Galileo’s first notes on the subject of
pendulums as potential timekeeping devices date back to 1588. In those notes—for a
treatise on motion—he refers in passing to the periodic motion of a pendulum, which
was considered a form of ‘natural motion’ (a commonly used description of
spontaneous descent or free fall) and which had been overlooked by contemporary
natural philosophers.
At the time, Galileo’s father was engaged in studying tensions in strings used for
musical instruments, combining his prowess in music theory with practical
experiments. Music theory, laid down in antiquity, was in essence a mathematical
discussion of harmony, that is, an exploration of the ratios of the lengths of strings
that produce consonances. Galilei Senior’s most important contribution to the field,
based on experimentation rather than pure theory, consisted of demonstrating that the
ratio of the tensions of strings tuned one octave apart was 4:1 instead of the 2:1 ratio
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music theorists had always assumed. He used strings for his experiments that were
either suspended freely or hung over a monochord’s base. This required him to attach
weights to their ends. In turn, this would result in swinging motions. At the time the
elder Galilei carried out his experiments, around 1588,16 Galileo lived with his parents
while providing for his family by engaging in private mathematics tuition. It is
therefore indeed possible that Galileo was inspired by his father’s experimental work
in pursuing his own explorations of pendular motions.17 In any case, during Galileo’s
formative years, his father was instrumental in instilling in the young scientist an
appreciation of how experimentation may inform theoretical developments.
Galileo’s interest in the use of pendulums as timekeepers became more academic
around the beginning of the first decade of the 17th Century. On 29 November 1602,
he described the concept of isochronism in a letter to his early patron, the Marquis
Guido Ubaldo dal Monte (1545–1607), from Padua. 18 Although this represents
Galileo’s earliest surviving letter on the subject of isochronism, in The Life of Galileo
Galilei, 19 John Elliot Drinkwater Bethune (1801–1851) points out that Galileo
apologizes for calling his patron’s attention again (emphasis mine) to the isochronism
of the pendulum, which Ubaldo dal Monte had apparently rejected as false and
impossible in their earlier correspondence:
“You must excuse my importunity if I persist in trying to persuade you of the
truth of the proposition that motions within the same quarter-circle are made
in equal times. For this having always appeared to me remarkable, it now
seems even more remarkable that you have come to regard it as false. Hence I
should deem it a great error and fault in myself if I should permit this to be
repudiated by your theory as something false; for it does not deserve this
censure, nor yet to be banished from your mind—which better than any other
will be able to keep it more readily from exile by the minds of others. And
since the experience by which the truth has been made clear to me is so
certain, however confusedly it may have been explained in my other letter, I
shall repeat this more clearly so that you, too, by making this experiment, may
be assured of this truth.”
This debate is more important than it may seem at first glance. As fate would have it,
Dal Monte became one of Galileo’s most significant opponents, despite his influential
early role as the young scientist’s patron. Dal Monte was a firm believer in the
prevailing Aristotelian worldview, which Galileo of course challenged through his
precise physical measurements. On a small scale, this debate reflects the larger
struggle between Aristotelianism and the new scientific method or, in other words, the
legitimacy of idealization in science versus the use of mathematical constructs to
understand the natural world.
In his letter of 1602, Galileo tried to convince his patron by providing a carefully
constructed mathematical proof:
“Therefore, take two slender
threads of equal length, each
being two or three braccia long;
let these be AB and EF. Hang A
and E from two nails, and at the
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other ends tie two equal balls (though it makes no difference if they are
unequal). Then, moving both threads from the vertical, one of them very much
as through the arc CB, and the other very little as through the arc IF, set them
free at the same moment of time. One will begin to describe large arcs like
BCD, while the other describes small ones like FIG. I am made quite certain
of this as follows. The moveable [body] B passes through the large arc BCD
and returns by the same DCB and then goes back towards D, and it goes 500
or 1000 times repeating its oscillations. The other goes likewise from F to G
and then returns to F, and will similarly make many oscillations; and in the
time that I count, say, the first 100 large oscillations BCD, DCB, and so on,
another observer counts 100 of the other oscillations through FIG, very small,
and he does not count even one more—a most evident sign that one of these
large arcs BCD consumes as much time as each of the small ones FIG. Now,
if all BCD is passed in as much time [as that] in which FIG [is passed],
though [FIG is] but one-half thereof, these being descents through unequal
arcs of the same quadrant, they will be made in equal times. But even without
troubling to count many, you will see that moveable F will not make its small
oscillations more frequently than B makes its larger ones; they will always go
together.”
In hindsight, and armed with our present knowledge of the physics of simple
‘harmonic oscillators’—systems that, when disturbed from their lowest-energy
equilibrium position, are subject to a restoring force, 𝐹, which is directly proportional
to the initial displacement, 𝑥, from equilibrium, that is, 𝐹 = −𝑘 𝑥 , where k is a positive
constant; for springs, this expression is equivalent to Hooke’s law,20 where k is the
spring’s stiffness—it is clear that Dal Monte was justified in at least some of his
skepticism, but for other reasons than he thought at the time. Dal Monte’s objections
centred on his assertion that Galileo was an excellent mathematician but a very poor
physicist. He contended that mathematics, as an abstract science, did not have any
bearing on the real world, unlike physics (‘natural philosophy’), and so he was
unshaken in his belief that real pendulums do not behave as Galileo had worked out
mathematically:
“Thus, there are found some keen mathematicians of our time who assert that
mechanics may be considered either mathematically, removed [from physical
considerations] or else physically. As if, at any time, mechanics could be
considered apart from either geometrical demonstrations or actual motion!
Surely when that distinction is made, it seems to me (to deal gently with them)
that all they accomplish by putting themselves forth alternately as physicists and
as mathematicians is simply that they fall between stools, as the saying goes.
For mechanics can no longer be called mechanics when it is abstracted and
separated from machines.”21
The real reason for some of the tension between Galileo’s mathematical proof and the
behaviour of pendulums in the real world is that pendulums go out of sync rather
quickly. Paolo Palmieri has attempted to reproduce Galileo’s experiments with
pendulum lengths of four to five ‘braccia’—corresponding to two to three metres,
depending on one’s choice of the equivalent of Galileo’s braccio—and found that he
could barely observe more than one hundred good-quality oscillations; he defines an
oscillation as a full swing through the maximum amplitude on the other side and back
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to its origin. On the other hand, Galileo himself apparently claimed to have counted
hundreds of oscillations or ‘vibrations,’ words he used interchangeably.22 Significant
fine-tuning would have been required for Galileo to achieve the results he describes,
even if he meant half-oscillations instead of full swings back and forth, which is not
quite clear from his letters. Indeed, Dal Monte had also noted in his own experiments
that real pairs of pendulums go out of sync within a few dozen oscillations,
irrespective even of the notion that isochronicity would, in essence, imply that
pendulums were perpetual mobiles, which they are clearly not.
Palmieri carefully assesses the historical evidence, as well as his predecessors’
interpretations of Galileo’s surviving manuscripts, and proceeds to cast doubt on
whether Galileo actually performed the experiments he described instead of having
imagined them as thought experiments. 23,24 He points out that Galileo seems to
suggest that direct observation of the isochronism of pendulums is cumbersome, but
numbering the oscillations is more secure. Indeed, Galileo clearly understood that
counting was the most robust approach to establishing whether or not his pendulums
were isochronous,25 although Palmieri, in turn, demonstrates that counting oscillations
has its own, sometimes serious, problems.26 However, in his letter of 1602 to Dal
Monte, Galileo’s attitude is surprisingly careless in suggesting that even without
numbering the vibrations, one could easily confirm a pendulum’s isochronism by
simply observing two different pendulums swing simultaneously.
This prompts us to explore the type of experimental set-up that may have been used
by Galileo and his students. Palmieri complains that what little we know about
Galileo’s set-up is unfortunately unconvincing. The only suggestion Galileo provides
about his pendulum arrangement is shown in a drawing that accompanied his 1602
letter to Dal Monte. The sketch suggests that Galileo initially suspended 2–3 braccialong pendulums adjacent to each other from the ceiling or on a wall of his workshop
or bedroom. However, Palmieri questions this drawing, which is preserved only in a
third-hand copy from the 19th Century (see the right-hand panel of figure 3.1):

Figure 3.1: (left) Pendulum used by the Accademici del
Cimento (Academy of Experiment), a scientific society
briefly established in 1657, for approximately a decade.
(Magalotti 1666, Saggi di naturali esperienze fatte
nell’Accademia del cimento sotto la protezione del
serenissimo principe Leopoldo di Toscana e descritte
dal segretario di essa accademia, Florence: Giuseppe
Cocchini, p. 21.) (top) Galileo’s sketch of his doublependulum set-up in his letter of 29 November 1602 to
Dal Monte. (Le opere di Galileo Galilei: Edizione
Nazionale, ed. A. Favaro, Florence, 1890–1909, x, pp.
97–100)
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“The diagram of the two pendulums looks suspicious since, in the text, Galileo
says that one of the pendulums is removed from the perpendicular ‘a lot’
[assai], while the other is removed ‘very little’ [pochissimo], yet the two arcs
drawn in the diagram are almost of the same amplitude. Moreover, it is possible
that, even if accurate, the diagram only had an illustrative function, and was not
intended to describe a real set-up.”27
The basis of his discomfort with the scene depicted is that Galileo later referred to
having used 4–5 braccia-long pendulums, which would imply that he needed a wall of
at least 20 braccia (7 metres) wide to allow the pendulums to reach their full extents.
This arrangement, in turn, would have required Galileo to stand at a considerable
distance from the experiment, making the observations cumbersome and potentially
inaccurate. In addition, having to work with such long pendulums would imply that
space requirements imposed that he could only have used small-amplitude oscillations
of up to 15°, for which deviations from isochronism are small.28 Galileo’s long
pendulums with wooden bobs would have decayed to negligible amplitudes within
about seven minutes.29 As a result, the effects of anisochronism would have become
undetectable rather quickly. For these reasons, Palmieri concludes that an
arrangement such as that shown in the left-hand panel of figure 3.1 would be more
plausible, since its gallows-like structure has the advantage of allowing for easier
observation of the oscillations of two pendulums relative to each other.
Drinkwater Bethune also questioned Galileo’s confidence in having observed clear
isochronism, since the periods of oscillations describing larger arcs tend to increase
rapidly, that is, they tend to slow down relatively quickly. He asserted that it is
probable that Galileo’s confidence of the perfect equality of these oscillations was
based in his belief that the increase of time—which he could not avoid noticing,
particularly when considering hundreds of oscillations—would be caused by the
increased resistance of the air during the larger vibrations.30 Indeed, on a number of
occasions Galileo candidly concedes that his measurements do not always correspond
to his theoretical predictions, but he dismisses such effects as ‘accidents’ (although
‘occurrences’ may be a more appropriate translation),
“Of these accidents [accidenti] of weight, of velocity, and also of
form [figura] infinite in number, it is not possible to give any
exact description; hence, in order to handle this matter in a
scientific way, it is necessary to cut loose from these difficulties;
and having discovered and demonstrated the theorems, in the
case of no resistance, to use them and apply them with such
limitations as experience will teach.”31

Figure 3.2: Galileo’s
drawing of the shape
of
an
oscillating
pendulum composed
of a thick rope and a
bob. (Galilei, G.,
1632, Dialogue on the
Two Chief World
Systems)

As a case in point, Galileo seems to have dismissed the effects of
friction, given that he commented that the resistance of the air
will not affect the period of the oscillation. However, that
conclusion was a direct consequence of his incorrect belief that
the period of oscillation along all arcs is the same. In his Dialogo
Sopra i Due Massimi Sistemi del Mondo (Dialogue on the Two
Chief World Systems, 1632), he goes to great lengths to explain
the intrinsic property of pendulums causing them to slow down
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and eventually come to a complete stop, irrespective of external factors. One should
place these insights into their proper historical context. At the time of Galileo’s
ground-breaking work on the pendulum, many of his contemporaries still supported
the Aristotelian worldview: they would have assumed that the medium (the air) was
responsible for keeping the pendulum going, not for slowing it down—as a lighter
element, the air would then support the heavier elements of which the bob was
composed. The basis of Galileo’s theory is represented by a drawing of the shape of
an oscillating pendulum composed of a thick rope and a bob, which is reproduced in
figure 3.2.
Galileo argued that if the pendulum’s suspension was made of a thick corda (rope), or
even a chain, instead of the lighter and thinner spago (string), or spaghetto, he usually
employed,32 the rope’s components would behave as if it were composed of many
infinitesimally small pendulums distributed along the rope, each with their own, welldefined frequency—in essence, he had stumbled upon the presence of so-called
‘latent modes’ of oscillation, which describe the shape of an oscillating heavy rope or
chain. These frequencies would become increasingly higher as their distance from the
centre of oscillation becomes ever smaller, and Galileo argued that this arrangement
would lead to the oscillating bob slowing down. Palmieri points out33 that the bob will
be ‘restrained’ by the many pendulums making up the rope, each of which will
naturally want to oscillate increasingly faster with decreasing distance to the centre of
oscillation than the bob. In turn, all pendulums will inevitably stop, even in the
absence of any external factor such as air resistance or mechanical friction.
Just like Drinkwater Bethune did in 1830, in more recent times a number of scholars
have also wondered about the burden of evidence that Galileo had access to. For
instance, Naylor writes,
“One of Galileo’s most renowned discoveries was the isochronism of the
simple pendulum. In the Discorsi, Galileo used this discovery to good effect—
though his claim that the pendulum was isochronous for all arcs less than
180° has created something of a puzzle for the history of science. The question
arises as to how far the evidence available to Galileo supported his claims for
isochronism. … Galileo was almost certainly familiar with a much wider
range of evidence than he indicated in the Discorsi. The examination of the
evidence available to Galileo indicates that, though it provided ample support
for his thesis, it was certainly not as conclusive as he implies in the Discorsi. It
also seems clear that Galileo was bound to be aware of this.”34
In his letter of 1602 Galileo mentioned, for the first time, the theorem that the times of
free fall down all chords drawn from the lowest point of a circle are equal. At this
point, he was clearly still working on the validation of his theory, stating confidently
that …
“[u]p to this point I can go without exceeding the limits of mechanics, but I
have not yet been able to demonstrate that all arcs are passed in the same
time, which is what I am seeking.”
Meanwhile, on 16 October 1604 he suggested in a letter to his friend and patron Paolo
Sarpi (1552–1623), that he had achieved a significantly improved understanding of
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the problem. Alas, the theory he proposed—sometimes referred to as Baliani’s theory
of motion, first published in 1638 in De Motu Naturali Gravium Solidorum et
Liquidorum35—proved to be false:
“Returning to the subject of motion, in which I was entirely without a
fixed principle, from which to deduce the phenomena I have observed,
I have hit upon a proposition, which seems natural and likely enough;
and if I take it for granted, I can show that the spaces passed in
natural motion are in the double proportion of the times, and
consequently that the spaces passed in equal times are as the odd
numbers beginning from unity, and the rest. The principle is this, that
the swiftness of the moveable increases in the proportion of its distance
from the point whence it began to move; as for instance, if a heavy
body drops from A towards D by the line ABCD, I suppose the degree of
velocity which it has at B to bear to the velocity at C the ratio of AB to AC. I
shall be very glad if your Reverence will consider this, and tell me your
opinion of it. If we admit this principle, not only, as I have said, shall we
demonstrate the other conclusions, but we have it in our power to show that a
body falling naturally, and another projected upwards, pass through the same
degrees of velocity. For if the projectile be cast up from D to A, it is clear that
at D it has force enough to reach A, and no farther; and when it has reached
C and B, it is equally clear that it is still joined to a degree of force capable of
carrying it to A: thus it is manifest that the forces at D, C, and B decrease in
the proportion of AB, AC, and AD; so that if, in falling, the degrees of velocity
observe the same proportion, that is true which I have hitherto maintained and
believed.”36
Once we have translated this passage into modern language, it becomes obvious that
Galileo made a mistake in his reasoning. Consider the following argument to clarify
the fallacy of the proposed theorem. Galileo suggests, in essence, that the velocity at
any point is the distance that would be travelled during the next moment of time,
assuming that the motion continues in an identical manner as at that particular point.
At the point of origin, when the body is at rest, there is no motion. Therefore,
Galileo’s theory implies that the distance travelled over the next time interval is none.
It is thus clear that the body cannot begin to move according to this theorem. Galileo
realized his mistake and included a corrected version in his unpublished Dialogues on
Motion (De Motu; started around 1590, with improvements added in 1602–1604).
3.1.3. Practical applications
Throughout Galileo’s productive experimental life, the pendulum was often at the
forefront of his mind. His inquisitive nature was occupied with solving questions such
as what the fastest motion was from a higher to a lower point, and in particular
whether a path along a circular arc—such as that traced by a simple pendulum bob—
or in a straight line on an inclined plane would be traversed faster, or what the
relationship was between the length of a pendulum and its period.
This led, eventually, to his law of inclined planes, which he published in his Discorsi
e Dimostrazioni Matematiche Intorno a Due Nuove Scienze (Discourses and
Mathematical Demonstrations Relating to Two New Sciences) in 1638. Since bodies
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in free fall move too fast to measure their motions, Galileo came up with the
innovative insight that rolling down an inclined plane is analogous to falling, with as
main advantage that the body would be slowed just enough that its motion could be
measured more easily. Specifically, he found that the distance travelled, d, is
proportional to the square of the time, t: d = ½ a t2, where a is the system’s
acceleration. Compare this latter concept with the gravitational acceleration, g,
resulting from the law of free fall. Galileo used geometry to show that the acceleration
a of a plane inclined by an angle θ would be a = g sin θ. This implies that if the
inclination angle θ tends to 90°, the motion approaches free fall. Galileo did not
consider one important complication, however. Rolling bodies accelerate more slowly
than bodies that slide down an inclined plane, in the absence of friction. The reduction
in potential (gravitational) energy owing to the body travelling down the plane is
converted into kinetic energy. For a sliding object, all of the energy is converted into
linear motion, but for a rolling body the energy is partially also converted into
rotation.
Galileo was often preoccupied with thoughts about the practical use of the pendulum.
Although he initially employed pendulums to study the laws of motion, he soon
proceeded by designing simple timing devices using free-swinging pendulums,
including metronomes for students of music. Shortly after Galileo’s letter to Dal
Monte, his physician friend Santorio Santorio (1561–1636) invented the
pulsilogium,37 a stop clock which measured a patient’s pulse rate. The device used a
pendulum with a leaden bullet at its end, which may well have been the first precision
instrument in the history of medicine.
Santorio applied Galileo’s insights that the
frequency of the pendulum’s oscillation was
inversely proportional to the square root of its
length. The pulsilogium was composed of a
heavy leaden bob and a silk cord. It worked by
adjusting the oscillation frequency by changing
the pendulum’s length—remember that, under
ideal circumstances, the frequency only
depends on the length of the cord—until the
periodic oscillation was synchronized with the
pulse beat. 38 Since the patient’s pulse rate
corresponded to either the position of a knot in
the cord alongside a horizontal ruler (see figure
3.3) or to the location of the hand on a dial, the
pulse rate was measured in units of length.
Santorio’s original version of the pulsilogium
had its cord wound around a drum; as the drum
rotated and the cord length changed, the hand
moved around the dial.
Figure 3.3: Pulsilogium (centre), line with
a weight tied to a finger. (Sanctorius, S.,
1626, Commentaria in primam Fen primi
libri Canonis Avicennae, Venice: Sarcina,
p. 22. Woodcut and text; Wellcome
Library, London; Cat. No. L0008488)

Extensive experimentation with his new tool
allowed Santorio to derive the circadian rhythm
(the 24-hour cycle) of the cardiac frequency. He
was already a well-known physician in the
Republic of Venice when, in 1603, he published
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a series of books, entitled the Methodi Vitandorum Errorum Omnium qui in Arte
Medica Contigunt Libri Quindecim (Methods to Avoid All Errors Occurring in
Medical Art, 15 Books), in which he introduced his invention:
“In order to commemorate quickly and exactly my knowledge on the pulse of a
patient, I have invented the pulsilogium [pulse meter], which makes it possible
to measure exactly the beats of the arteries… and to compare them with the
beats of earlier days. … With the help of the pulse meter, we can monitor at
what day and at which hour the pulse deviated in intensity and frequency from
its natural state.”39
The pendulum law at the basis of these developments, that is, the notion that a
pendulum’s oscillation frequency is inversely proportional to the square root of its
length, was independently derived by Marin Mersenne, Parisian philosopher,
mathematician, music theorist, and ordained Jesuit priest. Although Mersenne’s
conclusions were not substantially different from Galileo’s earlier assertions,
Mersenne used acoustic experiments to provide physical proof of the pendulum law,40
a feat originally considered impossible by Galileo. The pendulum law is, hence,
known as ‘Mersenne’s law.’ Following the publication of Mersenne’s treatise, Les
Méchaniques de Galilée, on 30 June 1634, Élie Diodati (1576–1661)—a Swiss lawyer
from Geneva (Swiss Confederacy)—sent a copy to Galileo on 10 April 1635.41
Diodati was based in Paris, where he helped Galileo publish his manuscripts, given
that the latter was unable to do so in his native Italy because of censorship imposed by
the Catholic Church.
Perhaps surprisingly given that he first considered the timing implications of
pendulums in his youth, it appears that Galileo did not consider their potential
applications to mechanical clocks until later in
life. Mechanical clocks had been in use for
several hundred years by the time Galileo was
born (the oldest surviving mechanical clock in
Europe dates from 1386), having displaced the
much older water clocks. However, they were
large, equipped with heavy weights to provide
power, and the accuracies of even the best
clocks remained inadequate for astronomical
applications. The mechanical clocks Galileo
must have been familiar with were subject to
gaining or losing time in an irregular and largely
unpredictable manner. Nevertheless, a number
of early adopters had actually suggested their
use as a means to determine one’s position at
sea, particularly when crossing the world’s
oceans, despite their inherently inaccurate clock
Figure 3.4: Galileo’s pendulum clock mechanisms; in 1594, the English navigator,
design, drawn by Vincenzo Viviani in humanist writer, and mathematician Thomas
1659. Part of the front supporting plate Blundeville (c. 1522–c. 1606) proposed using
has been removed by the artist to show the “some true Horologie or Watch, apt to be
wheelwork. (Opere di Galileo, 19, p. 656;
carried in journeying which by an Astrolabe is
Photo:
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of
Toronto
to be rectified …,” 42 but he was indeed far
Photographic Services.)
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ahead of his time… Based on his experiments with the simple pendulum, Galileo
proposed that one could count the oscillations of a carefully calibrated pendulum to
accurately measure time intervals in the context of astronomical observations; he
subsequently expanded on these thoughts, and in 1636 he proposed that the same
principle could potentially be used to find one’s longitude.
3.1.4. Galileo’s pendulum clock design
It took until 1641, when Galileo had reached the respectable age of 77, before he
considered seriously whether a pendulum could be attached to the ‘escape’
mechanism of a mechanical clock (see below for the technical workings) in order to
regulate it accurately. By that time, he was completely blind, so instead he described
his design to his son, Vincenzo (or Vincenzio) Gamba (later Vincenzo Galilei; 1606–
1649), who made a sketch (see figure 3.4) and turned his attention to addressing the
problem. Viviani discussed the events leading up to this new focus in Galileo’s
biography of 1659, 17 years after the Italian scientist’s death in 1642,
“One day in 1641, while I was living with him at his villa in Arcetri, I
remember that the idea occurred to him that the pendulum could be adapted to
clocks with weights or springs, serving in place of the usual tempo, he hoping
that the very even and natural motions of the pendulum would correct all the
defects in the art of clocks. But because his being deprived of sight prevented
his making drawings and models to the desired effect, and his son Vincenzio
coming one day from Florence to Arcetri, Galileo told him his idea and
several discussions followed. Finally they decided on the scheme shown in the
accompanying drawing, to be put in practice to learn the fact of those
difficulties in machines which are usually not foreseen in simple theorizing.”43
By this time, Galileo’s ideas about pendulums as potential timekeepers had reached
far beyond his native Italy. As we will see, leading thinkers from the Low
Countries—part of the present-day territory of the Netherlands—had become aware
of the potential use of pendulum-based clocks for marine navigation purposes, that is,
to determine longitude at sea. The race was on to construct a stable and precise
pendulum-based timepiece that would work both on land and at sea.
Vincenzo Galilei began construction of the pendulum clock conceived by his father,
but he encountered a number of challenges which prevented him from completing his
timepiece to the necessary accuracy before his
own death in 1649. In addition to the
fundamental problem of the pendulum’s
movement stopping as a result of friction, he
encountered difficulties in transferring the
energy from the pendulum’s oscillatory
motion to a cogwheel, which would in turn be
employed to adjust the clock’s dials.
The basic
Figure 3.5: Verge escapement fitted with a relies on
pendulum bar. (Courtesy Simeon Lapinbleu; either the
potential
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principle of Galileo’s clock design
transmission in regular pulses of
energy in a coiled spring or the
(gravitational) energy of a
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descending weight. This is usually achieved—for any mechanical clock—by
employing an ‘escapement,’ a device which allows the energy to ‘escape’ from the
system. Galileo’s pendulum clock design included a cogwheel and a pair of curved
levers or ‘pawls’ connected to a rod pendulum. During a full oscillation of the
pendulum, one pawl first lifts clear of the cogs, allowing the wheel to rotate until it
meets the rigid second pawl. As the latter lever is caught, a small impulse is imparted
to the pendulum to keep its oscillation going. The pendulum thus regulates the energy
release, while it is also itself recharged periodically. It is crucially important that the
pulse is imparted at precisely the right part of the pendulum’s swing, at the top of the
arc.
Galileo’s clock design encountered two main challenges, including the need to reduce
the inertia of and the friction between the clock’s moving parts, so that only small
pulses of energy are required for continuous operation. The second challenge was that
the pendulum’s motion had to be as smooth and unperturbed as possible, so that its
movement would resemble that of a free pendulum. Although Galileo’s escapement
design was not very good in either respect—in practice, the pawls only managed to
partially transmit the pendulum’s impulse to the cogwheel, which worsened the
friction problem—we should keep in mind that neither was the combination of a
verge escapement44 and a crude balance wheel in common use in contemporary
clocks.
A verge escapement consists of a crown-like wheel with sawtooth-shaped teeth
pointing axially forward: see figure 3.5. A vertical rod, the verge, is equipped with
two metal plates, the pallets, which drive
the wheel by engaging teeth on opposite
sides of the wheel. Only one pallet
catches the teeth at any given time,
rotating the verge by a small angle,
meanwhile rotating the second pallet into
the path of the teeth on the wheel’s
opposite side. The second pallet is
engaged to rotate the verge back to its
original position, thus resulting in
oscillation of the verge. Note that
development and use of verge
escapements predates the pendulum:
they were used with hanging weights and
possibly in water clocks from at least the
14th Century and possibly significantly
earlier. Development of the pendulum
provided a means to precisely regulate
such escapements.
In fact, it was the isochronicity of the
pendulum that enabled a step change in
the development of timepieces. Prior to
Figure 3.6: Draft of a letter from Galileo to
Leonardo Donato, Doge of Venice (August 1609) their use, time was regulated with a
and Notes on the Moons of Jupiter (January 1610). verge escapement and a ‘foliot,’ a
periodically oscillating, weight-driven
(University of Michigan Library)
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horizontal rod which was the precursor of the balance wheels now commonly used in
watches. Such a configuration is intrinsically non-isochronous, and therefore
timekeeping could only be done approximately. In this set-up, the escapement wheel
is driven by a weight, giving it a constant moment of force, M; the foliot has a given
moment of inertia, I, in essence a measure of its resistance to acceleration, which is
determined by the weights suspended from its extremeties and their relative positions
with respect to its axis of rotation. The foliot is driven back and forth, alternately
engaging the verge pallets at its times of maximum rotation out of equilibrium. This
gives rise to the regular ticks (pulses) in a ticking clock, which correspond to the
times when the weight-driven motion transfers energy into the clock’s operation. In
the absence of friction, the period P of the foliot’s oscillatory motion is given by
𝑃 = 2 2𝜑!"#

𝐼
,
𝑀

where 𝜑!"# is the maximum swing angle. The period hence depends on the swing
angle, and therefore such clocks are intrinsically non-isochronous. In practice, losses
owing to friction and temperature differences wreak further havoc on efforts to use
such clocks for accurate timekeeping.
3.1.5. Galilei’s insights reach the Low Countries
Even before Vincenzo Galilei’s struggle to make his father’s vision of a working
pendulum clock a reality, news of the proposed device had reached the Low
Countries. Given the Dutch focus on trade as a sea-faring nation, the country’s
leading scholars immediately appreciated the potential navigational benefits they
would be able to gain from developing such an instrument.
In a letter45 from the Dutch poet and composer Constantijn Huygens (1596–1687)—
secretary to two Dutch Royal Princes and father of Christiaan Huygens, the
scientist—to Diodati, dated 13 April 1637, Huygens Sr. refers to a proposal by
Galileo to develop a device to determine longitude at sea, which would require stable
operation of time pieces, “against the agitations of the sea,” in order to accurately
determine the ephemerides of the ‘four satellites’—by which he meant the Galilean
moons of Jupiter, viz. Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto—“as on solid ground”.
Galileo had discovered the moons that now carry his name in 1610 (see figure 3.6),
and he believed that their regular motions might enable an absolute calibration of any
clock on Earth. He set out to tabulate their positions with respect to their parent
planet, Jupiter, with the intention to give his tables to sailors setting out on long
voyages out of sight of any shore line.
Timekeeping on its own as the basis of longitude determination at sea was not a novel
concept; using the newly discovered satellites of Jupiter as an absolute calibration
benchmark was. The first suggestion that accurate timekeeping may form the basis of
a successful solution to the longitude problem goes back as far as 1530. Regnier
Gemma Frisius (born Jemme Reinerszoon; 1508–1555)—Dutch astronomer,
professor of medicine and mathematics at the University of Louvain in the Southern
Netherlands, and teacher of Gerardus Mercator, the map maker—published his book
De Principiis Astronomiae Cosmographicae (On the Principles of Astronomy and
Cosmography) 46 to supplement a combined terrestrial/celestial globe he had
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produced. In Chapter 19 he describes how one may find one’s longitude on Earth
using the difference between local and absolute time:
“... it is with the help of these clocks and the following methods that longitude
is found. ... observe exactly the time at the place from which we are making
our journey. ... while we are on our journey we should see to it that our clock
never stops. When we have completed a journey of 15 or 20 miles, it may
please us to learn the difference of longitude between where we have reached
and our place of departure. We must wait until the hand of our clock exactly
touches the point of an hour and, at the same moment by means of an
astrolabe ... we must find out the time of the place we now find ourselves. ... In
this way I would be able to find the longitude of places, even if I was dragged
off unawares across a thousand miles.”47
In essence, he proposed that the timepiece had to be set carefully at the time of
departure and that it must be kept running an absolute time, which could then be
compared with the local time upon arrival. This would allow one to calculate the
distance travelled in the East–West direction. However, he was keenly aware that the
accuracy of contemporary clocks was less than desired, because he wrote that “… it
must be a very finely made clock which does not vary with change of air.” The second
edition of De Principiis Astronomiae Cosmographicae, published in 1533, includes
more detailed notes about finding the longitude at sea. This truly represented the first
time anyone had properly addressed the longitude problem, and he had done so with
great foresight!
Following his accession to the Spanish throne in 1598, King Philip III followed in the
footsteps of his father, King Philip II, who in 1567 had offered a reward to anyone
able to propose a practical and reliable solution to determining a ship’s longitude at
sea. Having heard of the reward, Galileo initially presented his new discovery to the
King of Spain in 1612. The King was represented by the Casa de la Contratación
(House of Trade) in Seville, which was entrusted with judging and validating any
proposals put forward. The reward on offer, 6000 ducats, a life annuity of 2000 ducats
and 1000 ducats of expenses, testifies to the importance that solving this outstanding
navigational problem had been afforded. Surprisingly, therefore, Galileo did not
manage to enthuse the King of Spain, and this endeavour came to nothing.
Galileo’s proposal was one of two proposals submitted by foreign applicants. The
other foreign proposal had been prepared by Michael Florent van Langren (Lat.:
Langrenus; 1598–1675), a cartographer, astronomer, and mathematician from
Flanders in the Southern Netherlands. Van Langren was aware of the severe
difficulties in the accurate determination of longitude, both on land and at sea. He
created the first known graph of statistical data that showed a large range of
previously measured longitude differences between Toledo (Spain) and Rome: see
figure 3.7.48 He suggested that these estimates could be improved, most notably so at
sea, by observing the rising and setting of peaks and craters on the Moon, at any time,
that is, not only during lunar eclipses as had been suggested previously.49 The eight
other proposals submitted to the Casa de la Contratación by 1634 had all been
prepared by Spanish hopefuls, yet no prize was ever awarded beyond the expenses
component. This led to a declining interest in the Spanish offer by the mid-1630s.
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Meanwhile, Galileo had learnt that the States General of the United Provinces of the
Dutch Republic, the ‘Staten Generaal,’ had offered a competing reward to anyone
who could solve the longitude problem. On 1 April 1600, the Staten Generaal had
announced the availability of a reward of 5000 carolus guilders, as well as a life
annuity of 1000 carolus guilders, for anyone who could provide an adequate solution
to what was referred to as the problem of “finding East and West.” A year later, the
(provincial) States of Holland similarly offered their own longitude prize. The latter
prize could be earned in stages: applicants would receive 150 guilders upon
submission of their proposals, provided that they were prepared to have their method
tested at sea. If six to eight navigators confirmed the practical reliability of the
proposed method, the applicant would receive a reward of 3000 guilders as well as a
1000-guilder life annuity. The Staten Generaal increased the monetary value of their
prize to 15,000 guilders in 1611 and to 25,000 guilders in 1660; the States of Holland
raised their prize money to as much as 50,000 guilders by 1738.50

Figure 3.7: Graph and table of longitude determinations by different authors, taken from a letter of
Van Langren to Isabella Clara Eugenia of Spain, wife of Archduke Albert of Austria and daughter of
Philip II (King of Spain), of early 1628. (Archive of the Counts of Castilfalé, Burgos, Spain; image
courtesy of Joaquín Ulargui and Michael Friendly.)

Although Galileo had initially ignored these Dutch opportunities, his attitude changed
after the Catholic Church censured him in 1633 for his outspoken pro-Copernican
views. He needed a safer, less controversial subject to pursue, which made him return
to addressing the longitude problem, although he still pursued this through ephemeris
observations of Jupiter’s moons—potentially contentious in the eyes of the
Inquisition. Around the same time, Dutch friends were hoping to extract him from
Italy, to provide him with a safe haven in the more tolerant social strata of the Low
Countries. Interestingly, these pursuits were instigated by another persecuted scholar,
Hugo de Groot (Lat.: Hugo Grotius; 1583–1645), former leader of the Dutch
Remonstrants and a diplomat in his own right, who lived in exile in Paris.
De Groot managed to attract the interest of a number of prominent citizens of
Amsterdam for his project to provide refuge for Galileo, including of the Dutch
astronomer and mathematician Martin van den Hove (Lat.: Martinus Hortensius;
1605–1639), full professor ‘in the Copernican theory’ at the Amsterdam Atheneum
(Athenaeum Illustre)—the predecessor of the University of Amsterdam—and Willem
Jansz Blaeu (1571–1638), Dutch cartographer, atlas maker, and publisher. The group
of interested parties was completed with Laurens Reael (1583–1637), a former
governor-general of the Dutch East India Company and a former Dutch navy admiral.
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In July 1635, De Groot announced to his illustrious friends that Galileo was
reasonably confident to have found a way to determine longitude at sea, which
formed part of an effort by De Groot to provide the Italian scholar with further
credentials in support of his eligibility as a refugee from persecution in the Dutch
Republic.51 Galileo’s idea of using a pendulum clock in combination with the eclipses
of Jupiter’s Galilean satellites was first proposed in a letter he wrote to the leading
French lineographer, mathematician, and geostatistician Jean de Beaugrand (1584–
1640) on 11 November 1635. Although Galileo’s advanced age prevented him from
travelling to the Dutch Republic, De Groot had already enlisted Van den Hove and
Diodati in persuading Galileo to formally present his discovery to the Staten
Generaal.52 It is important to realize that Galileo’s proposal involved the use of a
pendulum clock to accurately time tabulated eclipses of Jupiter’s moons. He did not
consider the use of a pendulum-based timepiece to accurately maintain a ship’s homeport time. As we will see later in this chapter, that latter innovation was pursued by
Christiaan Huygens a few decades later.
On 15 August 1636, the Italian scholar sent an elaborate and exquisite description of
his method of longitude determination at sea to the Dutch Republic’s government53 by
means of a lengthy letter passed on by Reael,54 who was seen as Galileo’s most
important backer in the Dutch Republic. At the same time, he made it clear that he
had very little notion of the practical realities of navigating a ship. As designed, he
pointed out, his clock could only record the time from midday onwards, and that the
proposed observations of Jupiter’s moons would require a stable observation
platform. In fact, one could not risk losing sight of Jupiter for any length of time
during the observations, since the eclipses of its moons would only last of order a
minute. He felt that he was now well placed to calculate and tabulate these eclipses
with reasonable accuracy, thus making them useful for navigation purposes.
Simultaneously, Galileo wrote to Hugo de Groot, pressing upon him the need to make
progress towards practical implementation of his proposal given his own deteriorating
health, and in particular that he was not driven by monetary concerns, but …
“my contribution is offered openly, not motivated by greed, but only in pursuit
of the admirable joy of the wondrous art of navigation, [to which I hope to
offer] something so desired and so useful.”55
De Groot responded in a letter dated 20 September 1636,56 saying that he fully
supported the “most exquisite” discovery Galileo proposed, which he hoped to be
successful so that it would be useful “for all mankind” and in particular to a country
like the Dutch Republic with its sea-faring traditions.
3.1.6. Misfortunes
Once Galileo’s letter had arrived at the Dutch Republic’s seat of government in The
Hague, on 11 November 1636, an ad hoc committee chaired by Reael and including
Blaeu and Van den Hove was appointed immediately. 57 Initially, they had also
intended to appoint Jacobus van Gool (Lat.: Jacob Golius; 1596–1667), an Orientalist
and mathematician at Leiden University,58 but instead the committee agreed to invite
the philosopher and scientist Isaac Beeckman (1588–1637) to join their ranks.
Beeckman himself had also proposed the possible use of Jupiter’s satellites as a
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celestial clock, independently of Galileo, in 1631.59 The procedure adopted by both
the Staten Generaal and the States of Holland in assessing claims of eligibility for
their longitude prizes consisted of first appointing an ad hoc committee of experts in
the theory of navigation (theoristen), usually scholars, teachers, and/or surveyors, if
warranted followed by a period of scrutiny by experienced sailors (practisijns) to
ascertain whether the proposed method would be a viable practical solution.
In his April 1637 letter to Diodati, Constantijn Huygens emphasized that stable
operation at sea was essential if they
were to develop a timepiece that
could be employed as a navigation
aid, and he expressed his wish that
the ‘great man’ (Galileo) would live
to see their successful achievement.
In fact, in a letter from March 1637,
Galileo pleaded with Diodati to
convince Huygens that he had come
up with a solution to the stability
problem, which Galileo himself
forwarded to Reael in June 1637.60
Figure 3.8: Possibly the first illustration of a gimballed
This development had been triggered
(marine) chair on a ship, designed to allow
astronomical observations from a stable position. by Reael’s probing questions about
(Besson, J., 1567–1569, Le Cosmolabe, ou instrument the potential for stable operation of
universel concernant toutes observations qui se peuvent Galileo’s pendulum clock on choppy
faire, Paris: Philippe Gaultier de Roville, p. 244)
seas.61 Galileo’s solution involved a
marine chair composed of a large
universal joint, with one hemispherical component moving inside a second, which in
turn was to be fixed to the ship: for an example, see figure 3.8. Both components had
to be separated by water or oil and it was crucial to retain a gap between them, which
could be achieved with eight to ten springs, all in all a rather cumbersome
contraption.62
This was not Galileo’s first attempt at solving the longitude problem at sea, however.
In 1611/1612 he had first realized that the orbits of Jupiter’s moons could potentially
be used as a highly accurate reference, an idea we already saw he had unsuccessfully
tried to monetize by applying to the Spanish court for its reward. Within five years, he
had designed a contraption which he hoped would allow seafarers observe the
ephemerides of Jupiter’s satellites sufficiently accurately. In September 1617,
therefore, he put his idea to the test, sitting in a chair in a small boat that was floating
in a pool of water on the deck of a ship in the Tuscan port of Livorno. On his head, he
was wearing a helmet with a telescope mounted to its eye slit, a celatone (from the
Italian word ‘celata,’ which refers to a so-called ‘sallet’ helmet). Its visor could be
adjusted to align the axis of the telescope with the eye of the observer, allowing him
to follow Jupiter’s moons, while the other (naked) eye could locate Jupiter itself.
While Galileo managed to maintain a stable position, he conceded that even on land
one’s heart rate could cause Jupiter to rhythmically jump out of the telescope’s field
of view. Although he even sent one of his students out to sea to test the contraption
under realistic conditions, the method never became popular and the officers of the
Spanish court-appointed Casa de la Contratación could not be convinced of the
method’s practical viability and accuracy. And, again, they rejected the astronomer’s
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proposal. In the nearly 20 years since the announcement of the Spanish longitude
prize in 1598, too many hopeful but woefully inadequate proposals had been
submitted to the Spanish Court. The officers at the Casa de la Contratación had
become experts in finding reasons to reject most of the lunatic ideas they received,
and Galileo’s proposal did not receive any better treatment. The officers judged that
Galileo’s proposed method was mostly impractical, because Jupiter’s moons could
not be traced sufficiently reliably, frequently, or accurately from moving ships to be
relied upon for navigation, and certainly not during the daytime or in overcast
conditions.
Huygens continued to impress on Diodati that their expedient development of an
accurate timepiece could potentially result in significant geographical revisions.
Diodati, meanwhile, had become impatient by the perceived slow progress of the
committee of theoristen, while he was also less than pleased that Galileo’s insights
had been leaked, through correspondence between Beeckman and Mersenne, to one of
the Italian scholar’s main competitors, the French astronomer, astrologer, and
mathematician Jean-Baptiste Morin de Villefranche (Lat.: Morinus; 1583–1656).63
However, Huygens—in his role as secretary to ‘stadholder’ (regent) and prince of
Orange (that is, a member of the Dutch Royal family) Frederik Hendrik—provided
reassurances and explained that the committee had to assess both the theoretical
merits of Galileo’s proposed method and its practical application, and that that would
take time.64
Reael called Galileo’s stabilizing platform solution impractical and he thought it
implausible that his sailors could operate such a complex device, since they were
“… rude people, men only superficially acquainted with mathematics and
astronomy … and who still find insuperable the problem of using your
discovery on a moving ship, continually being tossed about.”65
But to show their goodwill, the Staten Generaal offered Galileo a gold chain (a
necklace) valued at 500 guilders.66 However, his acceptance of this generous gift was
expressly blocked by (the catholic) Pope Urban VIII, prohibiting Galileo to accept a
gift from a protestant government. Meanwhile, Van den Hove sent Diodati a lengthy
letter on 27 April 1637 aimed at reassuring him that Morin de Villefranche had not
been provided with anything crucial to enable him to scoop Galileo.67 Nevertheless,
the entire enterprise became mired in misfortune. The official letter from Reael
containing the initial response of the Staten Generaal did not reach Galileo until 23
June 1637. 68 His detailed response with instructions regarding the practical
applications of his proposed instruments, returned to Reael on 22 August 1637,
arrived on Reael’s death bed and as such remained unopened on his desk:69 Hugo de
Groot’s brother-in-law, councillor Nicolaes van Reigersberch (1584–1654), notified
De Groot in a letter dated 25 October 1637 that Reael had passed away on 10
October:
“The loss of two children through the contagious sickness [the plague] had
plunged this good man into such profound melancholy, that he forgot all other
thoughts and even those that were very dear to his heart. Even a letter from
Galileo Galilei, which was given to him when he was still healthy, remained
unopened, which I mention so that the said Galileo may be informed of it.”70
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In his response to Huygens’ 1637 missive, dated 28 February 1640,71 almost three
years later, Diodati refers to these and other unfortunate events that had happened in
the mean time. He says that Galilei’s proposal, as submitted to the ‘Messeigneurs les
Éstats Generaux’ (their Lordships of the Staten Generaal) has been affected by several
interruptions. These included the complete loss of Galileo’s eye-sight during the past
two years and the untimely demise on 17 August 1639 of Van den Hove, who had
until recently been the sole survivor of the four commissaires tasked with researching
Galileo’s proposal of using Jupiter’s moons as navigational aids. Beeckman and
Blaeu had died earlier, in May 1637 and October 1638.
Nevertheless, Diodati expressed Galileo’s keen wish to forcefully continue his pursuit
of the construction of a timing device to determine longitude at sea, despite the string
of bad luck the project has experienced. He suggested that the Staten Generaal
appoint new committee members. In fact, Diodati asked Huygens Sr. in exceptionally
flattering language to take on this task himself, on behalf of Galileo, given the
former’s expertise in the subject at hand. The Staten Generaal indeed briefly
considered convening a new committee, in 1640, but nothing materialized.72 Despite
Diodati’s plea to Huygens, I have not uncovered any evidence of the latter’s
involvement since receiving Diodati’s letter from 1640. One additional problem
affecting sustained progress was that the poor quality of the lenses used in telescopes
available in the Low Countries was insufficient for Galileo’s purposes:73,74,75 not only
was the glass often of low quality, the most commonly used lenses were also seriously
affected by both chromatic and spherical aberration, that is, by lenses failing to focus
all colours in the same focal point, also depending on where on the lens a light ray
would hit. Beeckman dedicated himself to polishing telescope lenses in order to
facilitate much-needed improvements, but he passed away long before good-quality
lenses became available to Dutch scientists.
3.2. Christiaan Huygens, inventor of the pendulum clock
3.2.1. A rising star in science
Following this early exchange of letters, the next time longitude determination is
discussed in the ePistolarium corpus of 17th Century letters is 15 years later, in 1655.
The young, 26 year-old Christiaan Huygens, son of Constantijn Huygens, is tasked by
the Staten Generaal of the Dutch Republic to assess a proposed invention by Jan
Kołaczek of Leszno (or Lissa; Lat.: Johannes Placentinus, Lesnensis; 1629 or 1630–
1683 or 1687),76 a professor of mathematics from Francfort an der Oder in Prussia
(located on the present-day border between Germany and Poland), for the purposes of
possibly patenting the idea. Christiaan Huygens had already caught the attention of a
number of leading thinkers of the era; for instance, on 15 June 1646 Descartes
described the young Huygens’ promise as a scientist in a letter to David le Leu de
Wilhelm (1588–1658), the German adventurer, philosopher, and orientalist who had
by that time settled in Leiden and married Constantia Huygens, Christiaan’s aunt:
“Some time ago, Professor [Van] Schooten sent me a manuscript compiled by
the second son of Mr. van Zuylichem about a mathematical invention he had
been pursuing,77 also commenting that he had not quite solved the problem
(which was not at all strange, given that he had sought something no one had
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ever found before); he had approached the problem in such a sophisticated
manner that I am convinced that he will become an excellent practitioner of
this type of science, where I know of hardly anyone who knows anything.”78
Huygens’ charge was a careful assessment of Placentinus’ invention, which the latter
had dedicated to the Electoral Prince of Habsburg. It purported to allow the
“determination of East and West” using observations of the Moon,
“provid[ing] a way to find the longitude of places, both on land and at sea, at
any time, day or night, and in this way, given the latitude of the location and
having found its longitude, to determine the position of a ship as it is being
swayed by storm and wanders back and forth, etc.”79
For Huygens Jr. to be able to reach a decision on the suitability of Placentinus’
method, in March 1655 he writes80 to the scholar and preacher Andreas Colvius
(1594–1671) from Dordrecht, in the Dutch Republic,
“… I expect, in turn, that you will send me manuscripts regarding the
determination of longitude and whatever else you own from Galilei’s legacy.”
Galilei’s legacy which Huygens refers to included correspondence with Diodati, De
Groot, Van den Hove, Reael, Alphonse (Alfonso) Pollot(to)—an Italian officer
employed by the government of the Dutch Republic, with whom Galileo had
exchanged letters about the determination of longitude around 1637—and Constantijn
Huygens.81 In 1622 Colvius, a personal friend of Beeckman, had accompanied Johan
Berck (1565–1627), the first Dutch ambassador to Venice, as chaplain. He used this
opportunity to meet Italian scholars and collect and copy numerous books and
manuscripts, including Galileo’s unpublished work Del Flusso e Riflusso del Mare
(Dialogue on the Ebb and Flow of the Sea) in which Galileo compared the new
Copernican system with the traditional Ptolemaic system. This manuscript was
eventually published in 1632, bearing as title Dialogo Sopra i Due Massimi Sistemi
del Mondo (Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems), a change to the title
made under pressure from the Inquisition. Upon Huygens’ request, Colvius
subsequently sent the young scholar his notes, as well as a manuscript written by
Galileo, attached to a letter dated 23 March 1655.82
Placentinus provided tables of the maximum lunar elevation as well as of the
constellations Leo (the Lion; specifically for the lion’s tail) and Lyra, calculated for
the Frankfurt meridian (that is, due south) from April through June 1655, in addition
to step-by-step instructions to determine one’s longitude:
“First, measure during the months of April, May and June of 1655 at your
location the time at which the Moon reaches its highest elevation, either
during the day as derived from the solar elevation or at night by determining
star heights; such observations are not unknown to those who practice math,
and also to sailors they are hardly a secret.
2°. Compare this time, observed at your meridian, with the time indicated in
the table, and note the difference in the meridians between your location and
that of Frankfurt, in hours and minutes.
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3°. Convert the observed meridian difference into degrees and minutes away
from the equator, according to the second table, and you find the difference in
longitude between Frankfurt and your location.”
Huygens’ assessment of Placentinus’ invention was that the proposed method was
wholly unusable since it violated basic astronomical principles, including the
assumption that the Moon would traverse 15 degrees on the sky in an hour, just like
the Sun. This is indeed incorrect; the Moon’s orbit covers approximately half a degree
less per hour than the Sun’s. As such, Huygens referred to the proposed invention as
“Placentinus’ nonsense.”83 He set out by stating that Placentinus’ proposed approach
had
“… by no means as good a basis as those of others before him, who have tried
to achieve the same. Their [others’] inventions, although they were considered
of little or no use (because of major miscalculations that could arise from the
smallest observational errors or imperfections in their Ephemeris tables),
however, were theoretically well founded. But this discovery of Johannes
Placentinus is so far removed from offering any benefit or use, that it even sins
against the foundations of astronomy, and it is nothing but a gross fallacy.”84
Although most likely unintentional, this shows a character trait that comes back time
and again in his letters, throughout most of his career: while he tends to be very polite
to his correspondents, he clearly is a man who does not suffer (those he considers)
fools easily nor does he have much patience for those he believes to be lacking in
education or insight. He often comes across as arrogant and clearly considers himself
the better scientist. And that attitude includes his closest family members… For
instance, in a letter of 3 September 1646 to his brother Constantijn Jr. we read
“I therefore respond now to your most recent letter in which you sent me that
geometric problem. You will find its solution in my comments, which I drafted
as soon as I received it. To tell you the truth, you clearly show that you are not
as well practiced in algebra, at least not to the same extent as me…”85
Perusing the vast number of letters left by Huygens, it becomes abundantly clear that
he must have disliked one person in particular, notably the French philosopher
Descartes, whom he got to know fairly well as a family friend of his father’s. The
language Huygens uses in some of the letters in which he refers to Descartes would
not pass editorial review even at the present time…
Not everyone agreed with Huygens’ assessment of Placentinus’ proposal, however.
The German–British polymath Samuel Hartli(e)b (c. 1600–1662), for instance, was
rather impressed by Placentinus’ ideas:
“Placentinus Bohemus Professor Mathematicus upon the Oder at Frankford
hath published a Booke De Longitudine which is thought the best that ever
hath been written and should not have beene thus plainly discovered the States
of Holland and others having set so great a price and reward for it, which
belike this Professor was ignorant of.”86
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Although Hartlib suggests that Placentinus was not aware of the great interest in
viable solutions to the longitude problem shown by the Dutch government, I think
that this statement is incorrect. After all, Placentinus applied for a patent from the
Staten Generaal, specifically introducing his ideas as “[n]ew and careful research of
the longitudes of places, by Dutchmen, French, English and Spanish most desired.”
This clearly reflects his awareness of the importance afforded to solving the problem
by a number of European governments at the time.
In response to Huygens’ dismissive assessment, the Dutch Republic’s executive
branch decided to consult a number of other experts for a second opinion, including
Frans van Schooten, professor of mathematics at Leiden University,87 and Jan (Joan)
Willemsz Blaeu (1598 or 1599–1673),88 a printer, cartographer, and renowned map
maker from Amsterdam. Huygens and Van Schooten subsequently exchange
numerous letters—all in Latin—between March 1655 and November 1656; Van
Schooten hence became de facto Huygens’ mentor during the early stages of his
career. Their exchange included a copy of the Opere di Galileo Galilei (Works of
Galileo Galilei). This is important in the context of our analysis of the Dutch efforts
to determine longitude at sea, because the latter work included ideas about
pendulums.
3.2.2. Opportunistic competition
Christiaan Huygens is, in fact, universally credited with the invention of the
pendulum clock, although he conceded, in a concept letter in Latin from 13 August
1657, 89 that he had seen Galileo’s description.90 Nevertheless, Huygens adopted a
much simpler escapement mechanism than that proposed by Galileo. A number of
contemporaries had employed ‘pendulum timing devices’ before 1657, including the
Flemish chemist, physiologist, and physician Jan Baptist van Helmont (1580–1644),
Galileo, the Italian astronomer and Jesuit priest Giovanni Battista Riccioli (1598–
1671), Johannes Hevelius (whom we will encounter soon again), as well as the
English mathematician, astronomer, and Bishop of Salisbury Seth Ward (1617–1689)
in collaboration with the English polymath Robert Hooke. Hooke became one of
Huygens’ main competitors, vying for the priority of invention on numerous
occasions. His groundbreaking contributions to clock development and pendulum
theory are the focus of Patterson’s lucid exposé, Pendulums of Wren and Hooke, to
which I refer the interested reader for more details.91
Riccioli’s recommendation of that specific application of the pendulum in Book 2 of
his Almagestum Novum (New Almagest, 1651) was particularly influential in
triggering experimentation with pendulums for timing purposes in both England and
the Low Countries. Riccioli had verified experimentally that the period of a smallamplitude pendulum is constant to better than two swings out of 3212. He aimed to
develop a stable pendulum with a period of precisely one second—at that time a
newly conceived unit of time also known as the ‘second sexagesimal division of the
hour’—that would maintain its swing amplitude for at least 24 hours; extensive
experimentation and careful counting of pendulum swings over periods of 24 hours
by a team of nine of his Jesuit brothers eventually resulted in pendulums that were
indeed stable and reliable with periods within 1.85% of the desired value. In April
1642, Riccioli and his associates kept a “seconds pendulum going for 24 hours,
counting 87,998 oscillations.” In the following months, he repeated this experiment
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twice and managed to improve the accuracy to better than 0.69%.92,93 Huygens’
invention of the pendulum clock in 1656 was aimed at automating this process by
adapting the existing clockwork mechanism to count the pendulum swings and to
sustain its motion in the presence of dissipative forces (friction).
Competition in this area between English and Dutch experimentalists was intense at
the time. Hooke even stated that …
“Dr. Wren, Mr. Rook, Mr. Ball & others made use of an Invention of Dr. Wrens
for numbring the vibrations of a pendulum a good while before Monr. Zulichem
[Christiaan Huygens] publisht his.”94
In addition to Hooke, the Curator of the Royal Society of London, some of the main
actors on the English stage referred to here were the famous architect Christopher
Wren, the astronomer and mathematician Lawrence Rooke, and the astronomer
William Ball (c. 1631–1691), first treasurer of the Royal Society. All were members
of the so-called Gresham College group, a loose collection of English scientists which
is regarded as the main precursor to the Royal Society of London, and which had been
meeting in London and Oxford from approximately 1645 (see Chapter 1). The 26th
verse of the Ballad of Gresham College (1661), a poem entitled ‘In Praise of the
Choyce Company of Philosophers and wits who meete on Wednesdays weekly at
Gresham College,’ leaves no doubt as to one of their main aims:95
The Colledge will the whole world measure,
Which most impossible conclude,
And Navigators make a pleasure
By finding out the longitude.
Every Tarpalling96 shall then with ease
Sayle any ships to th’Antipodes.
The dating of these early efforts is also supported by a report from the horologist
Thomas Reid (1746–1831) that he had seen an observation of a solar eclipse made
with a pendulum-based timing device in Oxford in February 1656.97 However, these
early experiments do not challenge the fact that Huygens first combined the
pendulum—a metal ball suspended by a silk thread—with the clock mechanism.98
On 12 January 1657, Huygens wrote99 to Van Schooten that
“… one of these days, I invented a new type of construction for a time piece,
which can be used to measure times so accurately that there is more than a
little hope that this can be used to determine the longitude, at least as regards
travel on the seas.”
Huygens’ personal notes, collected in his Adversaria, imply that he completed a
prototype of the pendulum clock during the last days of December 1656. This is
corroborated by a letter 100 to the French astronomer and mathematician Ismaël
Boulliau dated 26 December 1657, in which Huygens stated that “yesterday, it was
exactly a year ago that I made the first model.” His invention was to derive the
pendulum’s motion from that of the clock, while basing the clock’s regularity on that
of the pendulum. The mechanical clocks with which Huygens must have been
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familiar were regulated by slowly falling weights. In turn, these would turn the
clocks’ gears. However, the rate at which the weights descended was irregular, and
hence the clocks were highly inaccurate.
Huygens applied Galileo’s pendulum law and used it to develop a system that
combined a pendulum with a weight-driven clock. In 1656, he discovered through
experimentation that a swinging pendulum was not truly isochronous, unless the arc it
described was not completely circular. Huygens worked out that if the amplitude of
the pendulum’s swing changed, the period of the swing would also change. Indeed, in
Horologium (1658), we read the following passage:
“It is asserted with truth that wide and narrow oscillations of the same
pendulum are not traversed in absolutely equal time, but that the larger arcs
take a little longer which it is possible to demonstrate by a simple experiment.
For if two pendulums, equal in weight and length, are released at the same time,
one far from the perpendicular, the other
only a little deflected, it will be perceived
that they are not long in unison, but that of
which the swings are smaller outstrips the
other.”101

Figure 3.9: A cycloid is the path followed by a
point on the circumference of a circle as that
circle rolls along a straight line. (Source:
Wikidot/MathOnline;
licensed
under the
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
License)

“Yet as I have said, my time piece is less
likely to an inequality of this kind, because
all the vibrations are of equal amplitude.
Nevertheless, it remains not entirely free
from inequalities, although these are very
tiny, and as is needful, I intend to pursue
the matter.”102

A number of drawings attributed to
Huygens, as well as the clocks constructed
by his master clockmaker, Salomon Hendriksz Coster (1620–1659) of The Hague,
provide clear evidence that Huygens and Coster attempted to somehow alter the bob’s
path to overcome this problem, known as the ‘circular error.’ This latter error is, in
essence, owing to the fact that the restoring effect of the gravitational force increases
as the sine of the angle of swing; it causes a decrease in the period of oscillation with
increasing amplitude. Huygens and Coster empirically designed clocks that had
curved metal plates—‘chops’ or ‘cheeks’—on both sides of the pendulum suspension,
which were placed such that the pendulum thread wrapped around them over arcs of
approximately 50° on both sides. Records from Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes
(Complete Works) reveal experiments with curved chops done in May and June
1657.103 In notes dating as far back as 1659, Huygens calculated that cycloidal
chops—forcing the bob of a simple pendulum to swing along a cycloidal path with a
vertical axis equal to half the pendulum’s length instead of the simple pendulum’s
circular arc—would render the pendulum isochronous; we will return to this idea in
detail in Chapter 4.
A cycloid is the path followed by a point on the circumference of a circle as that circle
rolls along a straight line: see figure 3.9. Cycloids have been investigated by many of
the leading thinkers throughout modern history. They were likely first studied by the
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German philosopher, theologian, jurist, and astronomer Nicolaus de Cusa (1401–
1464), Cardinal Cusanus, in 1451. Many of the world’s great mathematicians and
physicists spent considerable effort on understanding their properties, including
Charles de Bouvelles (Carolus Bovillus, 1471–1553; France), Gilles Personne de
Roberval (France), Galileo (Italy), Evangelista Torricelli (1608–1647; Italy),
Descartes (France), the Bernoulli family (in the second half of the 17th Century;
originally from Antwerp, later resettled in Switzerland), Pierre de Fermat (France),
Gottfried Wilhelm (von) Leibniz (Germany), Wren (England), and Blaise Pascal
(France). Indeed, by the mid-1660s, the cycloid was probably the most studied curve
in the history of mathematics.
Earlier, in 1646, the young Huygens had corresponded with Mersenne about Galileo’s
achievements and insights into the pendulum. It is often reported104 that, in 1644,
Mersenne may have been the first to confirm experimentally that the pendulum’s
period of oscillation is inversely proportional to the square root of its length. He used
his pendulum for timing purposes and is said to have specifically recommended the
use of pendulums as timekeeping devices to Huygens during their 1646
correspondence. Through his correspondence with Mersenne, Huygens would likely
also have learnt about work undertaken at that time to understand the properties of the
cycloid. His own work on this problem was acknowledged by Pascal in 1658 and
1659. Huygens eventually published his geometrical proof that the cycloid was indeed
the shape of the curve required for isochronicity in his Horologium Oscillatorium in
1673. We will return to the mathematical aspects of this derivation in Chapter 4.
By the end of the 1660s, British investigations in support of the development of
vibration theory had resulted in similar insights as those attained by Huygens. The
English mathematician William Neile (1637–1670), as well as Christopher Wren,
pursued ‘rectification’ (that is, determination of the length) of the semicubic parabola
in 1657, followed by the cycloid in 1658, which John Wallis (1616–1703)—the
English mathematician who is partially credited with the development of infinitesimal
calculus and with introducing the symbol ∞ for infinity—published in his De
Cycloide et Cissoide in 1659.105,106
The left-hand panel of figure 3.10 shows what has long been assumed the earliest
surviving illustration of a clock by Huygens (published in 1658), which is in fact his
second type of clock. The device is equipped with a vertical verge escapement and a
carefully adjusted gear train to reduce the pendulum’s amplitude, but no cycloidal
chops. It beats half-seconds. The right-hand panel of the same figure represents a
conventional, seconds-beating pendulum clock with isochronous chops from
Huygens’ Horologium Oscillatorium (1673). It is likely, however, that this latter
figure was copied from the original design submitted with his patent application, as
suggested by Benjamin Martin (1705–1782) in his manuscript Newtonian Mathesis
(1764), reproduced in the left-hand panel of figure 3.11:
“The construction for application of the pendulum is now somewhat different
from what it was in the original invention of the pendulum clock by Mr.
Christian Huygenius of Zulichem in Holland which he first described and
published in a diagram cut in wood in the year 1657. And as this may be justly
esteemed as one of the great curiosities of art and was never (that we know of)
exhibited to the view of an English reader, we shall here present it, cut in wood
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exactly as the original.”

Figure 3.10: (left) Earliest published drawing of Huygens’ pendulum
clock, from his 1658 treatise Horologium (Opera Varia, Vol. 1, S.1).
(right) Plate from Huygens’ Horologium Oscillatorium (1673), showing
the curved chops in Fig. II.

A number of elements in the right-hand panel of figure 3.10 suggest that this sketch is
not a 1670s version of Huygens’ pendulum clock. In the latter case, we would likely
have been presented with a model that had undergone improvements to the extent one
might have expected given the decade and a half that has passed between his original
patent applications and the publication of Horologium Oscillatorium. The boatshaped pendulum bob (see Fig. III), the large-diameter escape gear wheel, and the
seconds disc all raise red flags; if Huygens had wanted to include an up-to-date
pendulum clock model representing the state of the art in 1673, he would most likely
have added a spring-driven remontoire as well as the anchor escapement in common
use by that time (see Chapter 4). The clock’s detailed description in Horologium
Oscillatorium is much more reminiscent of the successes attributed to the original
model than of some arbitrary, somewhat outdated later version.
There is additional evidence suggesting that a drawing of Huygens’ first clock had
been circulated before his publication of Horologium Oscillatorium.107 This includes
a French engraving of 1671, while a similar clock with a great wheel of 96 teeth is
illustrated in a letter from Huygens to Canon Estienne (?–1723) in 1669:108 see the
right-hand panel of figure 3.11.
On 1 November 1658, Huygens recalled in a letter to his friend Pierre Petit (1594 or
1598–1677), French physical scientist and instrument maker,
“... at first I suspended the pendulum between two curved plates ..., which by
experiment I learnt ... how to bend ... And I remember having so well adjusted
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two clocks in this manner that in three days they never showed a
difference of even seconds although in the meantime I often changed
their weights rendering them heavier or lighter.”109
He thus solved the most important problem underlying Galileo’s earlier
concept—which Vincenzo Galilei had been unable to overcome—by
ensuring that the period of his clock’s pendulum was truly constant. He
did so through implementation of a pivot (the point of rotation) that
caused the bob to swing along the arc of a cycloid instead of that of a
circle. He made his clock’s pendulum swing exactly once each second,
allowing him to precisely regulate the motion of the clock’s hands. The
falling weight would drive the gears, while transferring just enough
energy to the pendulum to balance the effects of air resistance and
mechanical friction. This novel design almost instantly rendered clocks
more reliable and accurate, from approximately half an hour a day for the existing
mechanical clocks to better than one minute per day for Huygens’ new device.
While Huygens was in Paris in late 1660, his younger brother Lodewijk took one of
the new pendulum clocks with cycloidal chops on the first long-distance sea trial
while on a diplomatic mission to Spain. Although Lodewijk reported with a heavy
heart that pendulum clocks were rather useless on a pitching and rolling ship,
Christiaan was apparently not so bothered by this news. He argued that the same
storm his brother had sailed through had apparently also wrecked five ships of the

Figure 3.11: (left) Copy of Huygens’ woodcut of 1657 published by Benjamin Martin in Newtonian
Mathesis (1754). (right) Drawing of Huygens’ original design in a letter to Canon Estienne (1669).
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Dutch merchant marine, and that he was more interested in his clocks’ performance in
reasonably temperate weather.110 After all, he continued, in extreme weather the
clocks could always be stopped to protect them from suffering damage and
subsequently be reset at the next port of call. This shows a major flaw in his thinking,
however: positional accuracy would seem most important after having been tossed
about by strong winds…
3.2.3. Patent wars
It must have taken Huygens considerable time to experiment and perfect his timepiece
before announcing it to the community of scholars—in fact, in the passage taken from
his letter to Pierre Petit he refers to his experimental efforts. In response to the
concerns expressed by the Flemish astronomer Godfried Wendelinus (1589–1667) in
relation to performance challenges caused by seasonal variations, including
temperature changes, Huygens writes, “to me certainly it was not given to observe
anything of this kind.”111 This implies that he had tested his new pendulum clocks for
many months prior to its public display. In addition, his patent application, which was
filed on 14 June 1657, included a detailed description of the profile of the chops. It
stands to reason that it would have taken him quite some time to determine the
optimal shape—as also suggested by the passage from his letter to Petit—which
implies that most of his experiments likely took place during 1656, culminating in a
working prototype by Christmas day of 1656.
Huygens was, at least initially, keen to discuss his new invention with Van Schooten
and other contemporaries, including the French mathematician Claude Mylon (1618–
1660), member of the Académie Parisienne (Parisian Academy). He proudly
announced his invention to Mylon in a letter dated 1 February 1657, although without
going into any detail:112
“The news that you tell me regarding the journey of Mr. Bulliaut [Boulliau] to
these lands rejoices me very much … I also want to show him one of my new
inventions, which will be of the greatest benefit to astronomy, and I sincerely
hope to apply it successfully in search of longitude. You may hear more about
in a little while.”
Huygens’ invention of the pendulum clock must have rapidly made the rounds among
the northern European scholarly community—even the Grand Duke of Tuscany had
been provided with a copy by December 1657—given that Mylon responded to him,
in a letter113 dated 12 April 1657, that
“[y]our invention of a time piece is thought of very highly by all with whom I
have discussed it. It will be even better if you can make sure that it is not
affected by changes to either counterweight or spring.114 With such a watch
you can derive a true equation of time, as required to determine the
longitude.”
It appears, therefore, that by April 1657, Huygens—perhaps assisted by Coster—had
managed to construct a clock that worked well enough to be copied and catch the
attention of the intellectual community. This impression is corroborated by his
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response to a letter from Boulliau, in which the latter referred to a clock Huygens had
shown him during his visit to Paris115 in April 1657.
In that same letter to Boulliau,
dated 26 December 1657, 116
Huygens was clearly pleased to
announce
the
imminent
conversion to pendulum control
of a clock on a church steeple in
a nearby village, “near the sea,
half a mile from here,” likely the
church clock of Scheveningen
(see figure 3.12). Huygens and
Coster modified the clock at
Scheveningen by adding a
Figure 3.12: The church of Scheveningen, after a drawing pendulum of some 21 pied long
by Christiaan Huygens of 29 July 1658. (Oeuvres and weighing 40–50 livres, 117
Complètes de Christiaan Huygens, Vol. XVII, p. VI)
although
there
are
no
contemporary records of the
conversion, nor of any subsequent tests. They next modified a tower clock in Utrecht,
using a rigid, 24 pied-long pendulum that weighed 50 livres and was equipped with
six pouce-long suspension cords. Huygens included a number of sketches in his
letter—reproduced in figure 3.13118—which, he said, demonstrated the principle of
pendulum clocks.
Figure 3.13: Huygens’ sketches
of
pendulums
and
their
application in mechanical clocks
sent to Jean Chapelain of the
Académie Française in a letter
dated 28 March 1658.

Note that the pendulums in his sketches do not include chops. Based on these
sketches, it seems possible that Huygens may have produced his first pendulumcontrolled clock by modifying an existing clock such as a spring-driven table clock,
which were common in the early 17th Century. (Such a clock, characterized by swing
amplitudes of order 30° but without containing chops would also be subject to
significant deviations from isochronicity.) Also note the gear configuration in the
third sketch from the left, which shows the simple maintaining-power system now
commonly referred to as a ‘Huygens’ endless chain.’ Huygens invented an early
version of this mechanism, known as a ‘maintaining-power’ or ‘going barrel,’ around
1658 (based on its publication in Horologium; see the left-hand panel of figure 3.10)
in order to keep a clock going while winding. During the latter operation, the driving
force of the weight or main-spring is taken off the going barrel. Wheels A and B are
the ‘going-wheel’ and the ‘striking-wheel.’ The system is weight-driven by two
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weights, G and H. When pulley D is pulled down by chain section K, the ratchetpulley (B) runs under the click (E; shown in detail in the rightmost sketch), and the
pulley C/weight G combination is pulled up without taking its pressure off the goingwheel, thus allowing continuous, smooth operation also while winding.
Despite the numerous technical details about his clock’s operation, which he provided
in his letter to Boulliau, Huygens did not explain why he introduced the crutch
(shown as the rod between B and C in the leftmost sketch in figure 3.13). Emmerson
speculates119 that Huygens may have been concerned that, without it, the pivot (D)
and balance cock (the bridge that carries the top pivot of the balance staff) would be
subject to unwanted non-central (lateral) loads. He would also have discovered that if
the pendulum string had to remain straight while receiving impulses from the
escapement and without adding an exceedingly heavy bob, the pendulum had to be
driven near the bob. Through addition of a rigid pendulum rod, needed to accept the
impulse torque or the lateral impulse force, the crutch could be shortened and the
pendulum arc could consequently be reduced. Alternatively, he may have introduced
the crutch to aid the transfer of torque from the spring and the escapement to the
pendulum itself, despite the increased slip associated with this configuration.120
Almost simultaneously to these developments, in June 1657, Huygens contacted
Samuel Carolus Kechelius ab Hollenstein (‘Kechel,’ 1611–1668), Bohemian
mathematician and an astronomer loosely affiliated with Leiden University, to discuss
the merits of pendulum clocks—and the nature of their mechanical components—for
accurate timekeeping.121 Through Boulliau’s correspondence, we know that Kechel
kept careful observational records of a series of solar and lunar eclipses, using either a
water clock or counts based on the swings of a single pendulum to accurately
determine the eclipse durations. Huygens admitted that he was inspired by Kechel’s
pendulum-based timekeeping efforts, given that he specifically told him that …
“[t]he stimulus for this discovery was provided by those pendulums, which you
have been using for quite a few years already. When I noticed that because of
the remarkable consistency of their swings they would be particularly suitable
for accurate time keeping, I began to wonder whether it would be possible to
turn their swings into a continuous movement so that they can be used to
eliminate the tedium of counting.”122
However, following this initial period of a relatively open exchange of letters and
information, he soon realized that he could patent his invention. This realization led to
more cautious, almost secretive correspondence. Both the national and provincial
governments, the Staten Generaal123 and the Staten van Hollant ende Westvrieslant,124
awarded patents for the exclusive development, manufacturing, and sale of pendulum
clocks in their respective territories for periods of, respectively, 21 and 20 years to
Huygens and Coster in June and July 1657. Upon Coster’s death in 1659, the
privilege to make these so-called Royal ‘Haagse’ (Hague) clocks was transferred to
the clockmakers Claude Pascal of Geneva (Swiss Confederacy; ?–1671 or 1672) and
Severijn Oosterwijck of Middelburg (Dutch Republic; 1637?–1694). The patents
specified that these timepieces had certain characteristics, including a different
movement mechanism from anything used previously, leading to more accurate
timekeeping that was not affected by changes in weather or mechanical faults.
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From the time of completion of his first working prototype until filing for a patent,
Huygens continued to make improvements and refinements to his timepiece, in
particular improvements to maintaining power, development of an optimal gear train,
a pendulum crutch with flexible suspension, and isochronous chops. These efforts
required professional training and lengthy experimentation. Although Huygens filed
his patent applications jointly with his master clockmaker Coster, there is historical
confusion as to whether the latter was also involved in the construction of the
prototype pendulum clock.125 Instead, it may be more likely that the original design
was Huygens’ own and that Coster was appointed as the scientist’s commercial
partner: in the patent award, the committee appointed by the Staten Generaal of the
United Netherlands refers to the invention as “done [gepractiseert] by Huygens,” with
permission for Coster to copy (“naer te maeken”). On 19 October 1658, the
clockmaker and surveyor Johan van Kal (Jan van Call) from Batenburg, near
Nijmegen, was—jointly with Coster—also given the privilege to apply pendulums to
clocks.126 Van Kal came highly recommended by Huygens himself:
“There is in Nijmegen a clockmaker named Master Jan Cal, who is an honest
man and a renowned maker. He will visit you an bring on my behalf a
description of these clocks, which I have issued [Horologium]. Should there be
any turret clocks that need to be made or changed to the new invention, I wish
that he be employed, rather than someone sent by Douw. Because I have
informed him of the best method, which through experience has already
proven to be good in several turret clocks; whereas Douw’s has nowhere yet
been put in working order.”127
Huygens and Coster intended to completely dominate the new pendulum clock
market. The improvement in timekeeping accuracy achieved by Huygens’ new
pendulum clock design was so significant, however, that other clockmakers could not
idly stand by. To the significant distress of Huygens and Coster, a year after their
patent applications had been granted—in August 1658—the Staten Generaal
awarded128 an almost identical patent to the Rotterdam clock and watchmaker Simon
Douw (c. 1620–1663), according to Huygens “under false pretences.” Huygens had
somehow heard of Douw’s patent application and proceeded to (apparently) falsely
accuse Douw of plagiarism. He alleged129 that Douw had secretly examined the inner
workings of the Scheveningen public pendulum clock on 15 April 1658. He formally
attested to this allegation and had it legalized by Hermanus de Coninck, notary public,
in the presence of a well-respected witness, Frans van Schooten.
Huygens and Coster therefore jointly sued Simon Douw to prevent him from selling
his competing system, evidently mostly concerned about their potential income and
not so much worried about their intellectual priority. In this context, we get to see
Huygens from a different side again. In letters to John Wallis,130 to his cousin Willem
Pieck,131 and to his brother Lodewijk,132 as well as in a lively exchange with Van
Schooten, 133 dated throughout September and October 1658, he calls Douw’s
behaviour “shameless and criminal” and the perpetrator himself “a stupid and
shameless man.” However, in their patent resolution of 8 August 1658, the assessors
of the Staten Generaal rightly pointed out that Douw had corrected for the presence of
irregular escapement forces in all Huygens–Coster systems using a spring
remontoire—a small secondary source of power, using a spring, which runs the timekeeping mechanism and is kept going by the clock’s main power source—with a
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single vertical beam escapement, and hence that Douw’s pendulum clock was
fundamentally different from that of his competitors, which was equipped with a
weight remontoire. (The gear train of remontoire clocks contains a secondary spring
or weight, which drives the clock’s escapement; it is rewound regularly by the
mainspring or the main weight, thus exerting a steady force on the escapement and
ensuring the clock’s smooth operation.) Douw’s (re-)design was much better suited
for marine purposes than Huygens’, an insight the latter did not appreciate for a
number of years as he continued to experiment with weight-driven pendulums.
Nevertheless, until his death in September 1663, Douw remained tight-lipped about
his intentions regarding the use of his clocks at sea.
But even their expert witness, Van Schooten, did not fully appreciate Douw’s
fundamental contribution; the latter had realized that Huygens’ remontoire created a
train discontinuity. Douw was so confident of the validity of his own improvement to
the pendulum clock system pioneered by Huygens that he challenged Van Schooten
to a bet for 1000 guilders—a bet which Douw won. Devastatingly for Huygens and
Coster, the plagiarism allegation was also refuted by a number of professional
clockmakers. The controversy134 and legal wranglings135,136 continued well into 1659,
without any clear resolution. Meanwhile, the presiding Court forced the plaintiffs into
a humiliating settlement by December 1658: one-third of all future profits from their
pendulum clock would have to be shared with Douw, who was also given permission
to sell clocks of his own design in The Hague.
With Huygens’ invention apparently out in the open, opportunistic competition
caused him significant difficulties in monetizing his work. His unpublished but
ubiquitous 1657 clock caused a serious conundrum, however. Without a license
signed off on by Huygens, any other clockmaker that wanted to jump onto the
bandwagon and share in this profitable new environment had no other choice but to
either directly copy (‘plagiarize’) or re-invent a Coster clock already at their disposal.
However, some clockmakers managed to independently design their own pendulumbased timepieces. Among the latter, the most noteworthy partnerships are those of the
astronomer Johannes Hevelius of Danzig (1611–1687) in collaboration with the
clockmaker Wolfgang Günther137 and of the brothers Giuseppe and Matteo Campani,
who were given the exclusive manufacturing right for silent clocks by Pope
Alexander VII in 1656. Clockmaker Johann Philipp Treffler (1625–1698) of Augsburg
(Germany) apparently copied Coster’s design in 1658 to construct a pendulum clock
for Grand Duke Ferdinand II de’Medici of Tuscany (Italy). Crucially, however, he
added a fusee—a cone-shaped pulley surrounded by a helical groove, wound with a
cord or chain attached to the mainspring barrel, now known as a German or
‘Augsburg’ fusee (see Chapter 4)—to Coster’s design, which represented a major
improvement in its own right.
Historians generally assume that Huygens permitted Coster to provide training on
pendulum clocks to foreign clockmakers, who would then become licensees. One of
the latter was John Fromanteel (1638–1692?), son of the illustrious London
clockmaker Ahasuerus Fromanteel. On 3 September 1657, Coster drew up a Notarial
Act or ‘Contract’ with the younger Fromanteel before The Hague public notary Josua
de Putter and witnesses, enabling the young apprentice to learn about Huygens’ new
pendulum clocks.138 In 1658, once John Fromanteel had returned to London with his
new skills, father and son Fromanteel made the first English pendulum clocks using a
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verge and a short pendulum. This development has led historians to wonder about the
proper context in which this transfer of skills had occurred. All available evidence
suggests that neither Huygens nor Coster ever intended to freely distribute the design
of their short-pendulum clock, their most profitable design. Yet, it appears that the
Fromanteels managed to acquire their skills and license, as we probably should
interpret the Contract,139 without any monetary promises. Perhaps to divert attention
of would-be competitors from their most prized design, in Horologium Huygens
published his first pendulum clock design in detail, albeit of the so-called ‘long
pendulum’ with its complex ‘OP gearing’ (see Chapter 4), which was applied to limit
the pendulum’s swing amplitude.
It is highly likely that Huygens published his pendulum-controlled clock design in
Horologium to establish his priority of invention. By that date, September 1658,
Huygens had ascertained that the ‘circular error’ associated with the operation of
anisochronous pendulums was more dominant for larger swing amplitudes. He wrote,
specifically,
“With large arcs the swings take longer, in the way I have explained, therefore
some inequalities in the motion of a timepiece exist from this cause, and,
although it may seem to be negligible, when the clocks were so constructed that
the movement of the pendulum was somewhat greater [than at present] I have
used an appliance as a remedy for this also.”
His drawing in Horologium shows that to reduce the pendulum’s amplitude while
maintaining sufficient leverage for the verge to release the escapement crown wheel,
Huygens had introduced a pirouette, that is, a contrate wheel (a gear wheel with teeth
set perpendicularly to its plane) and a pinion wheel, between the crutch and the verge.
The appliance referred to in the preceding citation most likely consisted of a pair of
(possibly cycloidal) chops, although this is not indicated as such in the treatise. It
appears that Huygens was not content that his chops worked properly, however,
“At the present time, certainly, this method is not the cure,”
so for a while at least the Huygens–Coster clocks did not include these devices,
instead opting for small swing amplitudes:
“Therefore, by rendering all the swings short, … individual times are
distinguished by no remarkable difference. … doubling the driving weight
does not thereby accelerate the movement of the pendulum or alter the
working of the time piece, which was not so in all others hitherto in use.”140
However, Huygens seems to have had a number of changes of heart regarding his
application of chops. Both in November 1658141 and in October 1659142 his notes
suggest that he reconsidered introducing chops. In December 1659 he had gone back
to experiments of their performance,143 as we learn from his correspondence with Van
Schooten at Leiden University.144
Construction of the pendulum clock included in Huygens’ Horologium Oscillatorium
is generally attributed to Isaac Thuret (c. 1630–1706), clockmaker to the French
Royal court. In the autumn of 1655, when Huygens spent 4–5 months in France,
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mostly in Paris, he would have had ample opportunity to meet Thuret, who was then
rapidly developing into France’s greatest 17th-Century clockmaker. Although Thuret
is not mentioned in Huygens’ correspondence prior to 1662, this could very well be
explained either by lost correspondence (it is unknown how complete Huygens’ body
of surviving letters is in the Oeuvres Complètes), by Huygens’ attitude that the
clockmaker did not have anything to do with the actual invention,145 or equally by the
need for secrecy. After all, Huygens was in direct competition with the Parisian
clockmakers, as we will see below, and intellectual piracy (plagiarism) was rife at the
time, conditions Huygens appears to have been all too familiar with, given his
complaint published in Horologium.
In June 1658, Boulliau promised146 Huygens that he would try to gain access to the
Parisian market for his friend. However, Boulliau reported147 that Pierre Séguier—
Chancellor of France from 1635—“ne vouloit pas faire crier apres luy tous les
maistres horologeurs de Paris”: he did not want to alienate the master clockmakers of
Paris, and hence Huygens was not given the French patent—and the important
royalties from licenses he so desired—despite three attempts to secure approval. His
patent application in Italy was also refused, on the grounds that he had plagiarized
Galileo. Competition but also cooperation with French clockmakers dominates part of
Huygens’ correspondence. For instance, in a letter of 12 April 1662 to his brother
Lodewijk Huygens, who was conveniently based in Paris, Christiaan Huygens asked,
“… how are these Thuret clocks made, for which my father pays 10 or 12
pistoles and [which he] prefers to his own? If we could know the form it could
be used to instruct the clockmakers here …”148
This passage is an enquiry about a specific type of clock with which Huygens and his
colleagues in the Dutch Republic, under Huygens’ patronage, were in direct
competition. Despite Huygens’ apparent respect for Thuret, the latter was also not
shielded from Huygens’s wrath for his direct plagiarism of other constructions,
however.
Following a number of letters in 1664 among Huygens’ family members that involve
sending clocks for repair to Thuret, in 1665 Huygens received a letter from Jean
Chapelain (1595–1674), French poet and literary critic who was a founding member
of the Académie Française (the French Academy), in relation to a French patent
eventually awarded to the Dutch inventor,
“… that excellent clockmaker Monsieur Thuret, of whom you yourself have told
me much good, visited me yesterday and asked me to offer you his services for
the construction of clocks to be used on ships and for their sale and
distribution.”149
Huygens agreed to this request two weeks later.150 In 1666 Huygens moved to Paris
himself. He likely continued to employ Thuret. Yet, despite his praise for the
workmanship of Thuret, the accuracy of Huygens’ timepiece still required significant
improvements before it could be used for the purpose it was originally invented for:
longitude determination.
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Chapter 4

The importance of high-precision timekeeping
Abstract. The second half of the 17th Century witnessed sustained progress in the
development of a practical timepiece for use at sea, with accuracies reaching levels
of better than 10 seconds a day by application of the novel, widely introduced anchor
escapements. Major breakthroughs were made, not only by Christiaan Huygens but
also by his competitors supported by the newly established Royal Society of London,
with particular emphasis on the contributions by Robert Hooke and Alexander Bruce.
Increased competition triggered accelerated progress in both practical construction
and theoretical understanding of pendulum operation, with developments cycling
through the concepts of the conical, parabolical, and compound pendulum,
explorations of the compound pendulum’s centre of oscillation, en passant yielding
novel insights into centrigual motion and the centripetal force, the theory of evolutes
and the realization that cycloidal trajectories facilitate approximate isochronicity.
Major sea trials were undertaken by both the French Academy and the Royal Society
across the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean on a number of occasions.
While English scientists made sustained progress in their scientific understanding of
harmonic oscillators, their French counterparts made major strides in cartography of
the known 17th-Century world, unfazed by the range of international conflicts playing
out across their spheres of influence.

In addition to his numerous other projects, Huygens continued to innovate and
improve his pendulum clock. In this chapter, we will explore the developments
towards construction of a practically viable timepiece for longitude determination at
sea which occurred during two distinct phases in Huygens’ life. The first phase, which
started in 1657 with Huygens’ and Coster’s patent applications, covers Huygens’
discovery of the isochronism of the cycloidal pendulum, his implementation of
cycloidal chops in his clock designs, his subsequent development of a conical
pendulum, which led to an exploration of the centre of oscillation of a compound
pendulum, and his innovative use of a sliding weight to vary the period of his
compound pendulum clock. This will take the narrative through to 1661. The next
decade, from approximately 1662 to 1672, represents the second stage. During those
years, Huygens worked on stabilizing his clocks onboard inherently unstable ships.
He also worked out in detail how ship-board clocks could be used to determine
longitude at sea. This second phase culminates with the final preparation of his
treatise, Horologium Oscillatorium Sive de Motu Pendulorum—henceforth
Horologium Oscillatorium. Chapter 5 will continue with the final phase, from his
invention of a spring balance in 1674 to his death in 1695, a period of sea trials and
increased competition.
During the entire period from the invention of the pendulum clock in 1657 to his final
sketches of practical marine clocks, Huygens pursued a detailed assessment of those
factors which may affect a clock’s regularity at sea. He considered what the effects
might be owing to changes in humidity and temperature, such as those one might
encounter when sailing from temperate to tropical climates and back. In addition, he
considered the effects which might be due to changes in counterweight, pendulum
length, or spring balance, including their dependence on geographical location—that
is, under different gravitational strengths owing to the slightly flattened shape of the
Earth—and because of the ship’s motion and the effects of the Coriolis force, which
takes into account the Earth’s rotation. Meanwhile, towards the end of this period, the
Vereenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie (VOC; the United or Dutch East India
Company), took note of his efforts. Its board was persuaded to issue a number of
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resolutions in support of taking one of Huygens’ clocks on a journey to the Cape of
Good Hope, the southernmost point of the African continent.
4.1. Horologium (1658) and beyond
As we saw in Chapter 3, the initial efforts of Huygens and his master clockmaker
Coster to commercialize their newly invented pendulum clock proceeded all but
smoothly. The available evidence suggests that Huygens was fully intent on licensing
his invention and draw an income of royalties, but the fact that he had published a
blueprint of his pendulum clock in Horologium, in 1658 (see Figure 3.10), made it
difficult to secure the exclusive commercial rights. However, we also realized that
this blueprint was of the rather imprecise ‘long pendulum,’ a model of the pendulum
clock that would be adequate for domestic use, but not to determine longitude at sea.
4.1.1. Technical improvements
By early to mid-1657, around the time that Huygens and Coster filed their patent
applications, we know from Huygens’ correspondence with Claude Mylon that he
was exploring the development of a more precise, spring-driven maritime pendulum
clock, most likely in secrecy:
“I am glad that you are continuously perfecting your new clock and have no
doubt that you will make it work just as well at sea as in your chambers, and
that changes from dry to wet will not alter its accuracy anymore than
changing the clock’s weights.”1
Meanwhile, across the English Channel, Robert Hooke also investigated the potential
of a spring-driven pendulum for use in marine clocks.2 Given that spring-driven
clocks could be regulated more reliably than the common weight-driven pendulum in
use at that time, in 1658–1660 he explored the possibility that his spring-driven
watches might be eligible for any of the awards issued for “finding the longitude.”
However, the legendary rewards appeared to no longer exist on either the European
continent or in England.3 At this stage, Hooke had not yet attempted to secure an
English patent for his spring-regulated clocks; in 1660, a patent application was
drafted, backed by Christopher Wren, the Scottish statesman Robert Moray, and the
mathematician William Brouncker (1620–1684), 2nd Viscount Brouncker and first
President of the Royal Society. Since he had made significant progress in constructing
reliably working timepieces, he could have made a fortune from patenting his
invention. However, when he realized that, if awarded, the patent would allow anyone
who improved his design to receive the royalties, he refused to continue:
“To which Clause I could no waies agree, knowing ’twas easie to vary my
Principles an hundred waies, and it being … facile Inventis addere.”
A second attempt to patent Hooke’s clock design was made in late 1663 or early
1664. At a meeting with Robert Boyle—one of the pioneers of the modern
experimental scientific method—as well as Moray and Brouncker, conditions for a
patent for Hooke’s pendulum clock would be worked out. However, once again, the
proposed conditions implied that all further improvements would likewise enjoy
claims for patents, which again led to Hooke’s refusal to continue with the process.
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Despite this intense competition with his counterparts in England, or perhaps because
of it, Huygens was clearly determined to develop a pendulum that would be able to
deal with the rolling and pitching conditions buffeting a ship at sea. He was most
interested in using a going barrel (see figure 4.1), but without a fusee. Indeed,
Huygens was very pleased with his isochronal pendulum’s lack of sensitivity to
power variations in a going barrel, but he realized that implementation of a fusee
would cause difficulties in maintaining power during winding. This is reflected in a
passage in Horologium, where he also refers to his use of springs rather than weights:
“I have indeed seen in the workshop of him whose labours I first employed for
these constructions, completed clocks which go, not by weight, but by force of a
spring. In this kind of work up to the present time, the differing power of the
spring when wound up and when wound down was equalized by a fusee, round
which was coiled a gut line; now these are disused. For the teeth are brought
together with the barrel itself in which the spring is enclosed ... I pass over
clocks of this kind which have been contrived to sound the hours by one and the
same motor, either a weight or a spring, which serve also for turning the hand
of the timepiece, since all these have nothing to do with my invention except as
occasioned by the opportunity it presents.”4
Figure 4.1: Drawing of a fusee, the cone-shaped
pulley on the right, used in early mechanical clocks
to even out the force of the going barrel, shown on
the left, as it unwound. (Goodeve, T. M., 1897, The
Elements of Mechanism, New York: Longmans,
Green & Co., U.S. edition)

Figure 4.2: Fusee and spring barrel, showing
operation. A: Mainspring arbour. B: Barrel. C:
Chain. D: Fusee pivot. E: Attachment of chain to
barrel. e: Attachment of chain to fusee. F: fusee. G:
Winding arbour. W: Output gear. (Lardner, D.,
1855, The Museum of Science and Art, Vol. 6,
London: Walton & Maberly, figs 14 and 15)

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the springbarrel–fusee arrangement typical of mechanical
clocks in use elsewhere at the time of Huygens’ innovations. The fusee’s operation is
based on the mechanical principles of ‘levers.’ Once charged, the spring tensions the
gut line to the smallest radius of the cone. As the line unwinds, the fusee’s cone shape
causes the spring’s radius to increase. In turn, the increasing leverage compensates for
the reduction in power as the spring relaxes, so that the clock’s gear train is subject to
a constant force. As we saw in Chapter 3, while Huygens proceeded with his marine
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pendulum clock development without fusees, the German clockmaker Treffler
introduced a major innovation in the form of a short pendulum equipped with socalled German or ‘Augsburg’ fusee, which had been long in use by the German
clockmakers’ guild. Treffler’s implementation of the Augsburg fusee is significant in
the context of pendulum clock development, since it represents the first obvious
difference in the pendulum clock’s operation with respect to Coster’s timepieces.
Deviating from Coster’s pendulum clocks, Treffler also employed the traditional
German flanged (or ridged) springbarrel, connected by a gut line to a shallow-profile,
deeply grooved brass fusee: see figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Treffler’s original four-wheel gear train, (left) mounted on the front plate of the de’Medici
clock, including a back-wound seven-turn Augsburg shallow-cone fusee; (right) gear train including
the spring barrel (Photos © Andrea Palmieri, Master Horologist, Florence; reproduced with
permission)

Treffler is thought to have copied Coster’s new pendulum, presented as a gift by the
Italian polymath and nobleman Tito Livio Burattini (1617–1681) to Ferdinando II
de’Medici, Grand Duke of Tuscany, on 23 September 1657. 5,6, 7 Except for the
pendulum clock model submitted in support of their patent application on 14 June
1657, it appears that Burattini’s gift to Ferdinando II de’Medici may well be Coster’s
earliest timepiece which was constructed following Huygens’ novel design. In a 1690
de’Medici inventory, it is described as “having a short pendulum, in an ebony case
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with a wavy cornice.”8 Although records of this clock’s location have been lost—and
so may the clock itself—in late 1657 Ferdinando II de’Medici ordered that a copy be
made by Treffler, his clockmaker.
This latter clock survives at the Museo Galileo in Florence.9 It has a short pendulum
suspended between chops, like all of Coster’s clocks, but it also indicates ‘seconds.’ It
has been suggested that Treffler’s pendulum clock preceded that of Huygens,10 a
claim made by Treffler himself and supported by his patron, the Grand Duke of
Tuscany, but this seems unlikely:11 while Treffler added the Augsburg fusee, he
probably copied Coster’s short-pendulum spring-driven gearing. In addition, the
crutched verge and curved chops Treffler had implemented were, in fact, Huygens’
intellectual property, not Treffler’s. Instead, Treffler most likely used Burattini’s gift
timepiece as his working model, although he constructed his own, unique component
parts and pursued his own design.12
Around the same time, Huygens discovered that the isochronal chops he had
developed for his pendulum clock
worked very well in stable conditions
on land, but they led to changes in
pendulum length when even slightly
tilted—which, in turn, would lead to
changes in the swing period. By the
end of 1657 or perhaps early in 1658,
this led to his development of a halfsecond pendulum clock with fourwheel ‘OP gearing,’ a crutched verge,
and a vertical escapement. The
advantage of this gear type—shown in
Huygens’ first sketch from February
1658 and reproduced in figure 4.4—is
that it reduces the pendulum’s swing
amplitude to an arc where the circular
and isochronal paths remain very
similar. It is likely that Huygens
intended to develop this second clock
into a marine clock, 13 although the
effects of pitching and rolling still had
to be dealt with. Clearly, his first
priority was to reduce variation in his
clocks’ performance. He started by Figure 4.4: Huygens’ first sketch of his ‘OP
testing a version powered by gearing,’ where the relevant gear wheels are highdescending weights, but he quickly lighted through hatching; February 1658. (Huygens,
realized that a radically new approach C., Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens,
was needed to develop an accurate August–September 1662; acknowledgement: Leiden
University)
timepiece for use at sea.
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4.1.2. The conical pendulum and the development of cycloidal paths
One attempt at radically overhauling his pendulum clock design commenced in
November 1659, when Huygens developed a conical or ‘circular’ pendulum clock
whose bob, instead of swinging, rotated at constant speed in a circle about a vertical
axis, with the cord tracing out a cone. Independently, although a few years later,14
Hooke also studied the conical pendulum but in the context of (multiple) planetary
orbits in our solar system.15 This followed earlier suggestions from around 1637 by
the English astronomer Jeremiah Horrocks (1618–1641) that the Moon orbited the
Earth in an elliptical path and that comets also followed elliptical orbits, a worldview
he supported by analogy to the movements of a conical pendulum.16 Although this
new conical clock design is not mentioned in Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes, we know
that he had it constructed, because he obtained a new value for the constant of
gravitational acceleration (in other words, for free fall) “ex motu conico penduli,”17
that is, from the movement of a conical pendulum.
Both Huygens and Hooke continued to improve their respective conical pendulums.
Hooke worked on his clock through the summer of 1666. Gunther describes how, on
13 June 1666,
“Mr. Hooke exhibited a new contrivance of a circular pendulum applicable to a
watch, and moving without any noise, and in continued and even motion without
any jerks. … He was desired to show the use of it in a watch, which he said the
President [of the Royal Society] had already given order for.”18
Hooke’s study of both the regular and the circular pendulums led him to conclude
independently that both timekeepers would run isochronously for orbits of different
sizes only if the paths of the bob followed a paraboloid. Although this shows that
Hooke was capable of carrying through a complex mathematical argument to
demonstrate a mechanical result, his argument was far from convincing. He may
indeed have heard of Huygens’ result, but given the problematic reasoning, it is likely
that this was not an attempt at reproducing Huygens result but rather an independent
effort.19
Despite the mathematical inconsistencies of Hooke’s theory, Brouncker reported a
successful practical demonstration on 18 July 1666:
“The circular pendulum applied to a clock being inquired after, the President
affirmed, that he had made trial of one, and observed the motion of it for four
days, in which time it had gone so equally with his pendulum clock, that after
these four days were elapsed, he found it only to have gone one minute too
fast.”20
Indeed, the excellent regularity of Hooke’s design was later confirmed by William
Derham (1657–1735) in his treatise The Artificial Clockmaker (1734):
“[T]he motion of the pendulum being as regular as the vibrating one, was
contrived by Mr. Hooke, to give warning at any moment of [its] circumgyration,
either when it had turned a quarter, half, or any lesser or greater part of [its]
circle. So that here you had notice not only of a second, as in the pendulum
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vibrating seconds, but of the most minute parts of a second of time, by which
means it was made very useful in astronomical observations.”21
Following further improvements made by Hooke, on 21 February 1667 the English
naturalist Philip (Phillip) Skippon (1641–1691) wrote a letter to his fellow naturalist
John Wray (Ray; 1627–1705), stating that
“It is somewhat difficult for me to explain in Writing the new way of the
Pendulum. There is the common Vibration that Hugenius [Huygens] invented in
watches, and Mr. Hooke hath to that added a Circular Motion; the weight at the
end of one Vibration is turned off by a kind of Spring, which makes the Motion
circular.”22
The Royal Society’s records reveal that, on the same day,
“Mr. Hooke produced a circular pendulum so contrived, that its motion should
be equal, whatever weight was appended to it. He affirm[ed] that he knew the
demonstration of it, was ordered to give it in writing at the next meeting. He
was ordered likewise to compare the motion of this circular pendulum with a
clock.”23

Figure 4.5: (left) Early sketch from 19 September 1664 (Codices Hugeniani, Manuscript B, p. 160;
reproduced courtesy Leiden University Library) showing Huygens’ ideas for a conical pendulum. To
ensure isochronous rotation, Huygens appears to have applied the evolute of the parabolical path of the
pendulum bob. (right) Huygens’ explanation of the conical pendulum (Codices Hugeniani, Manuscript
C, p. 203; reproduced courtesy Leiden University Library) dated 5 September 1667. The figure
suggests that his conical pendulum clocks were also equipped with a sliding weight (see Sections 4.1.3
and 4.1.5).

The Royal Society’s Fellowship returned to the matter at their next meeting, on 28
February 1667:
“The circular pendulum designed for an equal motion with unequal weights
being again spoken of, the President affirmed that though the inventor Mr.
Hooke had demonstrated, that the bullet of the circular pendulum, if it can be
always kept rising or falling in a parabola, will keep its circular motion in the
same time; yet he had not demonstrated, that the diameter of the parabola from
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the point of contact in the curve to the vertex of the diameter is equal to that
portion of the curve from the said point of contact to the vertex of the same
curve, plus half the latus rectum24 or plus double the focus of the parabola.”25
Hooke had thus invented the parabolic pendulum, which he derived from the circular
(conical) pendulum. Huygens did not publish his own calculations pertaining to
parabolic clocks until 1673, in Horologium Oscillatorium, while his derivation of the
isochronicity of parabolic surfaces did not see the light until 1669. Just as for the
simple, swinging pendulum, the conical pendulum’s bob is also kept on an
isochronous path using a curved plate whose shape is determined by the theory of
evolutes.26
Although evolutes were first described by the ancient Greek geometer and astronomer
Apollonius (c. 262 BCE – c. 190 BCE) in Book V of his Conics (Κωνικά), Huygens is
often credited with their first application, in 1659, based on mechanical rather than
mathematical principles. The editors of Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes tentatively
identified27 his use of the evolute of the parabola for the suspension of a conical
pendulum in an early sketch from 1664 (see the left-hand drawing of figure 4.5)—
although the curves are not identified as parabolas. This was after his visit to London
in 1663, and after he had discussed the idea of a conical pendulum with Wren.28
Huygens pursued development of the conical pendulum for marine timekeeping
purposes after Hooke’s demonstration of his prototype at the Royal Society in 1667.
The Dutch scholar seemed to have been rather taken by the concept, given his excited
comments in a letter to his brother Lodewijk of 4 December 1667,29 which was
accompanied by the sketch reproduced in the right-hand panel of figure 4.5.
Consider figure 4.6. The black curve A–G is the evolute. It can be ‘unrolled’ by
fitting a ‘thread’ (filum) to each tangent point while maintaining the length of the total
curve. The free extremity of the black curve will move outwards along the red
curve—the involute—from A through A1, A2, … to A6 as the thread unwinds, a
curve Huygens always referred to as “that drawn by the unrolling [descripta ex
evolutione]”.

Figure 4.6: Graphical representation of the construction
of an involute (red) from an evolute (black). (Source:
The Math Images Project, mathforum.org; available
under the GNU Free Documentation License, Version
1.2. Credit: Chengying Wang, Swarthmore College.)

Huygens’ theory of evolutes and
their
relationship
with
the
corresponding involutes was based
on mechanical experiments, that is, it
followed naturally from his studies
of the pendulum. The complete
theory—a
product
of
his
mathematical response to this
physical challenge—preceded a
more
rigorous,
calculus-based
description, which he would develop
a few decades later. Modern calculus
defines the evolute as a curve that is,
at any given time, the locus of the
centres of rotation or curvature of its
involute. In Part III of Horologium
Oscillatorium (1673), Huygens
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proved that the tangents to the evolute (which he used to mechanically derive the
involute) and the normals to the involute (from which he derived the shape of the
evolute mathematically) are the same: indeed, he showed that both approaches—the
mechanical and the mathematical—are equivalent.
How does this all relate to the development of a stable pendulum clock? As we saw in
Chapter 3, an isochronous pendulum bob must be moving along a cycloidal path.
Marin Mersenne and others—including Galileo himself, although he had readily
dismissed his observations (as we saw in Chapter 3)—had already observed that
simple pendulums are not fully isochronous. Instead, their period depends on the
swing amplitude; isochronicity is only approximated for small amplitudes. This was
independently realized by Hooke. He had invented an early predecessor of the anchor
escapement in the second half of the 1650s30 to secure isochronism of land-based
pendulum clocks by employing a heavy, simply pendulum with a rigid suspension.
Such pendulums, which came to be known in England as ‘Royal Pendulums,’31 would
have only small swing amplitudes and hence they would be approximately
isochronous. We will return to this innovation in Section 4.2.3.
As the amplitude increases, the period increases slightly as well, in the same manner
as how sin θ deviates from θ for increasing but small angles θ. In December 1659
Huygens analysed this deviation from isochronicity by working out the shape of the
curve along which a frictionless particle will slide down under the influence of gravity
during the same time span, irrespective of its starting point:32
“What ratio does the time of a minimal oscillation of a pendulum have to the
time of perpendicular fall from the height of the pendulum?”33
Based on geometrical arguments, reproduced in Section 4.2.2, he showed that a
pendulum’s period only depends on its length. However, the implied isochronicity
resulted from an approximation he had made in his analysis, that is, he had
represented the pendulum bob’s swing arc by a parabola instead of the circle it
describes in reality. Indeed, Huygens knew and demonstrated that the circular arc of a
simple pendulum bob is not isochronous. After all, from his experiments he already
knew that the period of a pendulum also depends on the swing amplitude. This
realization led to his next question: he wondered which path the pendulum bob had to
trace for his approximation to apply to all swing amplitudes and, hence, render the
pendulum isochronous. The answer, of course, is a curve whose tangent is drawn
using the same method that was then used for drawing the tangent to a cycloid.34 The
obvious next step was to determine what shape the clock’s chops should be so that, as
the pendulum suspension thread wrapped and unwrapped around them, the bob would
follow a cycloidal path.
We will return to his derivation below, but here we will first consider the theory of
evolutes that resulted from these considerations. As it happened, Huygens had
fortuitously been studying cycloidal curves for two mathematical challenges issued by
Blaise Pascal in 1654, namely, the problems to determine the area of any segment of a
cycloid and the centre of gravity of any such segment, as well as the volume and
surface area of the solid of revolution formed by rotating the cycloid about the x axis.
His calculations at that time had shown that a body falling from any point along a
cycloid will reach the bottom in the same amount of time, and the ratio of this time to
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the time of free fall from rest along the cycloid’s axis is π:2,
“On a cycloid whose axis is erected on the perpendicular and whose vertex is
located at the bottom, the times of descent, in which a body arrives at the lowest
point at the vertex after having departed from any point on the cycloid, are
equal to each other; and these times are related to the time of a perpendicular
fall through the whole axis of the cycloid with the same ratio by which the
semicircumference of a circle is related to its diameter.”35
Huygens’ notes of 20 December 1659 show that he numerically correlated the
coordinates of a cycloid with the angular displacement of the pendulum thread. By the
following summer, he had determined that his clock’s chops should be semi-cycloids,
congruent with the bob’s path, a conclusion he expediently announced to his
contemporaries. This led to a frenzy of activity by December 1661, since the cycloidal
pendulum became the focus of numerous investigations, as a possible device to
establish a standard of length. (The conclusion was published in 1673 as Proposition
VI in Part III of Horologium Oscillatorium.)
As we saw above and in Chapter 3, Huygens’ British competitors had almost
simultaneously realized the need for cycloidal paths to make their pendulum
isochronous, yet Huygens claimed to have derived this property of isochronous
pendulums first—despite not having published his insights until 1673. Naturally, this
led to protests from across the English Channel. Brouncker wrote to the Royal
Society’s first Secretary Oldenburg on 18 October 1673,
“It is very sure, that Mr. William Neil [Neile] had in the year 1657 found out
and demonstrated a Streight line equal to a Paraboloeid; and did then
communicate and publish the same (though not in print) to my self and others,
who used to meet at Gresham Colledge, and it was there received with good
approbation; and the same was, presently afterwards, otherwise demonstrated
by my self and others: And therefore ancienter than that of Monsieur Heurat
[Hendrik van Heuraet, 1633–1660?],36 which (as it seems) is not pretended to
have been done before the year 1659; and ancienter too than that of Sr. Ch.
Wren, finding a Streight line equal to a Cycloid in the year 1658; and by him
admitted so to be. Nor ought it at all to prejudice Mr. Neil, that M. Heuraet's
was somewhat sooner abroad in print, than that of M. Neil, (though both in the
same year 1659;) since it is well known to many of us, that Mr. Neil’s was done
before. Otherwise M. Hugens [Huygens], by the same reason, will grant the
precedency to Heuraet, of that which he now claims to be his own invention
(that Rectifying the Parabolical Line and Squaring the Hyperbolical Space do
mutually depend on each other:) for this was published in print by M. Heuraet
(or M. Schooten [Frans van Schooten] for him) in the year 1659, and not by M.
Hugens till now, 1673: And yet M. Hugens thinks, the may well claim that
invention to be his own, because he now tells us, that he found it out about the
end of the year 1657, and did (some time after) communicate it privately to
some friends. And whereas, he doth suppose, that this invention of his might
give occasion to that other of Heuraet, we may also as well suppose, that he
might have taken such occasion from hearing of M. Neil having done the like,
(for this had been then commonly known for a great while:) Or might have
taken occasion (as well as Mr. Neil) from that of Dr. Wallis ... or from that of
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Sr. Ch. Wren having found a Steright equal to another Curve the year before: ...
It was easie (for M. Heuraet, or M. Hugens, or any other,) to infer, That, if we
can Rectifie the one, we may Square the other, & vice versa. But from whence
soever M. Heuraet had it; we may, as before, reasonably conclude, that Mr.
Neil had it before him: And M. Hugens is a person of that ingenuity, that, when
he shall better consider of it, he will (I doubt not) be of the same mind.”37

Figure 4.7: Derivation of the shape of the
chops using the theory of evolutes,
adopting a cycloidal path, A–BZ, for the
pendulum bob. (Newton, I., 1687,
Philosophiæ
Naturalis
Principia
Mathematica, Proposition XXV, Theorem
XX, p. 304.)

In any case, claims of precedence aside,
Huygens needed to find the curve that would
‘unwind’ to form this cycloid. In other words,
he had to derive the evolute to the isochronous
path traced by his pendulum bob: see figure 4.7.
From this mechanical basis, the problem
simplified to the need to meet three basic
requirements:
1. Each trace from the bob’s cycloidal path
to the pendulum’s pivot point, that is, the shape
of the pendulum’s cord or chain, must be
tangent to the curvature of the suspension
chops;
2. The pendulum’s cord must be
perpendicular to the cycloid’s arc at each point

of contact;
3. The pendulum’s length is constant.
The evolute must thus be a curve characterized by the same base, height, and length
as the pendulum’s cycloidal path; in other words, the cycloid is its own evolute. We
will show this now on the basis of modern calculus. The cycloid is given by
𝑥 = 𝑎 (𝜃 − sin 𝜃) ; 𝑦 = 𝑎 (1 − cos 𝜃),
where a is the cycloid’s height and θ the running
parameter, which for a pendulum is its swing
amplitude. By definition, a curve’s evolute is the
envelope of the normals to its centres of curvature, so
that the cycloid’s evolute is given by
𝑥 = 𝑎 (𝜃 − sin 𝜃) ; 𝑦 = 𝑎 (cos 𝜃 − 1),
which is simply a shifted version of the original
cycloid.
Figure 4.8: Conical pendulum

geometry. θ: Suspension angle. r:
Radius of bob’s circular motion
at constant speed v. h: Vertical
suspension height. L: Pendulum
length. T: Tension force acting
on the bob; mg: Gravitational
force. (Source: CosineKitty/
Wikipedia, available under the
Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike License)

In practice, and in relation to Huygens’ design, for
small angles, θ, of the pendulum from the vertical
direction, cos θ ≈ 1, while the periods, P, of a conical
and a swinging pendulum of the same length, L, are the
same and largely insensitive to changes in θ. In other
words, the period of rotation is approximately
independent of the driving force. That is, such conical
pendulums are isochronous, just like ordinary simple
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swinging pendulums. It is straightforward to determine P.
Figure 4.8 shows a conical pendulum of length L with a bob of mass m revolving—in
the absence of friction—in a circle at a constant speed v at a fixed suspension angle θ
from the vertical direction. (If the angle θ were not fixed, the bob would be moving
on the surface of a sphere, not along an isochronous paraboloid.) The force, T, exerted
from the bob to the pivot point—that is, the tension in the string—can be decomposed
into horizontal and vertical components, T sin θ and T cos θ. The bob is additionally
pulled down by its weight, mg, where g is the usual gravitational acceleration.
Although these concepts will be familiar to anyone with even a cursory knowledge of
modern physics, the notions of centrifugal motion and the centripetal force were new
to Huygens and his contemporaries. In fact, Huygens coined the term ‘centrifugal
force’ in his treatise De Vi Centrifuga in 1659,38 which was published posthumously
in 1703. In modern physics, use of the notion ‘centrifugal force’—which refers to the
tendency of an object following a curved path to fly outwards, away from the curve’s
centre—is frowned upon. The object’s outward motion results from its inertia, that is,
its tendency to resist any change to its state, either at rest or in motion. A careful
assessment of the forces at work reveals that the actual force that counteracts the
centrifugal motion is the centripetal force, which keeps the object moving at uniform
speed along a circular path. I will hence refer to centrifugal motion and centripetal
force. This latter concept—vis centripita—was coined by Newton in his discussions
of gravity in his manuscript De Motu Corporum in Gyrum (‘On the motion of bodies
in an orbit’), which he sent to Edmond Halley, the English scientist who lent his name
to Halley’s comet, in November 1684. Newton’s second law—acceleration is
produced when a force acts on a mass—implies that the horizontal component of the
tension in the string imparts a centripetal acceleration on the bob towards the centre of
its circular path, while there is no acceleration in the vertical direction:
𝑚 𝑣!
;
𝑟
𝑇 cos 𝜃 = 𝑚 𝑔.

𝑇 sin 𝜃 =

Note that the first of these equations represents the centripetal force and is equivalent
to what is now known as Newton’s second law of motion in quadratic form: Huygens’
derivation was equivalent to that of Newton’s but it preceded the latter by several
decades. We can now eliminate T and m, and by realizing that during one period P the
bob travels the full circumference of a circle with radius r, we derive
𝑔
(2𝜋)! 𝑟
= !
,
cos 𝜃
𝑃 sin 𝜃
which can be rewritten to derive the period of rotation,
𝑃 = 2𝜋

𝑟
= 2𝜋
𝑔 tan 𝜃

𝐿 cos 𝜃
.
𝑔

The period of rotation of a conical pendulum is thus independent of either the velocity
or mass of the bob; it only depends on the suspension angle θ for a given pendulum
length. Since cos θ ≈ 1 for small angles θ, it follows that the conical pendulum is
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Figure 4.9: (left) Huygens’ original sketch of the conical pendulum (Leiden University Library,
HUG 26 f.7r). (right) Preliminary drawing for the conical pendulum clock while maintaining the
bob at constant height. (Huygens, C., 1659, De Vi Centrifuga, Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan
Huygens, XVI, pp. 255–301; Leiden University Library, HUG 10, f.87r.)

approximately isochronous. Note that for
cos θ = 1 the latter equation reduces to the
expression of the period for simple,
swinging pendulums.
Huygens’ original sketch of the conical
pendulum is reproduced in the left-hand
drawing of figure 4.9.39 Moving along a
circular path, the pendulum traces a
conical surface, ABE. To achieve a period
of one second for a suspension angle
ABG of 45°, Huygens calculated that the
cord length needed to be 118/11 inches.40
For any arbitrary angle, and therefore for
any arbitrary height H, he derived that the
bob will remain at constant height for a
period of HA/ GA, where the radius of
the circular path travelled in a period of
one second, GA = BG. Therefore, for
fixed angles, the period of a conical
pendulum scales directly with the height
of the bob, HA. In turn, this implies that if
the bob can be maintained at the same
height, irrespective of the pendulum’s
length and, hence, the angle with the
vertical direction, all periods will be the
same: see Huygens’ preliminary sketch in
the right-hand panel of figure 4.9.
Figure 4.10: Huygens’ conical pendulum clock
design, including an adjustable string or chain.
(Huygens, C., 1659, De Vi Centrifuga, Oeuvres
Complètes de Christaan Huygens, XVI, pp. 255–
301.)

Huygens next proceeded to examine the
forces exerted through both the string’s
tension and the gravity on the bob,
drawing on the mechanics first worked out
by the Flemish mathematician, physicist,
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and engineer Simon Stevin (1548–1620). He concluded that the tension does not
depend on the pendulum’s length nor on the centripetal force, but only on the bob’s
weight (that is, m times g) and the angle of the pendulum with respect to the vertical.
The principles resulting from his geometrical considerations allowed Huygens to
construct his first stable, conical pendulum clock. Most importantly, the period can be
maintained stably if the bob is kept at the same height throughout the clock’s
operation. This implies that, as the angle of the pendulum’s suspension changes, the
cord length must be adjusted—as shown in the right-hand sketch of figure 4.9.
Huygens implemented this crucial aspect in his final conical clock design: see figure
4.10. This design, which includes the date of the invention, “Inventum die 5 Oct.
1659,” shows a circularly moving weight A attached to a cord that passes over a
pulley to a weight E, which—together with the chain CD—counterbalances the forces
exerted on A. This arrangement allows for changes in the suspension angle—and
hence in the balance of the cord’s tension and the bob’s weight—to be counteracted
by providing more or less slack in the cord. In turn, this allows the clock to maintain
an equilibrium configuration, but crucially at the same height, so that the period of
rotation and, as a consequence, the clock’s stable performance do not change.
Note that the process leading to a new equilibrium is rather complex. If the weight A
is too heavy for its present configuration, it will tend to fall, thus leading to a
reduction in the cord’s angle with the vertical. The idea is that the bob will continue to
move inwards until it reaches a new balance between the tension in the cord and the
weight of the bob. However, in reality the excess weight of the falling bob will raise
the counterweight E, as well as a number of links of the chain beyond D, which in
turn increases the tension in the cord.41
Crommelin discussed the conditions for isochronous operation of this timepiece,42
which Huygens did not address in his own notes. I will now develop the arguments
following Crommelin. We start from the conical pendulum’s period of rotation we
just derived. The condition that needs to be satisfied for isochronicity is ΔP = 0, that
is, Δ(L cos θ) = 0, for all L and θ. As we saw above, all circles that the weight A (note
that A represents the weight, not the mass of the bob; that is, it includes the local
gravitational pull) could describe must lie in the same horizontal plane. The tension
felt by the pendulum’s cord is given by
𝑠=
so that
Δ𝑠 =

𝐴
𝐿𝐴
=
,
cos 𝜃
𝐿 cos 𝜃

𝐴 Δ𝐿
= Δ 𝜀 + 𝑝𝑏 ,
𝐿 cos 𝜃

where ε is the weight suspended on the right-hand side of the pendulum (see figure
4.10), p that of one centimetre of chain length, and b the effective chain length
expressed in centimetres, that is, the length of the chain contributing to the overall
weight on the pendulum’s right-hand side. It thus follows that
𝐴 Δ𝐿
= 𝑝 Δ𝑏,
𝐿 cos 𝜃
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but Δ L = Δ b, so that we have the condition for isochronous operation,
𝐴
𝑝=
.
𝐿 cos 𝜃
Crommelin attempted to construct a conical pendulum such as that sketched by
Huygens in 1659;43 he found that his reconstructed pendulum clock ran adequately
but not perfectly, suffering a loss of 16 seconds per 24 hours in approximately
constant temperature conditions.
Huygens employed his new insights into the motions of conical pendulums to obtain a
new value for the gravitational constant, g, based on measurements of his clock’s
period. He discussed the similarity between the gravitational and centripetal forces at
the beginning of De Vi Centrifuga:
“Furthermore, whenever there are two bodies of equal weight each one held
by a cord, if they have the same conatus [effort, tendency] due to accelerated
motion, whereby they would pass through equal spaces in the same time,
receding along the extension of the cord: we assert that the same tension is
felt on their cords be they drawn downwards or upwards or in whatever
direction … And it ought to be measured by the initial motion, taking an
arbitrarily small span of time … Now let us see what and how much conatus
there is in bodies bound to a cord or to a rotating circle as they recede from
the centre.”44
In essence, here he equates the tension in a cord with the weight of—that is, the
gravitational force acting on—the bob. Since “the same tension is felt” due to both
gravity and the centrifugal motion (or the centripetal force), measuring the latter can
provide insights into the former. Indeed, we already saw that, given a fixed angle and
a fixed length, the period of a pendulum is entirely determined by the value of the
gravitational constant. Following a number of experiments, he eventually reached the
conclusion that the height from which he needed to drop a ball for it to hit the ground
in one second—measured with his conical pendulum clock with a pendulum length of
9½ inches—was 15 feet 7½ inches,45 so that g = 9.81 m s–2—very close to the value
commonly adopted today for northern European latitudes.
Huygens next proceeded to improve his conical pendulum, as evidenced in Chapter 5
of Horologium Oscillatorium, where he described a parabolic conical pendulum that
indeed allowed robustly isochronous operation. His Proposition VI discusses the
improved pendulum design, but evidence of its operation was not disseminated until
the publication of De Vi Centrifuga in 1703. Crommelin has pointed out, however,
that that description originated from that latter manuscript’s editors— Burchard de
Volder (1643–1709) and Bernard Fullenius (1640–1707)—and not from Huygens
himself.46 With Huygens having stumbled upon the invention of the parabolic conical
pendulum in 1660 or 1661, we do not learn anything about its operation until a letter
from Huygens to his brother Lodewijk from 4 December 1667:
“I am presently working on the construction of another kind of clock, or even
two different kinds, of one has a pendulum that rotates around…,”47
while in a letter to his brother Constantijn of 12 October 1668, he announced,
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“I have here a circular movement of my new invention, which runs very well
and quietly.”48
For regular conical pendulums and
different elevation angles, the
rotating bobs describe paths on the
surface of a sphere. The idea at the
basis of the parabolic conical
pendulum concept is that its bob
would follow a paraboloidal
surface. Huygens invented an
ingenious way to ensure that the
pendulum bob would indeed
describe a paraboloid for any given
L and θ: see figure 4.11 for the
technical details.49 The axis of the
parabolic
conical
pendulum
Figure 4.11: Technical justification of the parabolic conical
pendulum as an isochronous timepiece.
consisted of a metal rod OX. A
metal strip shaped like a cubic
parabola, ED, was attached to the rotation axis at point E and maintained in position
by a third metal strip, XD. The pendulum’s metal components are coloured red in
figure 4.11. When rotating around its pivot point, O, the bob, A, would be found
following a circular path anywhere on the three-dimensional surface FOFʹ while
rotating around the axis OX. The pendulum’s cord, DA, with weight A, is shown in
figure 4.11 under the assumption that the pendulum is in operation and the bob has
been raised by the centripetal force; at rest, the cord would describe the curve DEO.
In other words, the pendulum cord is at all times oriented perpendicularly to the cubic
parabola’s envelope and tangent to the metal strip extending from D towards E.
Isochronicity of the pendulum’s motion can now be demonstrated very easily. We can
assume, for mathematical simplicity, that the pendulum’s bob is suspended on its cord
from point P; this is mathematically equivalent to the practical set-up of the device.
The pendulum’s length hence becomes AP. The height of the pendulum is L cos θ =
CP, which is simultaneously the ‘subnormal’ of the parabola FOFʹ. A parabola’s
subnormal is conveniently constant for any angle θ and any point p on the curve, so
that L cos θ = p and the pendulum’s period is hence independent of θ.
4.1.3. Compound pendulums
From a mathematical perspective, Huygens’ conical clock experiments were a great
success. After all, they had allowed him to explore the centripetal force for the first
time and to determine an accurate value for the gravitational constant. However,
Huygens suggested that to construct a practical pendulum, one also needed to know
its ‘centre of oscillation,’ a physical property that was later renamed the ‘moment of
inertia’ by the influential Swiss polymath Leonhard Euler (1707–1783). This
realization was driven by the notion that realistic pendulums do not have all of their
mass concentrated at the end of a massless string. The question Huygens needed to
answer in order to develop an accurate timepiece was, What is the length of a simple
pendulum that oscillates with the same period as a realistic compound pendulum?
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Compound pendulums had already been subject of intense experimentation and
discussion for a few decades by that time. By the 1640s, the concept of the compound
pendulum was already well established and its properties had attracted the attention of
some of the leading contemporary mathematicians. In fact, in 1647 the relationship of
the compound pendulum’s period of oscillation compared with that of the simple
pendulum was the subject of a heated debate between Personne de Roberval and
Descartes. Both mathematicians were attempting to establish the quantitative, rather
complex law of motion for a compound pendulum, a pendulum that does not have its
weight and motion concentrated in a single point co-located with its bob. From our
modern perspective, we now realize that both mathematicians approached the
problem from complementary angles. At the time, however, the debate deteriorated
into a war of words. History shows that both men were right: Descartes’ insistence to
consider only the absolute value of the inertia forces was correct, while Roberval was
also correct in insisting that gravity should also be considered.50
Returning now to Huygens’ conundrum, to make significant progress on the
development of his timepiece, he needed to determine the distance from the
compound pendulum’s pivot point to its centre of mass for comparison with the
simple pendulum. His early attempts at addressing this question date back as far as
August to November 1661; 51 his definite solution was published in Horologium
Oscillatorium, where he started by explaining the idea behind his investigation:
“The investigation of the centre of oscillation or movement was one proposed
by the most learned Mersenne, and it was famous amongst the geometers of
the day; indeed this problem was attempted by me when I was still a boy,
along with many others, and I have kept the letters Mersenne sent me; and
neither should we exclude the work of Descartes recently published, which
contains answers to these things proposed by Mersenne. Moreover, he wanted
to find the centre of oscillation as I shall do here, for sectors of a circle, which
was either suspended from the vertex of the angle or from the middle of the
arc, and disturbed from the side; likewise for circular segments, and for
triangles suspended either from a vertex or from the middle of the base. These
problems are reduced to the case of the simple pendulum, that is, a weight
hanging from a string that has been found at some distance, so that the
oscillations are made in the same time as that of the object suspended in the
manner indicated.”52
Figure 4.12: (left) Huygens’ two-bob pendulum, showing bobs B and C
attached to the same pendulum rod, compared with (right) the simple
pendulum. (Huygens, C., 1661, Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan
Huygens, XVI, Part IV, pp. 415–427.)

Huygens’ working notes53 show that at first he considered two dimensionless weights,
B and C, swinging together on an inflexible, massless rod AC: see figure 4.12 (left).
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Next to this compound pendulum, he drew a simple pendulum, HP, with the same
oscillation characteristics (that is, reaching the same swing amplitude over the same
period). It follows that the speeds of B and C will be directly proportional to that of P
at corresponding points of their swings. The speed of P can be calculated from the
square root of the small height QP through which it falls to K, which is proportional
to the heights BO and CS, that is, the through which B and C fall towards E and D.
However, B and C are not bodies in free fall, but they are linked through a fixed rod.
To determine their speeds, Huygens proposes a Gedankenexperiment in which he
makes B and C collide with identical bodies G and F. He then inserts a plane at an
inclination of 45° off of which the latter two imaginary bodies would be reflected;
each will reach a height corresponding to the square of their velocities. In turn, he
expresses this concept as a function of the height CS and the ratio of the distances of
the bob from A to the height of the centre of oscillation, HK. Having reasoned
through the arguments thus far, Huygens now invokes the important principle that the
centres of gravity of G and F will rise to the same height as that of the compound
pendulum at the beginning of its swing (and not higher or lower).
At this point, Huygens cannot proceed with his analysis based on geometrical
arguments, because the masses cannot be represented geometrically. Without access
to modern calculus techniques, Huygens resorts to algebraic manipulation, where HK
is the unknown parameter. Let us now retrace his steps. Assume that the distances
HK, AB, and AD are given by x, b, and d, respectively, and B and D represent the
weights of the bobs, then we can obtain an equation for the centres of gravity before
and after the oscillation, that is,
!"!!"
!!!

and
!

!! ! !!! !
!!! !"

.

The unknown pendulum length HK then follows directly:
𝐵𝑏 ! + 𝐷𝑑 !
𝑥=
.
𝐵𝑑 + 𝐷𝑑
Rigid rods can thus be represented by a sequence of individual oscillators. His
solution formed the basis for his subsequent analysis of more complex systems.54
Building on Galileo’s law of free fall and the Italian scientist’s exploration of
swinging bodies on inclined planes, the basic premise of Huygens’ approach was that
when the centre of gravity of a system falls from rest and then moves upwards again
to the same equilibrium position, it starts and terminates at the same height,
irrespective of the changes of relative position within the system itself. Indeed,
Huygens’ first hypothesis states that
If some weights begin to move under the force of gravity, then it is not possible
for the centre of gravity of these weights to ascend to a greater height than
that found at the beginning of the motion.
Huygens clarifies a number of times that the real meaning of this hypothesis is that
bodies cannot “uniquely by virtue of their own weight” rise to a greater height than
that from which they started their fall. This is important, as was also already realized
by Galileo in his Discorsi:
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“Indeed, if those builders of new machines who tried in vain to produce
perpetual motion [motum perpetuum] had known how to use this hypothesis,
they would have easily seen their errors and would have understood that this is
in no way possible through mechanical means [mechanica ratione].”
In other words, a quantity of work cannot be done without a corresponding
compensation, perpetual motion is impossible. Huygens proceeds by introducing a
second hypothesis:
In the absence of air, and with the removal of all other known impediments to
motion, …, the centre of gravity of a disturbed pendulum travels through
equal arcs in falling and rising.
He clarifies that
“[t]his has been demonstrated for a simple pendulum in Proposition 9 of ‘On
the fall of heavy bodies’ [Horologium, Part II]. Experience declares that the
same should also be held for composite pendulums, inasmuch as, whatever be
the shape of the pendulum, it is equally fitted to continue its motion, unless to
some greater or less extent it is impeded by the air present.”
Next, in his proposition III, Huygens specifies that
If weights of certain magnitudes all descend or ascend, through any unequal
intervals; then the distances of descent or ascent of these, multiplied by their
respective weights, give a sum equal to that produced by the distance of
descent or ascent of the common centre of gravity, multiplied by the sum of all
the weights.
In modern parlance, this implies 𝐻 = ! 𝑚! 𝑟! / ! 𝑚! , where H is the height of ascent
or descent over which the centre of gravity has travelled, mi are the masses of the
compound pendulum’s segments, and ri are their respective heights of up- or
downward travel.
Then, in proposition IV, he states that the removal of the constraints between the
bodies or their parts does not affect the equivalence between height of ascent and
descent, that is, these constraints do not perform work:
If a pendulum is composed of a number weights, and it is released from rest,
then any part of the whole oscillation is carried out by the weights together;
and thus again it is understood that the individual weights of the pendulum,
without a common bond, convert the acquired speed by rising up for as long
as they are able to ascend; from this fact, it follows that the common centre of
gravity of all the weights returns to the same height that it had at the start of
the oscillation.
He proceeds to prove this proposition elegantly. I reproduce his proof here to allow
the reader to appreciate its mathematical beauty; refer to figure 4.13 for details.55
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The pendulum is composed of some number of weights A, B, C, and the rods or surfaces to
which they are attached are considered weightless. [Note that until Newton’s publication of
his Principia in 1687, ‘mass’ and ‘weight’ were often used interchangeably; in this instance,
‘weightless’ would have been ‘massless’ in modern physics parlance.] The pendulum is
suspended from the axis drawn through point D, which is understood to be perpendicular to
the plane that is shown here. The centre of gravity E lies in the same plane as the weights A,
B, and C; and the line DE from the centre is inclined to the perpendicular line DF by the
angle EDF to which line the pendulum is obviously attracted all the time. From this position
the pendulum is released and completes some part of an oscillation, so that the weights A, B,
and C arrive at points G, H, and K. Henceforth, with the common rod abandoned, it is
understood that the speeds acquired can be converted to upwards motion (since this can be
done by the masses striking certain inclined planes such as QQ) and rising for as long as
they are able, truly to L, M, and N. When they arrive at these points, the common centre of
gravity is point P. I say that this point P is at the same height as point E. For in the first
place it is agreed that point P cannot be higher than point E, from the first assumed
hypothesis.
But we will show that neither can it be lower. For, if it is possible, let P be lower than E, and
imagine the weights to fall again from the same heights to which they ascended, which are
LG, MH, and NK. Hence indeed it is agreed that they have acquired the same speeds
needed to ascend to these heights, that is, these speeds acquired from the motion of the
pendulum from CBAD to KHGD. Whereby, if with the said speeds the weights are now reattached to the rod or surface, and they continue the motion began along the arcs. The
question can now be resolved of what happens, if they are considered to continue rather than
to rebound from the inclined plane QQ, as before being attached to the rod, in the following
manner, by which the restored motion of the pendulum continues, or equally, if the motion
continues without any interruption. Thus as the centre of gravity of the pendulum E, by
descending and ascending, runs through equal arcs EF and FR, and hence it returns to the
same height R as E. Moreover, if the centre of gravity E is put higher than the
corresponding centre of gravity P for positions L, M, and N, then R will be lower than P:
and hence the centre of gravity of the weights at L, M, and N will be less in height in the
descent than the height in the ascent, which is absurd. Therefore the centre of gravity P is
not lower than E. But neither is it higher. Therefore it necessarily must be equal in height.
Q.e.d.

We already know from Galileo’s experiments that the vertical distance covered by a
free-falling heavy body starting from rest is proportional to the square of the velocity
attained during its fall, vf. Therefore, we have 𝑣f = 2 𝑔 𝐻 for each compound
pendulum segment, so that
!
! 𝑚! 𝑣!
𝑚! 𝑟! =
.
2𝑔
!

If the falling motion is constrained rather than free, we can only detect the individual
velocities by measuring the individual heights of free ascent. However, armed with
that information, we can simply apply Galileo’s relation to the heights of ascent and
express the final velocities using the same law:
!"
! 𝑚! 𝑣!
!
𝑚! 𝑟! =
.
2𝑔
!
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Figure 4.13: Huygens’ sketches in support of his derivation of the centre of oscillation for a
compound pendulum (Proposition IV). (Huygens, C., 1673, Horologium Oscillatorium, IV)

From the equivalence of the height of ascent and descent, we can now derive the
centre of gravity,
𝑚! 𝑣!! =
!

𝑚! 𝑣!!" .
!

Thus Huygens’ result implies that for a system of bodies jointly moving under the
influence of gravity, the sum of the products of their masses multiplied by the squares
of the final velocities is the same, irrespective of the nature of the motion, that is,
constrained or free. In his Proposition V, Huygens concludes,
For a given pendulum composed from any number of weights, if the individual
weights are multiplied by the square of their distance from the centre of
oscillation, and the sum of the products is divided by that product, which is the
sum of the weights multiplied by the distance of the common centre of gravity
of all the weights from the axis of oscillation; then the quotient arising from
this is the length of the simple isochronous pendulum, or the distance between
the axis and the centre of oscillation of the composite pendulum.
In essence, Huygens used an equivalent approach to the conservation of energy to
define the centre of gravity of a compound pendulum in terms of the modern notion of
its moment of inertia. This theoretical breakthrough allowed him to develop his
understanding of the use of pendulum clocks equipped with weights sliding along the
pendulum rod to adjust for—or, indeed, measure—geographical differences. None of
the previous versions of his pendulum clock—neither the simple pendulum nor that
equipped with cycloidal chops—required integration of sliding weights to keep it
going precisely. After all, their bobs could be adjusted easily to calibrate their
timekeeping to agree with the stars, with the solar time (that is, corrected for the
equation of time), or with a second clock.
The idea of using sliding weights came from an unexpected direction. Around the
same time that Huygens completed his calculations allowing him to properly adjust
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mean clock time to solar time, he announced the addition of sliding weights to his
clock. This would make its regulation by the table of the equation of time easier and
more accurate. While considering the importance of developing an accurate
timepiece, Huygens was struck by the idea that the length of a simple, isochronous
‘seconds’ pendulum—a little longer than 39 inches, making seconds pendulums nonportable—which beat with a precisely calibrated period of two seconds, might be
employed as a universal standard of measure. Together with Wren, he suggested to
his counterparts at the newly established Royal Society of London that one-third of
that length would be a ‘clock foot’ (pes horarius). The 12 founders of the Society first
met on 28 November 1660. Following a recruitment drive to increase the number of
Fellows, the record of their next meeting, held on 5 December 1660, states that
“… [i]t was ordered that Mr Wren be desired to prepare against the next
meeting for the Pendulum Experiment. ...”56
Huygens was the first foreign scientist to visit the Royal Society and work with its
Fellows in 1661. This eventually led to his election as a Fellow of the Royal Society
in 1663, although he does not seem to have appreciated the honour very much:
“If you are a Fellow of the Royal Society, you should not think that you have to
be extraordinary, because I see that everyone is admitted [to the Fellowship]
easily. Two days ago,57 I was also admitted, without having noticed that I am
now smarter than before my admission, in any field.”58
The idea he initially proposed to the Royal Society’s Fellowship in 1661, that is,
exploring the use of the pendulum to define a universal measure of length, was taken
up enthusiastically, leading to numerous experiments with simple as well as cycloidal
pendulums, many of which were pursued independently of Huygens’ direct influence.
Unfortunately, however, Huygens’ idea did not work as well in practice as it had
appeared in theory. In addition, pendulums made of different compounds were
observed to behave differently.59
English efforts to arrive at an all-encompassing theory of vibration, supported by the
Royal Society, included investigations of simple harmonic motion, the behaviour of
conical pendulums and vibrating springs, ad hoc applications of isochronism, and
generalizations of the law of the conservation of the ‘living force’ (vis viva). The
latter was an early formulation of the law specifying the conservation of a system’s
energy. Rival camps vehemently argued that the vis viva was either kinetic energy
( ! 𝑚! 𝑣!! ) or momentum ( ! 𝑚! 𝑣! ). These arguments pitted famous contemporary
physicists such as Leibniz against the likes of Isaac Newton and Descartes. Hooke led
the English efforts to establish a viable theory of vibration. In support of this goal, he
performed a series of demonstrations over the better part of two decades,60 on the
circular pendulum (1666), the inclining pendulum (1666), the parabolic pendulum
(1667), which we discussed earlier in this chapter, the spring pendulum (1678), and
the simple pendulum (1687). The Royal Society also asked Hooke to verify Huygens’
new rules on the properties related to a pendulum’s centre of oscillation,61 which the
latter had announced in his correspondence with Moray in the early 1660s.
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4.1.4. Geographical variations
At the time of their proposal, Huygens and Wren did not realize that, for the same
length, the pendulum’s period is affected by one’s geographic location. Of course,
with the advantage of having access to the insights from modern physics, this
dependence follows naturally from the pendulum period’s dependence on the inverse
square root of the gravitational constant (see Chapter 3.1.1). The leading scientists of
the time would soon be confronted with geographic differences in the behaviour of
the pendulum clock, however. Between 1671 and 1673 the French astronomer Jean
Richer (c. 1630–1696) undertook a number of experiments and measurements in
Cayenne (French Guyana) at the request of the Parisian Académie Royale des
Sciences, an organization established in 1666 partially to undertake scientific
expeditions. Within three weeks of the Académie’s first meeting, on 11 January 1667,
the French astronomer Adrien Auzout (1622–1691) proposed a scientific expedition
to Madagascar,62 which was then expected to become the new headquarters of the
recently established French East India Company.63 Olmsted has pointed out that
Azout, a leading scientist who was actively involved in the foundation of the
Académie as well as in planning the Observatoire de Paris (Paris Observatory),
“... had discerned with remarkable insight the great scientific possibilities of
such a voyage. Moreover, the ends of the expedition as he conceived them
were exclusively scientific. … A considerable gulf separates these lucid
proposals from the confused ideas about scientific voyaging current in
scientific circles in Paris and in London at the time.”64
The members of the Académie agreed that the expedition’s main purpose would be to
test Huygens’ proposals for solving the longitude problem using three of his
pendulum clocks, commissioned at Royal expense, although the research was
eventually done in in Cayenne, not in Madagascar.
Around the same time, the first reliable ephemerides of Jupiter’s moons had been
published, which finally allowed contemporary scholars to pursue accurate longitude
determinations, at least on land.65,66 Simultaneous observations from a number of
different locales of the eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites by their parent planet allowed
accurate determination of one’s geographical position; excellent measurements were
obtained in Paris, Florence, Rome, and Danzig (Gdansk).67 Therefore, in early 1669,
upon the arrival in Paris of Giovanni Domenico Cassini, the new Director of the
Observatoire de Paris, the records of the Académie reveal that they
“... began to discuss sending observers under the patronage of our most
munificent King into different parts of the world to observe the longitudes of
localities for the perfection of geography and navigation.”68
By March 1670, the high-profile French Minister and driving force behind the
establishment of the French East India Company, Jean-Baptiste Colbert, wrote that
the Académie would send assistant Jean Richer, accompanied by a certain M.
Meurisse, both of whom had been made “mathematicians designated to go to
Cayenne to make astronomical observations of utility to navigation”69 in January of
that year, to the East Indies (that is, initially not to Cayenne)
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“... to make various astronomical observations in connection with others
which are to be made here [in Paris], and to test the clocks which have been
constructed for the determination of longitude at sea.”70
Although Richer and Meurisse went to La Rochelle (France) in preparation for their
sailing, when their ship set sail, neither Richer nor Meurisse were on board.
Apparently, Huygens’ clocks did not arrive in time for the ship’s departure, as attested
in a letter received by Colbert:
“Mr. Richer’s clocks arrived here after the departure of the Persian squadron
[to Madagascar]. I think it will be decided to send him to Acadia. It is a voyage
from east to west during which he will be able to make his experiments; and, if
he returns in time, it will be possible for him to embark on Le Breton [for the
East Indies] in October.”71
The Académie was intent on testing a competing method for longitude determination,
proposed by the French astronomer and cartographer Jean Deshayes (Deshaies; d.
1706), on the same journey to Acadia (Canada, then known as Nouvelle France) in
May 1670. The territory had just been returned to France by the English under the
terms of the Treaty of Breda (31 July 1667), which marked the end of the Second
Anglo–Dutch War (1665–1667). Nothing is known of Deshayes’ family background,
although it is clear that in 1668 he was clearly recognized as a promising scholar.
After all, Colbert—King Louis XIV’s right-hand ministerial adviser—selected him to
validate a new, as yet secret method of calculating longitude at sea involving
measurements of lunar eclipses and the ephemerides of Jupiter’s satellites. (A year
after his arrival in Québec, Canada, in 1685, he established a geographical
measurement system in Canada based on triangulation and successfully confirmed the
difference in longitude of Québec with respect to that of Paris, that is, 72° 13',72 using
this lunar eclipse method.) Meanwhile, Colbert received a letter from La Rochelle
from his protégé Jean Talon (1626–1694), Count d’Orsainville, the first Intendant of
Justice, Public Order, and Finances in Canada, Acadia, and Newfoundland,
announcing that
“I have already had the honour to write you that Richer will embark with his
clocks on the Saint Sébastien for Acadia. Deshayes will also sail on the same
vessel with the instrument that he has made in Paris. It is to be hoped that
from the contact of these two men, who are embarking on good terms,
knowledge will result with which you may be satisfied.”73
Huygens himself had high expectations of Richer’s 1670 expedition; his excitement is
palpable in a letter to his colleague, the German natural philosopher and Londonbased diplomat Henry Oldenburg (née Heinrich Oldenburg; c. 1619–1677) dated 22
January of that year:
“The voyage to test our method to determine eastern and western longitudes
has not yet departed, but will do so in a month. There is little reason to doubt
its success after the successful recent voyage [under the command of] du
Beaufort to Candia, where we determined the longitudes of several places
along the Mediterranean Sea, both on our way out and on the return.”74
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(We will return to these Mediterranean Sea trials in Section 4.1.8.) However, in the
same letter, he also conceded that
“… errors made during long voyages are [expected to be] larger, so that we
shall see more clearly the usefulness of this invention.”
Prior to leaving La Rochelle, Richer set one of the clocks at exactly 12 o’clock at the
precise moment when the Sun passed through the local meridian (that is, when the
Sun had reached the point due south). Having sailed to a certain point in the Atlantic
Ocean, he was meant to set the other clock at 12 o’clock sharp, again at the precise
moment when the Sun passed through that location’s local meridian. The difference in
time between both clocks would indicate the difference in longitude between La
Rochelle and Richer’s location at sea.
The Saint Sébastien sailed on 1 May 1670, but the ship soon encountered inclement
weather. Unfortunately, before conditions could improve, both of Huygens’ clocks
had stopped working, and neither was restarted during the voyage. One of the clocks
stopped during the storm, but Richer did not restart it immediately, despite his clear
instructions to the contrary. The second clock followed suit and stopped some 10–12
hours later. Again, contrary to instructions, Richer simply discontinued the tests
completely. As a result, the clocks rapidly deteriorated in their mountings and
eventually crashed onto the ship’s deck. Huygens, upon hearing of this failure,
accused Richer of incompetence. In short, Huygens concluded that the voyage had
been a disaster, which no one at the time denied. He pursued the lack of cooperation
he had experienced and in February 1671, Huygens complained to the Académie’s
first secretary, the French natural philosopher and cleric Jean-Baptiste du Hamel
(Duhamel; 1624–1706), that
“Richer’s handling of the clocks had been bad throughout the voyage. For
want of a little oil, properly applied, the clocks had been needlessly damaged
and afterward more or less ruined; for want of attention to the written
instructions provided, they had not been started again after the storm so that
they might be observed during the balance of the voyage. In short, the want of
success on this occasion, as far as I can judge, stems more from the
carelessness of the observers than from the failure of the clocks.”75
He continued to complain by saying “qu’on s’est fort peu appliqué à bien faire
réussir cette experience” (that they have done very little to ensure a successful
outcome), because of the Académie’s apparent lack of interest, but there are no
records as to whether he ever received a response.
By September 1670, preparation commenced for a second scientific expedition, this
time to Cayenne, which eventually left La Rochelle on 8 February 1672. Richer was
initially meant to take with him a new, remodelled marine clock designed by
Huygens, but this plan was abandoned because of time constraints (the clock had not
been completed by the time the ship set sail because Huygens had been ill). Huygens
reacted, perhaps unnecessarily, hostile; he had been unhappy and rather vindictive in
his blame of Richer for the failure of the earlier trial of his marine clocks, which made
him say that he was glad that the clock was not ready in time for Richer to test it.
Huygens wrote to Oldenburg that, even if his remodelled marine clock had been ready
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for a new French expedition to the West Indies, he would not have sent it along with
Richer:
“I think I would rather go one day myself on some little trip to see to the
success of this invention, because I realize that much depends on the diligence
of those who are committed to it and in whom I am not very satisfied until
now.”76
Nevertheless, Richer’s observations
of a lunar eclipse and of Jupiter’s
moons resulted in the determination
of the longitude of Cayenne with
respect to Paris, which was however
three minutes too large.
At the same time, the astronomers at
Paris Observatory proceeded with
their appointed task to map France
more precisely than ever before. 77
Importantly, to compare new
observations with earlier records, it
was crucial to confirm the
geographical locations of the
historical observatories used to
obtain those earlier records. Most
important among the latter were the
observations made by Tycho Brahe
between 1576 and 1597 at his
Uraniborg observatory in Denmark,
Figure 4.14: Ole Rømer at his transit instrument (from located on the island of Hven in the
Horrebow, P., 1735, Basis Astronomiæ ..., Ch. VIII. Øresund, the body of water between
Copenhagen) showing on the left-hand side a version of Denmark and present-day Sweden.
Huygens’ pendulum clock. Rømer’s discovery in 1676
of a delay in the arrival time on Earth of the light
signals coming from the eclipse of Jupiter’s moon Io
was made possible by virtue of the accuracy of one of
Huygens’ clocks.

The
French
astronomer
and
geodesist Jean Picard (1620–1682),
founding member of the Académie,
proposed in 1669 that he travel to
Uraniborg to precisely re-measure its geographical location using the emphemeris
tables published by Cassini in Paris. Brahe’s measurements were based on the
Uraniborg meridian, while Cassini’s related to the Paris meridian, so careful mapping
from one to the other was required. Over a period of eight months in 1671–1672,
Picard, his assistant Estienne Villiard, the Danish mathematician Rasmus Bartholin
(1625–1698), the young Danish astronomer and mathematician Ole Rømer (1644–
1710), and Anders Spole (1630–1699), then professor of mathematics at Lund
University, used eclipses of Jupiter’s moons to determine that the difference in the
longitude of Uraniborg with respect to that of Paris was 10° 32' 30''.78 These new
measurements and Rømer’s observations of the eclipses of Jupiter’s moons (see figure
4.14)—whose deviations from pre-calculated times led him to suggest, in 1676, that
the speed of light is finite—contributed greatly to Cassini’s revision of the ephemeris
tables for Jupiter’s satellites. Eventually, in the long-delayed79,80 1693 revision of the
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tables, accurate eclipse times were given for Paris Observatory,81 which set the stage
for accurate longitude determinations elsewhere on Earth. 82 Halley, for instance,
converted Cassini’s tables for use in London in 1694, to which he added a detailed
commentary.83
In Cayenne (shown in figure 4.15), meanwhile, one of Richer’s important tasks was to
calculate the length required for a seconds pendulum and compare this with the length
obtained in Paris. Although this observation was not considered particularly important
from the outset, Richer wrote in his report,
“One of the most important observations I have made is that of the length of
the seconds pendulum, which has been found shorter in Cayenne than at
Paris. For the same measurement marked on an iron rod in the former place
in accordance with the length found necessary to make a seconds pendulum
was transported to France and compared with the Paris measurement. The
difference between them was found to be 11/4 lignes [2.8 mm], by which the
Cayenne measurement falls short of the Paris measurement, which is 3 feet,
183
/5 lignes. This observation was repeated during ten whole months, when no
work passed without its being carefully performed several times. The
vibrations of the simple pendulum which was used were very short and
remained quite perceptible up to 52 minutes, and were compared with those of
an extremely good clock whose vibrations indicated seconds.”84

Figure 4.15: Drawing from Richer’s Observations astronomiques et physiques faites en l’isle de
Caïenne (Paris, 1679). Most of the astronomical instruments used by Richer are shown, including one
of Thuret’s pendulum clocks. (Artist: Sebastian Le Clerc; available under the Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike License.)

Indeed, these results were also deemed very important by Richer’s contemporaries.
Newton highlighted them in his Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica
(Principia; 1687), stating that Richer’s pendulum clock—which kept perfect time in
Paris—went slow in Cayenne:
“Now several astronomers, sent into remote countries to make astronomical
observations, have found that pendulum clocks do accordingly move slower
near the equator than in our climates. And, first of all, in the year 1672, Mr.
Richer took notice of it on the island of Cayenne; for when, in the month of
August, he was observing the transits of the fixed stars over the meridian, he
found his clock to go slower than it ought in respect of the mean motion of the
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Sun at the rate of 2m 28s a day.”85
Richer is generally regarded as the first person to have observed a difference in the
force of gravity as a function of location on Earth, although other scientists had earlier
made similar suggestions. For instance, Hooke did not subscribe to the idea that the
pendulum may be a reliable standard because of differences in the Earth’s gravity in
different locations, at different altitudes—which had already been raised as a concern
by the English philosopher and scholar Francis Bacon in his Novum Organum
Scientiarum (New Organon) in 1620—in addition to differences in the local climate
and in atmospheric conditions; these concerns prompted Boyle and Brouncker in 1661
to propose that a pendulum clock should be taken up the Pico Tenerife, the tallest
mountain of the Canary Islands, presumably to test the effects of varying air pressure
on the stability of pendulum operation. The first volume of the Royal Society’s
Register Book records as one of the main questions “propounded and agreed upon to
be sent to Teneriffe by the Lord Brouncker and Mr. Boyle” on 2 January 1661,
“4, Try by an hour-glass, whether a pendulum-clock goeth faster or slower on
the top of the hill than below.”
In addition, in his monograph Observationes diametrorum solis et lunae apparentium
... Cum tabula declinationum solis ... Huic adjecta est Brevis dissertatio de dierum
naturalium inaequalittate et de temporis aequatione (Paris, 1670), the French abbot
and scientist Gabriel Mouton (1618–1694) attempted to quantify these differences. He
published a value for the length of a seconds pendulum in Lyon that differed
significantly from that measured at Paris. From the variations of this length with
latitude, he proposed to deduce the length of the terrestrial meridian, that is, the size
of the Earth. In turn, he suggested to take a fraction of this latter measurement—the
minute of arc or mille (milliare)—as the universal unit of length.
Nevertheless, leading scientists such as Picard were unconvinced, insisting that the
length was constant and independent of latitude. He persisted in his opposition to the
reality of latitudinal variations even in the face of careful observations made by a
dedicated, Académie-sponsored scientific expedition to Gorée, off the coast of
present-day Senegal in West Africa, the Cape Verde islands, and the West Indies.86
Huygens himself was undecided until well into 1687, commenting that he could
provide a theoretical rationale for both the reality and the absence of latitudinal
variations.87 However, despite his initial reservations as regards Richer’s competence,
the latter’s observations led Huygens to suggest that this geographical variation would
be owing to the centripetal force from the Earth’s rotation. This is indeed a latitudedependent effect.
4.1.5. Sliding weights
Returning now to Huygens’ ‘sliding weights’ analysis of the compound pendulum in
the late 1650s and early 1660s, he has provided us with a straightforward way to
determine where along a rod we would need to place a fixed weight so that the
resulting compound pendulum has a period of exactly two seconds (that is, a ‘seconds
pendulum’). This is equivalent to the statement that we can determine the distance
from the point of suspension to the centre of oscillation so that its length is the same
as that of a simple seconds pendulum. A small weight added to the pendulum’s centre
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of oscillation will not cause any change to its period. We can calculate where to place
a weight to result in a precise change in period. That is the key principle behind the
sliding weight (poids curseur), which Huygens first wrote about to Moray on 30
December 1661:88
“Since some time now [depuis quelques temps] I have found how to adjust
very precisely the time of my clock by applying a small sliding weight to the
copper rod of the pendulum.”
Despite Huygens’ confident tone, the phrase “depuis quelques temps” appears to be
somewhat exaggerated. His 1660 revision of Horologium did not discuss the
principles underlying his theory of the centre of oscillation. It thus appears that
although his notes and calculations from the second half of 1659 indicate that
Huygens had started to work on the problem, he did not solve the main difficulties
until some time in 1661. At that point, he pursued calculations that led to a table
listing the settings of a sliding weight for gains over 24 hours of up to 2 minutes by
five-second intervals.89
These first results allowed Huygens to account to some extent for the discrepancies
uncovered by the Royal Society’s experiments, but it took until 1664 before he
managed to explain why the size of the bob made a difference. By that time, he had
successfully developed the mathematical background to apply the basic principle to a
range of bob shapes, including a sphere. He could not yet locate the precise centre of
oscillation of a pendulum made of a fine wire and a round bob: for a fixed length of
wire the distance from the geometrical centre turned out to depend on the bob’s
radius.90
4.1.6. Theoretical insights inform practical applications
In the context of the development of new science in early modern Europe, Huygens
was a typical practitioner, adept at deriving and proving his results in theory,
supplemented by practical design sketches where viable. To him, his pendulum clock
represented a practical interface between the philosophical and mathematical worlds
on the one hand and physical reality on the other—indeed, between theory and
practice. This attitude allowed him to increase his clocks’ accuracy quite significantly
in a carefully orchestrated, step-wise manner: each step forward aimed at reaching a
new, more tightly constrained tolerance level. This interplay between theory and
practice facilitated Huygens’ drive for perfection, reducing the practical tolerance of
his timing devices to fractions of seconds and inches. Huygens thus set the standard
for future attempts at achieving improved mechanical precision.
Although Huygens was an excellent theoretician, he left the final construction of his
designs to qualified clockmakers. This required him to establish productive working
relationships with these latter professionals, something that did not come easy to him.
This was largely a problem caused by his inability or, perhaps, unwillingness to
recognize the unique expertise they brought to their collaboration, and to which he
would otherwise not have had access, along with their skill. Think in this context of
his famous dispute with the Parisian clockmaker Thuret, which we will discuss in
detail in Chapter 5.1.1; a dispute caused by this same type of arrogance would also
develop from his collaboration with Alexander Bruce, as we will see below.
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Translation of theoretical considerations into practically viable instruments is not
always as straightforward as it may appear at first sight. One important obstacle
which had to be dealt with was the unavoidable friction owing to air resistance and
gearing. The obvious solution to the friction problem is to
make frictional forces irrelevant by using sufficient mass in
one’s construction. A heavier bob allows the pendulum to
keep moving smoothly until it gets its next power boost
from the clock’s escapement mechanism. In turn, this
increases the pendulum’s quality factor (Q factor),
rendering the pendulum’s motion less dependent on any
mechanical errors passed on, thus leading to increased
accuracy. However, a heavier bob also requires more
energy to be transferred from the clock’s power source, as
well as more friction and wear. In addition, the pendulum
rod—as well as the bob itself—must be thin so as to allow
the pendulum to slice through the air, while the pendulum
must also be enclosed to avoid perturbations by drafts. The
requirement for sufficiently massive pendulums that were
also thin (unlike Huygens’ original pendulums) resulted in
the tapered, lens-shaped discs in use on present-day
pendulum clocks. In addition, the silk threads used for the
pendulum rod in Huygens’ design were extremely light and
strong, with little stretch and high resistance to rot, and they
also minimized friction at the pivot point.

Figure 4.16: Bruce’s ‘F’shaped crutch, developed in
1661;
drawing
from
Huygens’
1664
patent
application.

Despite all of these improvements, theoretical
breakthroughs and practical inventions, one important
aspect had not yet been resolved. Pendulum clocks,
particularly those featuring the latest advances, work very
well on stable surfaces, but not on the rocking and pitching
platforms expected at sea—one intrinsic difficulty we have
seen already: as soon as a pendulum is tilted from the
vertical direction, its length changes, and therefore so does
its oscillation period.

4.1.7. Huygens’ rivalry with Alexander Bruce
Earlier in this chapter, we already found out about Richer’s unsuccessful tests of
Huygens’ clocks at sea, but his voyages were not the first marine tests. Instead, the
first viable marine pendulum resulted from a collaboration between Huygens and the
Scottish inventor Alexander Bruce, Second Earl of Kincardine, in November and
December 1662.91,92,93 In 1660, Bruce had joined King Charles II in The Hague before
his triumphant return on 29 May of that year to England, a period known as the
Restoration (or the Stuart Restoration, referring to the family name of the British
monarchy), in which he reclaimed the thrones of England, Scotland, and Ireland for
the monarchy after more than a decade of republican rule. It is likely that Huygens’
new pendulum clocks were discussed at that time, leading to Bruce’s interest in their
application as potential Longitude Clocks.
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Huygens and Bruce became involved in a collaboration that was at times awkward
and sometimes hostile: Huygens felt that Bruce had elbowed his way into a field that
the Dutch scientist had developed. Nevertheless, Bruce implemented a number of
innovations to the pendulum clock design that preceded Huygens’ own efforts. In
1661, when Huygens visited him in London, Bruce demonstrated his new doublefork, ‘F’-shaped crutch for the first time (see figure 4.16 94 ), which had been
designed—likely by the Fromanteels in London—to avoid the rigid-body rotation
allowed by a single crutch. The known existence of a table clock with an offset
winder as fusee dating from before 1662, fitted with an English dialplate and signed
‘Severyn Oosterwyck Hague’ suggests that Bruce added a fusee to his marine
pendulum clock well before Huygens adopted the same approach.95 This can be taken
as evidence of the London origin of Bruce’s original marine timepiece, which he
showed to Huygens in 1661.
Both men continued to develop their own marine pendulums. Bruce spent the period
from March to December 1662 in The Hague, when he commissioned the clockmaker
Severijn Oosterwijck (before 1637–c. 1694) to construct two marine clocks to his
own, spring-driven design. 96 At that time, Huygens was still pursuing his own
rectangular, weight-driven designs—or perhaps he simply depicted his clock design
as such in order to confuse and divert competitors. After all, it had become
increasingly clear already by the early 1660s—at least to Hooke and the elder
Fromanteel, who is thought to have made Bruce’s prototype marine pendulum to
Hooke’s design—that spring-driven remontoires were much more practical on choppy
seas than their weight-driven counterparts. On his return voyage to England, one of
Bruce’s Oosterwijck clocks was badly damaged, to the point that it was no longer
useful for accurate timekeeping at sea. The London clockmaker John Hilderson was
entrusted with making a copy, which in turn was taken on Captain Robert Holmes’ (c.
1622–1692) voyage to West Africa in 1663–1664. We will return to Holmes’ voyages
later in this chapter.
Meanwhile, during the summer of 1662, Huygens’ wrote a number of enthusiastic
letters to both his brother Lodewijk and to Moray, referring to a
“… small pendulum clock ... which works sufficiently well to serve for [the
purposes of] longitude determination, and which, once I have given it a push,
continues to move without stopping in my room, where it is suspended from 5
foot long ropes, but I have yet to test it on water, for which we should
requisition a reasonably sized vessel to [allow us to] sail on choppy seas,
something I do not know when I could achieve it.”97
Upon hearing the news, Constantijn Huygens Sr., their father, appears to have become
overly excited, since on 9 November 1662 Huygens asked his brother Lodewijk to
urge their father to tone down his enthusiasm:
“I am not as advanced with the invention of [a method to determine] longitudes,
as it seems that you believe, and I wish that Father does not talk about it until I
have ensured that it is useful. Mr. Brus [Bruce], who has returned to Scotland,
will undertake a sea trial whose success I look forward to, because it is of great
importance for these affairs.”98
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Indeed, he was still working on the longitude problem, but meanwhile Bruce had
agreed to undertake sea trials, supported by the Royal Society, to test the clocks’
reliability and accuracy. Moray, Brouncker, and Hooke were all present at Bruce’s
earliest sea trials, in 1662.99,100 Hooke was clearly impressed:
“The Lord Kincardine did resolve to make some Trial what might be done, by
carrying a Pendulum Clock to Sea; for which End, he contrived to make the
Watch Part to be moved by a Spring instead of a Weight; and then making the
Case of the Clock very heavy with Lead, he suspended it, underneath the Deck
of the Ship, by a Ball and Socket of Brass, making the Pendulum but short;
namely, to vibrate half Seconds, and that he might be better inabled to judge of
the Effect of it, he caused two of the same Kind of Pendulum Clocks to be made,
and suspended them both pretty near the middle of the Vessel, underneath the
Deck; thus done, having first adjusted them to go equal to one another, and
pretty near to the true Time; he caused them first to move parallel to one
another, that is, in the Plane of the Length of the Ship, and afterwards he turned
one to move in a Plane at Right Angles with the former; and in both these Cases
it was found by Trials made at Sea, at which I (i.e. Dr. Hook) was present, that
they would vary from one another, though not very much, sometimes one
gaining and sometimes the other, and both of them from the true Time, but yet
not so much but that we judged that they might be of very good Use at Sea, if
some farther Contrivances about them were thought upon, and put in Practice.
This first Trial was made in the Year 1662; whereupon, these being found to be
able to continue their Motion without stopping, several other Clocks of this
Nature were made and sent to Sea, by such as should make farther Experiment
of their Use.”
The success of these first sea trials also raised concerns regarding national security
issues. Abraham Hill (1633–1721), a British merchant, wondered aloud “whether
such arcana may be divulged, and so become of as much advantage to foreigners as
to ourselves.”101
In his letter to Lodewijk of 14 December 1662,102 Huygens wrote, clearly unhappy,
that Bruce claimed intellectual rights to some of the marine clock’s design, as well as
a share in any profits resulting from its commercialization, but he did not go into
details. Although Huygens eventually but reluctantly agreed to pay him an equal
share, Bruce demanded more. He went so far as to dismiss Huygens’ contributions as
simply an obvious extension of earlier work, which was highly insulting from
Huygens’ perspective. In addition, Huygens felt cornered by the regulation that a
foreigner could not apply for an English patent,103 leaving the way open for Bruce to
proceed without any regard for Huygens’ intellectual contributions. Mediation by
Moray on behalf of the Royal Society104 salvaged the situation to some extent. The
result was that Bruce agreed to share the patent with the Royal Society, which acted
both on behalf of Huygens as well as in its own right.105
Publicly, Huygens’ approach to this issue seemed to have consisted of simply
ignoring Bruce’s claims: even when Bruce and the Royal Society were granted an
English patent on 13 March 1665, Huygens deferred any discussion of their clock’s
design or Bruce’s contribution, of which the most important aspects were the use of a
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steel ball encased in a brass cylinder as the marine pendulum’s pivot and the
application of the ‘F’-shaped crutch. Both innovations were included in Huygens’
patent drawings of November 1664. 106 Nevertheless, we have to wait until the
publication of Horologium Oscillatorium in 1673 to unveil some of the mystery
surrounding the Huygens–Bruce marine clock design:107
“Instead of a weight they had a steel strip wound in a spiral, but the force of
which the wheels were turned ‘round, just as is commonly employed in those
small watches that are wont to be carried about. So that the clocks could endure
the tossing of the ship, he [Bruce] suspended them from a steel ball enclosed in
a brass cylinder, and extending downward the arm of the crutch that sustains
the pendulum’s motion (the pendulum, by the way, was a half-foot in length) he
doubled it to resemble the form of an inverted letter F; namely, lest the
pendulum’s motion wander out in a circle with the danger of stoppage.”108
Huygens had already considered a number of different ways in which to reduce
friction and suspend a clock from a pivot so that the ship’s motion would not affect
the clock’s operation.109 Bruce’s idea of using a
steel ball inside a brass cylinder turned out to be
highly effective and stable in tests performed in
The Hague. Huygens shipped two clocks
featuring this new design to Bruce at the Royal
Society in London in early 1663. They were
eventually sent on sea trials to Lisbon, Guinea,
and into the Atlantic Ocean, under the command
of Holmes on board the English Royal Navy
frigate H.M.S. Reserve.110 The first results were
obtained between 28 April and 4 September
1663. They exceeded expectations, confirming
that both clocks ran highly reliably, to within a
few minutes over 24-hour time intervals, and
allowed longitude determinations which were
Figure 4.17: Frontispiece of Thomas within a few minutes of arc of those determined
Spratt’s History of the Royal Society of by independent means—which explains the bitter
London (London, 1667). A garlanded disappointment Huygens felt following Richer’s
bust of King Charles II stands upon a
failed tests supported by the French Académie a
pedestal between William Brouncker and
decade later. However, Samuel Pepys (1633–
Francis Bacon.
1703), Clerk of the Acts to the Navy Board,
politician and diarist, questioned the accuracy of Holmes’ measurements:
“The said master [the captain of Holmes’ ship] affirmed, that the vulgar
reckoning proved as near as that of the watches, which, added he, had varied
from one another unequally, sometimes backward, sometimes forward, to 4, 6,
7, 3, 5 minutes; as also that they had been corrected by the usual account.”111
Nevertheless, given their early success, Moray and Brouncker offered their backing to
Huygens and Bruce to market their clocks in the Dutch Republic, France, Spain,
Sweden, and Denmark. They had previously attempted to patent Hooke’s springdriven pendulum clock, but we have already seen that Hooke aborted these efforts in
1660 because of the restrictive terms associated with the proposed application. Their
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new efforts to turn the Huygens–Bruce clocks into commercial success did not work
out either.112
Figure 4.17 is a reproduction of the frontispiece of Thomas Spratt’s History of the
Royal Society of London (London, 1667), of which Spratt, later Bishop of Rochester,
was a co-founder. The engraving was designed by the well-known English writer and
diarist John Evelyn (1620–1706) and produced by the Bohemian etcher Wenceslaus
(Václav) Hollar (1607–1677). It is meant to show the scene at the founding of the
Royal Society, including Bruce’s (triangular) Longitude Clock as well as a Tall
Clock, possibly the Bishop of Exeter Seth Ward’s ‘Lawrence Rooke’ commemorative
clock, made by Ahasuerus Fromanteel in 1662–1663.
Holmes’ second voyage in 1664 on the H.M.S. Jersey proved to be a crucial
confirmation of the promise of the Huygens–Bruce marine clock design. Holmes had
set sail due west from St. Thomas off the coast of Guinea, heading out some 800
leagues (approximately 4500 km) into the Atlantic Ocean before revising their course
northeastwards to the coast of Africa. When, after a few days the ship’s stores and,
particularly, their fresh water supply began to dwindle, Holmes’ senior crew
recommended that they reroute towards Barbados. Their traditional piloting methods
placed them some 100 leagues from Cape Verde—a 3–4 day run—but longitude
determinations based on Holmes’ clock suggested that they were only some 30
leagues out of port. Holmes decided to trust his own measurements and continue their
predetermined course; they reached the islands the next afternoon.113 Huygens’ clock
had thus proved its potential as a marine navigation aid; the traditional method had
been unable to detect that the ship had drifted with the ocean currents some 80
leagues eastwards…
Obtaining details about the voyage after its completion turned out to be troublesome,
however: upon his return to English shores, Holmes was immediately escorted to the
Tower of London as a prisoner, allegedly for unwarranted hostile actions against
foreign interests.114 Indeed, although Holmes’s orders, signed by King James II of
England, were to “promote the Interests of the Royall Company”—that is, the Royal
African Company, which had been established to trade along the west coast of
Africa—and to “kill, take, sink, or destroy such as shall oppose you”, he had been too
successful; more successful even than anticipated by the most unreasonable (that is,
commercial and greedy) expectations.
James’s predecessor, King Charles II, had expressly promoted pursuing economic
dominance, to the detriment of the Dutch. He clearly hoped that a combination of
English naval force and state-sanctioned piracy would cripple the Dutch Republic
financially and force the Staten Generaal to agree to a favourable peace settlement.
Instead, Holmes’ actions, which consisted of having captured Dutch forts on the West
African coast—including the Dutch base at Gorée, Anta Castle on the Gold Coast,
and the principal Dutch base of Cape Coast Castle near El Mina on 1 May 1664—and
half a dozen ships (including the West Indiaman Brill on 27 December 1663 and the
Goulden Lyon on 28 March 1664), led to the Second Anglo–Dutch war. This had
significant repercussions back in London, and so Holmes was made a scapegoat and
charged with exceeding his orders. However, it was not his military prowess that
landed him in the Tower of London, but the greed of the Company’s governors—
Holmes’ ill-gotten takings in merchandise were far behind the Company’s rather
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unrealistic materialistic expectations, which led to him being committed to the Tower
on both 9 January and 14 February 1665.
His imprisonment was cut short, however, by the Dutch declaration of 22 February
1665—which was interpreted by the English as a declaration of war—that they would
retaliate against British shipping.115 Holmes’ leadership and naval expertise were
hence sorely needed again. Meanwhile, Moray, acting on Huygens’ behalf, tracked
down another of the H.M.S. Jersey’s officers by early March 1665, who provided
enough insights to suggest that the original data needed updating.116 However, Moray
kept the information about the ship having drifted on account of the ocean currents to
himself until 27 March 1665.117
Huygens, nevertheless enthralled by the success of this latest voyage, proceeded
forcefully. He published an account of the voyage and its scientific success in the 23
February 1665 issue of the Journal des Sçavans118 and offered his clock for public
sale. He offered anyone interested in purchasing his clocks detailed instructions
regarding its regulation and use, collected in his Kort Onderwys aengaende het
gebruyck der horologiën tot het vinden der lenghten van Oost en West (1665),119
which was translated into English in 1669, titled Instructions Concerning the Use of
Pendulum-Watches, for find the Longitude at Sea. It contained the first known table of
the equation of time, although Huygens used conventions that differ from those
commonly applied today: he computed the equation of time as a positive number,
setting his zero value at 11 February. To reconcile his values with the position of the
‘mean’ Sun, one should subtract the annual average of his values, corresponding to 14
min 25 s.120
The Staten van Hollant en Westfrieslant (the States of Holland) issued a 15-year
patent for his marine clock on 16 December 1664.121 A series of letters to Moray at
the Royal Society and Chapelain at the French Académie in the spring of 1665 show
that this prompted him to seek the same recognition from the French and English
governments.122 While his patent applications were being considered, he halted his
plans to publish his new treatise, Horologium Oscillatorium, which contained full
details of his clock’s design and which he had been working on since making the first
revisions to its precursor, Horologium, in 1660. Clearly, if he wanted to make a profit
from his work, particularly now that his first marine clock looked like it might sustain
rigorous sea trials and form the core of a practical and, most importantly, profitable
method of longitude determination, he should not publicly release the clock’s design
details so as not to jeopardize the exclusive license he was after. In addition, he
expected to soon be able to add more detailed and systematic data in support of the
clock’s seaworthiness.123
4.1.8. Mediterranean sea trials
In 1667, Huygens requested that the VOC allow him to proceed with sea trials, but the
VOC’s insistence that he supervise them personally was impractical:124 he had been
appointed to a key position within the nascent Académie in 1666, which implies that a
prolonged absence would have been inconvenient. Therefore, the next sea trials took
place in 1668–1669, on the Mediterranean. During his relocation from The Hague to
Paris, Huygens had taken along two clocks with novel remontoires, which he wanted
to be tested at sea. 125 However, Huygens and his Parisian clockmaker Thuret
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encountered significant difficulties while putting these remontoires to the test, so that
Huygens was forced to order new clocks without this ‘improvement.’
In March 1668, the Académie managed to secure passage for one of its aides, M. de la
Voye-Mignot (c. 1619–1684), and one of Huygens’ clocks on board a ship sailing the
Mediterranean, but this first voyage was largely unsuccessful. De la Voye-Mignot
also sailed on a second voyage, which was completed by October 1669. On that latter,
more successful journey, the scientific expedition formed part of a fleet that sailed
under the command of the Duc de Beaufort from Toulon (France) to Candia (Crete) to
engage the Turkish fleet and relieve the port’s Turkish siege. Longitudinal differences
between Toulon, Crete, and several intermediate points were measured with
encouraging accuracy. Although the expedition lasted until the autumn of 1669,
Huygens received a number of updates along the way. In a letter to his brother
Lodewijk, dated 11 May 1668, Huygens was clearly confident as regards his clocks’
stable maritime operation:
“I have received news about my clocks—which are with Mr. de Beaufort—that
even during a major storm they did not stop at all. They have not yet been able
to use them for longitude determination, but I expect [to hear about] their
success in forthcoming letters.”126
Indeed, subsequent longitude determinations proceeded successfully, as highlighted
by Huygens’ enthusiastic account in a letter to Oldenburg of 4 September 1669:
“I have received very good news regarding the experience of [measuring]
longitudes using our clocks on the Mediterranean Sea, obtained onboard Mr.
de Beaufort’s ship, who has determined the differences in longitude of Candia,
Chania [Crete], a specific Sicilian promontory, and several Mediterranean
islands with respect to Toulon, which are quite consistent with two highly
accurate Dutch maps.”127
Colbert received the expedition’s final report in October 1669; it is no longer
available, but we can deduce its contents from Huygens’ comments in a letter to his
brother of 17 October 1669:
“Mr. Colbert has been sent an exact relation regarding longitude
determinations using my clocks, which have seen great success on the
Mediterranean Sea, where poor Mr. de Beaufort has pursued their testing.
Today, I read about this relationship with great satisfaction, and henceforth
there is no more reason to doubt the viability of the invention.”128
Despite these encouraging initial tests, Huygens really wanted to proceed with the
long-range tests ordered by the Académie—Richer’s voyages we encountered earlier
in this chapter. Indeed, the scientific duties were formally given to Richer on 10
March 1670,129 and not to De la Voye-Mignot, apparently because of the latter’s
intolerable behaviour following his earlier success and his proven lack of
reliability.130 In fact, Huygens referred to him as a fripon, that is, a cheat or a
charlatan:
“de la Voye has performed these trials at sea but [he is] a fripon. He recorded
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nothing during the first voyage he made, while he promised miracles. But
later, when he was in Candia with Mr. de Beaufort, he made very good
observations so that we now have the [exact] relations [between longitude and
the time shown by a precise pendulum clock].”
Huygens was keen that these planned long-range tests were done, arguing that the
experiment would greatly benefit from the lessons learnt from the earlier voyages.
More importantly, however, Oldenburg had made Huygens aware that “personnes
intelligences” (intelligent people) in the Royal Society doubted that Huygens’ clocks
could be trusted to operate properly and accurately on a pitching and rolling ship; they
also contended that Huygens’ pendulum would be highly sensitive to changes in the
ambient air:
“We are very glad that, on the last trip to Candia, your pendulum clock has
succeeded so well as to leave you little doubt about its successful use on long
voyages, where the errors are larger. I do not know [however] whether our
members will support new trials, mainly because there are intelligent people
here who think that all approaches known to date and used by others are
unable to maintain the machine in a perpendicular position; in addition, they
have found, through carefully made observations, that [changes in] the air
[have] such an influence on the clock that it will sometimes run ⅛ of an hour
faster or slower [over the course of] one day.”131
We learn more about these personnes intelligences in a letter from the English
traveller and author Francis Vernon (1637?–1677) to Oldenburg, dated 25 February
1670, in which he provides an account of a house call to a seriously ill Huygens. One
of the anonymous critics of Huygens’ approach referred to by Oldenburg may have
been the mathematician Nicholas (or Nicolaus) Mercator, also known by his birth
name, Niklaus Kauffman(n) (c. 1620–1687), at least if we can rely on Huygens’ own
speculations. Nicholas Mercator should not be confused with the mapmaker Gerardus
Mercator (1512–1594), whom we encountered in Chapter 2. The following passage
provides an account of Huygens’ sentiments and refers to Fellows of the Royal
Society:
“Here hee fell into a digression concerning their Judgement about some things
wich hee had written & hee said you had intimated to him as if one of the
Society in his experiments made about Pendulums had iudged them variable &
subject to the alterations of weather. This person hee conjectured to bee Mister
Mercator. However, hee said notwithstanding the great ability & capacity of
that Person who made those experiments hee durst assure him that a Pendulum
was a machine the equality of whose motions one might safely relye upon & if it
did not appeare soe to him the defect was either in the Artificer who made it or
else that this Pendulum was without a cyclois wich corrects its anomalies or
else hee said hee did not Putt weight enough & that hee repeated againe I
believe in England they doe not hang weight enough to their Pendulums & soe
the air governes their motions butt the great secret to master the air is to hang
weight enough & use a cyclois of which the severall experiences of the
Pendulums here in Paris have soe convinced mee that of that I make noe longer
doubt.”132
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Mercator designed a large marine chronometer (“‘twas of a foot diameter”133) based
on the pendulum principle for King Charles II, which directly led to his nomination,
by Moray, for election as a Fellow of the Royal Society in November 1666. The socalled ‘equation clock’ was exhibited at the Royal Society in London in August–
September 1666, as recorded by the diarist John Evelyn (1620–1706) in his memoirs:
“to the Royal Society, where one Mercator, an excellent mathematician, produced his
rare clock and new motion to perform the equations ...”134 Mercator’s clock was the
first timepiece from which the Sun’s equation of time could be extrapolated. It was
constructed to Mercator’s specifications by John Fromanteel (the younger), who
modified an ‘old clock’ for this purpose.135 It was subsequently presented to King
Charles II, who clearly understood the principle and commended the mathematician
for his invention but without providing any monetary compensation. The clock’s
present whereabouts are unknown; it may not have survived until the present. In his
biographical collection Brief Lives (1683/1684), John Aubrey (1626–1697), Fellow of
the Royal Society, noted with disappointment,
“Well! This curious clock was neglected, and somebody of the court happened
to become master of it, who understood it not; he sold it to Mr Knib[b], a
watch-maker who did not understand it neither, who sold it to Mr Fromantle
(that made it) for £5, who asks now (1683) for it £200.”
Mercator sold a significantly improved design to France in 1669, before he moved to
Paris with his family himself in February 1682, at the invitation of Minister Colbert,
to design the waterworks at the Palace of Versailles.
On his sick bed, Huygens had speculated that Mercator may have been one of the
opponents to have raised doubts about his approach. The latter had independently
proposed to the Royal Society a method to determine longitude using a pendulum
clock. Huygens strongly condemned this direct competition. 136 To understand
Huygens’ outspoken response, we need to take a step back and consider the broader
context of the Royal Society’s efforts at understanding the natural world. Huygens
had been corresponding with Oldenburg, who requested, in 1668, that Huygens
should contribute some new insights on mechanics. Huygens responded by sending
some of his latest work on the physics of impacts. As a result of this correspondence,
Huygens learnt of direct competition on the subject of impact and momentum by
Wren and Wallis.
Additional clashes caused Huygens to feel unfairly disadvantaged in publishing his
latest achievements; given his notoriously inflammable character, this sometimes led
to him voicing severe yet possibly unjustified criticism. Oldenburg managed these
contentious issues well and ameliorated much of this feeling of resentment, but he
could not prevent an acrimonious exchange of letters about mathematical aspects that
both Huygens and James Gregory (1638–1675) had pursued independently around the
same time—elliptic integrals for the simple pendulum, which Gregory had pursued
between 1669 and 1672, but which were not published until after his death.137 This
thus shows that Huygens had become nervous about the impact of these controversies
on his reputation, which also explains his attitude with respect to Mercator’s new
proposals.
It is with this broader background in mind that we can understand Huygens’
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disappointment in the failure of Richer’s voyages. Huygens’ initial sea trials had
come to an end, with no further tests on the horizon. Despite significant effort, his
proposed method of longitude determination remained unproven in practice—but not
by fault of the clock, Huygens insisted.138
4.2. From Horologium Oscillatorium (1673) to new long-range sea trials
At that stage, in 1671, he finally decided to pursue publication of Horologium
Oscillatorium; although much of the manuscript was actually written in 1660,139 it
was eventually published 13 years later, in the spring of 1673. Horologium
Oscillatorium is considered one of the masterpieces of the 17th-Century scientific
literature. Just over a year after the publication of Horologium, Huygens started
planning a second edition of his original treatise. His aim was to collect all of the
numerous discoveries that he had made since that original publication, and publicize
the new designs that he had developed as a result, in a single volume. In its eventual
form, it became a treatise on the accelerated motion of a falling body using the bob of
a pendulum clock as his basic tool. In practice, he used it to present his 1658
pendulum design, but with added cycloidal chops, a revised escapement, a discussion
of the conical pendulum, as well as of an adjustable (‘sliding’) compound pendulum.
He also summarized the results of the sea trials that had taken place in 1663, 1664,
and 1668. However, in Horologium Oscillatorium Huygens attempted to go beyond
the state of the art at the time; he introduced and illustrated his newest marine clock
model, with a triangular suspension and a so-called ‘Cardan’ mounting consisting of
an iron ball enclosed by a brass cylinder to facilitate free movement. This Cardan
suspension is named after the Italian mathematician and physicist Gerolamo Cardano
(1501–1576), who described it in detail. Such a construction was implemented
already by Alexander Bruce in his designs of the first Huygens–Bruce marine
pendulum clocks and it had been used occasionally since for clocks meant to be taken
on board ships.
However, most of all Horologium Oscillatorium is an accomplished work of applied
mathematics. Huygens included individual chapters which focussed on his
mathematical analyses of the fall of heavy bodies and their motion along a cycloidal
path—which is of course closely related to his development of the theory of the
conical pendulum—the evolution of curves, and the centre of oscillation. This latter
analysis included his newly developed theory of sliding weights, the design of a
‘seconds pendulum’ as a universal measure of time, and his analysis of the vertical
distance through which a body falls freely in a given time. In turn, this leads into an
appendix containing his theorems regarding the centripetal force (that is, the
centrifugal motion), although without providing mathematical proof. The results of
Huygens’ exploration of centrifugal motion found their way into Newton’s Principia
(1687). Huygens’ proofs were eventually published posthumously in his edited
collection De Vi Centrifuga (1703).
In this section, I will first return to Huygens’ mathematical demonstration that the
cycloid is a tautochrone and discuss the implications in modern physics language. I
will also reassess his theorems about the centrifugal motion from a modern
perspective. The remainder of this section deals with developments that saw the light
of day following the 1673 publication of Horologium Oscillatorium, in particular the
redesign of the pendulum escapement. In Chapter 5, I will discuss a renewed focus on
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spring-driven clocks which originated in the mid-1670s as well as Huygens’
exploration of pendulums suspended from three wires, the so-called ‘tricorn
pendulums.’
4.2.1. The cycloid as a tautochrone
Although he had already discovered the isochronicity of cycloidal oscillations by
1661, Huygens returned to an in-depth exploration of tautochronic oscillations in the
years immediately following the publication of Horologium Oscillatorium. In fact,
according to the editors of his Oeuvres Complètes, he did not discover the general
condition for isochronicity until well after that publication.
Here, I will first employ a
modern, calculus-based approach
to show that pendulums tracing
cycloidal paths are indeed
isochronous, provided that one
can overcome the added friction
introduced by the cycloidal
Figure 4.18: Mathematical set-up of a cycloidal path. chops. In Chapter 3, I defined a
(Credit: Thruston at the TeX/LaTeX Stack Exchange; cycloid as the path followed by a
licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.)
point on the circumference of a
circle as that circle rolls along a
straight line. As a function of time, t, this can be written mathematically as
𝑥 = 𝑎 (𝑡 − sin 𝑡) ; 𝑦 = 𝑎 (1 − cos 𝑡).
In the context of our swinging pendulums, we simply replace the time t by the timedependent swing amplitude, θ: see figure 4.18 for the mathematical set-up. Now first
take the derivatives of x and y with respect to θ:
d𝑥
d𝑦
= 𝑎 (1 − cos 𝜃) ;
= 𝑎 sin 𝜃,
d𝜃
d𝜃
so that
d𝑥
d𝜃

!

d𝑦
+
d𝜃

!

= 𝑎! 1 − 2 cos 𝜃 + cos ! 𝜃 + sin! 𝜃 = 2 𝑎! (1 − cos 𝜃).

In a stable configuration, a pendulum bob at the end of a cord is kept in balance by the
centripetal and gravitational forces, that is,
𝑚𝑣 !
=𝑚𝑔𝑦 ⇒𝑣=
2

2 𝑔 𝑦.

A body’s instantaneous velocity is given by 𝑣 = d𝑠/d𝑡, where d𝑠 ! = d𝑥 ! + d𝑦 ! .
Therefore,
d𝑡 =

d𝑥 ! + d𝑦 !
2𝑔𝑦

=

𝑎 2 (1 − cos 𝜃) d𝜃
2 𝑔 𝑎 (1 − cos 𝜃)

=

𝑎
d𝜃.
𝑔
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We can now determine the time required for the body to cover the full distance from
the top of the cycloid to the bottom, that is,
!

𝑡tot =

d𝑡 =
!

𝑎
𝜋.
𝑔

We can also easily determine the total time spent on the curve for any intermediate
angle, 𝜃! , by replacing the argument on the right-hand side of the equation for the
body’s velocity to read 𝑣 = 2 𝑔 (𝑦 − 𝑦! ), so that
!

𝑡tot (arb.) =

!

2 𝑎! (1 − cos 𝜃)
d𝜃 =
2 𝑎 𝑔(cos 𝜃! − cos 𝜃)

!

𝑎
𝑔

!

1 − cos 𝜃
d𝜃.
cos 𝜃! − cos 𝜃

Now use the half-angle equations,140
!

sin ! =

!!!"# !
!

!

!!!"# !

, cos ! =

!

!

, and cos 𝜃 = 2 cos ! ! − 1.

For the time spent by a body to travel from an arbitrary point on the cycloid to its
bottom, we can now write
𝑎
𝑔

𝑡tot (arb.) =
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𝜃
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𝜃
cos ! 0
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𝜃
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we eventually derive
𝑡tot (arb.) = −2

𝑎
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d𝑢
1 − 𝑢!

=2

𝑎
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It thus follows that the travel time to reach the bottom of the cycloid from any point
on the curve is the same. In other words, we have shown that the cycloid is indeed a
tautochrone. Using modern calculus, this derivation was relatively straightforward.
However, Huygens did not have access to modern methods; calculus in its modern
form would not be developed for another few decades at the time that Huygens
obtained his proof of the cycloid’s isochronicity.
In fact, as we saw above, Huygens solved a differential equation, but he used a
mechanical, analytical approach. Huygens was a geometrist above all. Unlike many of
his other investigations, however, Huygens’ discovery of the cycloid’s isochronicity
did not follow from the natural progression of well-defined arguments; instead, he had
to resort to a range of manipulations to reduce the problem to manageable
proportions. He started his investigation from a simple premise. In essence, he was
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interested in calculating the relationship between the period of a pendulum exhibiting
very small oscillations and the time of free fall through the full extent of the
pendulum.141
His exploration of the cycloid’s isochronicity started in earnest on 1 December 1659,
as indicated in his basic diagram, which I have reproduced as the left-hand sketch of
figure 4.19. The right-hand drawing is a modern representation, which we will use to
follow Huygens’ derivation.

Figure 4.19: (left) Huygens’ basic diagram supporting the pendulum’s isochronicity. (Huygens, C.,
1659, Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens, XVI, p. 392.) (right) Modern representation (Yoder,
J. C., 1988, Unrolling Time, p. 51; reproduced with permission.)

The diagram represents both the physical configuration of the pendulum (including
the path of its bob) and the mathematical configuration of the bob’s motion. What
presumably started from a simple diagram quickly became rather complex because of
the need to add auxiliary lines to support his analysis. The key insight Huygens
gained from his careful exploration of the diagram’s physical and mathematical
properties is that the simple pendulum’s approximate isochronicity becomes exact
isochronicity for cycloidal pendulums.142 He also found that the force acting on the
bob of a cycloidal pendulum is directly proportional to angle subtended from
equilibrium.
The sketches in figure 4.19 show a simple pendulum displaced from its position of
rest, combined with the bob’s circular path. Drawing on Galileo’s laws of motion,
Huygens realized that the speed of the bob along its path can be represented by a
parabola of velocities, ADΣ, which is directly related to a body in free fall along the
vertical axis, AZ (refer to the right-hand figure for clarity). Even this simple, first step
in Huygens’ reasoning shows the complexity of thought he was clearly capable of.
After all, the diagram combines a physical pendulum configuration overlaid with a
graph of the bob’s motion, which represent two distinct frameworks without
commonality.
We will now explore the steps Huygens took to arrive at his proof of the cycloid’s
isochronicity by drawing heavily on Yoder’s eloquent explanation in her 1988
monograph Unrolling Time.143 We start by considering a body falling from A to Z
with uniform motion at a fixed speed equal to that attained at Z by a fee-falling body
under the influence of gravity along the trajectory AZ. In essence, this approach
reduces the vertical gravitational fall to uniform motion using the terminal speed
variant of the ‘mean speed theorem’ (we will deal with the factor of 2 introduced here
along the way):
A uniformly accelerated body starting from rest travels the same distance as a
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body with uniform speed whose speed is half the final velocity of the accelerated
body.
Huygens compared this body’s motion with the pendulum bob’s motion caused by
gravity from an arbitrary point K on the circular trajectory ZEK (assumed to describe
a small arc). Now compare the time of fall through the infinitesimal (particula) at E
on the pendulum bob’s arc with that through particula B on the vertical trajectory.
Geometrical considerations show that the ratio of the two times is equivalent to
TE/BE. From general principles originally derived by Galileo, it follows that the
speed owing to gravity of a body at an arbitrary point on a curve (such as E) must be
the same as that of a body in free fall from the same initial height A to the same
vertical height B. The speed attained over the interval AB can be represented by the
parabola ADΣ, as we saw above, with its base ZΣ equal to the length AK. The speed
at an arbitrary point E is thus represented by the length BD; ZΣ = AK is the speed
reached at Z by a free fall under the influence of gravity from A.
Although these manipulations seem rather awkward from our modern perspective,
they allowed Huygens to proceed geometrically without the need to adopt a value for
the gravitational constant, which he had not yet determined accurately at that point.
We can now use the definition that the travel time is the ratio of distance covered and
the speed with which the body is moving, so that the ratio of the times through the
particulas E and B becomes TE/BE × ZΣ/BD.
At this point, Huygens introduced a new curve, LXN, which took this latter scaling
into account by choosing X carefully:
BX BG × BF
=
,
BF BE × BD

where BF = ZΣ, that is, the terminal velocity, and BG = TE. This now leads to a new
proportionality: the ratio of the time through the particula E to that moving uniformly
through B is BX/BF. The next step involves a summation over all particulas, so that
the ratio of the time through KZ to that moving uniformly through AZ becomes
all BX
infinite space APRXNHVZA
=
,
AZ × ZΣ
all BF
and if we now apply the mean speed theorem properly, we need to add the missing
factor of 2 to the denominator of this ratio, which is, in fact, the time of gravitational
fall through KZ to that through AZ. The ‘infinite space’ referred to here is an
unbounded region that may not actually be infinite; the denominator is the area of the
rectangle defined by its sides.
Huygens struggles through the next steps
of his derivation, eventually resorting to
approximating the infinitesimal arc of
the circular swing ZEK with the
parabola ZEℵ – which is, in fact, the Figure 4.20: Continuation of Huygens’ derivation
inverted image of the original parabola of the isochronicity of the cycloid. (Huygens, C.,
1659, Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens,
he drew, ADΣ.
XVI, p. 398.)
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He then draws a companion curve to a parabola (see figure 4.20), scaled by the mean
proportion BD/BK = BK/BL. Because BK is constant, BL is inversely proportional
to BD, and since BD is equivalent to the speed at the particula B of a body falling
through AB (and time is inversely proportional to speed), BL represents the time of
fall through B.
Adding the times BL through all particulas on AO gives the ‘infinite space’
OFHLZA. The latter, Huygens states by reference to the mean speed theorem, is
double the rectangle AO × OF. After all, the mean speed theorem implies that the
time it takes to move through the trajectory AO under gravitational free fall is equal
to twice the time it would take the same body moving at uniform speed of twice the
terminal speed under gravitational free fall to cover that distance.144
Now returning to an exploration of the
curve LXN, both BF and BG are
constant, so that the definition of BX
depends only on its relationship to (BE ×
BD)–1. D is located on the parabola ADE
and E is found on the circle ZEK. Thus,
given two points X and x on the curve
XNϒ, they would be related by BX/bx =
(be × bd)/(BE × BD). However, if for
small angles the circle’s arc ZEK is
equivalent to the parabola ZEK (see
figure 4.21), BX/bx = bw/BW; W and w
are located on a circle with diameter
Figure 4.21: Introduction of the second parabola, AZ.145
adjusted from the original. (Yoder, J. C., 1988,
Unrolling Time, p. 56; reproduced with
permission.)

Huygens then proceeds diligently to
work through numerous proportionalities
and an additional ‘infinite space,’
eventually concluding that the time of fall of the pendulum’s bob from any arbitrary
point K on the circular path of the simple pendulum to Z (see figure 4.19) is constant.
(I will refrain from introducing the entire proof in detail, but refer the reader to
Yoder’s Unrolling Time instead. The important notion I want to get across is that, for
small angles, Huygens approximated the circle by a parabola.) Therefore, through
pure persistence and a rather convoluted approach Huygens has proven that the
circular trajectory through K is isochronous, provided that we only consider small
arcs, as already noted by Galileo.
In retrospect, Huygens realized that his answer would be exact if K and E of the
circular path ZEK (refer to figure 4.19) were both actually points on the parabola
ZEℵ. However, the premise of his derivation, where the infinitesimal triangle at E is
replaced by the triangle TEB requires TE to be perpendicular to the pendulum’s
trajectory. This does not apply if E is located on a parabola—and thus the parabola is
not isochronous. This setback can be overcome by defining a new curve—which I
have reproduced in figure 4.22—for which DB/CB = CE/CF. Here, B is located on
the new curve, DB is perpendicular to the curve at B, F is a point on the parabola, and
CE is fixed. After this tortuous and belaboured effort, Huygens’ important discovery
of the cycloid’s isochronicity is a study in understatement:
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“However, this I found to fit the cycloid, by the known method of drawing its
tangent.”146

Figure 4.22: (left) Huygens’ discovery that the isochronous curve he
has been looking for is a cycloid. (Huygens, C., 1659, Oeuvres
Complètes de Christiaan Huygens, XVI, p. 400.) (right) Modern
representation with additional labelling. (Yoder, J. C., 1988, Unrolling
Time, p. 60; reproduced with permission.)

4.2.2. Huygens’ theorems on the ‘centrifugal force’
In Horologium Oscillatorium, Huygens derived the law of ‘centrifugal force’ for
uniform circular motion: in the 17th Century, circular motion was considered more
‘natural’ than straight-line motion. Bertoloni Meli summarized the prevailing ideas
and their subsequent evolution effectively and concisely thus:
“For Huygens and Newton, centrifugal force was the result of a curvilinear
motion of a body; hence it was located in Nature, in the object of investigation.
According to a more recent formulation of classical mechanics, centrifugal
force depends on the choice of how phenomena can be conveniently
represented. Hence it is not located in Nature, but is the result of a choice by
the observer. In the first case, a mathematical formulation mirrors centrifugal
force; in the second, it creates it.”147
In fact, the main reason behind Huygens’ exploration of the properties of uniform
circular motion was to derive the correct value for the constant of gravitational
acceleration. He first considered centrifugal motion on a plane, ignoring the weight of
the body moving around in circular motion. Adding weight to the body, he
generalized his approach to an object moving in a circular orbit on an inclined plane,
balancing centrifugal motion and gravitational attraction. He further generalized this
configuration by moving on from an inclined plane to the tangent of a paraboloid in
which the body’s orbital period is constant, irrespective of its altitude. In turn, this led
him to the conclusion that …
“[i]f its rotations were counted, in this way an exact measure of time would be
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had, by means of a more accurate pendulum.”148
Huygens had initially sent his theorems on the centrifugal motion to the Royal Society
in 1669, disguised as anagrams,149 requesting Oldenburg to
“oblige [him] to safely retain them [his theorems] among the Royal Society’s
records … in order to avoid [future] disputes,”
presumably to be able to claim unequivocal priority of invention—although, as we
will see below, Hooke and his colleagues were already making significant progress in
this same field at that time. Although he never published any proofs of his theorems
during his lifetime, notes pertaining to their validity appear in the Appendices150 to his
seminal work, De Vi Centrifuga, dated throughout the period 1659–1668, although it
was not published until 1703. Its editors suggest151 that Huygens started this work on
21 October 1659, while they add that the development of most of his theorems was
most likely already in an advanced state by the end of that year.
In 1674 Huygens returned to his earlier studies of centrifugal motion. At the present
time, the historical records—and in particular the timeline and ordering of Huygens’
thoughts from that period—are somewhat confusing. It appears that the order in
which Huygens’ propositions were presented in his posthumously published work is
not that in which the scientist arrived at his conclusions.152 In the published version of
1703, which was compiled by the Dutch/Frisian mathematician Fullenius and his
natural philosopher colleague De Volder—professor of mathematics and philosophy
at Leiden University—for Huygens’ Opuscula Posthuma, the editors reproduced only
a subset of Huygens’ theorems (and even offered proof of two propositions),
following his listed order in Horologium Oscillatorium. The final ordering differs
from Huygens’ original in the sense that the propositions that were originally included
at the beginning of the list appear in De Vi Centrifuga (as well as in the edited version
in French of the Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens) towards the end
instead. 153 Yoder suggests that Huygens’ intention to eventually publish his
manuscript on centrifugal motion was likely overtaken by the rapid progress
contemporary physicists—and, in particular, Newton—made in this field.
The date of 21 October 1659 associated with the start of Huygens’ development of the
theory related to centrifugal motion coincides with his efforts to repeat Mersenne’s
earlier experiments to determine the constant of gravitational acceleration, g.
Contemporary measurements of g by Mersenne, Riccioli, and also by Huygens
himself differed significantly from one another, which drove Huygens to seek an
alternative way to determine the gravitational constant. On the same day, Huygens
experimented with centrifugal motion and drafted his initial collection of
propositions. Both of these research directions, that is, the determination of g and his
investigations of centrifugal motion, were clearly linked, given his comments that
“[w]eight is the conatus to descend” and that his explorations were “concerning an
accurate measure by means of the oscillations of a clock.”154
The fundamental concept Huygens developed in this context is the conatus of a body,
that is, both its tendency to motion and the cause of the tension in a cord attached to a
suspended or swinging body. The conatus is measured by the motion that results
when it is freed from restraints, for instance, when the cord is cut. Huygens’ most
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important insight was that the conatus for bodies suspended on cords or positioned on
inclined planes is directly proportional to the forces expected to act upon them on the
basis of the theory of statistics. In fact, the underlying, fundamental implication of
this notion is Huygens’ conclusion that the force responsible for a body’s centrifugal
motion is reciprocal to the gravitational force, a conclusion he derived based on his
studies of horizontal circular motion.
A second important insight was that a body’s motion following the severing of its
restraint must be considered only very briefly after that instant of release, given that a
body on a curved plane has the same conatus as one on the corresponding tangent
plane, yet the motions of both bodies are only identical just after their release. Indeed,
once the restraining cord has been severed, a body will continue to move uniformly
along its orbit’s tangent plane. For an observer in the rotating frame defined by the
original circular orbit, the released body will continue to move as if it were in free
fall, with the distance between a body continuing along the original circular orbit and
its freely moving counterpart increasing in increments roughly proportional to the odd
numbers 1, 3, 5, ..., as suggested by Riccioli.
Huygens calculated—for a given radius, r, or for the equivalent length of a cord—the
velocity, v, with which a body needs to move in a horizontal circular orbit to result in
the same tension in the cord as if the body were instead suspended from it. The
prevailing condition which must be met is that the distance covered in equal time
intervals in free fall and in release from circular motion must be the same—this is
equivalent to saying that the conatus must be the same. Based on geometrical
arguments applied to the law of falling bodies, Huygens worked out that the
centrifugal conatus must be proportional to v2/r.
Huygens’ theorems on the ‘centrifugal force’ are, hence, equivalent to Newton’s later
centripetal-force derivation, that is, F = m v2/r, where m is the object’s mass. Note that
this is the only place in Huygens’ work where force appears. The majority of his vast
body of work is instead based on the concept of conservation of energy. Huygens’
preoccupation with exploring tensions in cords in De Vi Centrifuga eventually led to
his investigation of the conical pendulum (which we discussed in Section 4.1.2), in
essence a body restrained by a cord that is balanced by gravity and the centripetal
force.
Let us now consider Huygens’ thought processes as reflected in De Vi Centrifuga in
more detail. The following summary is heavily based on the eloquent exposition of
this same aspect in Yoder’s 1988 monograph Unrolling Time,155 to which I refer for
additional details. Paraphrased in modern language, the first proposition we encounter
in Huygens’ earliest draft of De Vi Centrifuga declares that if a body is constrained by
a cord to move uniformly and horizontally along a circular path with diameter d, and
ignoring gravity, the tension on the cord exerted by the centripetal force will be equal
and opposite to that caused by the body’s weight—if it were suspended freely—and
that the latter would trace its circular path in the same time as a body in free fall
would cover the distance π2d.156
Mathematically, Huygens proceeded by superimposing a parabola onto a circle,
where the former shape represents the horizontally projected path of a freely falling
body and the latter is equivalent to the orbit of the body in the absence of gravity. He
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was already well versed in the mathematics required for this comparison, given that in
his 1654 treatise De Circuli Magnitudine Inventa (‘On Finding the Magnitude of the
Circle’) he had worked out that any circle could be approximated with a parabola
whose latus rectum—that is, the line segment parallel to the horizontal axis passing
through the parabola’s focus and with both endpoints on the curve—was set equal to
the diameter of the circle.157
The left-hand sketch of figure 4.23 shows Huygens’s original sketch in support of his
first proposition in De Vi Centrifuga. On the right-hand side, I have reproduced
Yoder’s version of this sketch, which includes the additional labelling and line
segments we need to follow Huygens’ rather elegant derivation of his proposition; I
paraphrase Yoder’s summary of Huygens’ thinking about this problem below.
By definition, the latus rectum of the parabola BF (CK in the original sketch) is the
length BG, that is, the diameter of the circle. Second, from the definition of the latus

Figure 4.23: (left) Huygens’ sketch of the parabola that most closely matches the corresponding
circle. (Huygens, C., 1659, De Vi Centrifuga, in: Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens, XVI,
p. 259) (right) Updated sketch, supporting Huygens’ basic equation, EB2 = EF × BG. (Yoder, J.
C., 1988, Unrolling Time, p. 21; reproduced with permission.)

rectum of a parabola, it follows that CB2 = CF × BG. If the distance BF is
sufficiently small, F is considered to lie on both the circle and the parabola. Assuming
uniform horizontal motion, the time it takes for a body moving around the circle BFG
to reach F from its starting points at B, under free fall, that same body would travel a
distance from B to a point just inside the length BE if both bodies are released from B
at the same time. Here, E is the intersection of the circle’s extended radius that passes
through point F and the tangent to both curves at B. Therefore, the length EF
represents the separation of the tangential (‘free falling’) and circular paths. In other
words, with respect to point F, EF is the distance through which the body moves
away from F with accelerated motion owing to the centripetal force in the same time
interval. For infinitesimally small distances BF, EF = CF and EB = CB. Since for the
parabola we have CB2 = CF × BG, by definition, EB2 = EF × BG.158
Thus, Huygens derived a quantitative expression for the centripetal force. If the body
is released at B, it would move in accelerated fashion (because of the centripetal
force) through a distance EF = BF2/BG in the same time as a body moving uniformly
in circular motion through arc BF = BE for sufficiently small intervals. For the same
small intervals of length and time, the gravitational force acting on the body released
from B in a state of free fall and the centripetal force exerted by the cord on the body
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in uniform circular motion are reciprocal and balance each other. Indeed, Huygens
showed both forces (tensions) to be equivalent, which allowed him to extend his
reasoning. In the same time interval a body traces a full circular path with diameter d,
that is, a distance πd, and with uniform motion, it can thus move through a distance
(πd)2/d = π2d because of either centrifugal acceleration or gravity.
Huygens
continued
his
derivations of the laws of
motion of bodies moving in
uniform circular motion on 23
October
1659,
which
eventually resulted in his novel
Figure 4.24: Huygens’ insight
that, for constant
mechanical principle of velocity,
the
tension
the
inclined
plane.
(attractionis vis) on the cord
(Huygens, C., 1659, De Vi
Centrifuga, in: Oeuvres keeping the body in its orbit is
Complètes de Christiaan inversely proportional to the
Huygens, XVI, p. 281.)
orbit’s radius: 159 indeed, F =
mv2/r. He next moved away Figure 4.25: Hooke’s diagram
from purely horizontal planes, thus adding a third from his lecture of 23 May 1666.
Th., 1756, History of the
dimension in the form of an inclined plane (and the (Birch,
Royal Society, Vol. 2, p. 91;
body’s weight, which he had ignored up to that redrawn by and adopted from
moment). The mechanical principle of the inclined Patterson, L. D., 1952, Osiris,
plane is shown in Huygens’s sketch reproduced in 10, p. 290; Fig. 1; reproduced
figure 4.24, provided in support of his Lemma I. This with permission)
figure shows a balance between the horizontal force on
body C exerted by a weight D and the gravitational force pulling down weight C, that
is, we have a balanced configuration if (weight D)/(weight C) = BF/AF = 1.
Combining his earlier insights into uniform circular motion with his derivations of the
forces acting upon bodies on inclined planes would allow him to develop the theory
underlying the conical pendulum,160 as we saw in Section 4.1.2.
In parallel to Huygens’ efforts, his counterparts across the English Channel pursued
their own investigations into the conatus of the pendulum. During a reading at the
Royal Society on 23 May 1666, which resulted in a paper titled Of the Inflection of a
Direct Motion into a Curve by a Supervening Attractive Principle, Hooke stated
“… for in a circular pendulum the Degrees of Conatus at severall Distances
from the perpendicular are in the same proportion with the sines as those
arches of Distance as is evident by the figure.”
The conatus Hooke referred to in this passage was the ‘conatus to descend’ along the
tangent of the pendulum bob’s path FH or CE in figure 4.25. This is equivalent to the
component of the gravitational force required to restore the pendulum to its lowestenergy (equilibrium) position. Hooke initially did not directly address the centripetal
force, equivalent to the ‘conatus to the centre’ in the plane of motion, which he
considered in the context of planetary motion in the solar system. First, he simplified
the problem to a perpendicular pendulum suspension at rest, adopting
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“… a common principle of mechanicks that the conatus of a body descending
in an inclining plaine to that of one descending perpendicular is in reciprocall
proportion to the length of those plaines along which the body falls.”161
With reference to figure 4.25, Hooke then showed geometrically that the ratio of the
conati along CE to that along FH was equivalent to the lengths CD to FG,
commenting that
“… consequently the conatus of returning to the centre in the same a
pendulum is greater and greater, according as it is farther and farther
removed from the centre.”116
This is significant for our understanding of the equation of motion of the pendulum,
and it is also equivalent to Huygens’ seventh theorem on the ‘centrifugal force,’ that
is,
On the curved surface of a parabolic conoid, which has its axis oriented
perpendicularly, all revolutions of a body traversing circumferences parallel
to the horizon, be they large or small, are completed in equal times, which
times are each equal to two oscillations of the pendulum of which the length is
one-half the latus rectum of the generating parabola.162
Hooke was just as interested in the effects of gravity as Huygens, and his research on
the subject spanned more than 20 years, with particular focus on planetary motions. In
1674, in his treatise titled Attempt to Prove the Motion of the Earth, he put forward a
theory of planetary motion based on the principle of inertia and a balance between an
outward force responsible for centrifugal motion and an inwards-oriented
gravitational force exerted by the Sun. A few years later, on 6 January 1679 (1680),
he wrote to Newton about his …
“supposition … that the Attraction always is in a duplicate proportion to the
Distance from the Centre Reciprocall, and Consequently that the Velocity will
be in a subduplicate proportion to the Attraction and Consequently as Kepler
Supposes Reciprocall to the Distance.”163
While his suggestion about the velocity dependence was incorrect, Hooke had thus
independently reached the same conclusion that this gravitational attraction would
vary inversely as the square of the distance from the Sun, which Huygens had arrived
at almost two decades earlier. This did not stop Hooke from claiming priority of
invention, however. He was highly competitive and—apparently—not an easy person
to get along with. When Newton presented the first book of his Principia to the Royal
Society in 1686, Edmond Halley’s contemporary report reveals that Hooke claimed
that Newton had heard about the “notion [of] the rule of the decrease of Gravity,
being reciprocally as the squares of the distances from the Centre” from him.164
However, it is now abundantly clear that
“… by the late 1660s, [the notion of an] inverse proportion between gravity and
the square of distance was rather common and had been advanced by a number
of different people for different reasons,”165
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including by Huygens and Newton himself,166 the latter in the context of planetary
motions. Nevertheless, Newton accepted and acknowledged that Hooke was among
the scholars—including Wren and Halley167—who had independently derived the
inverse square law pertaining to the solar system. Newton also told Halley that his
interaction with Hooke had inspired his latent interest in astronomy,
“… yet am I not beholden to him for any light into that business but only for the
diversion he gave me from my other studies to think on these things & for his
dogmaticalness in writing as if he had found the motion in the Ellipsis, which
inclined me to try it.”168
4.2.3. Technical improvements to the escapement mechanism
Despite the quarrels and controversies Hooke was involved in throughout much of his
active career, he did contribute significantly to the development of accurate
timepieces, thus securing his place in history. Around 1655, during the early days of
the development of pendulum clocks as increasingly accurate timepieces, Hooke had
been encouraged to read Riccioli’s Almagestum Novum (1651). This led to the first of
a long string of discoveries and significant original contributions to science. In
fragments from his unfinished autobiography dating from around 1697, Hooke wrote
that
“… in the Year 1656 or 57, I contriv’d a way to continue the motion of the
Pendulum, so much commended by Ricciolus in his Almagestum, which Dr.
Ward had recommended to me to peruse.”169
In turn, Hooke’s efforts to improve the pendulum directly led to his invention of a
predecessor of the ‘anchor’ or ‘recoil’ escapement, which he first demonstrated to the
Fellowship of the Royal Society at their meetings in January 1668 and May 1669.170
The records of the Royal Society’s meeting of 6 May 1669171 state that
“Mr. Hooke produced a new kind of pendulum of his own invention, having a
great weight appendant to it, and moved with a very small force; viz. by such a
contrivance, that a pendulum of about fourteen feet long, so as a single
vibration of it is made in two seconds, with an excursion of half an inch or less,
having a weight of three pounds hanging on it, and moved by the sole force of a
pocket-watch, with four wheels, shall go fourteen months and cause very equal
vibrations.
He shewed [showed] two several contrivances for it; one was with a pin upon
the balance of a pocket-watch, making a bifurcated needle to vibrate at one end,
and on the other end the pendulum: Another was with a thread fastened on one
end to the balance of the watch, and on the other end to the pendulum, and so
moving it to and fro.”
The Royal Society’s secretary Oldenburg subsequently engaged Huygens in
correspondence about Hooke’s novel escapement in a series of letters exchanged
between May and July 1669.172,173,174,175,176 Although Huygens initially expressed his
doubts about the accuracy one could achieve with such a new timepiece, given the
very small swing amplitudes involved, Oldenburg tried to assure him of its viability
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and, in fact, of the improved precision of clocks equipped with such escapements—
commonly characterized by errors of some 10 seconds over the course of a day—
compared with those featuring verge escapements.
The commonly used anchor escapement as we know it today appeared in print for the
first time on 20 January 1675 in Manuscript E of the Codices Hugeniani (also known
as the Codices Hugeniorum), a collection of nine bound books (A–I) and many
additional documents left by Huygens in his will
to Leiden University. 177 This date precedes
Thomas Tompion’s (the ‘Father of British
Horology;’ 1639–1713) application in England of
the anchor escapement, in 1676, under the
direction of Sir Jonas Moore, 178 English
mathematician, surveyor, Ordnance officer, and
patron of astronomy. Therefore, Huygens insisted
that he had satisfied the priority of invention,
which was however strongly contested by Hooke,
who asserted that he had invented the anchor
escapement to secure isochronism of pendulum
clocks on land, using a rigid pendulum with a
massive bob that traced a small arc with high Figure 4.26: Huygens’ first sketches of
regularity. This configuration hence no longer the anchor escapement, 20 January 1675.
required the use of chops for isochronous Note the scribbled names of ‘Libnitz’ and
operation. On balance of the surviving historical Römer. (Huygens, C., 1675, Oeuvres
evidence, it is indeed likely that Hooke was Completes de Christiaan Huygens,
justified in claiming to have invented the anchor XVIII, p. 605.)
escapement, around 1657. 179 , 180 The London
clockmaker William Clement (1633–1704), famous for making the 1671 turret clock
of King’s College, Cambridge, is credited with popularizing the anchor escapement,
from approximately 1680—he is also sometimes credited with inventing the anchor
escapement. The historical evidence pertaining to the priority of invention is not
entirely clear-cut. Clement’s possible claim to the invention of the anchor escapement
dates from 1670, when the old tower clock of St. Giles church in Cambridge ground
to a halt. Clement was contracted to make a modern, pendulum-based replacement.
Clement made a name as maker of high-quality ‘long-case’ clocks, which he equipped
with anchor escapements. In his treatise Horological Disquisitions (1694), the
London craftsman and clockmaker John Smith (1647 or 1648–1727?) wrote:
“From Holland, the fame of this Invention [the pendulum] soon past over into
England where several eminent and ingenious Workmen applyed themselves to
rectify some Defects which as yet was found therein; among which that eminent
and well-known Artist Mr. William Clement, had at last the good Fortune to
give it the finishing Stroke, he being indeed the real Contriver of that curious
kind of long Pendulum, which is at this day so universally in use among us.”181
Many of his long pendulums were also equipped with the long, 1¼-second
pendulum. This ‘Royal Pendulum’ length enabled the novel inclusion of both
minute and second hands on the clock face, in addition to the common hour
hand.
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Figure 4.26 is a reproduction of Huygens’ first sketches of his anchor escapement; the
scribbled names of ‘Libnitz’ (Leibniz) and Römer (probably referring to Ole Rømer)
in the left-hand margin of this figure may imply that the Dutch scholar had heard
about the novel anchor escapement from these two contemporary scientists. The
earliest known anchor clock that is still operational
was constructed in 1670, probably by London
clockmaker Joseph Knibb (1640–1711). It is located
in the tower of Wadham College, Oxford.
Anchor escapements were used to reduce pendulum
swing amplitudes to 4–5°. Although verge
escapements can also be designed to allow very
small swing amplitudes, for instance by employing
long pallet arms (‘limbs’) and forcing a large
distance between the horizontal escape wheel and
the pivot arbour for the pallets and the crutch, the
introduction of anchor escapements triggered a drive
towards smaller swing amplitudes in general. The
newly fashionable small swing amplitudes also
significantly reduced friction at the pivot point (just
above the vertical escape wheel), as well as air
resistance. In turn, this meant that pendulums
equipped with anchor escapements needed less
power to keep swinging and, hence, cause less wear.

Figure 4.27: Pendulum and anchor
escapement. (a) Pendulum rod; (b)
Bob; (c) Rate adjustment nut; (d)
Suspension spring; (e) Crutch; (f)
Fork; (g) Escape wheel; (h) Anchor.
(Coleman, S. E., 1906, The Elements
of Physics, Boston: D. C. Heath &
Co., p. 109, Fig. 87; this modified
version obtained from Wikimedia
Commons, licensed under the
Creative Commons AttributionShareAlike 3.0 License.)

Anchor escapements also allowed use of heavier
pendulum bobs for a given driving force, thus
providing the pendulum with a larger Q factor and
higher accuracy. In general, however, application of
a smaller driving weight means less friction in the
bearings of the gear train, between the gear teeth,
and between the brass escape wheel teeth and the
metal pallet surfaces. For optimal operation, the
escape-wheel teeth have to be tall, pointed, and
tapered (to maximize strength). The radial length of
each tooth, that is, the distance from the centre of the
escape wheel to the tip of the tooth, on the one hand
and the angle between pairs of teeth on the other has
to be identical for regular, accurate operation with
minimal friction. In addition, the silk cords
commonly used for pendulum rods were soon
replaced with a brass suspension spring—composed
of a short strip of flat metal—that simply flexed
around the shorter arc of the cycloidal chops, thus
decreasing the friction even more.

The anchor escapement works similarly to the verge escapement we discussed in
Chapter 3, but the verge rod is replaced by an anchor-shaped device: see component h
in figure 4.27. The two pallets at the ends of the anchor’s main lever are key to
operation of the pendulum clock. While the anchor escapement swings back and forth
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on its pivot, the pallets at the ends of the escapement lever alternately catch and
release escape-wheel teeth on either side. Compared with the verge escapement, the
pallets of the anchor escapement are located at much greater distances from the axis
of rotation around the pivot point, which in turn allows the use of much smaller
angles of rotation to obtain the same arc.
Initially, Huygens and other contemporary scholars favoured long (and, hence,
necessarily slow) pendulums for stability, specifically because a smaller swing
allowed use of a much longer and heavier pendulum. Huygens initially proposed to
include a reduction gear between the escapement and the pendulum crutch to reduce
the arc of the swing, but the increased friction associated with such a configuration
rendered this suggestion impractical. Eventually, more successful pendulum-clock
operation came from short, fast-moving pendulums. Nevertheless, a key advantage of
using long pendulums is that such a configuration would reduce wear in the
escapement. On the other hand, a heavier pendulum would, in principle, generate
more friction. However, heavy pendulums have more angular momentum, and so
their motion is not significantly affected by interactions with the escape wheel.
Ultimately, the motion of long and heavy pendulums most closely resembles simple
harmonic oscillation—although one of the main disadvantages of escapements,
‘recoil,’ still has to be dealt with. Recoil is the backward motion of the escape
wheel—the temporary reversal of the entire gear train’s motion at the end of the
swing—during part of the clock’s cycle, which interferes with the pendulum’s free
motion. It causes additional and excessive wear in and to the gear train and the gear
teeth, while it also leads to inherent operational inaccuracies and is, therefore,
detrimental to good timekeeping.
To overcome the disadvantages of recoil and excessive
friction, the English mathematician and astronomer Richard
Towneley (1629–1707) invented an improved version of the
anchor escapement around 1675, now commonly known as
the ‘deadbeat’ or ‘Graham’ escapement: see figure 4.28. It
was first used by Tompion, mentor to the English clockmaker
George Graham (1673–1751) after whom this type of
escapement is often erroneously named, in a clock
constructed for Moore and in two precision clocks he built
for Greenwich Observatory in 1676, 182 as attested in
correspondence between Towneley and the first Astronomer
Royal, John Flamsteed.183 Flamsteed used his new precision
pendulum clocks to determine that the Earth rotates at
constant speed, an application suggested by Huygens in
Horologium. We will look into Flamsteed’s contributions in
detail in Chapter 6.
The metal pallets with which deadbeat escapements are
equipped have two distinct faces. The shapes of the outside
faces, commonly referred to as the ‘locking’ or ‘dead’ faces,
are curved, concentric with the axis of rotation, labelled b in
figure 4.28. The slanted inside faces are known as the
deadbeat anchor’s ‘impulse’ faces. 184 When, during the
pendulum’s oscillation cycle, the escape wheel is released

Figure 4.28: Deadbeat
anchor escapement. (a)
Escape wheel; (b) pallets,
showing
concentric
locking
faces;
(c)
pendulum
crutch.
(Britten, F. J., 1896,
Watch and Clock Maker’s
Handbook,
9th
Ed.
(London: E. F. & N.
Spon), p. 108; this
modified version obtained
from
Wikimedia
Commons, licensed under
the Creative Commons
Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0
License.)
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and one of its teeth is snugly aligned (‘locked’) with one of the dead faces, the
escapement’s force is neutralized, that is, it is not transferred to the pendulum crutch
and there is no recoil, so that the pendulum can swing freely for most of its outward
swing and return. When the pendulum swing approaches the bottom, the locked tooth
slides onto the pallet’s slanted impulse face. In turn, this causes the escapement wheel
to turn and transfer momentum to the pendulum. This latter sliding motion is
associated with a degree of friction, but to a significantly smaller extent than that
experienced by the original anchor escapement, because the deadbeat escapement’s
design has eliminated the recoil force by virtue of the snug match between the pallet’s
dead faces and the escapement wheel’s teeth.
The improved performance of the deadbeat escapement (3–5 seconds per day rate
errors) compared with the regular, recoil anchor escapement is predominantly owing
to improved isochronicity of the former. The deadbeat escapement is not affected by
changes in the pendulum clock’s drive force185 caused by, for instance, the weakening
force of the gradually unwinding mainspring or irregularities in the friction affecting
the gear train. In the absence of recoil, an increased drive force prompts a pendulum
to swing faster while attaining a larger swing amplitude. Although these changes
leave the oscillation period unchanged, the larger amplitude implies that the circular
error may cause a small change in period. Although this was initially considered a
reason to doubt the deadbeat escapement’s improved accuracy, carefully designed
devices can, in fact, be made more accurate than their non-deadbeat counterparts,186
particularly by detaching the drive force from the escapement’s locking and impulse
functions—an innovation introduced in the 18th Century187 and, hence, beyond the
scope of our narrative.
Additional improvements to the marine clock design were to come also in Huygens’
time, however. A renewed focus on spring-driven pendulums and the novel idea of
using triangular suspension of the pendulum bob opened up new design possibilities
to arrive at a viable marine timepiece that could be used for longitude determinations
to within practically useful limits. A number of promising developments triggered in
the mid-1670s eventually led to the next set of long-range sea trials in the early to
mid-1680s.
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Chapter 5

The long road to a practical marine timepiece
Abstract. Following his publication of Horologium Oscillatorium, Huygens
temporarily refocused his scientific explorations on a detailed understanding of the
tautochrone problem. But this naturally led to a shift in emphasis to spring-driven
oscillators, which in turn enormously aided practical efforts to design an accurate
marine timepiece. Surprisingly, perhaps, these efforts were eventually abandoned,
once again in favour of continued development of pendulum clocks, particularly
defined by triangular and tricord pendulum suspensions. Scientists, scholars, and
clockmakers on both sides of the English Channel continued to compete, both
scientifically and in their pursuit of commercialization of their designs. Long-range
sea trials from the northern Dutch Republic to the Cape of Good Hope offered
significant promise of breakthroughs in clock design and performance, but reality
overtook wishful thinking. Huygens remained the leading scholar in pursuit of a
solution to the longitude problem until his death in 1695, although he never saw his
final invention, the perfect marine balance, taken to the test. With the 18th Century
upon them, the focus shifted to metallurgy as a viable means to achieve accurate
determination of one’s longitude at sea.

5.1. Spring-driven clock developments
Jean Richer’s voyage to Cayenne in the early 1670s had forced Huygens to face the
fact that his beloved pendulum clock design had both practical and more fundamental
disadvantages for longitude determination at sea: the one-second pendulum could not
be adopted for universal timekeeping. He hence started to explore alternatives to
regulate his marine timepieces, with spring-driven clocks quickly taking the lead,
given their promising potential. The period of a spring-driven timepiece depends only
on intrinsic properties of the spring itself:
𝐼
,
𝑏
where I is the moment of inertia of the balance wheel, a quantitative measure (in units
of kg m2) of the wheel’s resistance to acceleration, corresponding to the torque
required for the balance wheel to reach a given angular acceleration about its axis of
rotation. The spring constant, b, quantifies the spring’s stiffness (see Chapter 3.1.2) in
physical units of N ⋅ m rad–1. Coil springs tend to have reliably invariable spring
constants over a large angular range.
𝑃 = 2𝜋

The idea to develop a spring-driven clock was not new by any means. During one of
his Cutlerian lectures at the Royal Society’s Gresham College, delivered in 1664,
Hooke had already publicly suggested the use of a spring instead of a pendulum to
regulate sea-going clocks to stabilize their operation at sea. As early as August 1665,
Robert Moray informed Huygens of Hooke’s
“… altogether new invention, or rather twenty of them, for measuring time
exactly as your pendulum clocks, as well on sea as on land, for, according to
him, they cannot in any way by changes in position, or even the air. It is, in a
word, to apply to the balance, instead of a pendulum, a spring, which can be
done in a hundred different ways; and he even went so far as to tell us that he
has undertaken to prove that one can so adjust the oscillations that small and
large will be isochronous. It would take too long to describe these in detail,
and he claims to be publishing the whole thing in a little while.”1
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Huygens responded2,3 that he had been made aware of a similar invention during his
visit to Paris in 1660. This idea had been proposed jointly by Artus Gouffier (1627–
1696), duke of Roannes, and Blaise Pascal, whose design had subsequently been
converted into a practical model by the Parisian clockmaker Giles Martinot (1658–
1726). Huygens was, however, concerned that a pitching and rolling ship would affect
the spring-balance wheel’s movements by introducing small irregularities, which he
suspected would be difficult to eliminate, while he also expressed concerns about
possible temperature effects on the spring’s oscillations. It turns out that Huygens was
ahead of his time regarding this latter aspect, as we will see below.
Despite his misgivings, however, within the following decade, Huygens seems to
have made a U-turn as to the practical use of spring-driven marine timepieces.
According to the editors of Huygens’ papers,4 in the second half of 1673, that is, some
time after July of that year, the scientist appears to have noticed a hitherto
unrecognized property of an object that is moving along a cycloidal path: the effective
motive force acting on a body—that is, the force inducing the body to move, which
Huygens called the incitation parfaite décroissante or incitation—at any point along a
cycloid is proportional to the arc length from the vertex to that particular locus.5 He
supported his reasoning by introducing figure 5.1, stating that the ratio of the motive,
gravitational forces acting upon points B and A along the cycloid AC is equivalent to
the ratio of the forces along the planes EC and PC, that
is, as PC to OC or, in other words, as the arc length BC
to the arc length AC.
From his analysis of vibrating strings and of balls
rolling along curved surfaces, making the crucial step to
considering springs occurred naturally. Huygens
proceeded by drawing springs in the form of both
Figure 5.1: Sketch in support of straightened leaves and helix-shaped coils, fastened at
Huygens’ proof that the effective one end: see figure 5.2.6 He realized that the incitation
motive force acting on a body at any
exerted by a spring is in direct proportion to the force
point along a cycloid is proportional
to the arc length from the vertex to required to hold it at rest in its straightened or coiled
that particular locus. (Huygens, C., configuration. In other words, the incitation (force) of a
1673, Oeuvres Complètes de
spring is proportional to the extent (which is equivalent
Christiaan Huygens, XVIII, p. 489)
to the angle) the system is forced out of equilibrium.
This property is more generally known as Hooke’s law
(1678): ut tension sic vis (‘As the extension, so the force’);7 for cycloidal motion, the
resulting oscillation is isochronous. Huygens had thus arrived at an important
realization: springs could be adopted as ideal
isochronous oscillators.
Although Hooke had first stated his law in 1660,
he did not announce the solution and the general
law of elasticity until his lecture ‘Of spring,’
given and subsequently published in 1678, 8
several years after Huygens derived the
equivalent proportionality. It is, therefore,
unknown whether Huygens was influenced by
Hooke or if he derived the proportionality on his

Figure 5.2: Huygens’ sketch of two springs,
one in the shape of a stretched leaf, the other as
a helix-shaped coil. (Huygens, C., 1673,
Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens,
XVIII, p. 496)
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Figure 5.3: Huygens’ drawings of a spring balance and escapement, 20 January 1675. (Oeuvres Complètes de
Christiaan Huygens, VII, p. 408; Adversaria, Manuscript E; Leiden University Library, HUG 9, f.18r.)

own. Huygens and Leibniz had clearly discussed the provenance of Huygens’ results
in person some time in the period 1672–1676 when both scientists spent time in Paris,
as evidenced by Leibniz’ comment from 1691 noting that
“Mr. Newton did not address the laws governing springs; it appears to me that
I heard you say [some time ago] that you had examined them, and that you
had demonstrated the isochronism of [their] vibrations.”9
Huygens himself insisted in his response to Leibniz, on 26 March 1691,10 that his
result was well-known, “as experience teaches constantly,” but without providing any
further proof.

Figure 5.4: Various design improvements, including an improved
escapement mechanism (top), suggested in the days following the
initial eureka moment of 20 January 1675 (Huygens, C., 1675,
Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens, VII, p. 409)

Soon after Huygens’ theoretical
breakthrough, he managed to
turn theory into practice,
apparently with the aid of his
Parisian
clockmaker
Isaac
Thuret, Horloger Ordinaire du
Roi and clockmaker of the
Académie Royale des Sciences.
His first sketch of a watch
balance regulated by a coiled
spring, accompanied by the
word ‘εὕρηκα’ (eureka), dates
from 20 January 1675: 11 see
figure 5.3. Huygens’ sketches
are accompanied by a number
of notes. At the top, we find a
general description of the scene,
“Watch balance regulated by a
spring.” The two notes on the
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left of the drawing read:
“The spring should be held in the air in the drum and be riveted at the side and
at the spindle (arbour),” and
“The balance in the shape of a ring, as in ordinary watches,”
while the note on the right reads, with reference to the sketch at the top of figure 5.4,
“The drum above the plate and as large as the balance, as on the following
page.”
Below the sketch on the right, Huygens seems to have mused about the best material
one could use for his new invention,
“[a] spring of beaten copper could serve perhaps.”
5.1.1. The Huygens–Thuret controversy
Huygens was keen to convert his sketch into a working model, so on the morning of
21 January 1675 he first showed his invention to his friend Pierre Perrault (c. 1608 or
1611–1680), the Receiver General of Finances for Paris-turned-hydrologist, and then
repeatedly but unsuccessfully tried to find Thuret in his workshop. During his third
attempt, around noon on 22 January, he managed to convey his enthusiasm to the
clockmaker, in confidence, whose response was equally enthusiastic. Given the nature
of the notes accompanying Huygens’ first drawings, it is likely that they are the result
of that initial discussion between Huygens and Thuret,12 when both men must have
bounced ideas off each other to arrive at a practically viable design for their first
spring-driven, balance-wheel operated watch. The essence of Huygens’ novel design
was a spring that was affixed at both ends, but which could move freely in between;
he must have insisted on retaining this design feature, which had not been suggested
previously in relation to spring-driven clocks, given that both the French patent he
would be awarded later that year and the description of his spring-driven timepiece,
which he published subsequently in the Journal des Sçavans, includes this property.
By reference to the earlier pendulum design, the balance wheel was equivalent to the

Figure 5.5: (left) Isaac Thuret’s first spring-driven timepiece, signed Thuret A Paris, 1675–1680. (right) The
clock’s escapement mechanism, signed THVRET. (Plomp, R., 1999, Annals of Science, 56, pp. 379–394)
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freely swinging, adjustable weight, while the spring regulated the period of oscillation
and could be adjusted separately by varying the coil’s tension.
Manuscript E of the Codices Hugeniani contains a detailed account—at least from
Huygens’ perspective—of the controversy that subsequently developed between both
men, from 21 January until 25 February 1675.13 Following their initial meeting,
Thuret set out to construct a model watch according to Huygens’ design, working
non-stop until its completion around three o’clock that afternoon. Having completed
his initial assignment, he subsequently continued to work on a somewhat different and
improved version of a spring-driven watch of his own design. The next day, 23
January, he proudly demonstrated the improved design to Huygens, whom he had
called away from a meeting, requesting that Huygens keep these developments secret.
Further improvements were implemented during the next two days: see figure 5.4.
As we have seen before, Huygens was not only a formidable scientist, he also had a
keen business acumen. Thuret’s new spring-driven watch design (see figure 5.5)
obviously lent itself very well for a patent application. Specifically for that reason,
Huygens approached Colbert on 31 January 1675, showing the latter his new
invention. Colbert indeed promised the scientist a French patent, a promise he
communicated to Thuret that same afternoon. The clockmaker, in turn, indicated his
keen interest to be included as co-inventor. To his disappointment, however, Huygens
refused him that honour, but he sweetened his message by pointing out that Thuret
would profit most from the invention and that his practical skills would always be
recognized.
Initially, Huygens agreed to Thuret’s request to delay his patent application, at least
until the latter had completed a model of their new watch for presentation to the
French king. However, in the mean time (writes Huygens) Thuret seems to have gone
to great lengths to publicly announce the significance of his own contributions to the
new design. This prompted Huygens to abandon his earlier agreement, speeding up
the patent application instead.
The men did not meet again until 4 February 1675, but the severity of their newly
acrimonious relationship only revealed itself on 8 February, when Huygens
discovered “that Thuret had shown my invention to Mr. Colbert eight days before
me,” that is, already on 23 January 1675. A day later, on 9 February, Thuret initially
denied Huygens’ accusation, but he later confessed. Huygens added a note to Thuret’s
admission of his breach of their mutually agreed secrecy that he had decided to
subsequently collaborate with the Parisian clockmaker Antoine Gaudron (1640–1714)
instead. There are no surviving sources that can independently verify the extent of
Thuret’s improvements to Huygens’ original design,14 but it is clear that some of the
members in their mutual social circles—including Madame Colbert and Charles
Honoré d’Albert de Luynes (1646–1712), Duke of Chevreuse and married to a
daughter of Colbert—valued Thuret’s contributions more highly than Huygens did.
Indeed, Thuret appears to have designed an effective escapement which improved
Huygens’ original design. Nevertheless, Huygens could not be swayed.
Huygens repeatedly pointed out that Thuret apparently did not fully understand his
design at first:
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“In explaining it to him, he said (as yet barely understanding it), ‘I find that so
beautiful that I still can’t believe it is so.’”15
Apparently, Thuret expressed concern about the practical feasibility of Huygens’
spring-driven design, worrying that lateral vibrations might affect the regularity of the
resulting oscillations. Huygens later said that he responded
“… that what he said of the trouble with these vibrations was something
contrived to make it appear that he knew something about the application of the
spring, but that this itself showed that he had known nothing about it, because,
if he had thought about attaching the spring by its two ends, he would have also
easily seen that these vibrations were of no concern, occurring only when one
knocked or beat against the clock and even then not undercutting the effect of
the spring,”16
although Mahoney has pointed out that Thuret may actually have been struggling with
a similar design of his own around the same time, without seeing the practical
solution that Huygens had realized.17
An attempt was made to broker peace between the antagonists. During a long
discussion on 25 February 1675, Thuret announced that the watch he had been
working on was close to completion, and that he was prepared to present it to
Huygens shortly afterwards. Huygens was, however, only prepared to accept the
watch in return for payment, thus showing that he considered the invention his own
and that Thuret had merely lent his skills to facilitate its practical implementation.
Thuret was given no choice but to eventually accept this denigrating proposition. In
fact, he was made to sign a letter on 10 September 1675 in which he gave up any
intellectual claims to the spring-driven watch invention.18 It is likely that Thuret
agreed to signing away his rights driven by commercial reasons: Huygens had
acquired the exclusive right19 “to have made watches and clocks of a new invention”
in France for a period of 20 years on 15 February 1675, which consisted of
“… a spring turned as a spiral which regulates the rotations of a free balance,
larger and heavier than in the usual works; by this, clocks constructed in little
will give very accurate pocket watches and, in larger designs, everywhere and
in particular for finding the longitudes both at sea and on land.”
Having signed the letter relinquishing all intellectual rights to Huygens, Thuret was
free to proceed as Huygens’ craftsman of choice for the commercialization of his new
spring-driven watches.20
The text of the patent included the explicit right to develop marine clocks driven by a
balance spring: see Thuret’s first model in figure 5.5 (right). Thuret’s clock was
indeed designed specifically for use on board of a ship, as evidenced by the fact that
the top of the case is provided with an iron ball enclosed by a brass cylinder to
facilitate free movement, that is, using a Cardan suspension. It is likely that,
specifically for applications to marine timepieces, Huygens included drawings of
escapement mechanisms equipped with two balances, rotating in opposite directions
so as to minimize the effects of movement.
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In addition, he drew two versions of his initial spring-driven escapement design: one
following the usual configuration where the escapement was directly coupled to the
balance wheel (see figure 5.3) and a second which included an additional balance
wheel between the balance and the escapement. The right-hand panel of figure 5.5
shows that Thuret’s marine spring-balance design indeed includes an extra gear
between the balance wheel and the verge. This construction implies that the balance
wheel has to rotate by approximately 150 degrees before the next pallet is released. In
turn, this results in a slowly moving balance wheel characterized by a period of one
second. I will discuss this latter design in more detail below.
Huygens’ day-to-day account of the events that occurred between himself and Thuret
between 21 January and 25 February 1675 was apparently composed at a later date,
and hence it must be seen as at least somewhat one-sided. Nevertheless, we have a
series of surviving letters in Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes, exchanged with Henry
Oldenburg at the Royal Society of London, which shed some independent light on the
priority of invention. In his letter of 30 January 1675, Huygens stated,
“About Pendulums, I shall tell you … that I have recently come upon a new
invention pertaining to Clocks which I am having [someone] presently
working on and which appears to be successful. I include the secret here, in
anagram form; as you know, I have done before with new discoveries and for
the same reason.”21
The anagram of Huygens’ discovery reads as follows:
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which, rearranged to its original Latin, becomes ‘Axis circuli mobilis affixus in centro
volutae ferreae’ (‘The axis of a moving circle [the balance wheel] attached to the
centre of an iron coil’). Oldenburg responded on 12 February 1675,22 noting that their
mutual friends were keen to see the new invention in practice and that he expected
Huygens to oblige. By that time, the row between Huygens and Thuret had already
become common knowledge, which prompted Huygens to respond defensively on 20
February 1675:23
“In my last letter of 30 January, I sent you the secret of a new invention
pertaining to clocks, of which you since may
have been informed. You will already know
what it is, because the secret has not been
well preserved here owing to the bad faith of
the watchmaker I had commissioned to do the
work. Already the day after I had informed
him of this invention, allowing him to make a
model, he promptly made another and
proceeded to showing it off without my Figure 5.6: Huygens’ sketch of his springknowledge to Mr. Colbert and to several other driven watch design, showing the wound
spring (GH) and the oscillating balance
people, saying that he was its creator.”
He then proceeded to describe his invention in

wheel (C–D) affixed to the verge (X–T).
(Huygens, C., 1675, Oeuvres Complètes de
Christiaan Huygens, VII, p. 425)
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detail, with reference to a figure which was published in the 25 February 1675 issue
of the Journal des Sçavans24,25 (see figure 5.6), saying
“… that this invention is composed of a spring that has been turned into a
spiral, attached in its centre to the spindle of a circular balance which turns on
its pivots; and with its other end to a piece that is attached to the backplate of
the timepiece. Once the balance is put in motion, this spring’s coils alternately
turn backwards and forwards, and so it maintains with the little help it gets
from the gears of the timepiece the movement of the balance. And this ensures
that, even if its turns are smaller or larger, the periods going backwards and
forwards are always equal to each other. If such timepieces are made small,
they will be very precise pocket watches and as larger clocks they can be useful
everywhere, particularly to find the longitude, both at sea and on land, since
their performance is equal to that of Pendulum Clocks, and no vehicle’s
movement will be able to stop them.”
Huygens clearly felt that he needed to give his perspective of the acrimonious
situation with Thuret which had developed, continuing
“The dishonesty of the craftsman, about which I have spoken to you, caused me
a lot of trouble and frustration. But eventually, after I had explained and
convinced Mr. Colbert of his bad behaviour, he has done me justice, and he has
given me the King’s exclusive right [Privilège du Roy]26 for this invention; upon
which my plagiarist, having seen that he had become embroiled in a very
serious matter, not knowing what to do, requesting everyone he knew to urge me
to forgive his mistake and offer him work as before, promising to testify to
everyone that he is in no way part of the claimed invention.”
The Huygens–Thuret conflict about the extent of Thuret’s contribution to the
invention of the spring-driven clock is often thought to have ended their cooperation,
despite Huygens’ note to Colbert that Thuret “had been for a long time one of my
friends.”27 However, a careful study of Huygens’ correspondence seems to suggest
the contrary.28 For instance, in a letter to his brother Constantijn Jr. dated 9 August
1675, he writes
“What they said about my plagiarist is true … but I have deferred to the King’s
advice, where Mr. Colbert has promised to send me a decision that would be
equivalent to actually having registered the Privilège du Roy. I will wait and see
what the effect of this development will be, and I am determined to obtain a
confession from this rogue [ce coquin] and get the satisfaction I desire, or else I
will leave everything in this country behind …”29
His father seems to have attempted to defuse Huygens’ anger; in the letter’s margin,
he added an admonition, “ne saevi, magne sacerdos,” implying that adversarial
conduct is not good for business. Indeed, despite his hurt feelings, Huygens mentions
Thuret’s valued craftsmanship specifically in a letter to Oldenburg dated 21
November 1675, where he discusses a watch made for the Duke of York:
“It is made by Thuret, who makes up to now the best [watches] and with great
demand. He is the one who has treated me so badly after I had confided him
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that invention. But, having retracted in the end by a letter which others had
obliged him to write to me, and having come to me to ask pardon, I have no
difficulties anymore to employ him.”30
This sentiment is confirmed by considering the designs of Huygens’ successive
longitude clocks, without either remontoire or fusee. These closely resembled
Thuret’s initial design, except for the ‘pirouette’ (so known because of the slow, large
movements of the balance wheel) that was originally included, a combination of the
large gear (R¡S; see figure 5.6) and the pinion (T) between the balance wheel (C–D)
and the escapement (not shown).
Rupert T. Gould, the historian of horology, explained the efficacy of this latter device
as follows:
“Huygens’s method of applying the spring was original, for he geared up the
balance, so that in stead of describing, like Hooke’s an arc of 120° or so, it
revolved several turns at each beat. The device is termed a ‘pirouette.’ It is
theoretically objectionable on account of the friction in the gearing, and never
came into general use. He found himself, however, baffled by the effect of
temperature on the strength of the spring.”31
Despite the additional friction, Huygens had included the pirouette in an attempt to
allow the balance wheel to make wider swings between beats, and therefore attain a
lower oscillation frequency and less frequent pulses on the verge. He expected this
configuration to result in a more detached and therefore more accurate escapement. In
pendulum clocks, this was achieved by application of long pendulums; in his new
spring-driven watch design, he attempted to mimic that situation by including a
slowly moving balance rotating over a wide angle. To limit the angle associated with
the rotation of the verge, an additional gear was required. However, Huygens
eventually (or perhaps immediately) abandoned the idea for practical reasons, despite
being convinced that his pirouette configuration was the more precise design.
5.1.2. Claims and counterclaims
Always the opportunistic businessman, he concluded his letter of 20 February 1675 to
Oldenburg by suggesting that he would be interested in licensing his invention in
England as well, offering a share of the proceeds to either Oldenburg himself or to the
Royal Society. As we will see below, this letter subsequently became part of a second
controversy, this time revolving around claims of priority between Huygens and
Hooke. Although the development of spring-driven timepieces was not the
prerogative of either man—they had been in use since the 16th Century in chamber
clocks, instead of falling weights (see also our discussion about the spring-driven
fusee in Chapter 4)—this did not stop them from engaging in a heated dispute about
the priority of their clocks’ operation by means of a balance wheel.
Huygens’ novel invention was the implementation of such a balance wheel, which
revolved back and forth isochronously, thus enabling replacement of the pendulum as
regulator of his innovative timepieces. In response to a rival claim, most likely by the
French abbot and physicist-cum-inventor Jean de Hautefeuille (1647–1724) regarding
the invention of the spring balance, Huygens wrote:
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“It will be seen how much they differ,
since, besides a totally different form and
application of the spring, I employ a
balance that turns on its pivots, and my
invention consists of the combination of
these two things.”32
Upon Huygens’ announcement of his new
invention to the Académie Royale des
Sciences in 1674, De Hautefeuille rather
Figure 5.7: Sketch provided by Jean de Hautefeuille in opportunistically challenged Huygens’
support of his legal challenge to Huygens’ priority of claim of the priority of invention both
invention of the spring-driven, balance-wheel operated legally and intellectually, claiming that he
clock. (1675–1676, Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan
himself had proposed replacing the
Huygens, VII, p. 449)
pendulum by a thin strip of steel for
timekeeping purposes.33,34 He included a detailed technical description as well as
figure 5.7 in support of his legal claim. His design consisted of a balance wheel
ABCD (see the right-hand sketch, labeled ‘Figure II’), with teeth underneath, a verge
escapement EF equipped with pallets G and H, and a pinion wheel IK, which was
meant to perpendicularly raise and lower a straight rack with teeth on one edge (a
‘cremaillere’). The latter was attached by one end to a spring AB (shown in the lefthand sketch, Figure premiere) and on the other end to a weight, C.
De Hautefeuille argued that a clock constructed in this manner could continue to
oscillate without interruptions. He also admitted, however, that he had not been able
to make his design work in practice, but that this was merely a matter of involving a
craftsman to pursue its construction—De Hautefeuille considered this aspect a mere
“accident.” His legal and intellectual claims rested on the fact that he had pointed out
that a vibrating spring could be used as a practical regulator, forcing a clock to beat
regularly. Huygens summarily dismissed De Hautefeuille’s claims, pointing out that
the latter had certainly not been the first to suggest such a mechanism. The main
problem in getting it to work related to the conversion of a spring’s regular motion
into the uniform movement of a practically viable escapement, and for that to work
significantly more design effort was required, and so was advanced physical insight.
I already alluded to the more serious nature of Huygens’ dispute with Hooke
regarding the priority of invention. While the chronological history of their quarrel is
well known and has been extensively recorded, the technical aspects of the dispute are
less clear—yet they deserve careful clarification in order to place the dispute in its
proper context. Springs have been used for two different purposes in watch designs,
which is where the technical confusion arises. On the one hand, they have been used
as part of the escapements in marine timepieces. It is clear from the surviving
historical evidence that Hooke had been working on constant-force spring-controlled
escapements since at least 1660.35 Since this application counteracts irregularities in a
clock’s gear train, when implemented correctly it will allow clocks to run at very high
accuracy. On the other hand, Hooke wondered about the “use of springs instead of
gravity for making a body vibrate in any posture.” The resulting use of spring-balance
applications to enforce isochronous movement was a second innovation dating from
the mid-17th Century. It replaced the force of gravity affecting a swinging weight by
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the spring’s elasticity (“artificiall gravity” in Hooke’s own words), which would
allow one to carry it around or take such clocks on journeys to geographically distant
locations, thus facilitating continued accurate timekeeping on pitching and rolling
ships during any voyage. The essence of the dispute between Huygens and Hooke
was, therefore, not whether Hooke had applied springs to force isochronous motion of
his timepieces, but whether he had used spiral springs in particular before Huygens,
who used such springs routinely because of their efficiency.36
However, Huygens had initially simply implemented this type of balance spring only
because the balance in his first watch rotated more than 1½ turns; from around 1675,
he also used spiral springs in the more conventional watches he ordered from Thuret.
Hooke initially applied straight springs instead. It is often asserted that Huygens’
employed his spiral spring because it could be easily adjusted to make his watches
isochronous. Indeed, this is how isochronicity is achieved in modern watches
equipped with detached ‘lever’ escapements, invented around 1755—well after
Huygens’ death—by the British clockmaker Thomas Mudge (1715–1794). However,
watches in Huygens’ time usually used verge escapements, which destroy the
isochronicity of any kind of balance spring…
On 28 January 1675, at a meeting of the Royal Society, Oldenburg had read out
Huygens’ first letter to him in which the Dutch scientist wrote of his new invention.37
Based on his diary entries, Hooke does not seem to have realized the importance of
this missive for his own career. 38 The meeting’s record includes the anagram
communicated by Huygens, but not its solution. On 18 February 1675, Oldenburg
read Huygens’ second letter,39 now including the solution to the anagram. Oldenburg
appears to have been a staunch supporter of Hooke’s discoveries and inventions until
at least the winter of 1674–1675,40 but this development irreversibly changed the
relationship between both men, who until that time had been on good terms.41 Hooke
had apparently been informed of the second letter’s contents by Robert Boyle the day
before, and he immediately challenged Huygens’ claim of priority by reference to the
Royal Society’s journals and an appeal to its historian, Thomas Spratt: in Hooke’s
Diary we find as entry for this date,
“Zulichem’s [Huygens’] spring watch spoken of by his letter [to Oldenburg]. I
shewd when it was printed in Dr. Spratt’s book.”
In addition, at the Royal Society’s meeting of 13 January 1664, Brouncker went on
record by stating that
“Mr. Hooke had discovered to himself, Dr. Robert Moray, and Dr. Wilkins, an
invention, which might prove very beneficial to England, and to the world,”
which has been interpreted42 as a reference to Hooke’s spring-balance watch. The
Royal Society’s Journal Book included a reference from 29 August 1666 to Hooke’s
demonstration of his spring-driven watch from 15 March 1664,
“Mr. Hooke produced … a new piece of watch-work of his contrivance,
serving to measure time exactly both by sea and land; of which he was
ordered to bring in the description.”43
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Nevertheless, the Fellowship of the Royal Society remained unconvinced of the
practical use of Hooke’s watch. On behalf of the Royal Society, Oldenburg wrote that
“… Mons. Huygens, notwithstanding [Hooke’s claim], should be thanked for
his communication and informed what had been done here; and what were the
causes of its want of success.”44
He subsequently wrote to Huygens that the Royal Society’s Fellowship would
“… suspend their judgement until they can have the advantage of the figure
and a more ample description, principally in the face of Mr. Hooke’s having
invented, some years ago, a similar thing, as he believes, which however did
not then succeed entirely according to his hopes.”45
Oldenburg had, perhaps on purpose and out of apparent jealousy,46 omitted any record
of Hooke’s progress on the spring-driven watch, while Spratt’s History of the Royal
Society only included a generic description of Hooke’s ‘invention,’ referring to
“… several new kinds of Pendulum watch for the Pocket, wherein the motion
is regulated, by Springs, or Weights, or Loadstones, or Flies moving very
exactly regularly.”47
An independent reference to
Hooke’s spring watches is found in
the journal of Count Lorenzo
Magalotti (1637–1712), the Italian
philosopher, author, diplomat, and
poet, describing a demonstration of
Hooke’s watch at a meeting of the
Royal Society in February 1668,
“… a pocket-watch with a new
pendulum invention. You might call
it with a bridle, the time being
regulated by a little spring of
tempered wire which at one end is
attached to the balance-wheel, and
at the other to the body of the
watch. This works in such a way
that if the movements of the
balance-wheel are unequal, and if
some irregularity of the toothed
movement tends to increase the
inequality, the wire keeps it in
check, obliging it always to make
the same journey.”
Figure 5.8: Hooke Folio (2006), p. 83, providing evidence that
any reference to Hooke’s demonstration of 23 June 1670 has
been crossed out. (© The Royal Society)

There is no record of Hooke’s
demonstration in the Royal
Society’s Register Book, which
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was maintained by Oldenburg at the time. In fact, in the Royal Society’s Hooke Folio
there is clear evidence of Oldenburg’s suppression of any reference to Hooke’s
demonstration. The Hooke Folio contains the original minutes of the Royal Society’s
meeting of 23 June 1670, which do contain a reference to Hooke’s invention.
However, these notes have been crossed out (see figure 5.8), so that they were not
included in the Journal Book when Oldenburg’s minutes were transcribed. The Hooke
Folio was rediscovered only in 2006, however.48,49
More precise descriptions of Hooke’s spring-driven watch escapement are found in
the correspondence of Moray, the Royal Society’s first President, with Huygens,
either directly or through Oldenburg. Specifically, in a letter dated 30 September
1665, Moray instructed Oldenburg to ask Huygens about his use of a spring for
isochronicity:
“… if he doth not apply a Spring to the Arbour of the Balance, and that will
give him occasion to say somewhat to you; if it be that, you may tell him what
Hooke has done in that matter, and what he intends more.”
Hooke strongly disagreed with the Royal Society’s assessment that his invention had
been unsuccessful and attempted to convince others that he was entitled to the
invention’s priority. Indignantly, he wrote in his diary that “[t]he Society inclined to
favour Zulichems [Huygens].”50 He proceeded to show a spring-driven watch of his
own design to the mathematician Sir Charles Scarborough (1615–1694), the King’s
physician, on 19 February 1675, and subsequently proceeded to search the Royal
Society’s Register Book for evidence of his own priority, grumbling that “Zulichems
spring [was] not worth a farthing.” He uncovered a reference to his own springdriven watch from 1666, and in late February/early March 1675 he turned to Thomas
Tompion to convert his design into a practical timepiece, simultaneously engaging in
lengthy discussions about spring-driven watches with Christopher Wren.51
As we have seen, meanwhile Huygens had offered Oldenburg the English patent for
his own spring-driven watch design, provided that the latter could secure the King’s
approval. Hooke learned about this development on 6 March 1675 from his friend Sir
Jonas Moore (1617–1679), the English mathematician, surveyor, astronomer, and
Ordnance Officer. Hooke was understandably greatly dismayed by this news, since he
would be prevented from continuing his own efforts to develop a spring-driven
marine timepiece if Huygens and Oldenburg were successful. He angrily accused
Oldenburg of abusing his position as Secretary of the Royal Society for his own
profit, announcing that Huygens had learnt the secrets of his spring-driven design
from him (Oldenburg).
Hooke’s Diary entry for 6 March 1675 states that he was
“At Sir J. Mores [Moore’s]. he told me of Oldenburg’s treachery his defeating
the Society and getting a patent for Spring Watches for himself.”52
He was clearly incensed by these developments, as evidenced by a subsequent
comment in his Diary, calling “Oldenburg a raskall for not registering things brought
into the Society …”, and noting on 10 June 1675 that he had “… reproved Oldenburg
for not Registering Experiments,” while “Brouncker took his [Oldenburg’s] part.”53
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The quarrel between Oldenburg and Hooke was played out in the pages of the learned
societies. Following Oldenburg’s reading of Huygens’ letters, he published the Dutch
scientist’s claim to the invention in the March 1675 issue of the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society, of which he was the editor. Hooke responded by
outlining his own version of the situation as a postscript to an article in Helioscopes of
October 1675, where he published a summary of his Cutlerian lecture (A Description
of Helioscopes), explaining that in 1660 he took his invention to “several Persons of
Honour”—Boyle, Moray, and Brouncker (with whom he fell foul over the ensuing
‘Oldenburg–Brouncker conspiracy’). Hooke added,
“[o]f these things the Publisher of the Transactions was not ignorant, and I
doubt not but Mr. Hugens hath had an account, at least he might have read so
much of it in the History of the Royal Society as was enough to have given
him notice of it.”54
Meanwhile, Huygens became increasingly concerned about these developments,
particularly in the face of his potential loss of income if Hooke’s discoveries turned
out to be viable. On 1 July 1675, he wrote to Oldenburg,
“I do not know how you put up with the ill-founded boastings of this man, and
whether you have not considered whether, if he had had so useful and
important an invention, he would have failed to avail himself of it and put it
into effect.”55
While Hooke was correct in claiming that he had publicly discussed spring-driven
watches in the 1660s, his descriptions of such devices had been very general and
deliberately vague. That cautious attitude now cost him dearly in his dispute with
Huygens, since it was judged insufficiently detailed to claim the priority of invention,
and his secrecy meant that there were no witnesses who could be rallied in support.
The public quarrel between Oldenburg and Hooke went back and forth, with attacks
and counterattacks appearing in the Philosophical Transactions and Lampas.56 His
strongly worded piece concluded,
“To his [Oldenburg] upbraiding me with his having published some things of
mine; I answer, he hath so, but not so much with mine as with his own desire,
and if he send me what I think worth publishing I will do as much for him, and
repay him in his own coyn. Lastly, Whereas he makes use of We and Us
ambiguously, it is desired he would explain whether he means the Royal
Society, or the Pluralities of himself. If the former, it is not so, as I can prove
by many Witnesses; if the later, I neither know what he is acquainted with, or
what has been imparted or explained to him.”57
“Speque metuque Procul hinc procul ito. Ho”
(“Go far away from both hope and fear.”)
Oldenburg had the final word in the matter. Hooke was publicly disowned on 2
November 1676 when the Council of the Royal Society declared its support of “Mr.
Oldenburg’s integrity and faithfulness to the Royal Society,” commending
Oldenburg’s trustworthiness and honesty “in the management of the intelligence of
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the Royal Society.” This enabled Oldenburg to publish rebuttals in the September and
November 1676 issues of the Philosophical Transactions, declaring that
“the publisher of this tract [Philosophical Transactions] intends to take
another opportunity of Justifying himself against the Aspersions and
Calumnies of an immoral Postscript put to a Book called Lampas, published
by Robert Hooke: Till which time, ’tis hoped, the Candid Reader will suspend
his Judgement.”58
However, it was probably not Oldenburg who had spilled the beans following
Hooke’s lectures at both Gresham College and to the Royal Society’s Fellowship.
Indeed, as we saw at the start of this chapter, it is likely that Hooke’s friend Sir Robert
Moray had informed Huygens and the foreign members of the Royal Society of
Hooke’s progress in 1664, specifically to support Hooke’s priority of invention.
Nevertheless, Hooke’s biographer Waller, writing in 1705, clearly believed that
Oldenburg had betrayed Hooke’s secret to Huygens:
“It is probable that their intimacy procur’d what he knew; and it is evident
that Huygen’s discovery of this was first publish’d in the Journal des Sçavans,
and from thence in the Philos. Transact. for March 25th 1675, about ten Years
after that Letter of Sir Robert Morays, and fifteen after Hooke’s first discovery
of it.”
Huygens had offered the English patent to Oldenburg or the Royal Society, since he
could not apply for one himself on account of his foreign citizenship. In fact,
Oldenburg was not eligible for the same reason, but neither Oldenburg himself nor
Hooke realized this at the time. Hooke developed a distrust of Oldenburg and the
Royal Society’s impartiality. His Diary entry for 3 September 1675 indicates that he
“Writ against Oldenburg,” probably in the form of the postscript to his article in
Helioscopes, on 25 September of that year followed by some satisfaction that “Sir
Chr Wren read my papers … against Oldenburg and approved.” In November 1676,
we read in his Diary,
“Saw the Lying Dog Oldenburg’s transactions. Resolved to quit all
employments and to seek my health,”
although he apparently did not follow through, because in October 1676, he once
again “Resolved to Leave the Royal Society,” complaining of “Great intrigues of [the
Royal Society’s] Councell” and the “Grubendolian Councell,” where he used an
anagram of Oldenburg’s name commonly used in Royal Society circles at the time.
He had clearly become an angry and bitter man, additionally calling the Royal
Society’s secretary William Croune (Croone; 1633–1684) “a Dog.” Hooke won a
moral victory of sorts, however:
“May 20, 1677. Oldenburg fled at my sight.”
Hooke’s friend and biographer, the English naturalist Richard Waller (d. 1715) may
well have hit on the correct explanation as to why Hooke allowed this dispute to
develop, despite claiming to have invented a spring-driven timepiece some 17 years
earlier:
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“It must be confess’d that very many of his Inventions were never brought to
the perfection they were capable of, not put into practice till some other
Person … cultivated the Invention, which, Hooked found, it put him upon the
finishing that which otherwise possibly might have lain ’till this time in its first
Defects: whether this mistake from the multiplicity of his Business which did
not allow him a sufficient time, or from the fertility of his Invention which
hurry’d him on, in the quest of new Entertainments, neglecting his former
Discoveries when he was once satisfied of the feazableness and certainty of
them, I know not.”59
Turning away from the learned society for a moment, between March and October
1675, Hooke and Tompion worked frantically towards the development of a reliable
spring-driven watch, trying a “perpendicular Spiral spring” and a “Double spiral
spring,” without relying on the Royal Society to act on their behalf in securing a royal
patent. King Charles II, meanwhile, clearly did not want to get involved in the dispute.
From Hooke’s Diary we know that the King granted him a number of audiences in
April 1675, giving him a chance to provide updates on his practical progress.
“April 7. The King most graciously pleas’d with it and commended it far
beyond Zulichem’s. He promised me a patent.”60
On the same day, the King refused Oldenburg his sought-after patent, although on 10
April 1675, the King informed Hooked that “unless we made hast with the watch he
would grant the patent” to Oldenburg. On 17 May, Hooke sent his prototype springdriven watch to the King, who received it “very kindly” and subsequently “affirm’d it
very good” at an in-person meeting with Hooke, facilitated by Sir Jonas Moore. To
establish priority, Hooke opportunistically had it engraved: “Robert Hooke inven.
1658. T. Tompion fecit, 1675” (“Robert Hooke, invented 1658. T. Tompion,
constructed 1675”). Hooke and Tompion constructed a second watch for the King,
which was completed in late August of that year and which the King agreed “did very
well.” He is also said to have constructed watches for James II, the Duke of York
(1633–1701), Prince Rupert of the Rhine (1619–1682), and many other notables.61
Nevertheless, Hooke did not get a royal patent. Neither did Oldenburg in the end.
It seems clear, nevertheless, that both Hooke and Huygens contributed significantly to
the development of a spring-driven watch, although the priority of invention remains
hidden in the mists of history. Huygens is generally credited with the invention,
however, since he produced the first accurate and reliable spring-driven, balancewheel operated timepiece in collaboration with Thuret.
5.1.3. Slow progress
Huygens believed the spring-driven, balance-wheel operated watch design to
represent the most promising approach to address the problem of determining one’s
longitude at sea. He considered mechanical problems as the most important reason
why, at that point in time, the spring balance could not (yet) compete with the
pendulum in terms of accuracy, but he most likely considered these problems
primarily a challenge for clockmakers. Indeed, despite misgivings by Newton, who
was convinced that the timing accuracy had to be solved by scientists,62 the problem
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was eventually laid to rest by clockmakers.
Huygens must have been well aware of the limitations of his early spring-driven
watches, which allowed him to keep the time to an accuracy of 4 to 5 minutes per day.
In a letter to Oldenburg of 11 July 1675,63 he admitted that the accuracy of his new
watches was lower than that of clocks with a long pendulum. In addition, he seems to
have realized that his balance spring construction was rather sensitive to movement.
As we have seen, Huygens tried to remedy this latter sensitivity by introducing a
second balance wheel, rotating in the opposite sense, but this required too much force
and was subject to too much friction in the gear train. He concluded his letter to
Oldenburg by referring to a simpler solution he was working on, most likely the idea
to double the number of revolutions from 120 to 240 per minute.64
The bitter priority disputes with Thuret, Hooke, and De Hautefeuille took much of
Huygens’ attention, preventing him from making sustained progress on the
development of a viable and accurate marine timepiece from the initial pocket-watch
design for a number of years. Nevertheless, he had realized soon after his initial
design efforts that a larger-size spring-balance-driven clock would be more stable on
choppy seas, an idea he communicated about freely by 1679. Indeed, the French
privilège of 15 February 1675 specifically refers to a new portable watch construction
that is “plus grand et plus pesant qu’aux ouvrages ordinaires” (“larger and heavier
than ordinary specimens”),65 while the resolution of 25 September 1675 of the Staten
van Hollant en Westfrieslant (the States of Holland) to award an octroy (patent)
includes the phrase “in grooter formaet gemaect sijnde” (“made larger”)66—although
the octroy itself does not mention the larger size.67 In addition, in his Memoire
concernant l’Académie Royale des Sciences 68 from 1679, which he sent to Paul
Pellison (1624–1693), official historian of the French King and author of the Histoire
du Roy (‘History of the King’),69 Huygens stated that
“… because the pendulum clocks necessarily suffer from the ship[’s]
movements, there is more hope to succeed with balances with a spiral spring,
but constructed in a large size because the accuracy is believed to depend on
the dimension, and it would be very worthwhile to do this experiment.”70
Indeed, his experiments seem to have borne this out, given that in October 1682 he
wrote to Jean Gallois (1632–1707), French scholar and abbot, that
“… after the tests I have recently made, I venture to promise clocks just as
accurate as our long pendulums by means of my invention of the spiral spring
which can easily resist the largest movements of the sea.”71
Meanwhile, Hooke’s efforts were met with considerably less enthusiasm. Since
approximately 1659, he had been working on improving his designs for smaller-size,
portable timepieces. However, his contemporaries in England saw little merit in
pursuing these developments:
“All I could obtain was a Catalogue of Difficulties, first in the doing of it,
secondly in the bringing of it into publick use, thirdly in making advantage of
it. Difficulties were proposed from the alteration of Climates, Airs, heats and
colds, temperature of Springs, the nature of Vibrations, the wearing of
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Materials, the motion of the Ship, and divers others. Next, it would be difficult
to bring it to use, for Sea-men knew their way already to any Port, and Men
would not be at the unnecessary charge of the Apparatus, and Observations of
the Time could not be made well at Sea, and they would nowhere be of use but
in the East and West India voyages, which were so perfectly understood that
every common Sea-man almost knew how to pilot a ship tither. And as for
making benefits, all People lost by such undertakings; much has been talked
about the Praemium for the Longitude, but there has never been any such
thing, no King or State would ever give a farthing for it, and the like; all
which I let pass…”72
By 1682, Huygens’ efforts to perfect his marine clock design had become sufficiently
promising to attract the attention of and formal encouragement from the Directors of
the Dutch East India Company (VOC), as a potentially viable approach to
determining longitude at sea. As a result, the VOC issued a number of resolutions in
support of taking Huygens’ clocks on a voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, the
southernmost point of the African continent. The first resolution of support was issued
on 31 December 1682.73 It specifically authorized the Mayor of Amsterdam, Johannes
Hudde (1628–1704), governor of the VOC and a mathematician by training, to
“… correspond with Mr. Huygens and one van Ceulen about the invention and
construction of very accurate timepieces, which would not deviate from each
other by more than a second per day [24 hours], in which way the East and
West could be found …”
The Van Ceulen referred to in the VOC resolution was the Dutch watchmaker
Johannes van Ceulen (1629–1695), who lived across the street from Huygens in The
Hague. That same month, Huygens asked Gallois in confidence to arrange permission
for an extension of three to four months of his leave of absence from the Académie
Royale des Sciences so as to supervise sea trials in the Dutch Republic.74
Meanwhile, Huygens had also taken note of Oldenburg’s warning of 1675 that
temperature and humidity differences might affect the performance of his metal
springs:
“I do not doubt, sir, that you have considered the effects of the temperature of
the air, especially those of heat, on springs of that type … It appears rather
difficult to prevent them, or to remedy them, and to ensure that the periods of
oscillation are always equal to each other in duration. But, I say, your
intelligence has certainly foreseen [this] and found a means to protect the
device against this inconvenience.”75
Like Huygens in 1665, Oldenburg also appears to have been ahead of his time, since
the effects of temperature changes on metal were not yet understood in the late-17th
Century, beyond the fact that blacksmiths had long been using the expansion
properties of iron to fit bands around wagon wheels. By May 1675, he had performed
initial experiments to ascertain the effects of temperature differences on the springs,
in response to objections raised by Father Chérubin d’Orléans (1613–1697), a monk
at the Convent d’Orléans à Angers. He reported in a letter to the French scholar Henri
Justel (1620–1693) that
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“I have not found that heating the balance spring in a flame produces any
slower vibrations than when it is cold.”76
However, Huygens was wrong. His subsequent experiments with springs and with
spring-regulated clocks had made him conclude by 1683 that springs are indeed very
sensitive to changes in both temperature and humidity, in the sense that cold
conditions accelerate the oscillations of a clock spring,77 since temperature variations
affect a spring’s elasticity. Huygens was baffled by these differences, which had also
been observed in the context of the thermal expansion and contraction of pendulum
rods—so that the position of the centre of gravity and therefore the accuracy of
pendulum clocks was seasonal. However, this change in length of the pendulum rod
with temperature was barely acknowledged in the 17th Century. In fact, Huygens even
refuted78 Godfried Wendelinus’ assertion that the oscillations of a pendulum were
faster in winter than in summer, and he never accepted that the length of the
pendulum was temperature dependent. It took another century for these insights to
become commonplace.
Modern physics teaches us that the effect of increasing the temperature on a balance
spring is that the modulus of elasticity—also known as Young’s modulus—is reduced
(while the diameter of the balance is increased, but this latter effect is negligible
compared with the change in Young’s modulus). Solid bodies deform when force is
exerted onto them. Young’s modulus is a measure of the stiffness of the body, that is,
it quantifies the extent to which a body returns to its original shape after the force is
removed. As we saw before, the oscillation period, P′, of a spring balance is given by
𝐼
,
𝑆
where I is its moment of inertia and S is the spring’s elastic moment. In fact, this
equation represents the time between a clock’s beats, which is equivalent to half the
oscillation period. When the temperature increases, thermal expansion results in an
increased diameter of the spring balance. This, in turn, increases its rotational inertia
and, in response, the watch will run more slowly. At the same time, a temperature
increase causes expansion of the spring in terms of its thickness, width, and length.
The increases in the latter two dimensions have opposite effects on the spring’s
strength and effectively cancel each other. The increase in thickness results in a
slightly increased strength, but this effect is rendered unimportant by the reduced
elasticity of the metal. As a direct consequence, the spring produces less force for a
given angle of rotation. In practical terms, the reduction in the elasticity of the
material for steel or brass springs given by Young’s modulus results in a temperature
dependence of a spring balance’s oscillation period of order 10 seconds per degree
Celcius per day. (For completeness, I should point out that changes in the temperature
will also have an effect on the viscosity of the lubricating oils applied, but this effect
is negligible compared to that owing to the change in the spring’s elasticity.)
𝑃′ = 𝜋

Huygens had experimentally found this temperature dependence by the mid-1680s,
but he was unable to compensate for these effects in his practical spring watches. It is
unclear whether Hooke had independently observed this temperature effect.
Temperature compensation was not realized during the period covered by our
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narrative. It took until 1714 before an approximate solution to this problem had been
achieved. During this time, George Graham made a number of valiant attempts at
constructing an isochronous and, therefore, temperature-insensitive pendulum. He
cleverly used the varying expansion rates of different metals, where the temperatureinduced expansion in one metal if counterbalanced by the expansion of the other, so
that the actual length of the pendulum remains unchanged. He was, however,
ultimately unsuccessful in this pursuit. Instead, Graham designed mercurycompensated pendulums, where the pendulum is meant to hold mercury in a glass
cylinder to work similarly to a mercury thermometer: when the ambient
temperature—and therefore the pendulum length—increases, the mercury contained
in the glass cylinder expanded as well (and vice versa), so that the pendulum’s centre
of gravity remains unchanged. Full compensation was only achieved in 1753 by the
English clockmaker John Harrison (1693–1776). In essence, developments and
improvements in metallurgy improved springs; ‘regulators’ made of bimetallic strips
were used to compensate for changes in both the balance wheel’s moment of inertia
and in the effective length of the springs, which in turn helped to compensate for
temperature changes.
In addition, high humidity might cause the metal components in 17th Century watches
to oxidize (that is, rust). William Palmer (d. 1737), the watchmaker, suggested to keep
watches for use at sea close to a fire 79 so as to maintain them at a constant
temperature. A similar suggestion had at that time already been put to the British
Parliament by the contemporary London watchmaker Stephen Plank in an early effort
to secure its Longitude Prize.80 He proposed, in fact, to keep the watches in a brass
box on top of a stove to avoid changes in the ambient temperature. However, in high
temperatures, the watches’ lubricant will dry more quickly, which in turn would
increase their wear and tear through friction, and hence affect their stable operation.
5.2. Return to the marine pendulum design
Given the state of science in the late 17th Century, however, by late 1683 Huygens
lost interest in the use of spring-driven marine timepieces to determine longitude at
sea, because he could not compensate adequately for these temperature effects. Of
course, history tells us in retrospect that he was on the right track, but that he lacked
the technical knowhow… From an historical perspective, abandoning his pirouette
had been a simple and straightforward first step. Freeing the balance from temperature
effects and the escapement from coupling took more time and effort; both would be
realized in the 18th Century. Neither the earlier design features of the remontoire (that
is, a secondary spring or weight used as power source) nor the fusee had to be
reintroduced, so that—in hindsight—the Huygens–Thuret spring-driven clock
represented the start of a truly promising development. Notably, the fact that the
Huygens–Thuret clock did not include a fusee demonstrates that Huygens was
convinced that his balance spring would, on its own, retain isochronicity—pretty
much like the cycloidal chops in his pendulum clocks were meant for the same
purpose. This choice is, however ,somewhat puzzling, given that he was also aware of
issues with the varying driving moment the absence of a fusee introduced.
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Figure 5.9: (left) Huygens’ marine cycloidal pendulum clock with double suspension, 1672–1673. (right) Detailed
suspension. (Huygens, C., 1673, Horologium Oscillatorium, Part I)

Figure 5.10: Huygens’ initial sketches of his tricord pendulum, 4 December 1683. (Oeuvres Complètes de
Christiaan Huygens, XVIII, p. 527)

5.2.1. The tricord pendulum
Nevertheless, by the end of 1683 Huygens decided to start exploring other forms of
isochronous oscillators, which would have “the effect of the spring without the
spring,” that is, he wanted to retain the type of motion facilitated by a spiral springdriven escapement but without its temperature dependence. In his original cycloidalpendulum design for use at sea, dating from around 1672, Huygens had explored
whether mounting a pendulum with two wires, attached to a spring-driven clock on
the front and back, would increase its stability on a rocking ship: see figure 5.9. This
early triangular marine pendulum’s suspension was Cardanic, that is, it initially used a
ball-and-socket mount, later replaced by a gimbal mount, so as to minimize the effects
of a ship’s rocking movement in the plane of the pendulum’s motion. In addition, the
box located below the pendulum bob contained a number of heavy lead pieces, also
aimed at improving the clock’s stability at sea.
He returned to this line of inquiry in 1683, which eventually led to his creation of an
intricate three-dimensional pendulum regulator, the pendulum cylindricum trichordon
or tricord pendulum, whose eureka moment occurred on 4 December 1683.81 His
initial sketches of the tricord pendulum are reproduced in figure 5.10. His new
pendulum design consisted of three equal-length, parallel wires suspended from a
fixed mounting and attached at equidistant points on the inside of a heavy ring or
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cylinder, either solid or hollow. The latter could rotate freely and also move up and
down along the device’s perpendicular axis. The underlying idea was ingenious: when
the ring or cylinder is moved away from its equilibrium position through rotation
about its axis, it will move slightly upwards and the wires will deviate from their
vertical orientation. Upon releasing the cylinder, it will perform torsional oscillations
about its equilibrium position without the need for a spring balance (and, hence,
unwanted temperature effects).
From Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes we
learn that the Dutch scholar set out to derive
the tricord pendulum’s isochronicity on 7
December 1683. His mathematical analysis
of this three-dimensional contraption was
less than straightforward. He started by
considering each of the three wires as
individual pendulums with bob weights
equivalent to one third of that of the ring. He
then referred to the displacement principle to
show that the actual space-curve generated
by the endpoints of the wires traced
sinusoidal curves, similar to parabolas (see
the middle drawing in figure 5.10), which
approximated
isochronous
paths,
particularly for small angles, although they
were not perfect cycloids. One of his
drawings—shown in figure 5.11 (top)—also
included small curved chops at the wires’
suspension points, presumably to force the
pendulum wires to follow cycloidal paths.
(He eventually opted for the use of longer
wires to approximate isochronous operation,
Figure 5.11: (top) Huygens’ drawing of his tricord
of isochronal chops.) The
pendulum with cycloidal chops (Oeuvres Complètes instead
de Christiaan Huygens, XVIII, p. 531). (bottom) mathematics behind the calculation of their
Geometry of the tricord pendulum (adapted from curved shapes is particularly impressive
Crommelin, 1938)
given the device’s three-dimensional design.
He also derived that the tricord pendulum’s
period depended on both the square root of the length of the wires and the size of the
ring, suggesting that calibration could be achieved by radially adjusting small weights
on the ring, although it appears that Huygens did not derive the actual period of his
practical tricord pendulum.82
Let us now consider the mathematical background to the tricord pendulum in more
detail, following Crommelin’s excellent exposition. 83 Note, however, that while
Crommelin developed the arguments based on modern calculus, Huygens did not
have access to those tools. Instead, he proceeded on the basis of geometric
considerations—and, in fact, he simplified the operation of his three-dimensional
contraption to the basic principles of the circular pendulum in his final notes of 10
June 1684.
Our basic premise is that the device contains three wires of equal length, l, which are
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arranged in a circle of radius r and initially oriented vertically, so that both their
suspension points and the points where they are attached to the swinging body define
horizontal planes when the device is in equilibrium. The potential and kinetic
energies, Ep and Ek, of a simple pendulum swinging over small angles θ from the
vertical direction can be written as
!

!! !

!

𝐸! = ! 𝐴 𝜃 ! and 𝐸! = ! 𝐵

!!

,

where A and B are constants, so that the period of the pendulum becomes
𝐵
.
𝐴
We now take for the coordinate θ the pendulum’s rotation angle and refer to the
pendulum’s deviation from the vertical axis as φ. I refer the reader to the bottom panel
of figure 5.11 for the relevant geometry. The bottom extremity of one of the
pendulum’s wires is at rest in a point O; upon being perturbed, it will be moved to Oʹ
following the curve OOʹ. The vertical displacement OʹOʹʹ is given by
𝑃 = 2𝜋

1
1
ℎ = 𝑙(1 − cos 𝜑) = 2 𝑙 sin! 𝜑 ≈ 𝑙 𝜑 ! .
2
2
The final approximation only holds for small angles φ. The sketch in figure 5.11
implies that 𝑙𝜑 = 𝑟𝜓 and for small angles we can assume that OOʹ = OOʹʹ, so that
ℎ=
Therefore,
𝐸! =
and

1 𝑟! !
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2 𝑙
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𝑙

𝐵 = 𝑄,

where Q is the pendulum’s moment of inertia. This thus yields
𝑃 = 2𝜋

!"
!"# !

,

which applies to any body whose moment of inertia is known. For instance, for a thin
ring,
𝑄 = 𝑚𝑟 ! , so that 𝑃 = 2𝜋

!
!

,

while for a massive cylinder,
!

𝑄 = ! 𝑚𝑟 ! , so that 𝑃 = 2𝜋

!
!!

.

5.2.2. Initial trials on the open sea
In view of the VOC’s encouragement, on 17 December 1683 Huygens sent his design
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drawings and an approximate model of his new invention to his clockmaker Van
Ceulen. Huygens seemed keen to test his novel tricord design in practice; writing to
the Dutch mathematician Bernhard Fullenius, he stated that
“… at the request of the [East India] Company, I have undertaken the
construction of clocks to determine the longitude, possessing as constant a
regularity as those with the three-foot pendulum, but such as should not be
disturbed by the motion of the sea. I found the task to be more difficult that I
had initially thought, although it is not completed yet there is little doubt that it
will succeed.”84
That final sentence turned out to be overly optimistic, as we shall see shortly. Van
Ceulen soon produced two of the novel clocks, which—following some further
adjustments in early 1684—enabled Huygens to make a convincing case to the VOC
in July 1684 for financial and practical support. At their meeting on 27 July 1684, the
governors of the VOC approved a financial contribution to Van Ceulen so as to
“complete the work to perfection,” recording that
“The Lord Mayor Hudde has stated that he is authorized by the resolutions of
31 December 1682 and 28 February 1684 to … spend one to two thousand
guilders on [the endeavour] … despite not having achieved the aim …
proposing whether the assembled [governors] could approve payment of two
hundred silver ducats to the aforementioned van Ceulen, a man of little wealth,
on account of the work so far completed.”85
The editors of Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes comment that Van Ceulen’s financial
circumstances were not dire, but he was likely “a man of little wealth” compared with
the rich businessmen on the VOC’s governing council.86
On 13 August 1685, Huygens travelled to Amsterdam with his two new marine
clocks, hoping to suspend and regulate them on board of a VOC galleon or ‘flatboat.’
To his regret, however, “for the wind was perfect for a trial,”87 he did not manage to
test them in practice, since Hudde had been absent, prompting him to return home to
The Hague after a week of waiting in vain. Hudde, upon his return to Amsterdam,
promised Huygens to send a VOC galleon to the port of Scheveningen for the latter’s
sea trials.88 However, as we learn from a letter89 of 6 September 1685 which he sent
to his brother Constantijn, Huygens preferred to undertake his initial sea trials during
a 2–3 day voyage on the relatively calm Zuyderzee, the former inland sea in the
centre of the present-day Netherlands (see figure 5.12).
Huygens’ next journey to Amsterdam, on 9 September 1685, turned out to be more
fruitful than his earlier trip in mid-August. The VOC’s governing board had assigned
Huygens a ship and captain, Barent Fockes, at their meeting of 30 August 1685;90
they also authorized Hudde to pay Van Ceulen a second tranche of 200 ducats
(‘ducatons’) for his work and compensate the blacksmith he had solicited with a fee
of 70 guilders (‘gulden’). Hudde was charged with retaining oversight, so as to make
sure that the project would lead to ‘enlightenment’ of the state of maritime navigation.
Huygens met with a very courteous and amenable Barent Fockes, who had however
been given instructions to sail to the VOC’s main anchorage at the northern Dutch
island of Texel rather than merely onto the Zuyderzee.91 This would involve a 7–8
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Figure 5.12: Map of the Zuyderzee by Johannes van Keulen (no relation to the watchmaker Johannes van
Ceulen), ca. 1680. Amsterdam is shown as the half-round red area at the bottom right, Texel is the teardrop-shaped
island at the bottom left and Enkhuizen Harbour is found at the tip of the promontory extending from the
Amsterdam coat of arms at the bottom. North is to the left, East at the top. (Stichting Provinciale Atlas Noord
Holland; reproduced with permission, Noord-Hollands Archief; inventory number NL-HlmNHA_560_001459_G)

day voyage instead of the 2–3 days Huygens had anticipated, but the governors of the
VOC insisted on a trial on the open sea. After all, Huygens wrote to his father, initial
tests on open water would need to be successful, because “otherwise it would be
useless to continue further afield.” Clearly somewhat worried, he continued that
“I have found the ship quite small, although it has made the voyage to the East
Indies, …, so that if [on this ship] the clocks can maintain reasonable time, we
do not have to worry about their performance when suffering from storms on a
large ship to the [East] Indies.”92
On 11 September they embarked for their voyage from the port of Amsterdam, the
only test ever undertaken by Huygens himself. 93 However, because of a severe
storm,94 the ship’s captain was forced to abandon the journey and seek refuge at
Enkhuizen Harbour, fearing damage to his sails. They eventually completed their
voyage to Texel a few days later, after the storm had subsided. Despite the rough
conditions, one of the clocks continued to run smoothly;95 the second clock ran
intermittently. Huygens fell ill on board the ship,96 presumably because of a lack of
sleep and physical exertion during the voyage; he returned home from Texel in early
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October 1685 to recover from his ailment. Nevertheless, he was significantly
strengthened in his conviction that his clocks were seaworthy. 97 He therefore
informed Hudde on 26 October 1685 that his main envoy, Thomas Helder (d. 1687),
was ready and prepared to take his marine clocks on an endurance voyage to the Cape
of Good Hope.98,99 The VOC subsequently made provision for two of Huygens’
clocks and two attendants to join its fleet on a voyage to the Cape.
5.2.3. The first long-range sea trial to the Cape of Good Hope
It is rather curious and perhaps hard to understand why Huygens reverted to the use of
gravity-driven pendulums, since his invention of the spring-driven balance wheel had
all but obviated the effects of gravity. After all, Huygens and his contemporaries had
long established that gravity-driven marine clocks should be avoided on pitching and
rolling ships… Despite the initially promising practical results with the tricord
pendulum, further tests were abandoned around 1685.
Huygens prepared detailed instructions for Helder, his assistant Johannes de Graaff
(spelt ‘de Graef’ by the editors of Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes – this reflects the
typical variants of spelling in use at the time), and the clockmaker Willem van der
Dussen, collected in the Instructie en onderwijs aangaende het gebruijk der
Horologiën tot het vinden der Lengde van Oost en West (Instructions and education
as regards the use of the clock to find the longitudes of East and West).100 This new
set of instructions was based on his earlier collection, the Kort Onderwys (1665), with
additional guidance and rules regarding the mounting, regulating, and maintenance of
the timepieces—the latter were a translation into Dutch of the instructions provided to
De la Voye in 1668.101 It is likely that Huygens decided to add practical guidance
because of his displeasure with Richer’s
lackluster compliance with his instructions
during the earlier and largely unsuccessful
sea trials.
In his lengthy set of instructions, comprising
34 elaborate articles, Huygens appears to
have reverted to the use of the type of marine
clocks he had been working on already
around 1671, which were spring-driven
cycloidal pendulums with triangular (that is,
not trichordial) suspensions: see figure 5.13.
He included figure 5.13 specifically to
explain the clock’s mounting and operation at
sea:

Figure 5.13: Huygens’ explanatory drawing of the
first marine timepieces taken by the VOC on a
voyage to the Cape of Good Hope in 1686.
(Huygens, C., 1686, Oeuvres Complètes de
Christiaan Huygens, IX, p. 56)

“III. ABCD is a metal brace, at the top in the
shape of a cross, with EF oriented
perpendicularly to BC. The largest frame is
GH, rotating on its axes A and D, which pass
through the bottom of the aforementioned
brace. IK is a smaller frame, which rotates
inside frame GH with its axis R, as well as
an axis on the opposite side which cannot be
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Figure 5.14: Arrival of a VOC fleet, including the spiegelretour ship Noord-Nieuwland, at the Cape of
Good Hope in Table Bay, 1762. (Oil on canvas, Anonymous, 18th Century. Iziko William Fehr
Collection. Source: Wikimedia Commons; Creative Commons Public Domain Mark 1.0)

seen here. Attached to this frame IK immediately below the axes R are the
downwards-running metal supports LM, NS, which converge towards the
bottom, and which are held together down there, with a screw protruding
underneath, where a weight T, which has a large hole in its centre, is snugly
joined, and which at the bottom with a small backplate and the nut O is affixed
so that it does not move. This weight is about 40 pounds, the heavier the better.
The timepiece is P, which must first be placed inside the frame IK once the
latter has been fastened to the top cover. This is done with the screws E and F.
And in such a way that the arm EF is oriented along the ship’s length, and the
entire cross EFBC is kept horizontal or thereabouts when the ship is at rest, so
that the timepiece will not hit the arms BA and CB when the ship is slanted. But
in particular one must pay attention that this cross is affixed snugly to the top
cover, if necessary by adding some wedges or blocks on top of the ends at B and
C. Because otherwise the timepiece will be subject to a small, but mostly
invisible, motion due to the force of the pendulum, which will cause the clock to
run faster and no longer maintain its regularity.”
The first VOC-sanctioned long-range voyage was commanded by master Karsten
(Carsten) de Gilde on board the East Indiaman ‘Huis te Zilverstein’ (also called
‘Silversteyn’), a so-called ‘spiegelretour’ ship built for transportation of cargo, which
was owned by the VOC’s Amsterdam Chamber. The voyage, with 96 soldiers and
138 passengers on board,102 commenced on 24 May 1686, arriving at the Cape on 26
September of that year (for an artist’s impression, see figure 5.14). Unfortunately,
much of the voyage was affected by rough seas, and Helder did not manage to obtain
any useful measurements. Helder’s journal refers to mishaps with the clocks on the
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Figure 5.15: The VOC return fleet setting off from Batavia, Dutch East Indies, 7 August 1648. (Oil on canvas,
Anonymous, ca. 1674. Collection Stedelijk Museum Alkmaar, Netherlands; inventory number 20636. Reproduced
with permission.)

outward leg of the voyage; Huygens later commented specifically that “going they
were not of service.”103 The ship continued on its voyage past the Cape to Batavia in
the Dutch East Indies on 7 October 1686, leaving Helder and De Graaff ashore with
their clocks.
Their return voyage started when the East Indian return fleet (for an artist’s
impression, see figure 5.15) set off from the Cape en route to the anchorage at Texel.
On invitation of master Marten Wildvang, they embarked on the East Indiaman
‘Wapen van Alcmaer’ on 20 April 1687,104 another ‘spiegelretour’ ship which had
departed for the VOC’s home anchorage from Masulipatnam (India) on 8 October
1686, but notes on the clocks’ performance do not begin until 10 May 1687.105 It is
likely that this delay was caused by a number of unfortunate events that happened on
board the Alcmaer: its captain, the chief mariner, and several crew members
succumbed to an unknown illness they had acquired off the coast of the Cape. Helder,
who also held the rank of chief mariner, was made captain for the rest of the voyage
back to Texel.106 He must have considered this a turn of good fortune, thinking that it
would provide him with more opportunities to acquire useful information about the
clocks’ operation and stability at sea. However, when the Alcmaer returned to Texel
on 15 August 1687, Helder was no longer on board. He had died shortly after having
left the Cape, in late April 1687, and many of his notes had disappeared; 14 others on
board the ship also perished at sea. Huygens’ second envoy, De Graaff, took over and
managed to acquire enough measurements for Huygens to trace back the ship’s
course.
Significantly delayed, in part caused by obligations arising from his father’s passing
as well as his own poor health, Huygens eventually submitted his findings regarding
his clocks’ accuracy—Rapport aengaende de Lengdevindingh door mijne Horologiën
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op de Reys van de Caep de B.
Esperance tot Texel Ao 1687
(Report regarding longitude
determination by clocks on
the voyage from the Cape of
Good Hope to Texel in the
year 1687)—to Hudde on 24
April 1688. 107 He requested
that his entire report not be
read at the VOC governors’
meeting, but that it be
assessed
by
competent
examiners with up-to-date
knowledge
of
maritime
navigation. He conceded that
there was a small problem
with
the
longitudes
determined by his clocks—
indeed, the measurements
seemed to imply that the
Alcmaer had sailed right
through
Ireland
and
Scotland…
Figure
5.16
shows the route according to
the raw measurements from
Huygens’ clocks as well as
that logged by the ship’s
navigators.
As we will see below,
Huygens attributed the ship’s
apparent deviation—implied
by the raw measurements
from his clocks—from the
Figure 5.16: The route determined by the Alcmaer’s navigators is navigators’
route to the
indicated by the westernmost curve (green), while that based on raw
effects
of
the
Earth’s
rotation:
timing measurements is represented by the easternmost curve (yellow).
Upon correction of the latter for the effects of the Earth’s rotation, and the ‘spinning-off’ effect on
recalibration of the ship’s position along the way using known bodies, and hence their loss
benchmarks, Huygens arrived at the curve closest to but slightly to the
east of the westernmost route (red). (Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan of weight, was greater at the
Huygens, IX, p. 273)
equator than towards the
poles. We will return to the
scientific implications of these results in Chapter 6. Meanwhile, we should keep in
mind that Helder’s voyage occurred well after Richer’s sailing to Cayenne in 1672,
when the latter had determined that the period of a pendulum-driven timepiece
depends on one’s geographic location. Nevertheless, as late as Helder’s journey in
1687, Huygens remained ambivalent about the validity of Richer’s conclusions.
However, when he took into account this latitude dependence on the assumption that
any variation in the gravitational force was fully proportional to the Earth’s rotation,
the Alcmaer’s route determined by his clocks became very close indeed to that
reported in the ship’s log. We will discuss the underlying assumptions made by
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Huygens in Chapter 6; we will examine the corrections needed on the basis of
measured changes in the length of the ‘seconds pendulum’ in detail below. The
updated route (see the red line in figure 5.16) showed that the Alcmaer had clearly not
sailed right through Ireland and Scotland on its way to the VOC’s anchorage at Texel,
and that the ship’s terminus after 117 days at sea was just 17 seconds of arc
(approximately 19 km) East of the actual longitude of the VOC’s anchorage—for the
time an unprecedentedly accurate determination of a ship’s position.108 It amounted to
a loss of a mere 68 seconds of clock time over the course of the voyage from the Cape
to Texel. Huygens hence proudly proclaimed,
“I have found that the route of the vessel was much better marked on the map
than it was without this correction; so much so that arriving at this port, there
was not 5 or 6 leagues of error in the longitude thus adjusted. This presupposes
that the aforementioned Cape had been well surveyed by the Jesuit Fathers
when they passed by there on the way to Siam [Thailand] in the year 1685, and
that it is located some 18 degrees more to the east than Paris, which I know
moreover to be scarcely far from the truth.”109
This result hence finally convinced him of the reality of the latitude dependence of a
pendulum’s period, thus pitting Huygens against Newton for the rest of his life. We
will return to the scientific disagreements between Huygens and Newton in Chapter 6.
It is unclear whether anyone not directly involved with the VOC or in the assessment
of Huygens’ claims was aware of the significant discrepancies that had come to light
when tracing back the route followed based on the clocks’ raw measurements. There
is no surviving evidence that Huygens commented in any correspondence on the
Alcmaer’s apparent trajectory through Ireland and northern Scotland, although a
memorandum by David Gregory (1627–1720), the inventor, from 11 November 1691
includes a passage which suggests that Huygens may have discussed the problem of
the latitude dependence of the gravitational force during a journey to England in the
summer of 1689:
“By observations of a ship from the Cape of Bonne Esperance to Texel on board
which was a two of these Clocks, the course of the ship was on the coast of
Ireland on the supposition the weight was the same in all parts of the earth or
the pendulys vibration in equal times, but if the the [sic] other hypothesis of the
less weight at the Equator be true the course will be (as it was) by the north of
Scotland but both systems bring the ship to Texel.”110
The throw-away comment on the ship’s course through Ireland could not have come
from any of Huygens’ written communications, since he referred to this impossibility
in neither his report to Hudde, nor his Discourse on the Cause of Gravity (1690). The
source of this information may, indeed, have been Huygens himself, or perhaps
Nicolas Fatio (Faccio) de Duillier (1664–1753), the Swiss mathematician, with whom
Huygens had shared an early morning coach ride from Hampton Court to central
London on 10 July 1689.111 The coach ride was also shared with Newton, but Gregory
had—at that time—not yet started his correspondence with the latter.112
In the passage from Huygens’ Addition to his ‘Discourse on the Cause of Gravity’
included above, he referred to an accurate determination of the Cape’s longitude by
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the visiting French Jesuit missionary Guy Tachard (1651–1712). In 1685, Tachard
joined an expedition sent to the East by the French King Louis XIV. The expedition,
which was led by Alexandre, Chevalier de Chaumont (1640–1710), the first French
ambassador to the King of Siam, also included the two ambassadors of the 1684 First
Siamese Embassy to France, Father Bénigne Vachet of the Société des Missions
Étrangères de Paris, and a mission of six Jesuit priests and scholars—the ‘superior’
Jean de Fontanay, Francois Gerbillon, Joachim Bouvet, Louis Le Comte, Claude de
Visdelou, and Tachard—who would subsequently try to reach China to study its arts
and scientific developments.
In addition to their missionary work, the main purpose of the Jesuits, referred to as
‘royal mathematicians,’ was to determine the longitudes and variations of the
compass of the places they visited, correct existing maps and navigational
instructions, collect scientific knowledge, and acquire interesting books for the King’s
library. Their instruments, provided by the Académie des Sciences, included a
pendulum clock with a period of one second. The expedition arrived in Table Bay on
31 May 1685 and stayed until 7 June. De Fontaney and Tachard were well received
and allowed to set up a temporary observatory in a pavilion in the garden of the
VOC’s compound.
Tachard’s astronomical observations at the Cape, which started on the night of 2 June
1685, were mainly aimed at obtaining a more accurate determination of its longitude.
He timed the beginning of a transit of Jupiter’s brightest Galilean moon, Ganymede.
To calibrate his clock with respect to the local solar time, he observed the Sun’s
altitude on the morning and afternoon of both 3 and 4 June 1685. Tachard compared
the timing of the eclipses of Ganymede with the time predicted by Cassini’s
ephemeris tables.113 The latter implied that on 4 June 1685, the satellite was due to
reappear from Jupiter’s shadow at 08h25m40s local time in Paris; Tachard observed
the event at 09h37m40s local time at the Cape. This difference of 1 hour and 12 min
implied that the Cape was located 18 degrees East of Paris.114 Huygens combined this
latter difference with the location of Texel, 3h35m East of Paris, determined by
Giovanni Battista Riccioli and included in his Geographiae,115 which was based on
observations of lunar eclipses, thus yielding a longitude difference between the Cape
and the Texel anchorage of 14h25m.
Interestingly, in the exchange of letters related to the Jesuits’ determination of the
longitude of the Cape, once again we encounter Huygens’ short temper and lack of
diplomacy if challenged. In the letter to Hudde accompanying Huygens’ report, he
referred to another letter from the Dutch scholar and manuscript collector Isaäc
Vossius (1618–1689) to Coenraad van Beuningen (1622–1693), VOC governor,
where Vossius questioned the accuracy of the Jesuits’ measurements, stating that
“… the clock of Mr. Christiaen Huijgens performs excellently, but if one were to
calibrate it based on the Eclipses, it will indicate during the 24 hours of a day
and a night no more than 22 hours.”116
Huygens clearly bristled at the suggestion, countering that in Vossius’ letter,
“… where he objects to the observations of the Jesuits at the Cape of Good
Hope and in general against observations of the longitude based on the
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Figure 5.17: Map of Europe by Dirck Rembrantsz van Nierop and Pieter Goos, 1658–1660. (Source: Wikimedia
Commons/Library of the University of Amsterdam; Creative Commons Public Domain Mark 1.0)

Satellites of Jupiter, but both without any reason, since he has little knowledge
of Astronomy and of the relevant type of observations … Because one cannot
fathom what the meaning is of these words.”117
The close match of the end point of Huygens’ corrected route with the independently
known longitude of the Texel anchorage convinced him of the viability of his clocks
as accurate marine timepieces. He summarized his conviction in the opening
paragraph of his report to the VOC’s governors as follows:
“I can bring very good news concerning this invention, for I have found that
by using the aforementioned clocks the longitudes between the Cape of Good
Hope and Texel have on the whole been measured very well, and the total
longitude between these two places [has been measured] so perfectly that it
only deviates by 5 or 6 leagues, which I admit I have seen with exceptional
satisfaction, it being certain proof of the possibility of this very-long-soughtafter affair.”118
Huygens’ reference to an accuracy of his positional determination of 5 or 6 leagues
corresponds to approximately 30 km or 27 minutes of arc at the latitude of Texel. This
is somewhat uncertain, given that the league was not a universally defined distance
measure at the time; it is approximately three modern nautical miles. If Huygens’
claim of such a high accuracy was indeed correct, this implies that he would have met
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the accuracy requirements (better than 30 minutes of arc, or 55 km at the Equator) for
the award of the full prize money of £20,000 for which provision was made in the
British Longitude Act of 1714. It is, therefore, rather curious that Huygens’ report to
Hudde was apparently never widely circulated among contemporary scientists nor
translated into French, Latin, or English. This may indicate that the strength of
Huygens’ claim was perhaps not as great as implied by his bold assertion that his
clocks could be used to determine the longitude unequivocally. Hudde never
scrutinized Huygens’ report in detail, citing a lack of time.119 However, on 14 May
1689 Huygens’ report and the map of figure 5.16 were passed on to De Volder for
formal review. The latter was generally supportive of Huygens’ conclusions, but he
cautioned the VOC governors that they should not place too much weight on the
results from a single experiment. 120 His careful scrutiny of Huygens’ analysis
revealed that Huygens had made a mistake in his calculations pertaining to the ship’s
longitude on 8 June 1687, which also affected all subsequent calculations.121 The
corrected values resulted in the improved accuracy of the Alcmaer’s longitude with
respect to that of the coast of Texel of 17 minutes of arc which is generally cited.
Let us now consider Huygens’ claim and its associated uncertainties in some more
detail to ascertain whether it actually holds up under close scrutiny. First, it is
important to realize that De Graaff’s measurements include significant gaps,
particularly from 20 April to 10 May 1687, from 10 to 27 May 1687 and from 8 to 24
July 1687: while the ship’s mariners’ best estimates (or, in Huygens’ own words,
“guesses”) based on dead reckoning were logged on every single day when the ship
was at sea, De Graaff’s measurements covered a grand total of only 21 days.
Presumably this sparse temporal coverage was caused by the need for the Sun to be
visible at both sunrise and sunset, as Huygens had instructed:
“At the Rising and Setting of the Sun, when it is half above the Horizon, marke
the time of the day, which the Watches, then shew; and though you have in the
mean time sayl’d on, it is not considerable. Then reckon by the Watches, what
time is elaps’d between them, and add the half thereof to the time of the
Rising, and you shall have the time by the Watches, when the Sun was at
South; to which is to be added the Aequation of the present day by the Table.
Anf if this together makes 12 hours, then was the Ship at Noon under the same
Meridian, where the Watches were set with the Sun. But is the summe be more
than 12, then was she at Noon under a more Westerly Meridian; and if less,
then under a more Easterly; and that by as many times 15 degrees, as the
Summ exceeds or comes short hours of 12: as the calculation thereof hath
been already delivered.”122
Despite the good agreement between the course recorded in the ship’s log and
Huygens’ corrected trajectory, the latter was by necessity based on interpolation. In
his report to the VOC, Huygens commented that
“… the differences between the mariners and the corrected clocks are usually about 1
or 2 degrees, and always less than 3 degrees. And it should amaze no one that the
mariners’ reckoning would be 3 degrees off the true longitude on such a long voyage,
because of the uncertainty in their guesses, from unknown currents and the ship’s
falling behind, as well as from its uncertain advancement.”
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This assessment is indeed
correct for the northward leg
from the Cape to the northern
tip of Scotland. Only one
measurement in the Table
shows a deviation in excess of
Huygens’ statement, 3 degrees
and 24 min observed on 8 June
1687, but this position is not
included on Huygens’ map,
because it is partially based on
the less accurate clock ‘B.’
However, for the second part of
the voyage, the southward leg
from the north of Scotland to
the anchorage at Texel, the
difference in position on 5
August 1687 is 3 degrees 17
min (and the measurements of
1 August are also suspect), but
Huygens seems to have ignored
these discrepancies. In fact, he
summarily
dismissed
the
mariners’ logs for this final leg,
suggesting that the North Sea
maps used by the ship’s
mariners were incorrect.
Figure 5.18: The Alcmaer’s course as logged by the ship’s mariners,
the raw course indicated by Huygens’ clocks and that following his
corrections for the effects of the Earth’s rotation, shown on an
‘ordinary’ map. (Oeuvres Complètes de Christiaan Huygens, XVIII,
p. 640)

With hindsight, we can place
these claims in their proper
context.
While
Huygens’
calculations placed Texel 14
degrees 25 min West of the Cape, the mariners’ course located the island more than
15 degrees West of the Cape, while contemporary world maps consistently
maintained a difference of 18 to 19 degrees. The discrepancy between Huygens’ and
the mariners’ longitude determinations at the ship’s final destination may, to some
extent, be explained if we realize that the last measurement in the ship’s logs, made
on 15 August 1687, was obtained when Texel was in sight, but the Alcmaer was still
three (German) nautical miles West of the island—a distance of 22.2 km or 20
minutes of arc, which Huygens apparently did not correct for in his tables. If he had
done so, the total difference in longitude implied by his clocks’ measurements would
have been 37 minutes of arc, or 41.2 km at the latitude of Texel, corresponding to a
cumulative loss of 2 minutes and 28 seconds over the course of the 117-day voyage
from the Cape. Clearly, this would still have been an unprecedented accuracy for the
time.
I note that Huygens was indeed aware of the three-mile positional discrepancy
between the Alcmaer and the coast of Texel, given his conclusion in the report
submitted to Hudde:
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“One sees here then how perfectly the clocks have measured the longitude
between these two places, because on August 15, just before putting in at
Texel, this longitude of the clocks had been 56 min. 34 sec. of time, which
equals 14 degrees 8 and ½ minutes. Thus, the difference is only 16 and ½
minutes, which is about a quarter of a degree, which at the parallel of Texel
equals only 2½ miles. Or if one adds to it the 3 miles to the west where the
place of this observation was estimated, then the difference amounts to 5 and
½ miles, which one should consider small in light of such a long voyage.”
Huygens would have been able to make a much stronger case for his claims if he
could have obtained independent calibration data for his clocks’ longitude
measurements. Unfortunately, the Alcmaer did not call into any ports en route to the
north of Scotland, so that we do not have intermediate data points on the northward
leg. Nevertheless, by the end of the voyage the Alcmaer passed two landmarks for
which independent longitude determinations were available, Fulo Island on 29 July
1687 and the southern tip of the Shetland Islands on 1 August 1687. On these dates,
the cumulative corrections to the clocks’ measurements were relatively small.123
However, instead of using the known longitudes of these landmarks as his calibration,
Huygens concluded that the longitudes of both locations required independent
verification. The discrepancies between the longitudes implied by his clocks and
those indicated on the map of the Dutch cartographer Dirck Rembrantsz van Nierop
(1610–1682) from the 1650s used by the Alcmaer’s mariners (see figure 5.17) gave
rise to concern: the map gave the location of Fulo Island three degrees West of that
implied by Huygens’ clocks. The wider ramification of this discrepancy was that the
entirety of northern Scotland and its outlying islands would have been rendered a few
degrees too far to the West.124
Before jumping to possibly unwarranted conclusions, we should first consider the
quality of the map used by Huygens for reference. In his report on the accuracy of the
determination of longitudes based on measurements made with his clocks on board
the first VOC-sponsored voyage to the Cape, he stated that part of the accompanying
map, that is, the area for latitudes north of 27°N, was derived from a “chart of Europe
with advancing degrees made by D. Rembrandts van Nierop.”125 He also stated that
he had adjusted the location of Africa so as to maintain a longitude difference of 14
degrees 25 minutes between Texel and the Cape. In addition, he retained a difference
in longitude between Tenerife and Texel of 22 degrees, placing Tenerife 36 degrees
25 minutes West of the Cape. This difference was 38 degrees on the map used by the
Alcmaer’s mariners and 41 degrees on ‘ordinary’ maps; present-day maps place
Tenerife 35 degrees 3 minutes West of the Cape.
However, careful reanalysis of Huygens’ claims126 suggests that the map included in
the Oeuvres Complètes and reproduced in figure 5.16 differs from that accompanying
Huygens’ report to the VOC. Schliesser and Smith suggest that Huygens most likely
took Rembrantsz’ map of Europe and adjusted the location of the African continent so
as to map the Cape and Paris onto Tachard’s coordinates. They also point out that the
map of figure 5.16 contains a glaring error, in the sense that the position indicated for
15 August 1687 is located to the West of the course estimated by the ship’s mariners
rather than to the East as implied by both the table and text of his report to the VOC.
It is thus likely that the map included in the Oeuvres Complètes is a poorly rendered
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reproduction of the original map; the positional mistake most likely originated from
an absent-mindedly made sign error, in the sense that Huygens may have swapped
East and West of the reference route.
Although Huygens requested to see the actual map used by the Alcmaer’s mariners,
he likely never received a copy.127,128 In his report to the VOC, he indicated that he
tried to plot the ship’s course on a variety of maps, before submitting his final version,
that is, the trajectory shown in figure 5.16. The Oeuvres Complètes include a different
map showing the mariners’ originally logged course, the trajectory suggested by the
clocks’ raw data and the corrected course, which I have reproduced in figure 5.18.129
This map is characterized by a difference of 41 degrees 40 minutes between the
longitudes of Tenerife and the Cape, while Texel’s location is approximately 18
degrees 20 minutes West of the Cape (and 3 degrees 35 minutes East of Paris). The
coastlines look rather different from those in figure 5.16, and the three trajectories
differ more significantly from each other than those in figure 5.16. This latter aspect
can most likely be explained by reference to the longitude zero-points adopted for the
maps in figure 5.16 and figure 5.18. The former used the Cape as reference, while the
latter adopted the longitude of Tenerife as its zero-point. The resulting differences
between the longitudes of Tenerife and the Cape were 38 and 41 degrees,
respectively, which in turn led to the larger differences seen in the map of figure 5.18.
It appears that the mistake pointed out above was not made when drawing this map.130
From a scientific perspective, perhaps the more important question this first VOCsponsored sea trial aimed at addressing was the length of the seconds pendulum and
its variation throughout the voyage, from the anchorage at Texel to the Cape. Early
efforts by Richer and the French Académie had provided intriguing evidence of a
latitude-dependent effect, although Huygens was unwilling to fully accept these
results until he had been able to obtain independent confirmation. As late as May
1687, Huygens was clearly confused by the conflicting reports that did the rounds131
regarding the presence or absence of variations in the seconds pendulum length in
“different climates” (see also Chapter 4.1.4). This is evidenced in a letter he wrote to
the French polymath Philippe de la Hire (1640–1718) of 1 May 1687,132 where he
also pointed out that he had sent two of his clocks to the Cape to resolve this issue
once and for all. Indeed, one of the major conclusions of Huygens’ 1688 report to the
VOC governors was that the length of the seconds pendulum had to be shorter at the
Equator than at more temperate latitudes, and thus that the length of the seconds
pendulum could not be used as a universal measure.
Schliesser and Smith133 pointed out that at the time of Huygens’ 1688 report, the
length of the seconds pendulum at Paris had been established to within 1/10 of a ligne,
approximately 0.2 mm, so that we can be confident of the measurement accuracy that
could be achieved at the time. Huygens was suspicious of the body of previous
measurements collected by the time the first sea trial went underway:
“But we cannot entirely trust these first observations, the occurrence of which
we do not see as conspicuous in any way – and we can trust still less, given
what I believe, in those that are said to have been made in Guadeloupe, where
the shortening of the Paris pendulum had been found to be two lignes. We
must hope that in time we will be informed exactly of these different lengths, at
the Equator as well as in other regions; and certainly it is something that well
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deserves being researched with care, even if it would only be to correct,
according to this theory, the motions of the pendulum clocks, in order to make
them serve as a measure of longitudes at sea.”134
Given the opportunity of the 1686–1687 sea trial, Huygens expressly instructed
Helder in detail how to measure the length of the seconds pendulum throughout the
voyage,135 emphasizing the need to maintain small swing angles of less than 2–3
thumbs, corresponding to 3–4½ degrees. Such small swing angles would limit any
measurement uncertainties in the pendulum length to less than 0.085 lignes.136 This
was important, because a difference in the swing angle between 4 and 10 degrees
could explain Richer’s 1672 observations of differences in the pendulum length
between Paris and Cayenne. Richer himself did not specify the angles he had allowed;
he only commented in his report on the Cayenne expedition that they had been kept
very small. Unfortunately, we do not have any surviving notes by Helder related to
his having measured the pendulum length on his voyage to or from the Cape. It is
therefore unclear whether any such measurements were in fact made. Huygens noted
in his 1688 report that he had provided his envoy with clear instructions,137 but the
editors of his Oeuvres Complètes suggest that these may never have been received.138
As such, Huygens’s corrected course of the return voyage from the Cape as indicated
by his clocks was based on theoretical corrections related to the Earth’s centripetal
force, not on measurements of the actual variation in the seconds-pendulum length
with latitude.
5.2.4. Second long-range trial to the Cape
Since this first test on board a VOC ship was felt to have left too many open questions
as regards the precision of the resulting longitudes, De Volder had recommended that
the VOC undertake a second sea trial. Once again, Johannes de Graaff was enlisted to
take charge of the clocks, which this time Huygens had commissioned from the
prominent Hague clockmaker Pieter Visbagh (Visbach; 1634?–1722), apprentice of
and subsequently successor to Coster. De Graaff had meanwhile been made VOC
‘onderkoopman’ (a rank below that of merchant).139 Huygens and De Graaff engaged
in extensive correspondence to ensure that the test would go well and that De Graaff
was fully prepared for any unforeseen circumstances. The latter was joined on the
voyage by his assistant Pieter van Laer 140 and the clockmaker Jillis (Gilles)
Meijbosch. 141 The outward leg—on board the ‘spiegelretour’ ship Brandenburg
commanded by master Evert Verbrugge142—commenced on 29 December 1690 with
250 passengers on board, arriving at the Cape on 4 June 1691.143 The return ship, the
flute Spierdijk, sailing under the command of master Sieuwert de Jong, returned from
the Cape on 26 June 1692, arriving at Veere harbour, south of Rotterdam, on 10
October 1692.144
Unfortunately, this second sea trial was anything but an unqualified success. First,
only one of the two clocks taken on board the Brandenburg was operational during
the outbound voyage. Yet no useful data could be obtained during the first leg from
Texel to the Cape Verdian port of St Jago (São Tiago) because of inclement weather
conditions at the anchorage that had prevented any initial calibration, despite repeated
attempts to do so by De Graaff.145,146,147,148 Huygens commented on this failure to
secure a baseline for their observations in a detailed rebuttal of De Graaff’s
measurements:
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Figure 5.19: (left) Africae accurata tabula, Amsterdam: Nicolaes Visscher, 1666–1690(?). (Courtesy: Special
Collections Department, Bryn Mawr College Library) (right) Globe of Joan Blaeu, Amsterdam, 1645–1648.
(Courtesy: Amsterdam Museum; reproduced with permission)

“It follows directly from the opening paragraphs of the Journal which was kept
on the outward voyage how, since the mounting of the clocks on the
Brandenburgh, from 22 December 1690 until the 29th of the same month,
everything possible has been done to calibrate the clocks’ performance based
on observations of the Sun, but all in vain owing to the continuous overcast
weather conditions, as well as because of the distance between ship and shore.
Therefore the clocks could not be put into practice until the island of S. Jago at
Capo Verde.”149
The second clock’s performance was affected by a broken spring throughout the
voyage.150,151 Upon arrival at the Cape, De Graaff fell seriously ill for about three
weeks. In addition, the need to obtain proper measurements and calibration of the
clocks based on the Sun’s motion, for which he needed at least three weeks, caused
the envoys to delay their return voyage by a year.152,153 To add insult to injury, when
he finally embarked on the return voyage, he did not install the clocks correctly on the
Spierdijk, so that once again no useful data were obtained.154 Huygens appeared to
have been uncharacteristically forgiving: “Sed errare humanum est,” but to err is
human…
De Graaff’s measurements, combined with Huygens’ proposed corrections for the
Earth’s rotation based on the Alcmaer’s voyage a few years earlier, resulted in a
course that deviated significantly from that logged by the mariners.155 However, in a
letter156 to De Volder dated 19 April 1693, Huygens conceded that De Graaff’s
measurements needed correction and that he himself had made mistakes: De Graaff
had, apparently, misunderstood Huygens’ instructions; he had added the corrections
derived by Huygens when subtraction was required and vice versa…157 In addition,
the envoy had made an error of 24 seconds in his calculations. Although this latter
error propagated throughout the measurements for the remainder of the voyage, the
resulting deviation was fairly small, of order one-tenth of a degree.158 Despite the
array of errors affecting De Graaff’s measurements, in his final report159 Huygens
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significantly understated the rather disastrous results, reporting that “the clocks have
not proved such a success as we had hoped for.”
He attempted to salvage some of their results, suggesting that the maps employed by
the VOC’s mariners were in need of revision. The longitude difference between St
Jago and the Cape resulting from the clocks’ measurements was 48 degrees 14
minutes; this was in good agreement with “the newest maps and globes” of the Dutch
mapmakers Nicolaes Visscher II 160 , 161 (1649–1702) and Jan (Joan) Willemsz
Blaeu(w),162 but it differs significantly from the modern value, 42 degrees 3 minutes.
Figure 5.19 displays a reproduction of Visscher’s Africa map and a photograph of a
Blaeu ‘Large Globe,’ with which Huygens had apparently compared his tabulated
corrections to the mariners’ estimates and De Graaff’s measurements, “My reckoning
… accords very well with the map [of] the Large Globe of Blaeuw.”163 He interpreted
the close match between the longitude determined based on De Graaff’s
measurements at the Cape after a voyage of 2 months with that given by Visscher’s
map as evidence of his clocks’ reliability:
“It is now noteworthy how significantly these 2 courses differ from each other,
and if someone were to think that this might have been caused by the clock’s
malfunctioning, I would say that this has a low probability. Because with the
longitude [difference] between S. Jago and the Cape as measured with the
clock, it would be very unusual if it had run too quickly and then again too
slowly, nevertheless yielding a final result that would have been the same as if it
had been running regularly.”164
He attributed the discrepancy between the mariners’ estimated longitude difference
and that resulting from De Graaff’s measurements as owing to the unaccounted-for
effects of ocean currents in the mariners’ measurements, reminiscent of what had
happened during Holmes’ second sea trial of the Huygens–Bruce clocks in 1664 (see
Chapter 4):
“One knows that there is a constant general current from East to West, and it
transpires that the ship has been affected by a current that has slowed it down,
since from 19 April until 9 May (during which days the most significant
curvature in the course has occurred with respect to that indicated by the clock)
the derived latitudes have been systematically smaller according to the Journal
than those based on estimates.”165
Huygens was thus confident that his clocks’ performance had held up during the sea
trial, announcing that “I have thus shown that the clocks have either performed
successfully, or were not enabled to do so.”166 He confidently stated that his clocks
had “succeeded very accurately and precisely in the measurement of Longitude,
namely, on the outbound voyage from the island St. Jago to the Cape of Good
Hope.”167,168
However, in addition to issues related to the accuracy of the measurements, the trial
also suffered from a number of basic flaws in the set-up of the experiments. For one
thing, no attempt was made to check Huygens’ corrections independently, either by
obtaining measurements with a seconds pendulum or by calibrating the measurements
using the longitudes of well-known landmarks. The latter could have been firmed up
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by land-based observations of the ephemerides of Jupiter’s moons at the Cape while
De Graaff was incapacitated by his illness, yet the latter does not appear to have made
such measurements. Indeed, this was one of Huygens’ main recommendations in his
final report, which was however largely ignored:
“It would still be very helpful if one investigated the true longitude at some
important places with regard to the Meridian of Texel or Amsterdam, by
observing the satellites of Jupiter.”
In fact, Huygens specifically suggested that measurements taken on both legs of the
journey at the same place should be compared with the accurately known timing of
Jupiter’s satellites to provide the final proof. Unfortunately and to Huygens’
significant chagrin, his recommendation fell largely on deaf ears.169 Nevertheless,
Huygens’ suggestion to use the satellites of Jupiter for calibration purposes brings the
efforts to achieve an accurate determination of longitude at sea full circle: use of
Jupiter’s moons, whose ephemerides act as a very accurate natural clock, had been
suggested from the outset.170 Practical considerations called for more straightforward
timing measurements, however.
Largely because of Huygens’ insistence on the accuracy of his pendulum clocks,
Huygens and De Volder, who had been called upon once more as independent
assessor, engaged in a heated correspondence. The accuracy required for the trial to
be deemed successful had been clearly communicated by the VOC. Initially, a VOC
resolution of 31 December 1682 called for an accuracy of better than 1 second
deviation per 24 hours, although this was subsequently relaxed to a performance
requirement of better than 2 seconds per 24 hours in a new VOC resolution dated 28
April 1684. In a letter of 24 March 1693, Huygens commented171 to De Volder on the
accuracy of the observations taken during the second voyage; he concluded that a
deviation of 10 minutes 51 seconds was incurred over a period of six days. Although
this was within the VOC’s requisite level of accuracy, this would leave Tenerife
almost 5 degrees off from contemporary map measurements.
De Volder rightly pointed out that Huygens’ approach to proving his clocks’ accuracy
was somewhat self-contradictory and, in fact, inconsistent. In his 1688 report on the
first sea trial, Huygens’ confidence had been boosted by the close correspondence
between the longitude determination at the Cape based on his clocks and that reported
by Tachard, yet in his discussion of the results of the second test he completely
ignored Tachard’s measurement and instead adopted Visscher’s map as his
benchmark.172 The resulting difference was significant, implying a change in the
Cape’s longitude from 36 degrees 25 minutes East of Tenerife to 41 degrees 14
minutes East of the Canary island,173 a difference of 4 degrees 49 minutes. De Volder
suggested that the longitudinal difference between Tenerife and the Cape was “a bit
more than 38 degrees which appears to accord with the maps of the [East India]
Company.”174
Huygens wrote in his rebuttal that none of the contemporary maps in common use
included a reliable location for St Jago, for which the ephemerides of Jupiter’s moons
would have to be observed locally.175 He also commented that one could not have
seen any landmarks along the way, pointing out that
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“… [i]t is true that, following these corrections the calculated course now runs
very much to the West of the course estimated by the mariners, deviating by up
to 82/3 degrees, and only 2 degrees from the coast of Brazil. But it is indeed
possible that the general current from East to West has carried the ship along,
which the mariners could not have noticed themselves. It is said that one could
have seen the Brazilian coast from 30 German miles, which I don’t believe,
except that it is also unknown with any certainty how close the coast drawn on
the map is to its true Longitude.”176,177
Nevertheless, and although he also pointed out that the resulting longitudinal
difference between St Jago and the Cape of 48 degrees agreed well with that indicated
by Visscher’s map, Huygens eventually conceded that the jury was still out on the
performance of his clocks:
“I do not want to pretend that one could conclude from this or based on the
previous trial of Ao. 1687 that the perfection [of my method of] Longitude
measurement has been demonstrated conclusively.”178
However, he was keen that De Volder put in a good word for him with the VOC
governors, thus diffusing the bad impression De Graaff’s report had made.179 It has
been suggested180 that his concession regarding his clocks’ accuracy was driven by
his ongoing development of a new marine clock design, the ‘balancier marin parfait’
(‘perfect marine balance’), which he wanted to start promoting shortly. This
suggestion is supported by his final comments in a letter to the VOC governors of 6
March 1693,181 which he repeated in a note to De Volder of 19 April 1693,182 where
he hinted at forthcoming developments:
“I have on this occasion invented something quite different and incomparably
better, which I have in hand at the present moment, whereby any little
difficulty in the use of this invention will once and for all be removed, of which
in due course I hope to give Your Excellencies further particulars, ...”
The largely unsuccessful experiments on board VOC vessels in the late 1680s and
early 1690s had taught Huygens that even such a simple aspect as the mounting of the
clocks could have a major impact on their performance. He thus concluded that …
“[o]ne of the great defects of the clock with a suspended pendulum on a ship
is that the force of the pendulum causes a small movement in the whole clock
and this [varies] more or less according to the freedom of the axles of the iron
frame, from which arises the inequality of the hours.”183
Huygens had started work on a radically new type of clock around the time of the first
sea trial of his tricord pendulums on the Zuyderzee in 1684.184 The need for access to
a reliable clock to determine one’s longitude at sea remained unabated. Clearly, the
method of longitude determination still hinged on a reliable clock. In December 1683,
he lamented in a letter to Fullenius that …
“I have found the business much more difficult than I thought at the outset,
and it is still not accomplished; yet, there is little doubt that it will succeed.”185
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Huygens kept his hope alive with the development and construction of his perfect
marine balance in 1693, looking forward to the next set of sea trials with a
significantly improved marine timepiece.
Huygens’ breakthrough came from an unexpected angle. He had been working on a
solution to the problem posed by Florimond de Beaune (1601–1652), French jurist
and amateur mathematician. De Beaune had challenged Descartes in a letter from
1638 to find a solution to the differential equation
d𝑦
𝛼
=
,
d𝑥
𝑦−𝑥
which is now considered the first application of the so-called ‘inverse tangent’
method used for finding the properties of a curve from studying its tangent. Huygens
published his analysis in Acta Eruditorum in October 1693,186 having derived a new
curve that would ensure isochronous operation of a clock without being adversely
affected by the rocking and pitching motions of ships at sea. His basic premise
underlying an isochronic pendulum was that its driving force must be proportional at
any time the pendulum is out of equilibrium.
He first considered the arrangement of figure 5.20a, which he had invented on 13
January 1693 and continued to develop throughout January and February 1693.187
This followed early sketches from December 1692 and a subsequent mathematical
analysis of the isochronicity of the contraption. 188 Huygens’ new isochronous
regulator consisted of a vertical balance wheel equipped with a chain that linked two
systems of small, equal, and equidistant weights. (He also experimented with the
inclusion of a float which was partly submerged in oil or mercury.) While swinging,
each of these systems would rise and fall, and thus they would alternately increase
and decrease the force exerted on the chain by the weights. As we saw in Chapter 4,
Huygens had originally invented such a system in 1659 to counterbalance the
centrifugal motion of the conical pendulum, forcing it back into a paraboloidal
envelope (for instance, see figure 4.10).189 The resulting torque acting on the wheel
was directly proportional to its displacement from equilibrium, thus leading to
isochronous oscillations.

Figure 5.20: Huygens’s development of the ‘balancier marin parfait’ (see the text for details.) (Huygens, C., 1693,
Oeuvres Completes, XVIII, pp. 546–561)

Specifically, if m is the mass of one centimetre of the chain, the force exerted on the
central component is
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𝐾=

1
ℎ𝑚𝑔,
4

where h is the displacement height of the chain from equilibrium, while the arc
subtended by this same displacement would be s = ½h. Therefore,
𝐾 1
= 𝑚𝑔,
𝑠 2
independent of h, and hence the
oscillations are expected to be isochronous.
The same exercise can be done based on
the force moment, M, and the angle of
rotation, φ, which similarly leads to a ratio
of M/φ that is independent of h. 190
Following the same arguments as for the
tricord pendulum, we can now work out
the device’s period.
Huygens expected the chain to oscillate
slowly, even on board rocking and pitching
ships, so that the effects of the latter would
be greatly reduced. Initial tests showed that
the device did not operate satisfactorily,
however: large oscillations were completed
more slowly than expected. Huygens
attributed this behaviour to a combination
of increased air resistance associated with
larger oscillations and the large number of
Figure 5.21: Henry Sully’s 1724 marine clock design
(bottom right), escapement (bottom left) and weights that had to be kept going while
gimballed suspension (top). Note the anti-friction their angles with respect to the vertical
rollers in the bottom right-hand sketch. (Berthoud, F.,
direction were changing constantly. The
1802; reproduced from Wikimedia Commons under
latter disadvantage could be remedied by
the CC-PD-Mark/PD-Art/PD-old-100 licenses.)
means of a rosary-type arrangement, such
as that shown in figure 5.20b or c, while the former problem prompted him to change
the pendulum design to that shown in figure 5.20d.
Huygens was certainly concerned with reducing friction as much as possible. The
editors of Huygens’ Oeuvres Complètes suggest191 that the English clockmaker Henry
Sully (1680–1728), who is widely credited with inventing a means to achieve just
that, may have benefited from ideas first put forward by Huygens. Sully implemented
‘rollers’ (anti-friction wheels or disk bearings, formally known as a ‘frictional rest
escapement’) to reduce the mechanical friction of the pivots in his clocks (see figure
5.21192), but it is likely that he received advice from Newton, Leibniz, the Swiss
mathematician and physicist Daniel Bernouilli (1700–1782), and George Graham, the
English inventor and clockmaker, with all of whom he is known to have
corresponded. In fact, Bernouilli noted that he had seen Sully’s rollers, while Graham
wrote in 1724 that he had seen a very similar system in an old pendulum clock:193
“Your way of reducing friction on the axes is very good. I have not seen
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anything like it in our Art, except just once, in more than twenty years: it was
the top pivot of the balance of an old pendulum clock, which was contained
between three turning wheels, placed there for this purpose. It appeared that the
wheels had not been made by the manufacturer of the clock, and that another
hand had added them.”
In his response, Sully is said to have written,
“With regard to my method to reduce friction on the axes, I ignored that what
one would have used in the performance of our Art; but having see a large
wheel which served to turn a millstone suspended in nearly the same way, I felt
that we could make good use of it in our clock making; I believe that I have
applied it usefully in this machine.”

Figure 5.22: Section of the Codex Madrid I (Leondardo da Vinci, 1494), showing sets of anti-friction rollers.
(Digital scan provided by Cornell University Library, Kinematic Models for Design–Digital Library)

Indeed, Huygens already provided a sketch of a similar system in 1693, apparently
developed independently, although it is not known whether he actually constructed a
working model. It has also been suggested194 that Huygens may have learnt the details
of this escapement from either Hooke’s duplex escapement design (which had two
escape wheels but was first described in detail only around 1696) or from Bürgi’s
cross-beat escapement. The latter was invented by the Swiss clockmaker Jost Bürgi
(1552–1632). This type of escapement is a variation of the verge escapement I
discussed in Chapter 4, which contain two foliots that rotate in opposite directions. In
this configuration, the impulse is given by a pallet to one escape wheel, with locking
by means of a second wheel.
In the 1859 Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 195 Alexander
Bryson (1816–1866), horologist and President of the Royal Scottish Society of Art in
1860–1861, extolled the virtues of the duplex escapement, in particular its ability to
retain stability:
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“[Hooke’s] watch had the balance spring and double balance, with a duplex
escapement, also Hooke’s invention … Had Hooke foreseen that his duplex
escapement would stand the test of upwards of two hundred years’ experience,
he would have closed with this agreement, and no doubt would have gained
the prize of 100,000 florins offered by the States of Holland for ascertaining
the longitude at sea. … After his disappointment Hooke concealed his
invention of the duplex escapement for many years …”
Indeed, once again we encounter Hooke’s easily ruffled feathers, which once again
delays a breakthrough from happening… The invention of anti-friction rollers dates
back to before the 1500s; for instance, Leonardo da Vinci drew sets of such rollers in
his Codex Madrid I in 1494:196 see figure 5.22.
Nevertheless, on 6 March 1693,
Huygens seems to have abandoned
this approach and moved on to the
new design of figure 5.20e197 (see
also figure 5.23a). In his notes, he
wrote, “libratio isochrona melior
praecedente”, that is, “isochronous
oscillation, better than previous
[model].” In essence, his original
perfect marine balance consisted of
a pendulum and a balance
composed of a large three-armed
balance (shown in figure 5.23a)
with a small pendulum attached to
it. This design proved impractical,
however, so the second (1695)
version of his perfect marine
balance contained a two-armed
balance or ‘foliot’ instead, which
Huygens had first designed in
1694. He proposed to suspend a
Figure 5.23: Huygens’ final sketches related to his ‘balancier
small metal shape ABDE to the
marin parfait’: a. development of the concept; b. mathematical
(geometric) basis; c. working model, including the long balance pivot axis C, with edges DB and
CD typical of this type of clock. (Huygens, C., 1693, Oeuvres DE curved such that a small weight
Complètes, XVIII, pp. 562–569)
p suspended by a thread or ribbon
from point D would trace these curves throughout any oscillation. The force exerted
upon p relative to the axis C at any given time is now proportional to the angular
deviation from the equilibrium position of the metal tongue. Huygens demonstrated
that the curve satisfying the proportional force condition is the involute of the circle
eDf (with centre C) and that the weight p, when oriented vertically, describes a
parabola (see figure 5.23b) and, hence, that this contraption would perform
isochronous oscillations. Since there is no further mention of Van Ceulen as Huygens’
clockmaker in any of his letters or other surviving manuscripts after September
1685,198 it is most likely that the first model of his perfect marine balance was
actually constructed by Bernard van der Cloesen (1640s–1736),199 clockmaker from
The Hague, although Huygens himself did most of the final adjustments. This clock
was weight-driven, with the large balance beating seconds.
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Modern calculus allows us to see fairly easily that Huygens’ perfect marine balance
was indeed meant to oscillate isochronously. Consider figure 5.24 for technical
details. As before, I will follow Crommelin’s derivation 200 to derive the clock’s
isochronicity. Let us consider its weight L displaced to a point A. It is straightforward
to show that the point P, where the pendulum’s cord leaves the arc of the metal shape
GP, is always located at the same height as point C. CP describes the tangent of the
circular swing arc in point C and is the normal to the arc at point P. It follows that CP
is as long as the arc travelled by the bob from C to G, so that201
𝐂𝐏 !
arc 𝐆𝐏 =
,
2𝑟
where r = OC. With reference to the outer circle, GP = AB ≡ x, so that we can
transfer the pendulum’s motion to the system defined by the axes LB and LO.
Therefore, CP = LB ≡ y, where
𝑦! !
𝑥=
; 𝑦 = 2𝑟𝑥.
2𝑟
The curve needed for isochronous
operation is therefore a parabola.
The force moment M exerted in
point P is mgCP = mgy (for a mass
m) and y = CP = arc CG = φr, so
that M = mgφr. The angle of
rotation is φ, so that
𝑀
= 𝑚𝑔𝑟 = constant.
𝜑
The resulting oscillations are hence
isochronous. We can also calculate
the expected period, using for the
potential energy
𝑦 ! 𝑚𝑔
𝐸! = 𝑥𝑚𝑔 =
; 𝑦 = 𝜑𝑟,
2𝑟

Figure 5.24: Technical details of Huygens’ perfect marine
balance corresponding to Fig. 5.23a.

and therefore
1
𝐸! = 𝑚𝑔𝑟𝜑 ! ; 𝐴 = 𝑚𝑔𝑟.
2

With the expression for the kinetic energy ,
1
d𝜑 !
𝐸! = 𝑄
; 𝐵 = 𝑄 = constant,
2
d𝑡
we can now derive the system’s period,
𝑃 = 2𝜋

𝑄
,
𝑚𝑔𝑟

which is identical to the period of the compound pendulum.
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Huygens’ perfect marine balance included a new equation-of-time cam,202 a kidneyshaped rotating mechanical piece that ensured adherence to the annual equation-oftime corrections. His brother Constantijn Jr., then Secretary to the Dutch stadholder
(head of state) William III, disseminated Huygens’ new design to both the renowned
clockmaker Tompion and Daniel Quare (1648/9–1724) in 1694 or 1695. Quare, the
English clockmaker, had become well-known for his invention of a repeating watch
movement in 1680. Both clockmakers implemented Huygens’ new equation-of-time
design in their ‘Royal equation clocks.’ Interestingly, in his final years, Huygens
seems to have encountered his former nemesis, Robert Hooke, in Tompion’s
workshop, but without either man recognizing the other, as we learn from an entry in
Hooke’s Diary of 30 March 1693: Hooke recorded that he had “Met Mr Zulich
[Huygens] at Tompions, but knew him not.” If only…
Upon hearing of Huygens’ success, Landgraf Karl von Hessen-Kassel (1654–1730),
most likely from his son, Crown Prince Friedrich von Hessen-Kassel (1676–1751),
requested that Huygens construct a similar clock for his own use, but Huygens
declined.203 Nevertheless, Huygens instructed his clockmaker to construct a second
perfect marine balance, which may well have ended up in Landgraf Karl’s possession
(or perhaps Huygens had a change of mind).204 For the second clock, he had Van der
Cloesen convert an existing equation-of-time clock to meet his new design
specifications in March 1695,205 but additional details remain beyond our historical
reach. He told his brother Constantijn Jr. that he meant to provide further details and a
demonstration to Tompion:
“You will have spoken to him [Tompion], I believe, of my new horological
invention, which I will [soon] describe and demonstrate. I have converted an
old 3-foot pendulum, which also shows solar time, without the need for [a
correction for] the equation of time.”206
Huygens was keen to test his new device (figure 5.23c) in practice,207 but death
intervened. He passed away on 8 July 1695, before being able to achieve his lifelong
goal of manufacturing a sufficiently accurate timepiece for use at sea. He did not
manage to publish his new clock design before his death, although he had clearly
intended to make it public.208 He had also continued to seek improvements of his first
few perfect marine balance examples, but none were eventually constructed.209
Sully constructed his own marine longitude clock almost 30 years later based on
Huygens’ perfect marine balance design. After he had presented his device to the
Académie Royale des Sciences in April 1723, the Académie’s report noted that
“… during the first trial made at the Observatory, the clock did not vary more
than nineteen seconds in eight full days.”
Meanwhile, Newton continued to doubt that a sufficiently accurate marine clock
could ever be constructed. Although he had never been to sea, Newton had a lot of
experience with methods of longitude determination at sea. I will discuss these
developments in their context in Chapter 6. Yet, in response to a petition offered to
the British Parliament on 25 May 1714 requesting support for the development of a
sufficiently accurate means to determine one’s longitude at sea, Newton is said to
have commented that …
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“[o]ne is by a watch to keep time exactly; but, by reason of the motion of a
ship, and the variation of heat and cold, wet and dry, and the difference of
gravity in different latitudes, such a watch hath not yet been made.”
In 1721, following seven years of service on the British Board of Longitude, he
lamented in a letter to Josiah Burchett, the secretary of the Admiralty, that
“… a good watch may serve to keep a reckoning at Sea for some days and to
know the time of a celestial Observ[at]ion; and for this end a good Jewel210 may
suffice till a better sort of Watch can be found out. But when Longitude at sea is
lost, it cannot be found again by any watch.”
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Chapter 6

The merits of horology versus astronomy
Abstract. Developments of techniques other than horological advances had continued
during the Huygens–Hooke controversies, although they did not generate a large
following. Alternative proposals, entertained from the mid-17th Century onwards,
included a wide variety of suggestions, from a renewed focus on astronomical
position measurements to outright wacky ideas grounded in alchemy. In this chapter,
we first consider one of the main scientific disagreements between Huygens and
Newton, the controversy about the nature of the gravitational force on Earth, and how
the extended voyages undertaken with Huygens’ clocks on board ships of the Dutch
East India Company contributed to scholarly enlightenment. We next place Newton’s
contributions to solving the longitude problem using stellar position determinations
in the era’s context, efforts in which John Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal,
played a major role. We also take a broader look at other attempts that did not
involve horological developments. This chapter focuses on the period between
Huygens’ death and the passing of the British Longitude Act in 1714.

Huygens’ death in 1695 signified the end of an era in which the focus of solving the
longitude problem was largely driven by mechanical improvements in clock design. It
would take the better part of the next two decades before the focus returned to this
specific pursuit. With Huygens no longer in the picture and Hooke disappointed by
the perceived opposition he had encountered within the Royal Society, Isaac Newton
entered centre stage, a position he would maintain for most of his life. Newton had
rapidly become the most respected British scholar at the start of the 18th Century; he
took over as President of the Royal Society in 1703. At the end of the previous
chapter we already saw that Newton was rather vocal in his doubts that any manmade
timepiece could deliver the definitive solution to the longitude problem. Instead, he
advocated a return to astronomy as a viable means to reach closure.
6.1. The nature of gravity
The 1686–1687 VOC sea trial of Huygens’ clocks was not merely a victory of the
clockmaker’s skills. Its ramifications were much more far-reaching; the voyage’s
scientific insights caused a seismic shift in our understanding of the nature of the
Earth’s gravity. As an unintended consequence, it pitted the brightest minds of the
time, those of Huygens and Newton, against each other—and all this on the basis of
one of the simplest measurements, the length of the seconds-pendulum and its
variation with latitude.
Huygens and Newton initially considered the nature of gravity independently. In
1669, Huygens presented his initial thoughts On the Cause of Gravity to the Académie
des Sciences in Paris,1 in discussions with the mathematicians Gilles Personne de
Roberval and Bernard Frénicle de Bessy (c. 1604–1674), a group which also included
the astronomer Jacques Buot (Buhot; before 1623–1678). Observations obtained by
Roberval, the physicist Edme Mariotte (c. 1620–1684), and Du Hamel implied,
according to the French scholars engaged in these discussions, that gravity involved
attraction. In 1690, Huygens combined this old presentation from 1669 with a section
he wrote in 1686–1687 and an Addition in response2 to Newton’s Principia into his
Discourse on the Cause of Gravity,3 which he appended to his Treatise on Light.
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6.1.1. Huygens and Newton at loggerheads
In the section of his Discourse which he claimed to have written before having read
Newton’s Principia, Huygens made the arguments that the Earth’s shape is nonspherical and that the Earth’s rotation is the only cause of variations in the planet’s
gravity with position. These suggestions caused an immediate conflict with Newton’s
gravitational theory, since the latter had argued that the Earth’s gravity could be
decomposed into a so-called ‘inverse-square’ celestial gravity component and a
component referred to as ‘universal gravity.’ The inverse-square gravitational strength
was thought to depend on the distance to the centre of a gravitational potential well
(such as the centre of a celestial body), whereas universal gravity represents the
gravitational force exerted by every particle of matter on every other particle.
Whereas Huygens was prepared to accept the inverse-square gravitational component,
he was wholly unconvinced that Newton had demonstrated the reality of universal
gravity. Huygens’ reluctance to accept Newton’s theory was driven by his adherence
to gravity as a ‘mechanical philosophy,’ with which universal gravity was
incompatible. Huygens preferred to explain the gravitational force by means of
mechanical processes such as pressure, rather than through ‘action at a distance’ in
the way that Newton saw it.
Huygens’ theory of gravity, which he
developed between 1669 and 1690, was based
on basic philosophical principles which had
first been proposed in the 1630s by Descartes,
who proceeded to publish about them in 1644.4
Descartes had suggested that empty space
cannot exist and, thus, that space must be filled
with a substance he referred to as ‘aether.’
Because of the high density of these aether
particles, they cannot move freely; Descartes
took this to imply that their motion must be
circular, which in turn made him suggest that
the aether would be structured as a collection of
vortices, as illustrated in figure 6.1:
“Now that we have, by this reasoning, removed
any possible doubts about the motion of the
Earth, let us assume that the matter of the
heaven [Descartes referred to each vortex as a
‘heaven’], in which the Planets are situated,
Figure 6.1: Aether vortices around stars (suns)
and planets. (Renatus des-Cartes, Principia unceasingly revolves, like a vortex having the
Philosphiæ; Amsterdam: Ludovicus Elzevirius, Sun as its centre, and that those of its parts
1644)
which are close to the Sun move more quickly
than those further away; and that all the
Planets … always remain suspended among the same parts of this heavenly
matter. For by that alone, and without any other devices, all their phenomena
are very easily understood.”5
The centrifugal motion of the aether particles would result in a concentration of
matter (mostly composed of ‘fine’ matter) towards the outer edges of the vortices,
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except for what Descartes called ‘rough’ matter. Owing to its greater moment of
inertia, rough matter would be forced towards the centres of the vortices, a type of
inward pressure resembling the effects of gravity.6
Huygens’ model was a more exact, mathematically supported theory of gravity.
Instead of assuming circular motion, he assumed that aether particles were moving
randomly and isotropically, that is, statistically similarly in any direction, but that they
were slowed down at the outer edges of the vortices. Once again, in this model the
fine particles in the outer vortex regions would cause a net pressure force on the rough
particles, driving the latter to the centres of the vortices. Huygens’ calculations also
showed him that the centrifugal motion was exactly counterbalanced by the
centripetal force.
Newton’s theory, on the other hand, did not rely on a mechanical explanation, but it is
based on the idea of gravitational attraction, the ‘inverse-square law,’ combined with
the idea that any mass in the Universe exerts an attractive force on any other mass.
Specifically, in its modern form, Newton’s theory of universal gravity states that the
gravitational force between two bodies is proportional to the product of their masses,
say m1 and m2, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance, r, between
them (the inverse-square law):
𝐹! = 𝐹! = 𝐺

𝑚! 𝑚!
,
𝑟!

where G = 6.67408×10–11 m3 kg–1 s–2 is Newton’s gravitational constant, which is the
same anywhere in the Universe. Although G appears in Newton’s theory of universal
gravity, it took until 1797–1798 for the British experimental and theoretical physicist
Henry Cavendish (1731–1810) to measure its value based on the ‘Cavendish
experiment,’ which used a torsion apparatus to yield the ‘specific gravity’ of the Earth
(or, equivalently, the Earth’s mass) 7 instead of G. In modern units, Cavendish
determined G = 6.754×10−11 m3 kg–1 s–2.
Newton postulated that the gravitational force is an attractive force, which works
instantaneously at any distance and has an infinite range. It could thus account for
both the downward force described by Galileo, which keeps us on Earth, and the
orbital motion of the planets in our solar system discussed by Kepler.
Newton’s breakthrough, popularized by the well-known story about a falling apple,
was initially committed to paper by his friend and biographer William Stukeley
(1687–1756): see figure 6.2. Stukeley recalled a meeting in the shade of some apple
trees in Newton’s garden, when the scientist started to contemplate the effects of
gravity on Earth:
“After dinner, the weather being warm, we went into the garden and drank
thea, under the shade of some apple trees... he told me, he was just in the same
situation, as when formerly, the notion of gravitation came into his mind. It
was occasion’d by the fall of an apple, as he sat in contemplative mood. Why
should that apple always descend perpendicularly to the ground, thought he to
himself...”8
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Figure 6.2: Excerpt of William Stukeley’s 1752 biography of Newton, where the apocryphal story of the famous
falling apple first came to life. Note that the word ‘apple’ replaces an earlier instance of the word ‘earth.’ (© The
Royal Society)

6.1.2. Geographical dependence of the length of the seconds-pendulum
Contrary to Huygens, Newton argued that a rotating, oblate Earth could not generate
enough gravity to explain the observed shortening of the seconds-pendulum at the
Equator. The accuracy of empirical measurements of the length of the secondspendulum thus became the crux of the disagreement between the most important
natural philosophers of the late 17th Century.
In theory, Huygens and Newton agreed, the Earth’s rotation, combined with its
slightly flattened shape, reduced the net gravitational component at the Equator
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compared with those at the Poles. As a consequence, the length of the secondspendulum should become shorter as one travels towards lower latitudes. However, as
we saw in Chapter 4.1.4, existing measurements of the geographical dependence of
the lengths of seconds-pendulums prior to the 1686–1687 VOC sea trial of Huygens’
clocks were inconsistent. In fact, their apparently random nature baffled
contemporary scientists: in May 1687, prior to the completion of the VOC expedition,
Huygens expressed his confusion in a letter to Philippe de la Hire:
“Among my papers, you will find a short essay on the cause of gravity, to
which I would like to add some reflections on what Mr. Richer and others
have observed, in relation to the different pendulum lengths in different
climates, but having seen that Mr. Picart, on the Isle of Tycho Brahe
[Uraniborg, Denmark], claims to have found the same length as at Cape
Cet[t]e [Sète, on the French Mediterranean coast] and Paris, and that the
observation of Mr. Varin, which is referred to in Mr. Mariotte’s treatise on the
motion of water and other fluids, is not proportional to that of Mr. Richer, I do
not know what to believe about this phenomenon. That is why I ask you to
advise me as soon as possible whether you have any other information that
convinces you that there is indeed this variation in nature, which seems to me
very likely, although I can also give reasons if it is not there.”9
The length of the seconds-pendulum, lsec, in Paris was well-established. Huygens
derived a length of 3 Paris feet 8½ lignes (lsec = 3.059 Paris feet; 1 Paris foot = 32.48
cm) for his seconds-pendulum,10 corresponding to a one-second fall length of ½ π2 lsec
= 15.096 Paris feet.11 Huygens, Richer, and Picard measured highly consistent values
for the one-second fall length in Paris of 15.096, 15.099, and 15.096 Paris feet,
respectively,12 while an expedition13 sponsored by the French Académie Royale des
Sciences, led by ‘le Sieur Varin,’ a mathematics teacher from Paris, and which also
included Deshayes, as well as the mathematician and hydrography teacher Guillaume
de Glos (who joined the other two scientists at a later stage), obtained 15.098 Paris
feet, all measures that were internally consistent. Away from Paris, the available
measurements were not as clear-cut, however. As we already saw, Richer’s
measurements in 1672 of the length of the seconds-pendulum in Cayenne, near the
Equator, implied a shortening by 1¼ lignes and a one-second fall length of 15.055
Paris feet. Confusingly, in 1682 the team led by Varin on an expedition to Gorée
Island and Guadeloupe concluded14 that the seconds-pendulum had to be shortened by
2 lignes, corresponding to a one-second fall length of 15.029 Paris feet, on Gorée
Island, 10° further north than Cayenne, while a correction to 15.027 Paris feet was
required in Guadeloupe, more than 16° north of the Equator in the Caribbean…
Contrast this with Picard’s conclusion from the early 1670s, showing that the length
of the seconds-pendulum in Uraniborg (Denmark, at a latitude of 55.9°N) was
essentially the same as that in both Paris and Cape Sète (43.4°N), corresponding to a
one-second fall length of 15.096 Paris feet. We already discussed the discrepant
results obtained by Mouton in Lyon, which suggested an inexplicably short fall length
of 15.02 Paris feet.
Meanwhile, Huygens had estimated theoretically that the centrifugal effect at the
Equator owing to the Earth’s rotation should be 1/289th of the gravitational force,
leading to a quantitative prediction15 of the shortening of the seconds-pendulum that
could now be tested based on the expedition’s measurements. I note that Huygens
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consistently performed his calculations of the effects of the Earth’s rotation while
implicitly assuming a spherical shape. In fact, he concluded that—assuming that in
the absence of rotation the surface gravity is uniform anywhere on the planet—the
rotation effect implied by the measurements from the VOC expedition indicates that
the Earth must have an oblateness of 1/578, compared with a value of 3/689 proposed by
Newton in the first edition of his Principia (1684–1687). The oblateness implied by
Huygens’ calculations of November/ December 1687 hardly mattered for the
rotational effect of gravity: instead of 1/289th of the gravitational force, the effect would
need to be adjusted to 1/288.5th.16
Schliesser and Smith17 assessed the implications of Huygens’ calculations for the
credibility of the pendulum-length measurements available to him; they concluded
that the effects of rotation alone would imply a shortening of the pendulum length at
Cayenne and at Gorée that was 4/10 and 1¼ of a ligne less than the lengths found by
Richer’s and Varin’s expeditions, respectively. Moreover, they pointed out that Picard
should have been able to determine that the seconds-pendulum had to be longer by ⅓
of a ligne in Uraniborg than at Cape Sète, but he clearly did not. Given Huygens’
significant displeasure with the apparent carelessness with which some of the
available measurements had been obtained, particularly those reported by Richer (see
Chapter 4.1.4), he was not convinced that the Earth’s rotation would have a
measurable effect:
“… because other observations made in various regions regarding this
unequal length of pendulums did not turn out that well according to
expectations, I previously had the thought that maybe this effect of the rotation
of the Earth was nullified by some other natural cause, or it was rendered
irregular.”18
6.1.3. The 1686–1687 VOC expedition
Given these inconsistencies, a systematic exploration of the length of the secondspendulum and its variation with latitude was urgently needed, specifically using the
same experimental set-up. Huygens was clearly in an excellent position to pursue
such an analysis based on the measurements obtained on his behalf during the VOC’s
return expedition from the Cape of Good Hope to its Texel anchorage. Indeed, this
appears to have been one of the main motivations to undertake the 1686–1687 VOCsponsored expedition, as Huygens stated in his Discourse:
“But we cannot entirely trust these first observations, the occurrence of which
we do not see as conspicuous in any way – and we can trust still less, given
what I believe, in those that are said to have been made in Guadeloupe, where
the shortening of the Paris pendulum had been found to be two lines. We must
hope that in time we will be informed exactly of these different lengths, at the
Equator as well as in other regions; and certainly it is something that well
deserves being researched with care, even if it would only be to correct,
according to this theory, the motions of the pendulum clocks, in order to make
them serve as a measure of longitude at sea.”19
De Graaff’s frequent measurements using Huygens’ clocks on the homebound voyage
in 1687 allowed the latter to carefully calculate the difference in longitude between
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both reference locations. As we already saw in Chapter 5.2.3, Huygens additionally
combined Tachard’s 1685 longitude determination of the Cape with respect to that of
Paris with the corresponding difference between Paris and Texel from Riccioli’s
Geographiae to conclude that the longitude determinations enabled by his clocks’
measurements showed that the only variation in the gravitational force with
geographical position on Earth was owing to the Earth’s rotation:20 the cumulative
correction (loss) to his clocks’ measurements over the course of the 117-day voyage
from the Cape to Texel amounted to a mere 68 seconds (but see below). Note,
however, that Huygens’ available evidence that the Earth’s rotation was the only
effect that he needed to correct his clocks for was, strictly speaking, only valid for the
comparison between the longitudes of the Cape and Texel, 21 and not for the
comparison of the Alcmaer’s navigators’ course based on dead reckoning and that
implied by his clocks.
Turning now to Newton’s proposed inverse-square law of gravity, Huygens also
considered the variation in the gravitational force implied if the inverse-square law
applied both to astronomical objects as well as at and below the surface of the Earth.
He concluded that the Earth’s radius at the Poles would be 1/578 shorter than that at the
Equator, resulting in a shortening of the seconds-pendulum by a factor of 1/289:
“This is nearly the same difference that is produced for daily motion or
centrifugal force. Thus a clock with the same length pendulum would run
slower at the Equator than at the pole by twice what it would be slowed by the
motion of the Earth; and so this daily difference at the Equator would be
about 5 minutes. And at the other parallels it would everywhere be more than
twice what it was previously. But I strongly doubt that experience confirms
this large of a variation, since I have observed, in the voyage that I mentioned
that the first equation alone suffices, and it [this great variation] would give
more than twice too great a difference around the middle of the course
between the route of the vessel calculated with the pendulum and the route
estimated by the Mariners. … And, to provide the reason why the second
variation would not occur, I say that it would be strange if the gravity near the
surface of the Earth did not follow in precisely the same way as in the higher
regions.”22
Newton’s theory of universal gravity—including the effects of variations in the
gravity owing to the Earth’s slightly flattened shape—predicted a somewhat greater
shortening of the length of the second-pendulum than that implied by Huygens’
calculations based on the Earth’s rotation alone. Again, Huygens’ best evidence
against Newton’s theory was based on the precisely determined longitude difference
between the Cape of Good Hope and the VOC’s anchorage at Texel, which strongly
implied to him that the Earth’s rotation alone was responsible for the variation in the
length of the seconds-pendulum with latitude. He thus rejected Newton’s claim of
universal gravity based on the empirical evidence available to him.23
Newton had implied, in his Principia, that the only clear distinction between inversesquare and universal gravity could be provided by measurements of the variations in
the Earth’s surface gravity with latitude—and this was indeed apparently borne out by
Huygens’ experimental results. This implication was also realized by Leibniz and
expressed in a letter to Antonio Schinella Conti (1677–1749)—the Italian philosopher
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and physicist who acted as intermediary in the Leibniz–Newton calculus controversy
which fully erupted in 1711—in November or December 1715:
“I am strongly in favour of the experimental philosophy but Mr. Newton is
departing very far from it when he claims that all matter is heavy (or that
every part of matter attracts every other part) which is certainly not proven by
experiments, as Mr. Huygens has already asserted; gravitating matter could
not have itself that weight of which it is the cause and Mr. Newton adduces no
experiment or sufficient reason for the existence of a vacuum or of atoms or
for the general mutual attraction.”24
Huygens himself did not publish the strong conclusions I just summarized (and which
have been highlighted in much more quantitative detail by Schliesser and Smith).
Nevertheless, in his letter to Hudde which accompanies his report on the 1686–1687
VOC expedition, the implications are clear:
“As regards the purported effect of the Earth’s rotation, you may have seen
what has recently been suggested by Professor Newton in his treatise
Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica, positing several hypotheses
that I cannot approve of and that lead to different conclusions than my
reckonings give, …”25
because, as he stated in the introductory text of the Addition to his Discourse,
“… as for the different lengths of the pendulums in different regions, which he
[Newton] has also addressed, I believe to have, by the average of these clocks,
a clear confirmation not only of the effect of the motion of the Earth, but also
of the measures of these lengths, which agrees very well with the calculation I
have just given.”26
Of course, despite all of Huygens’ elaborate objections, with the benefit of hindsight
and our modern understanding, we now know that Newton’s theory was correct after
all, and Huygens’ alternative theory of gravity has faded into the depths of history.
The correction required to make a pendulum clock run consistently while sailing from
the Poles to the Equator is approximately 1½ times greater than the effects caused by
the Earth’s rotation alone. Schliesser and Smith’s analysis of the records from the
1687 return expedition provide a plausible explanation as to why Huygens was unable
to reconcile his calculations with Newton’s.27
As it turns out, Huygens’ clock ran approximately 5¼ minutes behind upon the
Alcmaer’s return to the Texel anchorage, which would have translated into a
geographical position to the East of its actual location. At the same time, the
cumulative (negative) correction to the clock’s measurement that day owing to the
Earth’s rotation, 11 minutes and 34 seconds, was 5 minutes and 34 minutes smaller
than it should have been, thus resulting in a smaller East–West correction than
warranted, thus almost offsetting the effect caused by the clock’s slow running.
Whereas the VOC expedition had provided enormously valuable measurements that
would form the basis of future efforts of longitude determination at sea, as well as
novel (although incorrect) scientific insights into the nature of the Earth’s gravity, this
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single expedition was just the starting point. The prevailing uncertainties, both
systematic and statistical, were simply too significant to reach firm conclusions.
Better calibration of both sea-going clocks and geographical locations was urgently
needed; intermediate calibration points should be included on any future voyages—
yet none of these recommendations were taken into account by the relevant
authorities…
6.2. Newton’s early contributions to resolving the longitude problem
Although he had never been to sea, Newton was well versed with methods of
longitude determination at sea. He had worked on using the Moon’s path across the
sky for this purpose while writing the first edition of his Principia, in an attempt to
combine the best aspects of astronomy and accurate timekeeping. Newton understood
that the success of the lunar distance method for longitude determination stood or fell
with one’s accurate understanding of the complex lunar motions; the Moon’s orbit
spans an arc of approximately its own width every hour, so that large numbers of
careful observations are required to accurately trace its movement across the sky.
However, despite the significant efforts he undertook in preparation for the three
editions of his Principia, he did not manage to obtain a satisfactory solution to the
problem.
6.2.1. John Flamsteed, first Astronomer Royal
Let us first consider Newton’s efforts in a contemporary context. On 4 March 1675,
King Charles II had signed a royal warrant to appoint John Flamsteed as “our
astronomical observator,” with an annual salary of one hundred pounds (taxed at ten
percent), in addition to a house to live in. He was also required to provide an
education to two boys a month at the Royal Mathematical School at Christ’s Hospital
in London as part of his duties. In 1673, Sir Jonas Moore, the English mathematician
and surveyor, and the famous diary writer Samuel Pepys had jointly founded the
Royal Mathematical School. It was established specifically to train 40 boys annually
in navigation techniques, so that they could serve the King at sea, in either the Royal
Navy or the English merchant navy. Moore, the driving force behind the subsequent
establishment of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, was tasked with
communicating Charles’ II instructions to the Astronomer Royal, namely,
“forthwith to apply himself with the most exact Care and Diligence to the
rectifying [correction of] the Tables of the Motions of the Heavens, and the
places of the fixed Stars so as to find out the so-much desired longitude of
places, for the perfecting the art of navigation.”28
It is unclear whether the title Astronomer Royal was formally bestowed upon
Flamsteed, or if he simply assumed it. Following his appointment by the King, he
usually added the letters M. R., Mathematicus Regius, after his name.29 Flamsteed was
instrumental in modernizing the state of positional astronomy. Until his appointment,
positional astronomy relied on the tried-and-tested yet sparsely covered catalogue
compiled by Tycho Brahe (1546–1601) or incarnations of Johannes Kepler’s
Rudolphine Tables, which had first been published in 1627 and are named after the
Holy Roman Emperor Rudolph II (1552–1612). Brahe’s catalogue only contained
some 1000 stellar positions. These had been observed without the aid of a telescope,
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since the instrument had not yet been invented during the Danish astronomer’s life.
Flamsteed had used his own observations to show that Brahe’s catalogue was prone to
errors.
Flamsteed, a self-taught astronomer from the north of England, had attracted the
attention of a number of Fellows of the Royal Society in 1669–1670, most
importantly of its President and Secretary, Brouncker and Oldenburg. His
achievements in astronomy and mathematics also caught the attention of John Collins
(1625–1683), the mathematician, with whom Flamsteed soon afterwards started a
cordial exchange of letters. He visited London in 1670, where he struck up a
friendship with Moore.
Flamsteed’s contact with Moore served him well: in 1674 the mathematician
proposed to set him up at a private observatory, which he intended to finance and
establish at Chelsea College under the auspices of the Royal Society. However, events
soon overtook their intentions. That same year, a French explorer calling himself Le
Sieur de Saint-Pierre, most likely Jean-Paul Le Gardeur (1661–1738), claimed to have
solved the longitude problem using astronomical data, 30 specifically based on
application of the lunar distance method.
Meanwhile, the King received increasing numbers of proposals from a wide variety of
scholars and opportunists claiming to have solved the longitude problem. Upon
having received proposals from Le Sieur de Saint-Pierre and from a certain ‘old’
Henry Bond (c. 1600–1678), author of The Longitude Found (1676), mathematician,
and teacher of navigation from London, based on magnetic declination,31 on 15
December 1674 Charles II issued a warrant appointing Brouncker, Pell (chair),
Hooke, as well as Wren, Seth Ward, the Bishop of Salisbury and Savilian Professor of
Astronomy at Oxford, Sir Charles Scarborough, the physician and mathematician, Sir
Samuel Morland (1625–1695), mathematician, inventor and Groom of the
Bedchamber to Charles II, and the politician, Colonel Silius Titus (1623–1704),
Groom of the Bedchamber, to a Royal ‘Longitude Commission’ to scrutinize these
proposals:
“… that he [St. Pierre] hath found out the true knowledge of the Longitude,
and desires to be put on Tryall thereof; Wee having taken the Same into Our
consideration, and being willing to give all fitting encouragement to an
Undertaking soe beneficiall to the Publick … hereby doe constitute and
appoint you [the Commissioners], or any four of you, to meet together …
And You are to call to your assistance such Persons, as You shall think fit:
And Our pleasure is that when you have had sufficient Tryalls of his Skill in
this matter of finding out the true Longitude from such observations, as You
shall have made and given him, that you make Report thereof together with
your opinions there-upon, how farre it may be Practicable and usefull to the
Publick.”32
In retrospect, Bond’s 1674 proposal resulted in the only Royal bounty ever awarded,33
consisting of a life annuity of £50. Hooke recorded his disbelief in Bond’s theory in
his Diary, although it apparently provided him with a popular discussion item for
years to come:
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“Met at Colonel Titus’s in Hatton Garden. With Lord Sarum. Dr. Pell
examined Bond’s theory. Found it ignorant and groundless and fals but
resolved to speak favorably of it. He supposed the magnetic poles of the earth
to be somewhere in the air and to be left behind by the motion of the earth...”34
Moore appears to have played merely a supporting role in these efforts. However, he
arranged that Flamsteed was appointed as assistant to the Royal Commission in
February 1675. He undertook an observational programme to test the viability of
Saint-Pierre’s proposal. Although Flamsteed acknowledged the method’s potential, he
highlighted its practical infeasibility given the lack of detailed tables of the positions
of the so-called ‘fixed stars’ relative to the Sun’s annual path and the Moon’s orbital
parameters, although Newton had attempted to describe the Moon’s orbit based on his
new theory of gravity. Flamsteed stated that he would need years of observational
data, obtained with large instruments fitted with telescopic sights, to make the lunar
distance method a practical reality.
6.2.2. Establishment of a Royal Observatory at Greenwich
Through Moore’s intervention, Flamsteed found himself visiting the King, whom he
impressed by emphasizing the competing efforts by Jean-Félix Picard at the Paris
Observatory, focussed on addressing the longitude problem. He pointed out that his
French counterparts had established a Royal Observatory for their work, in 1667,
prompting the King to decree that England should have a Royal Observatory as well,
specifically to pursue positional astronomy; the competition in France instead focused
on cataloguing the ephemerides of Jupiter’s satellites as a potentially viable method of
longitude determination. In fact, Flamsteed later pointed out that in 1674,
“… [a]n accident happened that hastened, if it did not occasion, the building
of the [Royal] Observatory. A Frenchman, that called himself Le Sieur de St.
Pierre, having some small skill in astronomy, and made [sic] an interest with a
French lady, 35 then in Favour at the Court, proposed no less than the
discovery of Longitude.”36
At the suggestion of Wren, its architect, the King issued an additional warrant on 22
June 1675, decreeing that the Observatory was to be established at Greenwich.
Until the formal inauguration of the Royal Observatory on 10 July 1676, Flamsteed
performed his astronomical observations from the Tower of Moore’s residence in
London, which formed the basis—jointly with his earlier observations from Derby in
northern England—for the first edition of his Historia Coelestis Britannica. He
continued his efforts in positional astronomy from the Queen’s House in Greenwich
Park until he could move into the newly established Observatory.
One of Flamsteed’s first tasks as Astronomer Royal was to prove that the Earth rotates
on its axis. Although this had been assumed by Copernicus when he first proposed his
new model of the solar system, it had never been proven. Nevertheless, this same
assumption was inherent to all methods proposed for the determination of the
longitude.
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Beyond the title, his salary, and a place to live, Flamsteed was only furnished with an
iron sextant. His friend Moore provided him with two pendulum clocks made by
Tompion (but which had not been taken care of very well 37 ), with very long
pendulums of 13 feet (for improved accuracy) suspended above the clocks’
movements (see figure 6.3), which beat once every two seconds. In addition,
Tompion had designed the clocks such that they could go a full year on one winding.
Flamsteed supplemented this rudimentary equipment with his own quadrant and two
telescopes he had brought along to Greenwich himself. He borrowed a second
quadrant from the Royal Society on 25 January 1676, which he used until 26
September 1679, “when the ill nature of Mr. Hooke forced it out of my hands.”38 He
added,

Figure 6.3: The Octagon Room at the Royal Observatory in the 1670s. The Tompion clocks can be
seen in the centre; they are labeled A and B. Note the oval-shaped bobs seen above the clock faces.
Engraving: Francis Place, 1676. (© National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London)

“Yet I lost nothing by it; for it was so ill contrived by him that I could not
make it perform better than my first. And now he obliged me to think of fitting
up one of my own, of 50 inches radius, wherein by peculiar contrivances I had
avoided all the inconveniences I had met with in his. This gives an observed
height to half a minute: and now, by it, I am sure of the observed times by
three seconds; which I could not have expected from either of my other
instruments.”
Judging from Flamsteed’s description of Hooke’s alleged efforts to construct a
quadrant for the former’s use, it appears that neither man held the other in high
regard: 39 in 1676 Hooke had, in fact, provided Flamsteed with a 10-foot mural
quadrant, but the instrument proved unworkable.
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During the year it took him to complete the Earth’s rotation experiment, Flamsteed
used Sirius, the bright Dog Star, as his time reference. He needed an independent time
keeper to transform the sidereal time obtained from successive transits to the mean
solar time maintained by his clocks, with the day-to-day difference of the transit time
of 3 minutes and 56 seconds owing to the Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun. In a
letter of 12 July 1677 to his regular correspondent, the mathematician and astronomer
Richard Towneley, he wrote,
“... our clocks kept so good a correspondence with the Heavens that I doubt it
not but they would prove the revolutions of the Earth to be isochronical, which
if guaranteed it will follow that the Equation of Days, which I have
demonstrated in the Diatribe is altogether agreeable to the Heavens. I can
now make it out by three months’ continuous observations, though to prov it
fully it is requisite the clocks be permitted to go a whole year without any
alterations.”40
Indeed, by March 1678 he had proven the isochronicity of the Earth’s rotation, his
‘Equation of Natural Days:’
“My theory of the Equation of Days I looked upon but as a dream at first
because one part on which it was founded, viz. the isochronicity of the Earth’s
revolutions, was only supposed, not demonstrated by me; but the clocks have
proved that rational conjecture a very truth.”41
6.2.3. Equipment woes and flaring tensions
A lack of access to suitable equipment continued to plague Flamsteed’s performance;
repeated requests to the Government for financial assistance were met with promises,
which however never materialized. Hence, Flamsteed constructed his own measuring
devices, initially including only a sextant, which he later supplemented with a mural
arc at his own expense. Wall-mounted in the plane of the local meridian, the
instrument consisted of a graduated arc fitted with a telescopic sight. Although the arc
was completed by 1681, he did not erect it until 1683, fearing that it was too weak
(‘slight’). He turned out to be right, so that he was forced to continue his work on the
basis of only his sextant.
Whereas Flamsteed obtained numerous relative celestial positions for stars visible
from the Observatory, his absolute calibration was still limited by the accuracy of
Brahe’s catalogue. Nevertheless, Flamsteed compiled an approximate catalogue using
his first mural quadrant to obtain the altitudes at the meridian of a few of the principal
stars, while employing the sextant he had been furnished with to determine their
mutual separations on the sky. Despite these difficulties, his scientific contemporaries
kept pressuring him to publish his tables, asking him “why he did not print his
observations”. Flamsteed lamented that he could not “make bricks without straw,”
“Some people, to make me uneasy, others out of sincere desire to see the
happy progress of my studies, not understanding amid what hard
circumstances I lived, called hard upon me to print my observations. I had
often answered that I had not any instrument for taking the meridional
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distances of the stars from the vertex, which such exactness as I could their
intermutual distances from each other; that I wanted these to connect them;
and that without them my labors would appear lame and imperfect.”42
In 1688 he acquired a small amount of additional funds from his father’s inheritance,
some of which he invested in the construction of a new, much stronger mural arc at
the Observatory (see figure 6.4). Although he had been assured by George Legge,
First Baron Dartmouth (c. 1647–1691), Master General of the Ordnance since 1682,
that his expenses for the new mural arc would be reimbursed, to his significant
disappointment and chagrin reimbursements never materialized. As such, he was
forced to continue to teach private pupils to supplement his limited income. From the
instrument’s inauguration on 11 September 1689, Flamsteed’s observations became
much more precise, eventually leading to the extensive and celebrated British
Catalogue.
His first call following verification of the arc’s position was to determine the equinox
(which refers to the date on which day and night are approximately equally long
anywhere on Earth), the Observatory’s latitude, the obliquity of the ecliptic plane
(that is, the inclination of Earth’s equatorial plane with respect to its orbital plane),
other fundamental measurements required to correctly determine the positions of the
fixed stars, and true solar, lunar, and planetary motions. Newton used the latter as the
basis of his lunar distance method of longitude determination, but it took a number of
years before Flamsteed was prepared to make his results public.
Flamsteed’s mural arc, used alongside an accurate pendulum clock (shown in figure
6.3), allowed him to measure zenith distances of objects crossing the local meridian,
as well as the sidereal time when this happened. In turn, these measurements enabled
him to calculate the objects’ right ascensions and declinations, that is, their accurate
positions in the sky. Flamsteed’s observations were eventually published posthumously in the second volume of his Historia Coelestis Britannica (1725), edited by
his wife Margaret. During his lifetime, he had put off publishing his observations until
completed, despite being pressured to do so by Newton and the English astronomer
and polymath Edmond Halley (1656–1742), Flamsteed’s successor as Astronomer

Figure 6.4: (left) Flamsteed (on the right) with Thomas Weston, merchant adventurer, at the eyepiece of the Mural
Arc. Detail from the ceiling of the Painted Hall in the Old Royal Naval College, Greenwich, by Sir James
Thornhill. Commissioned in 1707 the painting of the ceiling was completed in 1712 (© Graham Dolan;
reproduced with permission); (right) Flamsteed’s Mural Arc. Reproduced from William Cudworth’s Life and
Correspondence of Abraham Sharp (1889).
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Royal, among others. Around 1683, Halley actually contributed observations of
occasional lunar occultations of some bright stars, as well as their ‘appulses’ (close
encounters on the plane of the sky), which he had hoped to use as accurate timing
devices, although the method turned out to be too cumbersome for practical
application. Newton was particularly keen to see Flamsteed’s observations in print; a
mere two years after the mural arc had been inaugurated, Newton impressed upon
Flamsteed the urgent requirement for accurate celestial positions. In a letter dated 10
August 1691, Newton wrote,
“I hope it will not be long before you publish your catalogue of the fixed stars.
In my opinion, it will be better to publish those of the first six magnitude
observed by others, and afterwards, by way of an appendix, to publish the new
ones observed by yourself alone, than to let the former stay too long for the
latter.”43
However, Flamsteed was not to be persuaded. In his response of 24 February 1692, he
explained the rather significant progress he had made since having installed his new
meridian arc and asked, almost indignantly,
“Tell me now sincerely (for I know you will do it) if you think it would be
prudently done of me to leave off where I am, whilst I have strength and vigor
(God be praised) to prosecute them? Would it, I say, be wisely done of me, to
cease my designated observations of the constellations that yet remain to be
taken or completed, to transcribe what I have done for the press, and to attend
to it for 12 months, to gain a little present reputation? Would not even those
men, who ask so peevishly why I do not print them? Would not they tell me I
might have staid another year or two, for all their idle talk, and given them the
whole complete?”44
In fact, as Francis Bailey already pointed out, a draft version of this letter showed that
this latter passage had originally been phrased much more assertively, showing—by
reading between the lines—that he was embroiled in an ongoing disagreement, in
particular with Halley:
“Tell me now sincerely whether you think it would be discreetly done of me, to
leave the prosecution of my work, which has thriven thus successfully under
my hands in 27 months, to satisfy the clamors of unreasonable and malicious
people, or not? I make you judge, with Sir Christopher Wren and Mr. Caswell,
whether I ought to publish some part of my observations before the rest; or
only those stars in Tycho’s catalogues, and I leave others, more remarkable
than they, for an additional work. Tell me, if you please, whether it would be
prudently done of me to leave my remaining constellations for a year, to copy
papers and put them in order for the press, to gratify one only calumniating
libertine, and stop his mouth, and those he has filled with his trifling and
envious suggestions?”45
The language in this letter becomes more forcefully indignant of the way in which a
certain ‘friend’ of Newton and Flamsteed (that is, Halley) has been treating the latter.
Between October 1694 and September 1695, both men engaged in a free exchange of
letters about Flamsteed’s observations in which they frequently discussed lunar and
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planetary theories—although I note that Newton’s style was not always very
courteous46,47—on the mutual understanding that their correspondence was for their
eyes only. Newton was indeed very keen to acquire Flamsteed’s observations with the
specific aim to publish a second edition of his Principia, to which he planned to add
more details of the theory of the motion of the Moon and the planets. In his preface to
the collected correspondence between Newton and the young mathematician Roger
Cotes (1682–1716), who had recently been appointed as the first Plumian Professor of
Astronomy and Experimental Philosophy, Edleston phrased Newton’s frustrations as
follows:
“If Flamsteed, the Astronomer-Royal, had cordially co-operated with him in
the humble capacity of an observer in the way that Newton pointed out and
requested of him... the lunar theory would, if its creator did not overrate his
own powers, have been completely investigated, so far as he could do it, in the
first few months of 1695, and a second edition of the Principia would probably
have followed the execution of the task at no long interval.”48
In the spring of 1696, Newton was appointed to the post of Warden of the Mint and
moved from Cambridge to London, where he continued his scientific discussions with
Flamsteed. Rumours of a forthcoming new edition of the Principia surfaced
occasionally. For instance, in February 1700 Leibniz wrote to the Scottish philosopher
Thomas Burnett of Kemney (1656–1729) that
“I have learnt (I forget where) that he [Newton] will give further details on the
movements of the Moon: and I’ve also been told that there will be a new
edition of his Principia.”49
Apparently, however, the discussions between Flamsteed and Newton turned sour
fairly soon after Newton’s move to London, and the situation somehow became
explosive by late 1698.50,51 Interestingly, the tenseness between both men developed
over a very short period, given that Newton had visited Flamsteed at the Royal
Observatory late on the evening of 4 December 169852 to acquire an additional dozen
of computed lunar positions (which, in retrospect, contained a number of errors that
were later corrected53 by Flamsteed).
By this time, Flamsteed was swayed to publish the results of his many years of careful
observations. In November 1704, the Referees, a committee of the Royal Society—
composed of Newton in his role as President of the Royal Society, Wren, the
polymath John Arbuthnott (1667–1735), the mathematician David Gregory, and the
composer and scholar Francis Roberts (Robartes; c. 1649–1718), who subsequently
became a Member of Parliament for Bodmin (Cornwall)—recommended that the
results of Flamsteed’s labours of the last three decades were published. The printing
costs of Flamsteed’s Observations and the Catalogue were borne by Prince George of
Denmark, a patron of science himself.
The first volume of Flamsteed’s work contained only his observations made with the
sextant. The Referees, led by Newton, threw many obstacles onto Flamsteed’s path to
publication of the second volume, which was meant to include his observations with
the mural arc. Meanwhile, Prince George died on 28 October 1708, which put a stop
to any plans to get the observations published, since Flamsteed’s main funding source
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was no longer available. He was relieved, it seems, that Newton would hence no
longer pressure him to publish his results, so that he could continue to perfect his
catalogue:
“… and, since Sir Isaac Newton has put a full stop to the press, [I] shall not
urge it forward again till I see a good fund settled, and secured, for carrying it
on without any danger of impediment, or obstruction from him or any of his
tools.”54
However, developments unexpectedly got ahead of him: while Flamsteed was
working on the completion of his observational data, he was privately informed that
his catalogue was actually in press. Indeed, Flamsteed had provided Newton with a
sealed copy of his catalogue, which was meant as a deposit rather than as the basis of
a printed publication! Moreover, his annoyance was increased manifold when he
received a letter dated 14 March 1711 from Arbuthnott, apparently on behalf of the
Royal Society (that is, pushed forward by Newton and Halley), demanding that
Flamsteed hand over those parts of his catalogue which were as yet lacking and that
he (Arbuthnott) had been instructed by Queen Anne (1665–1714; reigned from 1702)
to supervise the publication of the Historia Coelestis and ensure its completion.55
Meanwhile, Halley had been put in charge of printing Flamsteed’s manuscript, but he
took it upon himself to make changes and ‘corrections’ to the Catalogue—apparently
out of spite, if we may believe Francis Bailey’s account.56 Flamsteed’s rebuttal clearly
shows his indignation:
“I have now spent 35 years in the composing and work of my catalogue; which
may, in time be published for the use of her Majesty’s subjects, and ingenious
men all the world over. I have endured long and painful distempers by my
night watches and day labors. I have spent a large sum of money above my
appointment, out of my own estate, to complete my catalogue, and finish my
astronomical works under my hands. Do not tease me with banter, by telling
me that these alterations are made to please me, when you are sensible
nothing can be more displeasing nor injurious, than to be told so. Make my
case your own, and tell me ingenuously [sic] and sincerely, were you in my
circumstances, and had been at all my labor, charge, and trouble, would you
like your labors to have surreptitiously forced out of your hands, conveyed
into the hands of your declared, profligate enemies, printed without your
consent, and spoiled, as mine are, in the impression? Would you suffer your
enemies to make themselves judges of what they really understand not? Would
you not withdraw your copy out of their hands, trust no more in theirs, and
publish your own works rather at your own expense, than see them spoiled,
and yourself laughed at, for suffering it?”57
Exasperated and clearly wounded in his pride as a careful observer, he continued,
“I see no way to prevent the evil consequences of Dr. Halley’s conduct, but
this. I have caused my servant to take a new copy of my catalogue; of which I
shall make as much to be printed of as Dr. Halley has spoiled, and take care
of the correction of the press myself, … and that all the last proof sheets may
be sent to Greenwich, at my own charge, …, and not printed off till I have seen
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a proof without faults. After which, I will proceed to print the remaining part
of the catalogue as fast as my health, and the small help I have, will suffer me.
But if you like not this, I shall print it alone, at my own charge, …; for I
cannot bear to see my own labors thus spoiled, to the dishonor of the Nation,
Queen, and People. If Dr. Halley proceed, it will be a reflection on the
President of the Royal Society; and yourself will suffer in your reputation, …”
However, neither this personal appeal, nor a petition58 to the Queen on 16 April 1712,
were to any avail: 400 copies of the fruits of his hard labour with the mural arc,
although incomplete, were printed in a single volume in 1712, in a significantly
“garbled and incorrect manner.” The Referees responded that the Queen herself had
urged them to proceed, but it appears that the Queen’s order was only obtained after
the seal on the preliminary version of the catalogue had been broken.59 Flamsteed
resolved to publish his own catalogue, at his own expense, which prompted him to
request the return of Newton’s copy of both his catalogue and the 175 sheets of
observations that formed the basis of Halley’s volume, which he had provided to
Newton as a ‘sacred deposit’ a few years earlier. Newton did not oblige. Legal
wrangling ensued, while tensions ran high.
Eventually, once the officers at Court had been changed following the death in 1715
of the Earl of Halifax—Newton’s stalwart supporter at the Court—Flamsteed’s luck
turned. He petitioned the Lords of the Treasury and managed to have the 300
remaining copies of his ‘garbled and incorrect’ catalogue delivered to him.60 He
promptly destroyed the ‘spoiled’ catalogues (but not the published observations made
with his sextant) by burning them, so
“… that none might remain to show the ingratitude of two of his countrymen,
who had used him worse than ever the noble Tycho was used in Denmark.”61
He diligently set out to republish the correct catalogue, but he never saw it in print
since death intervened. The second and third volumes of his Historia Coelestis
contained more than 28,000 observations made with the mural arc between 11
September 1689 and 27 December 1719, which provided 2935 stellar positions more
accurately than any previous compilation had done. The remainder of the second
volume—on which Flamsteed had been working at the time of his passing—and all of
the third volume were prepared by his assistants, Joseph Crosthwait and Abraham
Sharp. All three volumes eventually saw the light of day in 1725, six years after
Flamsteed’s death. Although the catalogue was not entirely free of errors, the
tabulated stellar, lunar, and planetary positions were sufficiently accurate to make the
lunar distance method a viable navigation approach. However, one still needed to
correct the motions of the Sun and the Moon and somehow measure the Moon’s
position while at sea.
Although Flamsteed’s primary task was to improve the tables of stellar positions and
characterize the orbits of the Moon and the planets, he also worked diligently on
rectifying the tables of the motions of Jupiter’s satellites, which he started to employ
in practice from the early 1680s. He published the ephemerides of Jupiter’s moons in
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society for 1684–1687. The journal did
not appear in 1688, 1689, and 1690. However, Flamsteed provided his unpublished
ephemerides observations directly to Huygens in December 1689,62 so that the latter
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could correct the longitude measurements taken on the Dutch East India Company’s
expedition to the Cape of Good Hope in 1686–1687.
In addition, in Flamsteed’s 1697 Account of the Beginning, Progress, and present
State of our Improvements and Deficiencys in the Doctrine and Practice of
Navigation to Pepys, the astronomer outlined how he had used observations of Io
from 1689 to derive that the difference in longitude between Greenwich and Hoaignan-fu, present-day Huai’an (Jiangsu province) on the east coast of China, was of
order 10 degrees, or some 600 miles, less than had been thought previously:
“Tis in Vain to talke of the Use of findeing the Longitude at Sea, except you
know the true Longitude and Latitude of the Port for which you are designd …
… Observations of the Moon or Satellite Eclipses in any port wherever they
came, which being compared with those made at the Greenwich Observatory
or elsewhere by Ingenious and accurate men, would give us the true Longitude
of those Ports, whereby the faults of our present Mapps and Sea Charts (of
which our Navigators complain so much) will be corrected and halfe the
Buisness of Navigation perfected.”
Flamsteed’s personal history is rather depressing. Despite his great efforts at
compiling an accurate catalogue of both stellar positions and lunar, solar, and
planetary motions, the eventual product was riddled with errors introduced by his
editors. As a consequence, Flamsteed’s reputation has been tarnished beyond repair;
not even Baily’s carefully reconstructed timeline managed to cast Flamsteed in a
more favourable light. It is also a tale of a collision of personalities, of Flamsteed the
perfectionist and Newton the visionary, who was keen to reach his grander goals by,
perhaps, sacrificing some accuracy or by employing preliminary results to arrive at
the new insights he was so keen to achieve.
6.2.4. The lunar distance method
Newton was a strong advocate of the lunar distance method of longitude
determination, a method involving angular measurements on the sky of the distances
(‘lunars’) between the Moon and a range of celestial objects. The method’s first
publication can be traced back to the German mathematician Johann(es) Werner’s
(1486–1522) In hoc opere haec continentur Nova translatio primi libri geographiae
Cl. Ptolomaei (Nuremberg, 1514). Werner appears to have been inspired by a letter
dated some time in 1499–1500 from Amerigo Vespucci, the Italian explorer, to his
patron Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de’Medici, in which he claimed to have determined
his longitude based on observations of celestial objects, on 23 August 1499. In a
second, 16th Century copy of a fragmentary letter known as the Ridolfi Fragment,
discovered in 1937 by Professor Marques Ridolfi in the Conti archives and possibly
dating from 1502, Vespucci wrote to de’Medici,
“Briefly to support what I assert, and to defend myself from the talk of the
malicious, I maintain that I learnt this [my longitude] by the eclipses and
conjunctions of the Moon with the planets; and I have lost many nights of sleep
in reconciling my calculations with the precepts of those sages who have
devised the manuals and written of the movements, conjunctions, aspects, and
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eclipses of the two luminaries and of the wandering stars, such as the wise King
Don Alfonso in his Tables, Johannes Regiomontanus in his Almanac, and
Blanchinus, and the Jewish rabbi Zacuto in his Almanac, which is perpetual;
and these were composed in different meridians: King Don Alfonso’s book in
the meridian of Toledo, and Johannes Regiomontanus’s in that of Ferrara, and
the other two in that of Salamanca. It is certain that I found myself, in a region
that is not uninhabited but highly populated, 150 degrees west of the meridian
of Alexandria, which is eight equinoctial hours. If some envious or malicious
person does not believe this, let him come to me, that I may affirm this with
calculations, authorities, and witnesses. And let that suffice with respect to
longitude; for, if I were not so busy, I would send you full detail of all the many
conjunctions which I observed, but I do not wish to become tangled in this
matter, which strikes me to be the doubt of a literary man, and not one which
you have raised. Let that suffice.”63
Werner’s method was subsequently discussed at length by Petrus Apianus (1495–
1552), the German humanist, mathematician, and printer, in his first major work,
Cosmographicus seu descriptio totius orbis (Landshut, 1524): see figure 6.5 (left). He
even illustrated the method on the title page of his Introductio Geographica
(Ingolstadt, 1533), as shown in the right-hand panel of figure 6.5. In his second major
publication, Astronomicon Caesareum (1540), he explored the use of solar eclipses
instead. Figure 6.5 shows Apianus’ explanation of the lunar distance method,
including the cross staff that was to be used for this purpose. Although the cross staff
was useful for measuring latitudes, its accuracy was insufficient for use with the lunar
distance method at the time, for which one needed better lunar almanac tables and the
development of the sextant.
In 1634, the French mathematician and astronomer Jean-Baptiste Morin (1583–1656)
claimed that he had discovered a new way of finding longitude, commenting that
“I do not know if the Devil will succeed in making a longitude timekeeper but
it is folly for man to try.”64
Cardinal Richelieu, King Louis XIII’s chief minister, consequently established a
commission to examine this claim. The commission concluded that Morin’s approach,
which was based on measuring absolute time by determining the position of the Moon
relative to the stars and which took into account atmospheric refraction as well as the
lunar parallax (positional shifts depending on the observer’s location), was in essence
a more sophisticated version of the lunar distance method. Morin and the commission
were in dispute for five years. Richelieu died in 1642. In 1645, his successor, Cardinal
Jules Raymond Mazarin (1602–1661), gave Morin 2000 livres for his efforts, but the
method was still deemed impractical. In fact, it took the invention of the telescope, the
pendulum clock, the micrometer screw, and logarithms in the 17th Century for the
lunar distance method to become practically viable.
Despite Newton’s strong support of the lunar distance method, he never achieved the
accuracy required for the method to be used as a viable means of longitude
determination. In 1697, Halley published a summary of Newton’s Principia, in which
he specifically referred to lunar observations for longitude determination at sea. In
1699, Newton discussed the problem of determining one’s longitude at sea with the
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British Admiralty secretary, Josiah Burchett (1666?–1746). The next year, in
February 1700, he decided to try and improve his understanding of the Moon’s
motions through observations, which he eventually published in 1702 in both English
and Latin, but he did not manage to derive a comprehensive orbital model. It is clear
that Newton was struggling to make sense of the observations he had obtained, but his
subsequent modeling efforts did not yield the desired results. Although he announced
that he had constructed an innovative reflecting octant to measure distances between
the Moon and stars while at sea, and hence to help him in his modelling efforts, a
description of the instrument was only found among his papers by Halley long after
Newton’s death; it was eventually published in 1744.

Figure 6.5: (left) Folio from the Cosmographia Petri Apiani (1524) showing the lunar distance method in practice.
(Credit: Smithsonian Institution Libraries; https://timeandnavigation.si.edu/multimedia-asset/using-lunar-distancesto-find-longitude) (right) Title page of Apianus’ Introductio Geographica (Ingolstadt, 1533)

6.3. Human ingenuity
6.3.1. Terrestrial magnetism to the rescue?
Meanwhile, Halley had been pursuing an independent method he hoped to employ for
longitude determination at sea, commonly referred to as the ‘magnetic declination.’
He considered whether careful observations of magnetic deviations on Earth could be
used to achieve that aim. Although the Earth’s magnetic field was only poorly
understood at the time, it was commonly known that the directions of magnetic and
geographic North deviated from one another systematically across the globe. Halley,
as well as many others who had proposed similar approaches before him since the 16th
Century,65,66,67 hoped that if this East–West pattern of deviation could be linked to
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terrestrial longitude and, if mapped accurately, it might therefore be employed to
determine one’s longitude.
Contemporary navigators were convinced that if they could read the compass and see
the stars on a clear night, they could determine their longitude by measuring the
distance between the magnetic and the geographic North Poles, indicated by the
compass needle and the direction of the North Star. When sailing along any East–
West parallel in the northern hemisphere, the apparent distance between the magnetic
and the geographic north poles changes systematically. Halley expended significant
efforts mapping and modelling the Earth’s magnetic field, resulting in maps showing
‘halleyan’ or isogonic lines.
In 1683, Halley published his first of many scientific articles on the Earth’s magnetic
field. He devised a model of the Earth which, although later proven incorrect, implied
that the behaviour of the terrestrial magnetism had its origin deep in the planet’s
core—which we now believe to be true. In 1696, he suggested that the Earth was
composed of an outer shell surrounding an independently moving inner core; both
components would produce their own magnetic dipoles, but the motion of the inner
core was responsible for the observed behaviour of the terrestrial magnetic field.
In 1693, supported by the Royal Society,68 Benjamin Middleton (Fellow of the Royal
Society) and Halley had petitioned the British government to provide a vessel for an
expedition
“… to discover what may be learnt … [of] the variations of the Magneticall
Needle ... in that vast Tract of Sea betweene America and China, being neare
halfe the Globe...”69
Middleton would finance the voyage, as long as the government would provide the
ship. Although their proposal was quickly—and in full—approved by Queen Mary II,
who was “graciously pleased to incourage the said undertakeing,”70 the Nine Years’
War with France intervened—or perhaps the relationship between Halley and
Middleton changed 71 —and forced them to delay their departure on the H.M.S.
Paramour (Paramore) from the English port of Deptford until 20 October 1698. In
addition, the British Admiralty had limited the scope of Halley’s expedition to the
North and South Atlantic Oceans only.
The voyage of the Paramore, a 52-foot, three-masted ‘pink’ specifically built for the
expedition, was the first ever voyage commissioned for strictly scientific purposes
only. Despite having no experience whatsoever in navigation, the Royal Navy
selected Halley as the vessel’s captain; he was given his commission as ‘Master and
Commander without Instructions’ on 4 June 1696, taking command of the ship on 19
August 1698:
“Mr Hally has gott a ship from the government, in which he has sett sail to
goe round the globe on new discoverys, and the rectifying of geography…,”
according to James Gregory, the Scottish mathematician, astronomer, and Fellow of
the Royal Society, to the Reverend Colin Campbell in May 1699. His inexperience
was not lost on the crew, resulting in problems of insubordination in relation to his
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Figure 6.6: Halley’s first isogonic map, 1701. (Courtesy of the John Carter Brown
Library at Brown University.)

perceived incompetence as commander. Having failed to replace the officers giving
him trouble in the West Indies, Halley commandeered the ship back to its home port
by July 1699 to initiate legal proceedings against his officers; the Court only mildly
rebuked the crew, to Halley’s great dissatisfaction.72
Soon afterwards, on 24 August 1699, Halley recommissioned the Paramore, setting
sail the following September with a temporary commission as Captain in the Royal
Navy. This second Atlantic voyage lasted for a year, until 6 September 1700, during
which Halley obtained extensive observations of the Earth’s magnetic field, covering
the latitude range from 52°N to 52°S—within 200 miles of the Antarctic continent.
Halley published his findings in the form of the General Chart of the Variation of the
Compass (1701), the first isogonic map of the North and South Atlantic Oceans, still
used as an important reference by geophysicists: see figure 6.6. Nevertheless, he was
eventually forced to abandon his efforts to use magnetic-field measurements for
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longitude determination, since local variations from large-scale trends, combined with
the inherent inaccuracies of contemporary compasses, rendered the approach
unreliable. He continued to pursue this line of research, however, although efforts to
use geographical variations in the terrestrial magnetic field eventually ceased, since
they were overtaken by the development of reliable and accurate marine timepieces
well into the 18th Century.
6.3.2. Alchemy
In addition to the scientifically well-justified methods we have discussed so far, the
17th Century also witnessed opportunistic proposals for longitude determination that
were in line with the Zeitgeist but which we would discard as outright wacky today.
One such proposal, commonly referred to as the ‘wounded dog theory,’ first appeared
on an anonymous pamphlet in 1688, Curious Enquiries Being Six Brief Discourses
(London). It involved the application of a so-called ‘powder of sympathy’ (pulvis
sympatheticus), an alchemical remedy that somehow cured wounds at a distance.
The idea of curing wounds at a distance was losing traction in the 17th Century under
the influence of the Scientific Revolution which was in progress across the European
intellectual landscape. Until then, it had formed part of the notion of ‘sympathetic
magic:’ a concoction known as ‘weapon salve’ should be applied to the bladed
weapon that had inflicted the wound rather than to the wound itself. The weapon and
the wound were thought to be joined magically, since one caused the other. Weapon
salve was first introduced in the pseudo-Paracelsian book Archidoxis Magica,
published in 1570. The philosophy behind its use goes back, at least in spirit, to the
holistic approach of the Swiss German philosopher, alchemist, and physician
Paracelsus (Philippus Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim; 1493–
1541), often considered the founder of the field of toxicology. (Paracelsus believed
that man and heaven were intimately linked through a Divine spirit, and hence that
one should take a holistic approach in all of one’s endeavours.) The salve’s
ingredients would usually include blood from the wound made by the weapon to
which it was to be applied. Paracelsus’ own recipe instructed one to
“… [t]ake of moss growing on the head of a thief who has been hanged and left
in the air; of real mummy; of human blood, still warm—of each one ounce; of
human suet, two ounces; of linseed oil, turpentine, and Armenian bole—of each
two drachms. Mix all well in a mortar, and keep the salve in an oblong, narrow
urn.”73
The idea of using a dry, corpuscular substance, a powder rather than a salve, is
generally credited to the dynamic and versatile English diplomat and natural
philosopher Sir Kenelm Digby (1603–1665). Digby purported to have received his
information from a Carmelite monk while visiting Florence (Italy) in 1622:
“It was a religious Carmelite, that came from the Indies and Persia to Florence,
he had also been at China, who having done many marvailous cures with his
Powder, after his arrival to Toscany, the Duke said he would be very glad to
learn it of him. It was the father of the Great Duke, who governs now. The
Carmelite answered him, That it was a secret which he had learnt in the
oriental parts, and he thought there was not any who knew it in Europe but
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himself, and that it deserved not to be divulged… But a few moneths after I had
opportunity to do an important courtesie to the said Fryer, which induced him
to discover unto me his secret, and the same year he returned to Persia;
insomuch that now there is no other knows this secret in Europe but my self...”74

Figure 6.7: Application of a powder of sympathy (Theatrum Sympatheticum Auctum, 1662, p. 125;
Reproduced with permission, Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, 30.4 Med.: VD17 23:290712A)

With his cure in powder form, Digby hoped to secure the priority of invention, at least
in Europe, and explain the underlying principles in terms of the corpuscular theory
which was prevalent at the time. Hence, he managed to avoid accusations of invoking
the occult forces attributed to the weapon salve: since weapon salve worked without
direct contact, the cure was deemed to be occult, thus running the danger of
suggesting devils at work.
In 1658, Digby gave a speech75 to a ‘famous assembly,’ presumably a precursor to the
Académie des Sciences, in Montpellier (southern France), emphasizing the efficacy of
his powder of sympathy and establishing himself as the leading authority on the
substance. He recounted in detail how he allegedly cured an injury his historian friend
James Howell (c. 1594–1666) had sustained while intervening in a duel as far back as
1624, and which did not heal well:
“I asked him then for any thing that had the bloud upon it, so he presently sent
for his garter, wherewith his hand was first bound: and as I called for a Bason
of water, as if I would wash my hands; I took a handfull of Powder of Vitriol,
which I had in my study, and presently dissolved it. As soon as the bloody garter
was brought me, I put it within the Bason, observing in the interim what Mr.
Howel did, who stood talking with a Gentleman in a corner of my Chamber, not
regarding at all what I was doing: but he started suddenly, as if he had found
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some strange alteration in himself; I asked him what he ailed? I know not what
ailes me, but I find that I feel no more pain, me thinks that a pleasing kind of
freshnesse, as it were a wet cold napkin did spread over my hand, which hath
taken away the inflammation that tormented me before; I replyed since then that
you feel already so good an effect of my medicament, I advise you to cast away
all your playsters, onely keep the wound clean, and in a moderate temper, twixt
heat and cold.”
Figure 6.7 illustrates the ideas behind the application of a powder of sympathy from a
contemporary source, the Theatrum Sympatheticum Auctum (1662).76 The illustration
accompanies the Latin translation of Digby’s 1658 speech.77 In true baroque fashion
the text includes a lengthy explanatory poem in Latin, of which the full translation in
English78 is provided below (for the numbers in square brackets, refer to the round
panels in figure 6.7).
Behold, a wondrous cure of wounds!
Which Celsus himself, the artisan, did not know,
And whatever in the world that more ancient healer favoured,
Perhaps (by Hercules!) even he had failed to note.
With Pamphilus lend your ears, you who do not know these
things,
And look with lynx’s eyes at the front of this book.
A cloth is washed in water, which is red with blood [2]
From the gore of a recently wounded man.
But the powder was previously dissolved in the water,
The cloth is then dried. What more?
The pain of the wound ceases and is removed.
Each of these things benefits from a temperate warmth,
For if they are done with heat and blazing fire,
The wound is scorched with a fiery burning.
To many the author seems here mystical,
And the spirit astral. Very many are they, besides,
Who ascribe the force and power to the occult quality of a
lurking sorcerer,
And go on and on about the Anima Mundi.
But Digby is another Oedipus before this sphinx,
And presumes something different than the rest,
And everywhere unties the knots of enigmas,
With which intricate Nature abounds.
For he would have that all the air is full of light,
And that light presides over everything,
And carries atoms with itself across long intervals of space,
And after a while, carries them back,
Just like a ball bounced forcefully from a wall,
Draws out quite a few corpuscles.
Nor is it dissimilar to a cloth on which liquid was poured,
Which, when it is warmed by a nearby fire,
Produces a mist, or something like it.
And thus we see that a lamp is reflected,
In the morning when the radiance of Phoebus,
Illuminates the earth, drunk with a dewy moisture.
A thick air rises, seeking the heavens,
And forms a little cloud which thereupon is carried,
From the orbit of the sun until it disappears from sight.
And nothing, the author continues, is therefore empty of air,
As he proves by the corpuscles already mentioned, [3]
And by baby vipers which are closed-up,
In a glass prison but thrive,
And feed upon the atoms with great profit,
For day by day they grow larger.
But, Argus, you perceive a knot is lurking here:
Why does a wart, when the rays of the Moon are seen,
No longer oppress the hand with its presence?
But proceed, Muse, and turn the pages!
It is still, asserts our author, that these corpuscles,
However much they be divided, will never find an end. [4]
Wherefore he narrates very many things,
About these corpuscles and atoms,

By which a canny dog finds his prey, and about hammered
gold,
In order that these examples may sparkle with light.
However (he later adds), these are not attracted,
In just one way, but oftentimes they emulate filtration,
Whereby a fluid moves upwards toward the pole, [5]
Or often they obey the laws of fire which attracts what is wet.
But more strongly are they glued together,
Whose nature most agrees,
As a burden and scale add their own weight, [6]
So that they may correspond in all things.
But of things whose nature is very discrepant,
It is the greatest effort to draw them together.
He points to that wet Chaos which, he briefly relates,
Some people keep in a glass vessel,
To indicate what is the order and place,
Of the four natural things, the Grand Sophos,
The prime elements which thereupon he names:
Figure, Quantity, Imagination,
These are believed to be of the greatest weight.
Indeed! Great is the force of Imagination;
Figure and quantity are exceptionally powerful!
Hence if somebody yawns, another will yawn as well,
Hence the harmony of lutes;
Hence will you dance if bitten on the foot by a tarantula.
Lastly the author adds to these what he maintains thus:
Namely, that a body which attracts these spirits,
Attracts also whatever is adjacent to them.
Thus when milk boils over and spills,
And experiences the force of fire on the coals,
The cow suffers from tremendous pain,
And is racked with a fiery heat in her udders.
And thus the ulcerated foot of an ox,
Feels relief or is afflicted with pain,
According to how much the breeze of a beneficial spirit
soothes,
Or a malignant one aggravates it.
Thus also at the lightening bolts of Mars,
Does fiery Vulcan sink down on the anvil, [7]
And along with the falling, black soot,
The anger of the raging fire vanishes.
And many things, which narrow meter cannot hold,
Digby, worthy of all praise, inserts.
He concludes that in the treatment of the wound,
The sun and light attract spirits of the gore from the bandage,
Along with corpuscles of the powder.
But meanwhile, he says, the wound is exhaling spirits,
That are full of heat and fiery,
And which are always drawing new air to themselves,
And when thus the spirits of the gore and powder,
Finally arrive, those spirits, as they are returned to themselves,
And their origin, they dig in their heels.
And each enjoys his own proper seat.
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Therefore, so long as the horde of powder corpuscles,
Is mixed tightly with the rest,
And every current from the wound,

Passes through each other, Lo! A cure arises!
Even the surgeon was summoned as a joke,
With Momus shouting: Go away, come back after the feast!

Digby invoked seven principles to explain the nature of his cure, all rooted in a
mechanistic philosophy and contemporary alchemy. First, sunlight attracts the spirits
of the blood on the weapon. Meanwhile, the warmth of the injured man’s heart pushes
out the atoms, which “march of themselves a good way in the air, to help there by the
attraction of the Sun and of the Light.”79 The spirit of the vitriol (sulphuric acid or
ferrous sulphate), the essential ingredient in the powder, joins the atoms of the blood
from the weapon in the air, whereas the wound exhales hot, fiery spirit of the blood
into the ambient air. This would diffuse into an air current, which eventually comes in
contact and diffuses with the air carrying the spirit of vitriol from the weapon. This
way, the atoms of the blood on the weapon find the origin from where they came, and
since the atoms of the blood and the spirits of the vitriol are joined,
“… both the one and the other do jointly imbibe together within all the
corners, fibres and offices of the veins which lie open about the wound of the
party hurt, which hereby are comforted, and in fine imperceptibly cured.”80
With the benefit of both historical hindsight and our current understanding of
medicine, we can understand why these sympathetic cures sometimes worked. Indeed,
their application prevented any of the frequently used drugs to touch the wounded
part, thus preventing infections, while the bandages where keeping the dirt out. And
most importantly, the injury was allowed to cure itself.
In a carefully researched historical reconstruction,81 Elizabeth Hedrick considered
Digby’s claim of priority, as well as the truthfulness of his 1658 account. She
provides clear, abundant yet circumstantial evidence that the original sympathetic
cure in powder form must be attributed to the courtier and Member of Parliament Sir
Gilbert Talbot (c. 1607–1695), who was a Fellow of the Royal Society from its
inception. It was Talbot who was called as authority on the powder of sympathy by
his contemporaries at the Royal Society, rather than Digby, in a series of meetings
between 5 and 26 June 1661, when the Fellows explored the substance’s efficacy—
Talbot’s superior credibility is clearly in evidence, given that Digby was also present
at these meetings. Therefore, while Digby should be credited with pushing powders of
sympathy to the forefront in the public mind, he was clearly not regarded by the
scientific elite as the substance’s originator. Nevertheless, history shows that his
public relations campaign has been extraordinarily successful in linking his name to
the matter.
In this late-17th Century context, where alchemy had not yet been fully discarded, the
1688 Curious Enquiries pamphlet was not immediately written off as a quack idea.
The author rather cleverly linked his suggested means of longitude determination to
Digby’s well-known efforts to give the idea a semblance of authority. Specifically, he
suggested, rather cruelly, that a ship’s captain could take along on his voyage a
wounded dog, with the wound’s discarded bandage left in the ship’s home port. A
trusted timekeeper would be tasked with dipping the bandage into the powder at a set
time every day, causing the animal to howl in pain, since the cure was certainly not
painless. In turn, this would provide a direct and accurate measure of the time on
shore, which hence could be used to calculate the vessel’s longitude at sea.
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“Sir Kenelm Digby in his Discourse of the Sympathetick Powder, tells us how
he made Mr. Howel start, upon his putting a Bloody Garter, with which Mr.
Howel’s wounded hand had been bound up withal, into a Bason of Water
mixed with that Powder: If such a starting cold be made to any Inferiour
creature at a great distance, and by often doing it, it would not in two or three
months lose its power, we might at Sea with great Ease and Pleasure know
when the Sun was upon the Meridian at London, or any other appointed time;
and consequently by the difference of Time, the difference of Longitude.”82
There are no records as to whether the theory has ever been put to the test, or of its
efficacy—imagine the cruelty involved in keeping the wound open on long ocean
voyages, irrespective as to whether or not the cure would even work over the
enormous distances implied… In fact, the pamphlet may well have been meant tongue
in cheek rather than to be taken literally: the Curious Enquiries is thought to have
been part of the pseudonymous Poor Robin’s series of satirical writings, almanacs,
and chapbooks; the early contributions to this series were attributed to William
Winstanley (c. 1628–1698), English poet and biographer. Satirical or not, the author
did not go quite as far as to formally endorse the method, although he pointed out that
this would not be any more gruesome than the practice routinely adopted prior to
1595 of having a crew member take direct readings of the Sun to aid in their ship’s
navigation, since
“… before the Back-Quadrants were Invented, when the Forestaff was most in
use, there was not one Old Master of a Ship amongst Twenty, but what a Blind
in one Eye by daily staring in the Sun to find his Way.”
The original configuration of the quadrant, which involved a cross staff, required the
user to look directly into the Sun to determine its height above the horizon. Following
the invention of the back-quadrant in 1595 by John Davis (c. 1543/1550–1605), the
famous English explorer and navigator, readings were taken with one’s back to the
Sun and based on measuring the position of the shadow of the quadrant’s upper vane
as it was cast on an horizon vane.
On the same pamphlet extolling the virtues of the wounded dog theory, the author
also reviewed and rejected a number of alternative methods of distance determination,
“Many Men have had many Whimseys about this Longitude, and such indeed they
have only proved: I have read formerly in some Old (I have forgot now what)
Book, That if you fill a Glass of Water full to the Brim, and watch the time of the
New, or Full Moon, the Water of it self at that very instant of time, would run
over. Well, thinks I, by this at least we can discover our Longitude at Sea twice a
Month; and very probably may give a good guess at it daily, by observing the
Increase and Decrease of the Water, and allowing for the Condensation and
Rarefaction of the Air, observed by a Thermometer; but when I tried at several
Full Moons, I never observed the Water to stir; so then I concluded that to be
false.”
Given the great importance and increasing urgency of solving the longitude problem,
learned societies, individual scholars, opportunists, and even clergymen latched onto
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the bandwagon of the times, all vehemently promoting their own interests. A
particularly inventive pamphlet,83 which was clearly meant for moral guidance, was
self-published in 1699, and once again a year later, by the Reverend Samuel Fyler
(1638–1703), rector of the parish of Stockton in the southern English county of
Wiltshire. Fyler phrased his proposed method in the form of a dialogue between
himself, the author, and ‘an intelligent seaman.’ Cleverly, the pamphlet’s title drew in
those interested in finding a solution to the scientific problem at hand, but the author’s
aim was clearly to emphasize why “the longitude of eternity in [one’s] thoughts” was
what ultimately mattered.
Nevertheless, Fyler’s method was indeed novel, but it was wholly impractical: he
proposed that, with an intimate knowledge of the night sky, one could identify
sequences of stars from the horizon to the zenith, one such meridian for each hour. He
expected that the leading astronomers of the day could then easily draw maps and
calculate timetables showing when each of these meridians would be visible straight
overhead on the reference meridian, which at that time intersected the Canary Islands,
exactly 20° West of Paris. Armed with these materials, any navigator at sea with
access to a reasonably accurate timepiece could then observe which of those
meridians was visible straight overhead at midnight. Clearly, Fyler thought, the
sailor’s longitude would then follow directly from the difference in time between the
local meridian and the Canary Island’s prime meridian. Unfortunately, however, this
approach relied on circular reasoning and required access to more astronomical
observations than were available at any of the contemporary observatories on Earth,
even on a clear night…
6.4. Developments leading up to the 1714 Longitude Act
6.4.1. Disaster off the Isles of Scilly
The sense of urgency to resolve the longitude problem is often said to have reached
fever pitch following the naval disaster of 23 October 1707, when four English navy
ships under the command of the Admiral of the Fleet, Sir Cloudesley Shovell (c.
1650–1707) on the H.M.S. Association, shipwrecked on the rocks of the Isles of
Scilly, just off the southwestern tip of England. The English fleet’s navigators were
collectively of the opinion that they were located well West of the Île d’Ouessant, an
extension of France’s Brittany peninsula, but upon continuing their voyage north that
fateful, foggy evening, they rapidly realized to their dismay that they were instead
much closer—in fact, too close—to the Isles of Scilly.
Having struck the rocks around 8 p.m., the Association sank in a mere three to four
minutes, and none of the 800 men on board were saved. In fact, Admiral Shovell
washed ashore at Porth Hellick Cove on St. Mary’s Island, the largest of the Isles of
Scilly, and local legend has it that he was still breathing but only semi-conscious. By
some accounts, he was smothered in the sand by a local woman for the emerald ring
on his finger which he had been given by his close friend, Captain James Lord
Dursley, Earl of Berkeley.84 This tale was made public after the woman had confessed
to her act and produced the ring on her deathbed, several decades later. Reportedly,
the local clergyman sent the ring back to Dursley. However, historians disagree about
the reliability of the murder story, since it is unknown whether the ring was ever
recovered and the tall tale originates from an unverifiable deathbed confession.85
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Three other large ships, H.M.S. Eagle, H.M.S. Romney, and the fire ship H.M.S.
Firebrand also found their watery grave at the same time. The Scilly disaster,
responsible for the demise of some 2000 men, is often directly linked to the passing of
the British Longitude Act in 1714, seven years after the event, but careful scrutiny of
the available historical records shows that there is little evidence of such a causal
connection. The disaster’s news coverage was factual, with the Daily Courant of 1
November 1707 reporting
“… an Account, that Sir Cloudsly Shovel with about 20 Sail of Men of War
coming from the Streights, having made an Observation the 21st, lay the 22d
from 12 to about 6 in the Afternoon; but the Weather being very hazy and rainy
and Night coming on dark, the Wind being S.S.W, they Stearing E by N,
supposing they had the Channel open, were some of them upon the Rocks to the
Westward of Scilly before they were aware, about 8 a Clock at Night. Of the
Association not a Man was sav’d ... The Captain and 24 Men of the Firebrand
Fire-Shop were saved, as were also all the Crew of the Phoenix. ’Tis said the
Rumney and Eagle, with their Crews, were lost with the Association.”
Similar reports appeared elsewhere,86 all blaming the disaster on the foggy weather
conditions and not on difficulties related to the navigators’ longitude determination.
Nevertheless, another local legend on the Isles of Scilly has persistently reared its
head since it first surfaced in 1780. It suggests that a local sailor on board the
Association, a native of the Isles of Scilly, knew the waters well and recognized that
they were on course to the Scilly rocks. Although navigation was the purview of the
senior commanders, he risked his life to warn Admiral Shovell of the impending
danger. Because of the sailor’s insistence and his low station, Shovell became
incensed by this insubordination and had him hanged from the yardarm for inciting
mutiny:
“About one or two aft. noon on the 23rd [22nd] Octr Sir C. call’d a council &
examd ye Masters wt lat. they were in; all agreed to be in that of Ushant on ye
coast of France, except Sr W. Jumpers Mr of ye Lenox, who believ’d ’em to be
nearer Scilly, & yt in 3 hours should be up in sight of, [wch unfortunately
happen’d] but Sr Cloud. listened not to a single person whose opinion was
contrary to ye whole fleet. [They then alter’d their opinion and thought
’emselves to be on ye coast of France, but a lad on board ye _ _ said the light
they made was Scilly light, tho’ all the ships crew swore at & gave him ill
language for it; howbeit he continu’d in his assertion, and wt they made to be
a saile and a ship’s lanthorn prov’d to be a rock and ye Light aforementioned,
wch rock ye lad call’d ye Great Smith, of ye truth of which at day-break they
was all convinced.]”87
Again, historians doubt the veracity of this account, given the absence of
contemporary supporting records and the almost occult nature of the story.88,89 The
legend may have found its origin in the discussions regarding their ship’s exact
location commonly expressed with great concern by sailors and commanders alike
when entering the treacherous English Channel.
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Contrary to many popular accounts, no ‘public outcry’ over navigational inadequacies
followed the disaster, beyond a national outpouring of grief for the demise of so many
able young men.90 Indeed, careful consideration of historical records implies that the
1714 Longitude Act does not appear to have resulted from the Isles of Scilly disaster.
Any reference to navigational difficulties did not appear until the eve of the British
Parliament’s vote on the Longitude Act, in a flyer published on 10 June 1714 by the
mathematicians William Whiston (1667–1752) and Humphry Ditton (1675–1715).
Whiston had succeeded Newton as the Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at the
University of Cambridge in 1702. The men presented 11 reasons why their bill should
be supported, with the tenth suggesting that
“… it will prevent the Loss of abundance of Ships and Lives of Men; as it would
certainly have sav’d all Sir Cloudsly Shovel’s Fleet, had it been then put in
Practice.”91
It seems, therefore, that the Isles of Scilly disaster was merely brought up as a
lobbying instrument. Nevertheless, the unavailability of any method for accurate
geographical position determination at sea was never far from the minds of those
concerned with trading across the world’s oceans. As a case in point, in relation to his
1683 voyage to Tangier (North Africa), Pepys—in his role as Royal Navy official—
lamented in his diary that
“[i]t is most plain, from the confusion all these people are in, how to make
good their reckonings, even each man’s with itself, and the nonsensical
arguments they would make use of to do it, and disorder they are in about it,
that it is by God’s Almighty Providence and great chance, and the wideness of
the sea, that there are not a great many more misfortunes and ill chances in
navigation than there are.”92
The impression that the Isles of Scilly disaster was probably only recalled as an
effective lobbying tool is further borne out by reference to a petition signed by
‘Captains of Her Majesty’s Ships, Merchants of London, and Commanders of
Merchant-Men’ that had been submitted to the House of Commons. It is thought that
Whiston and Ditton were the driving force behind this petition, given that they had
already petitioned Parliament in April 1714, lobbying for it to offer large financial
rewards for the same purpose. In addition, in a letter to The Guardian newspaper
published on 14 July 1713, and a second letter in The Englishman of 10 December of
the same year, they had first suggested that Parliament should offer sustained support
to finally solve the longitude problem. The men promoted their own scheme, but they
did not mention the Isles of Scilly disaster. We are therefore left to conclude that
details of the disaster were apparently only revived when Members of Parliament
were already considering whether or not to support a possible Longitude Act.
6.4.2. Whiston and Ditton’s proposal
Although Whiston and Ditton’s June 1714 petition stated that …
“Sir Isaac Newton’s own Paper, delivered into the Committe [sic], gives
hopes, that the Known Method by the Theory of the Moon, which is hitherto
not exact enough, may, upon due Encouragement, in time be brought to
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Perfection,”
they specifically pursued a method which, in apparent disagreement with Newton’s
convictions, was
“… easy to be understood and practis’d by Ordinary Seamen, without the
Necessity of any puzzling Calculations in Astronomy.”
The men’s main longitude scheme initially put forward was inspired by a combination
of unrelated events and developments. During a leisurely afternoon conversation,
Ditton mentioned to Whiston that
“[t]he nature of Sounds would afford a method, true at least in Theory, for the
discovery of the Longitude,”93
since the time difference between the moment when a sound is made and when it is
heard would be equivalent to the difference in longitude between the locations where
the sound is made and where it is heard. Whiston concurred, saying that, while in
Cambridge, he had heard guns being fired 90–100 miles (145–160 km) away, off
Beachy Head on the English southern coast, presumably during the Battle of Beachy
Head on 10 July 1690, one of the naval battles associated with the Nine Years’ War
(1688–1697) between the French and a coalition of the English and the Dutch. He had
also come to know that explosions from the artillery of the Dutch Wars carried to “the
very middle of England, at a much greater distance.”
Their idea was to have signal vessels stationed at precisely known locations across the
Atlantic Ocean, 600 miles apart, so that marine navigators could estimate their
distance from these stationary beacons by comparing the known time of the expected
signal to the actual shipboard time at the moment the signal was heard. Unfortunately,
sounds do not carry at sea reliably enough for accurate location finding, so that this
idea was doomed to fail from the outset. However, Whiston was additionally inspired
by a fireworks display he had witnessed on the River Thames in London on 7 July
1713, which celebrated the Peace of Utrecht, a series of treaties which eventually
helped end the War of the Spanish Succession (1702–1715).
Their reinvented proposal, published in The Guardian the following week, therefore
suggested to tackle the longitude problem by measuring the time delay between
seeing a star shell fired at a given time each day, say, at local midnight, and hearing
its sound.94 The shells would be timed to explode at an altitude of 6440 feet, the limit
of the technology available at that time, which Whiston reckoned could be seen from
100 miles. The men made a crucial miscalculation, however, in asserting that the
Atlantic was nowhere more than 300 fathoms (approximately 550 metres) deep, so
that the light ships could be anchored at fixed positions fairly easily, but any
irregularities could be worked out easily once the scheme was operational, they
thought. In reality, the average depth of the Atlantic Ocean is about 2000 fathoms
(3700 m), with occasional recesses down to 3450 fathoms (6300 m). The exact
positions of the vessels could be obtained on the basis of absolute position
calibrations using the ephemerides of Jupiter’s satellites or by observing the times of
solar or lunar eclipses.
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As a case in point, figure 6.8
shows Whiston’s map of
locations where one would be
able to see a star shell in the
sky shot up from a mortar on
Shooter’s Hill, then a location
in the countryside east of
London. Whiston selected
Shooter’s Hill as his suggested
firing location because of its
optimal conditions, including
the altitude, the relatively open
countryside location, easy
accessibility, and proximity to
the resources needed for his
experimental work to determine
Figure 6.8: Plate from William Whiston, The longitude discovered, the speed of sound and the
1738, engraving, 19.4 × 25.5 cm (© National Maritime Museum,
height to which the star shells
Greenwich, London)
could be propelled. In fact,
from 1716 artillerymen used to fire their guns on the hill and occasionally helped out
with the scientific experiments designed by Whiston and his contemporaries.
Nevertheless, in practice the location was not as pastoral as Whiston had imagined,
but it was frequented by highwaymen, robbers that cornered unsuspecting travellers:
“I never was so rob’d in all my Life,” claimed one victim.95
A Parliamentary committee chaired by the Liverpool Member of Parliament William
Clayton was tasked with looking into reaching closure on the longitude problem. It
called witnesses in response to Whiston and Ditton’s petition, including Newton.
Newton gave evidence to the House of Commons committee on 2 June 1714, stating
that for the determination of the longitude at sea several approaches had been
proposed, which might work in theory but which were difficult to execute in practice.
He discussed four of the prevailing proposals in particular, including methods based
on accurate timekeeping, or on the eclipses of Jupiter’s moons, the lunar distance
method, and “a new method proposed by Mr. Ditton.” Newton criticized all four
methods, particularly the timekeeping approaches:
“One [method] is by a Watch to keep time exactly. But, by reason of the
motion of the Ship, the Variation of Heat and Cold, Wet and Dry, and the
Difference of Gravity in different Latitudes, such a watch hath not yet been
made.”96
Yet, his evidence made the committee produce a report that stated
“… that it is the opinion of this committee that a reward be settled by
Parliament upon such person or persons as shall discover a more certain and
practicable method of ascertaining the longitude than any yet in practice; and
the said reward be proportioned to the degree of exactness to which the said
method shall reach.”
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Whiston and Ditton’s suggestion that Parliament encourage the development of novel,
more accurate methods of distance determination was thus endorsed by Newton,
Samuel Clarke (1675–1729), the philosopher, the English mathematician Roger
Cotes, and Halley. Indeed, Whiston and Ditton had specifically suggested Halley to
undertake the measurements to support the practicality of their idea:
“And we take leave to Recommend the Learned Savilian Professor of
Geometry at Oxford, Dr. Halley, as the fittest Person in the World for the
Tryal, and Practice, and Improvement of this Method; and do hereby Declare,
that we are willing that he go equal Shares with us in the Reward, if he
pleases to undertake so Useful a Work, and the Publick please to make that
Reward equivalent to the great Dignity and Importance of the Discovery.”97
The deliberations of the House of Commons committee eventually led to adoption
and approval of the Longitude Act by both Houses of Parliament. On 9 July 1714,
Queen Anne came to the House of Lords to give her royal assent to 29 Acts of
Parliament, including An Act for providing a Public Reward for such Person or
Persons as shall discover the Longitude at Sea, with as one of its main goals to
safeguard “the Safety and Quickness of Voyages, the Preservation of ships, and the
Lives of Men.” As a result, 22 ‘Commissioners for the Discovery of the Longitude at
Sea,’ popularly known as the ‘Board of Longitude,’ were initially appointed to
adjudicate claims (see table 6.1).98
Newton strongly believed that astronomy would eventually provide the solution to the
longitude problem. His arguments affected the terms of the reward offered, in the
sense that the size of the reward would match the accuracy achieved. The Act offered
to pay up to £2000 for experimental work deemed promising and a reward of £10,000
to anyone who suggested a demonstrably practical method that was successful to
determine one’s longitude at sea with an accuracy down to one degree of a great
circle, equivalent to 60 nautical miles (69 miles) at the equator. The prize money was
to be increased to £15,000 for accuracies down to 40 minutes of arc, and £20,000 for
methods with the highest accuracy, that is, of half a degree.
Table 6.1: Commissioners indicated in the 1714 Longitude Act by office and by name
1. Ex officio Commissionersv
The Lord High Admiral of Great Britain, in
his role as the First Commissioner of the
Admiralty
The Speaker of the Honourable House of
Commons
The First Commissioner of the Navy
The First Commissioner of Trade
The Admirals of the Red, White, and Blue
Squadrons
• Admiral of the Fleet (Red)
• Admiral of the White
• Admiral of the Blue
The Master of Trinity House
The President of the Royal Society
The Royal Astronomer of Greenwich

Identity as of July 1714*

Lieutenant-General Viscount Thomas Wentworth, 1st
Earl of Strafford KG, 3rd Baron Raby (1672–1739)
Sir Thomas Hanmer, 4th Baronet (1677–1746)
Sir John Leake Knt (1656–1720)
Francis North, 2nd Baron Guilford PC (1673–1729)
Sir John Leake Knt (1656–1720)
Sir James Wishart (1659–1723)
Sir John Norris PC (1670/1 or 1674–1749)
Lieutenant-General Viscount Thomas Wentworth, 1st
Earl of Strafford KG, 3rd Baron Raby (1672–1739)
Sir Isaac Newton PRS (1642–1726)
John Flamsteed FRS (1646–1719), 1st Astronomer
Royal

The Savilian, Lucasian, and Plumian
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Professors of Math in Oxford and Cambridge
• The Savilian professor of astronomy at
Oxford✪
• The Lucasian professor of mathematics at
Cambridge
• The Plumian professor of astronomy and
experimental philosophy at Cambridge

2. Commissioners indicated by name
The Right Honourable Thomas Earl of
Pembroke and Montgomery
Philip Lord Bishop of Hereford
George Lord Bishop of Bristol
Thomas Lord Trevor
Sir Thomas Hanmer Baronet, Speaker of the
Honourable House of Commons
Francis Robarts, Esq.

John Keill FRS (1671–1721)
Nicholas Saunderson FRS (1682–1739)
Roger Cotes FRS (1682–1716)

Notes

Thomas Herbert, 8th Earl of Pembroke and 5th Earl of
Montgomery KG PC PRS (c. 1656–1733); English and
later British statesman
Philip Bisse FRS (1667–1721)
George Smalridge (Smallridge; 1662–1719)
1st Baron Trevor PC (1658–1730); British judge and
politician, Attorney General and later Lord Privy Seal
4th Baronet (1677–1746)

Member of Parliament/statesman, scholar, and
composer (FRS; c. 1649–1718)
James Stanhope, Esq.
1st Earl Stanhope PC (c. 1673–1721); British
statesman and soldier
William Clayton, Esq.
English merchant and Member of Parliament (after
1650–1715)
William Lowndes, Esq.
Secretary to the Treasury of Great Britain/ Member of
Parliament (1652–1724)
v
Note that multiple ex officio appointments were commonly held simultaneously by the same
individuals; some of these offices, particularly those of the white and blue admirals, are poorly
recorded.
✪
It would be prudent to also include Edmond Halley FRS here, the Savilian professor of geometry at
Oxford, since the Savilian professors of astronomy and geometry were both considered suitable
Commissioners.
*
FRS/PRS: Fellow/President of the Royal Society; KB: Knight of the Bath; KG: Knight of the Garter; Knt:
Knight; PC: Privy Council of Great Britain

The Longitude Act did not foresee in establishing an actual Board of Longitude99 or
any formal procedure for submitting proposals and demonstrations; all interested
parties were expected to get in touch with the Commissioners or the Admiralty
through published pamphlets, broadsheets, or newspapers, by letter, or in person. The
quest for a solution to the longitude problem gripped the nation, particularly in the
years immediately following the passing of the Longitude Act.100,101,102
Newton was a strong proponent of pursuing approaches based on astronomical
considerations. He had argued that the Act’s proposed rewards should be offered once
a method had been tried successfully on a single voyage to a specified port across the
ocean. In addition, the condition that a reward might be awarded after a single
successful voyage suggests that Newton’s arguments advocating the use of
astronomy—implying a universal method rather than a machine—had gained traction
with the committee.
However, trying to pre-empt developments, Whiston and Ditton suggested in their
petition of June 1714 that the efficacy of their method had already been confirmed in
practice by the likes of Newton and Halley, and it did not need to rely on astronomical
insights:
“V. Because its great Use at Land and in Geography is indisputable, and was
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distinctly observ’d by Sir Isaac Newton and Dr. Halley, upon the first
Proposal of this Method to them. And we beg leave to say, that this Use alone
is so great and extensive, that if there were no other, it would highly deserve
the Encouragement of the Publick.
VI.

Because another great Use is also undoubted, viz, for all Places in the
Narrow Seas, and within about 100 Miles of all Shores and Islands; that is,
for all Places where Ships are in the greatest Danger; as Sir Isaac Newton
own’d to the Committee; so that if this Method extended no farther, yet it
would highly deserve the publick Encouragement.
VII.

Because there is little or no Reason to doubt of its Use at any Place at
Sea, even where Ships are allowed to be in the least Danger; since in the most
doubtful Case of All Sir Isaac Newton has, in his Paper delivered to the
Committee, proposed a most effectual Remedy for the same; as will be clearly
understood when the Method itself is known to the World.”
Although it is said that the principle of Whiston and Ditton’s method103 was indeed
applied successfully to finding the difference in longitude between Paris and Vienna,
and between the Observatories at Greenwich and Paris,104 Arbuthnot ridiculed the
idea in a letter of 17 July 1714 to Jonathan Swift (1667–1745), the well-known
satirist, essayist, and Dean of St Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin (Ireland). He bluntly
declared that their approach anticipated a burlesque proposal of his own:
“Whetstone [a deliberate misspelling of Whiston] has at last published his
project of the longitude; the most ridiculous thing that ever was thought on.
But a pox on him! he has spoiled one of my papers of Scriblerus,105 which was
a proposition for the longitude not very unlike his, to this purpose; that since
there was no pole for east and west, that all the princes of Europe should join
and build two prodigious poles, upon high mountains, with a vast lighthouse
to serve for a polestar. I was thinking of a calculation of the time, charges,
and dimensions. Now you must understand his project is by lighthouses, and
explosion of bombs at a certain hour.”106
However, Joseph Addison (1672–1719), the English writer and politician, clearly held
a different opinion, stating that the Whiston and Ditton scheme “deserves a much
higher Name than that of a Project, if our Language afforded any such Term.”107,108
These contradictory developments clearly provoked both Swift and William Hogarth
(1697–1764), the painter, to mock the proposal. Swift, as an active member of the
Scriblerus Club of satirists, took further punitive action by publishing a song riddled
with unsavoury rhymes ridiculing Whiston and Ditton:109
ODE FOR MUSIC.
ON THE LONGITUDE.
RECITATIVO
The longitude miss’d on
By wicked Will. Whiston;
And not better hit on
By good Master Ditton.
RITORNELLO
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So Ditton and Whiston
May both be bep-st on;
And Whiston and Ditton
May both be besh-t on.
Sing Ditton
Besh-t on;
And Whiston
Bep-st on.
Sing Ditton and Whiston,
And Whiston and Ditton,
Besh-t and Bep-st on,
Bep-st and Besh-t on.
DA CAPO

Despite their success in determining the longitude differences between Paris and
Vienna, and between Greenwich and Paris Observatories, the Longitude Board did
not see fit to pursue the idea any further110 for numerous practical reasons, not least
the requirement for international cooperation to maintain a fleet of stationary vessels
across the world’s oceans. The men had considered these aspects, however, and they
suggested that the signal ships should receive legal protection from trading nations:
“And it ought to be a great Crime with every one of them, if any other Ships
either injure them, or endeavor to imitate their Explosions, for the Amusement
and Deception of any.”
However, numerous other practical obstacles stood in the way of success. In fact,
Flamsteed had already noted that the rockets
“… will be of little or no use at sea because of the short duration of the
appearances and that the seamen will want to know where and at what
Moment to look,”111
while Newton commented that, similarly to using a set of chronometers, the method
was
“… rather for keeping an Account of the Longitude at Sea, than for finding it,
if at any time it should be lost.”112
In addition, cost concerns and the logistics involved in keeping such a huge network
of manned, stationary vessels functioning made the idea a non-starter.
Contrary to popular accounts suggesting that his disappointment in this outcome,
aggravated by Swift’s mockery, accelerated Ditton’s death on 15 October 1715, the
Longitude Board had not yet reached a conclusion on the men’s proposal at the time
of his death, 113 so that it is more likely that he died of “a putrid fever.” 114
Interestingly, at some point around this time Ditton actually considered using a
chronometer for the purposes of longitude determination, and he event sent one of his
clock designs to Leibniz, but he discarded this approach as impractical in his
pamphlet.115
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Figure 6.9: Interior of Bedlam (Bethlem Royal Hospital), from A Rake’s Progress by William Hogarth,
1735. This image shows Tom Rakewell (centre, front, shirtless and bald) fallen so low that he has ended
up in Bedlam, London’s notorious mental asylum. The poor soul in the background is trying to solve the
longitude problem, which is an oblique reference to Whiston and Ditton’s method proposed in 1713–
1715.

Meanwhile, and encouraged by the passing of the Longitude Act, Whiston continued
to pursue the rich reward on offer by suggesting practical methods of longitude
determination, including approaches based on the direction of magnetic inclination,
for instance. However, such pursuits, which extend well into the 18th Century, are
beyond the scope of this text; they have been covered comprehensively and
authoritatively elsewhere. 116 , 117 Given the increasing importance of accurate
navigation across the World’s oceans, Whiston and Ditton were not alone in their
pursuit of a practically viable method of longitude determination. Well before the
passing of the Longitude Act, both serious and less serious proposals from many
‘projectors’ had seen the light of day, from serious scholars like Huygens, Hooke, and
Newton to the ‘longitude lunatics’ so vividly depicted in Hogarth’s masterwork, A
Rake’s Progress (see figure 6.9). John Flamsteed, as Astronomer Royal an ex officio
Commissioner of Longitude, complained of the “Swarme of hopefull Authors” who
tried to contact him.118 As early as 1714, he wrote to Abraham Sharp, his former
assistant, about the letters, pamphlets, and ‘pretenders’ reaching out to him.
“A couple of young Non conformist preachers from Worksop in the North of
Derbyshire [more than 150 miles away] came thither to have my approbation
of some Method they had to propose for finding the Longitude at sea, one I
shall tell you because it will make you laugh abundantly,”
he wrote to Sharp.119
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The practice of ‘projecting’ had become associated with naive, foolish, or even
malicious schemes that took advantage of public gullibility, generating financial
investments which never yielded a return. The quest for a solution to the longitude
problem unfortunately became the ultimate example of such a project. Already in
1697, Daniel Defoe, the famous author, had little positive to say about projectors:
“A meer Projector then is a Contemptible thing, driven by his own desperate
Fortune to such a Streight, that he must be deliver’d by a Miracle, or Starve;
and when he has beat his Brains for some such Miracle in vain, he finds no
remedy but to paint up some Bauble or other, as Players make Puppets talk
big, to show like a strange thing, and then cry it up for a New Invention.”120
The Story of Longitude is not just the pursuit of mathematical beauty and engineering
prowess. It touches the deepest reaches of humanity and as such it carries a powerful
message to anyone open to embracing the challenges of the time. Despite significant
adversity, human ingenuity will not back down; progress, although slow at times, is
unstoppable.
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Epilogue

Zero longitude
Abstract. Whereas the location on Earth of the zero latitude line follows naturally
from the Earth’s rotation characteristics, zero longitude is essentially an
unconstrained choice. Local needs, limited knowledge of the Earth’s geography,
political reasons, or simply practical convenience led to a proliferation of prime
meridians used for positional referencing. Standardization was sorely needed but
not easily achieved until well into the 19th Century—and even then some nations
persisted in adoption of their own standards rather than following the international
consensus. While scientific arguments for adoption of a global prime meridian
and its associated time standard, no matter how compelling, were routinely
ignored by the world’s politicians, practical needs, technological advances, and
business opportunities eventually made the case for uniformity. From the 1884
International Meridian Conference in Washington, D.C., the international
community gradually reached consensus on adoption of the Greenwich Meridian
as reference for the zero longitude line. With the advent of satellite technology,
new methods became available to calibrate the position of the Greenwich
Meridian, eventually leading to adoption in 1984 of the International Terrestrial
Reference Frame zero meridian as the internationally agreed standard.

E.1. The Greenwich Meridian
The Royal Observatory at Greenwich, just outside of London, has become
synonymous with the modern concept of 0° longitude, commonly known as the
Greenwich Meridian. But it may surprise you that this choice of prime meridian as
positional reference is a relatively recent development. In fact, general agreement to
adopt the Greenwich Meridian as the world’s most important prime meridian only
dates from 1884, and it happened almost by accident.
Throughout most of history, there was no single prime meridian that everyone agreed
upon. Most maritime nations established their own reference meridian, often—but not
always—passing through the country in question. We already encountered the
reference meridians at Alexandria and Rhodes (in the Roman Empire) in Chapter
2.1.2, those running through Toledo (Spain) versus Rome (Italy) in Chapter 3.1.5, and
those at Uraniborg (Denmark) and at Paris Observatory in Chapter 4.1.4. We also
came across differences among the meridians at Toledo, Salamanca (Spain), and
Ferraro (Italy) in Chapter 2.3.2, for instance.
In general, meridians used for global reference varied from the Azores to the Cape
Verde and Canary Islands—specifically, the Ferro and Tenerife meridians—to
reference locations, approximately from West to East, in the United States
(Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.), 1 Brazil (Rio de Janeiro), Spain (the San
Fernando meridian through Cadiz; Salamanca and Toledo), Great Britain (Lizard
Point, Cornwall; St Paul’s Cathedral, London; Royal Observatory, Greenwich),
France (Rouen and Paris), present-day Belgium (Brussels and Antwerp), the Dutch
Republic (Goes) and the Netherlands (the Amsterdam meridian through the
Westerkerk church, which was used to define the nation’s legal time2 between 1909
and 1937), Norway (Kristiania/Oslo), Denmark (Uraniborg and Copenhagen),
Switzerland (Berne), Germany (Frankfurt, Tübingen, Ulm, and Augsburg), Italy (the
meridian of Monte Mario passing through Rome, recomputed in 1945; Pisa,
Florence,3 Bologna, Ferrara, Venice, and Naples), Poland (Szczecin, Krakow, and
Warsaw), Russia (Königsberg in Prussia—present-day Kaliningrad—and the Pulkova
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meridian through St Petersburg), Romania (Oradea), Israel (Jerusalem), India
(Ujjain), Japan (‘Kairekisyo’ in Nishigekkoutyou-town, Kyoto; used between 1779
and 1871), and many more, before eventually settling on the original Greenwich
Meridian, that is, the Airy Transit Circle Meridian,4 followed by its later incarnations
(see Chapter E.4). Starting from the early 18th Century, some countries adopted the
location of their national observatory as their zero meridian of choice, including
Stockholm and Pulkova Observatories, for instance, and even the Great Pyramid of
Giza was once mooted in 1884.5
Given the proliferation of prime meridians in use at any given time, the French King
Louis XIII issued an ordonnance (a decree) on 1 July 1634 in what became the first
attempt to standardize the system of prime and auxiliary meridians. He announced
that French scientists and navigators should use the meridian passing through the
westernmost of the Canary Islands, Ferro. However, at the time, the longitude of the
Canary Islands with respect to that of Paris was unknown to any reasonable precision.
The expedition of Varin, Deshayes, and de Glos of 1681–1683 was meant to obtain a
first firm measurement of Ferro island’s longitude.6 However, after significant delays
associated with trade-political negotiations and setbacks, the idea of sailing to Ferro
was abandoned and the expedition’s focus was recast to visiting Gorée and the
Antilles instead.7
A more successful attempt was made in 1800 by the French astronomer and
mathematician Pierre-Simon, marquis de Laplace (1749–1827), who wrote that …
“[i]t is desirable that all the nations of Europe, in place of arranging
geographical longitudes from their own observatories, should agree to
compute it from the same meridian, … in order to determine it for all time to
come. Such an arrangement would introduce into the science of geography the
same uniformity which is already enjoyed in the calendar…”
In parallel, Otto Wilhem von Struve (Отто Васильевич Струве; 1819–1905),
Director of Pulkova Observatory in St Petersburg, performed a careful study of five
meridians, which he presented to the Geographical Society of Russia in 1870. Three
of these were commonly used, namely those running through Greenwich, Paris, and
the Canary Island Ferro (El Hierro). He also considered two additional meridians,
specifically those located along North–South lines at Greenwich + 30° W and the
Greenwich antemeridian (Greenwich + 180°). Von Struve considered the
requirements of both geographers and navigators, as well as those of astronomers in
reaching his recommendation. He proposed that the Greenwich Meridian be adopted,
but he was also keenly aware of the political objections his proposal would face.
Indeed, von Struve’s study …
“… can be considered the first salvo in what turned out to be a half century of
skirmishes aimed at having the world adopt Greenwich as the common
meridian for longitudes.”8
A first International Congress convened to discuss unresolved problems of geography
and cosmography—the science that describes the Earth’s and the Universe’s general
features without competing with geography or astronomy—was eventually hosted in
Antwerp in 1871. However, since the Franco–Prussian (Franco–German) war, which
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was waged from 19 July 1870 to 10 May 1871, had only just concluded, the
atmosphere was tense among the delegates from the 19 countries represented. Little
progress was made on resolving the urgent open issues, but this first International
Congress at least triggered in-depth discussions. Four years later, the second
International Geographical Congress in Paris and the Third International
Geographical Congress held in 1881 in Venice (Italy) set the stage for an eventual
successful outcome. Although most of the 29 countries represented favoured the idea
of a prime meridian passing through the dedicated meridian transit telescope at the
Royal Observatory in Greenwich, no significant decisions were taken at those
meetings. It was hence decided to hold an international conference aimed at reaching
consensus on basic issues of contention related to the concept of a universal day and
the establishment of a globally accepted prime meridian.
Soon afterwards, the International Meridian Conference of 1884 was held in
Washington, D.C., and attended by 41 delegates from 25 countries. The brainchild of
Sir Sandford Fleming (1827–1915), the Scottish Canadian engineer and inventor, the
delegates eventually passed seven resolutions which cemented Greenwich’s place in
the history of cartography:9
1. That it is the opinion of this Congress that it is desirable to adopt a single
prime meridian for all nations, in place of the multiplicity of initial meridians
which now exist.
2. That the Conference proposes to the Governments here represented the
adoption of the meridian passing through the centre of the transit instrument
at the Observatory of Greenwich as the initial meridian for longitude.
3. That from this meridian longitude shall be counted in two directions up to 180
degrees, east longitude being plus and west longitude minus.
4. That the Conference proposes the adoption of a universal day for all purposes
for which it may be found convenient, and which shall not interfere with the
use of local or other standard time where desirable.
5. That this universal day is to be a mean solar day; is to begin for all the world
at the moment of mean midnight of the initial meridian, coinciding with the
beginning of the civil day and date of that meridian; and is to be counted from
zero up to twenty-four hours.
6. That the Conference expresses the hope that as soon as may be practicable the
astronomical and nautical days will be arranged everywhere to begin at mean
midnight.
7. That the Conference expresses the hope that the technical studies designed to
regulate and extend the application of the decimal system to the division of
angular space and of time shall be resumed, so as to permit the extension of
this application to all cases in which it presents real advantages.
Fleming had been heavily involved in a serious expansion of the Canadian railway
network, which made him realize that adoption of some kind of universal time would
allow the railways to run most smoothly. The idea of a U.S.-wide system of time
zones had first been suggested to him in 1870 by Charles F. Dowd (1825–1904), coprincipal of Temple Grove Ladies Seminary (Saratoga Springs, NY). Fleming decided
to act upon this idea, a world-wide extension of which had also been mooted by the
Italian mathematician and politician Quirico Filopanti (Giuseppe Barilli; 1812–1894).
Fleming consequently started to relentlessly champion the concept of a global system
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of universal timekeeping, specifically pointing out that civil time reckoning would be
a ‘cosmopolitan’ system benefiting not only ‘men of business’ but also the ‘entire
family of man.’ 10 Meanwhile, Cleveland Abbe (1838–1916), U.S. government
meteorologist and geophysicist, also turned into a vocal proponent of timekeeping
reform.
Fleming eventually proceeded to organize a conference to debate the regulation of
time, the establishment of a system of longitude, and the adoption of a prime
meridian. He had hoped that any prime meridian adopted by the delegates at the
meeting would become the de facto standard of a new Universal Day, which hence
would also establish a system of time zones. Events unfolded differently, however.
His suggestion to link both issues caused considerable controversy and even anger
among the delegates, some of whom were not actually empowered by their home
countries to vote on matters of time. One key problem associated with establishing a
European prime meridian, as proposed, was highlighted by the representative for the
Ottoman (Turkish) Empire, who pointed out that a reference line running through
Greenwich did not make much practical sense in the Middle East, for instance, since
…
“… the majority of our population is agricultural, working in the fields, and
[they] prefer to count to sunset; besides, the hours for the Moslem prayers are
counted from sundown to sundown.”11
Nevertheless, Turkey eventually relented its opposition and adopted the universal
system of time zones based on the Greenwich reference by 1920. Adopting a different
approach, U.S. delegate William Frederick Allen (1846–1915), a civil engineer,
Secretary of the U.S. railways’ General Time Convention (a body which had been set
up to harmonize train schedules), and Managing Editor of the Travellers’ Official
Guide to the Railways, argued that …
“… [e]xactness of time reckoning is an imperative necessity in the conduct of
business,”
thus moving the discussion’s emphasis from agricultural requirements and religious
observances to commercial arguments. With the continuing expansion of the railways
and increasing exports of goods across great distances, reaching agreement on the
concept of a Universal Day (and, hence, universal time) became a necessary
commercial tool, facilitating increased connectivity of international business
operations and, hence, globalization. Indeed, …
“… transnational investors used (or misused) the [conference] … to
synchronize countries to precisely coordinated capital flow.”12
Nevertheless, the conference delegates were both unwilling and unable to make
progress on any resolutions involving the establishment of a globally unified time
system. Instead, they mostly concentrated on discussing the merits of establishing a
universally agreed prime meridian. However, despite their misgivings, the
conference’s final, although non-binding, document linked Fleming’s concept of the
start of the Universal Day to that of the prime meridian, which was defined as the
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meridian running through the cross-hairs of the Airy Transit Circle (see below) at the
Royal Observatory Greenwich.
The 1884 convention gave birth to the concept of Greenwich Mean Time, GMT, that
is, the mean solar time at the Airy Transit Circle. Greenwich had been favoured as the
global position reference by 22 countries. One country, San Domingo, opposed this
choice, while two countries—France and Brazil—abstained. France proposed to adopt
a neutral line, suggesting either the Azores or the Bering Strait, but its delegates
eventually abstained. The French continued to use the Paris Observatory meridian for
timekeeping purposes until 11 March 1911, when they adopted GMT as the nation’s
civil time. Still, for decades they continued to refer to GMT as …
“… Paris Mean Time retarded nine minutes and 21 seconds,”
while they were not yet prepared to adopt the Greenwich Meridian as positional
reference. They would, however, eventually succumb to international pressure and
common sense, adopting the Greenwich Meridian reference from 1 January 1914; we
will return to the developments that led to this adoption in Chapter E.3.
In response to the lack of progress at the International Meridian Conference on the
establishment of the Universal Day, however, the journal Science commented on 31
October 1884 that …
“[i]t seems unfortunate that Mr. Allen’s resolution for local times, differing by
whole hours from the universal time, was not recommended; for this would
seem by all odds the simplest way of connecting local and universal times. It is
already in almost universal use in this country.”13
Indeed, the U.S. had already adopted the Greenwich Meridian as the basis for its own
national system of time zones, which contributed significantly to the Greenwich
Meridian’s choice as global positional reference. With the increasing importance of
the railways, it was no longer sufficient to rely on local times. Railway companies in
both the U.S. and the U.K. introduced
standard time systems to base their
timetables on. In the U.K., GMT was
adopted for practical reasons, since the time
signals were directly transmitted to the
railway system from the Royal Observatory
at Greenwich via the electric telegraph.

Figure E.1: In 1879, 95.5% of the world’s ships
used only 11 main meridians for positional
reference. These meridians are labelled by their
main reference cities. (© 2004 National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich, London)

In addition, by the late 19th Century, sea
charts based on the Greenwich Meridian
were used in support of almost threequarters of the world’s commerce.
Specifically, in 1879 Fleming published his
paper Time-Reckoning and the selection of a
prime meridian to be common to all
nations14 demonstrating this. He presented a
table “prepared from the latest authorities
within reach,” which contained “an estimate
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of the number and tonnage of steamers and sailing ships belonging to the several
nations of the world,” as well as the meridians they used for determining their
prevailing longitude. Fleming had found that 95.5% of the world’s ships (97.5% by
tonnage) used only 11 main meridians: see figure E.1. The Greenwich Meridian was
popular with 65% of ships (72% by tonnage) and that of Paris by 10% (8% by
tonnage). Adoption of the Greenwich meridian as 0º longitude would thus
economically benefit the largest number of people globally.
Fleming’s advocacy of timekeeping reform received a boost with his retirement from
the railways in 1880, which allowed him to spend more time on this pursuit. In 1881,
he attended and presented a related paper at the Third International Geographical
Congress. His lobbying contributed to the passing of an enabling act15 in the U.S. on 3
August 1882, viz.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the United States be
authorized and requested to extend to the governments of all nations in
diplomatic relations with our own an invitation to appoint delegates to meet
delegates from the United States in the city of Washington, at such time as he
may see fit to designate, for the purpose of fixing upon a meridian proper to
be employed as a common zero of longitude and standard of time-reckoning
throughout the globe, and that the President be authorized to appoint
delegates, not exceeding three in number, to represent the United States in
such International Conference.
However, it was deemed that more time was needed before such a conference would
likely yield positive dividends. Thus, at the October 1883 International Geodetic
Association conference held in Rome, a number of resolutions were passed, in
particular,16
The conference proposes to the Governments to select for the initial meridian
that of Greenwich ... for the reason that that meridian fulfils ... all the
conditions wished for by science and because being at present the best known
of all, it offers the most chances of being generally accepted.
The Conference hopes that if the entire world ... [accepts] the meridian of
Greenwich ... Great Britain will find in this fact ... a new step in favour of the
unification of weights and measures, by acceding to the Convention du Mètre
of the 20th [of] May, 1875.
Taking the lead, on 18 November 1883, at noon on the 75th meridian, the North
American railways adopted a common system of time zones for timetabling purposes.
This triggered the rapid establishment of five, one-hour-wide time zones across the
continent and provided the appropriate political climate for Chester Alan Arthur
(1829–1886), the 21st U.S. President, to issue invitations to delegates to attend the
International Meridian Conference of October 1884.
Despite the fact that the conference concluded with the publication of the seven
resolutions we discussed earlier in this chapter, these resolutions did not have any
teeth; they were just proposals. Implementation of these proposals by the individual
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governments concerned proceeded at a snail’s pace, and some developments were
mere symbolic gestures rather than practical implementations. During the first few
years following the adoption of the resolutions, only Japan proceeded by drafting
legislation. In 1886, the Japanese passed in law the adoption of GMT+9 hours for
their national time reckoning from the start of 1888. Elsewhere, even if it had been
adopted, GMT was often used inconsistently, either by counting the number of hours
from midnight (as recommended by Resolution 6) or from local noon.
Colonel Sir Thomas Hungerford Holdich (1843–1929), the English geographer and
Superintendent of Frontier Surveys in British India attended the Fifth International
Geographical Congress held in Berne (Switzerland) in August 1891 as delegate on
behalf of the British Indian government. He voiced his concern about the state of the
proposed changes:
“The meridian question ... has certainly advanced far enough that all English
maps should possess a common origin for longitude. At present this is not so,
for maps of India ... are published with a different longitude ... from the true
Greenwich value ... a continuance of the present system is a grave
disadvantage if we wish to persuade other nations to adopt Greenwich as the
longitude of origin.”17
Full implementation of all of the resolutions passed by the 1884 International
Meridian Conference would not occur until 1925, however. We will return to the
modern timeline below, but we first take a step back and trace the history of reference
meridians from their first use by Eratosthenes of Cyrene and Hipparchus of Nicea in
Greek Antiquity.
E.2. Prime meridians from Greek Antiquity until the Enlightenment
Although Eratosthenes’ maps from the third Century BCE have not survived the
ravages of history, contemporary accounts suggest that he constructed a map that
included a grid pattern, with a zero meridian that passed through his home city of
Alexandria. He apparently believed that the meridian through Alexandria also passed
through both the eastern Mediterranean island of Rhodes and Syene (present-day
Aswan in southern Egypt), but this was incorrect. In the second Century BCE,
Hipparchus subsequently adopted a reference meridian which passed through Rhodes,
probably also in the mistaken notion that the same meridian passed through
Alexandria and Syene. He suggested that one could determine positions East and
West of this meridian by determining the local time with respect to the local time
referenced at the Rhodes meridian.
Three hundred years later, during the second Century CE, Ptolemy constructed the
first maps using the notion of a zero meridian in his masterwork, Geographia, an idea
he may in fact have borrowed from his predecessor, Marinus of Tyre. Both Marinus
and Ptolemy adopted the fabled Isles of the Blessed (the Fortunate Isles) as the
westernmost extent of the known world, coinciding with 0° longitude.
Although the Fortunate Isles are often tentatively identified with the Canary Islands,
spanning the longitude range from 13 to 18° W, Ptolemy’s maps imply that their
positions are, perhaps, more closely associated with the Cape Verde islands, 22 to 25°
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W. For the present narrative, the exact location of the Fortunate Isles is not important,
as long as they are located sufficiently far west of the westernmost tip of the African
continent at 17.5° W, since negative numbers had not yet been invented in the Greek
sphere of influence during the lifetimes of Marinus and Ptolemy. (Negative numbers
appear for the first time in The Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art—九章算術;
Jiǔzhāng Suànshù—which is thought to have its origin in the Chinese Han Dynasty,18
202 BCE–220 CE.) In his Geographia, Ptolemy refers to the Fortunate Isles at 18° 40'
west of Venta Belgarum (‘the market town of the Belgae’),19 which corresponds to
present-day Winchester (England), located at a longitude of 1° 19' W. Therefore, this
places the reference meridian at the Fortunate Isles at 20° W.
Independent accounts suggest that both Marinus and Ptolemy defined their prime
meridian at 2° 30' west of the Sacred Promontory (present-day Cabo de São
Vicente/Cape St Vincent in Portugal), the westernmost tip of Europe in the worldview
of the ancient Greeks. That particular longitude coincided with the western edge of
the Canary Islands on their maps, although modern maps place the Canary Islands
approximately 8° west of Cabo de São Vicente. Based on a modern longitude
determination for Cabo de São Vicente of 8° 59' 40'' W, this would place Marinus’
and Ptolemy’s zero meridian at about 17° W.
With Ptolemy having set the standard, European cartographers did not manage to
advance their field for well over a thousand years, when much of Europe was
embroiled in war and suffering from religious persecution during the Dark Ages.
During this period, leadership in cartographic developments passed over to the
Islamic world, as we already saw in Chapter 2.2.1. Among the choices of prime
meridians made in the Arab world, an innovative choice passed through Arin, a
mythical city thought to be located 10° East of Baghdad; a longitude line through
Arin split the known Arab world into approximately equal halves.
Rabbi Moses ben Maimon ( ;מֹשֶׁה בֶּן־מַימוֹן1135/8–1204), more commonly known as
Maimonides (Μαϊµωνίδης), called Mecca, Saudi Arabia, “היישוב אמצע,” ‘the middle of
the habitation’ (that is, the middle of the habitable hemisphere). Apparently, this was
a commonly accepted convention by Arab geographers of the day. In this context, and
given the importance of the direction to Mecca for Islamic religious observance, at a
conference in Doha, Qatar, on 21 April 2008, Sheikh Yūsuf al-Qaraḍāwī (يوسف
 )القرضاويand his Muslim cleric colleagues proposed to adopt Mecca Time as time
standard, thus hoping to establish the meridian that passes through the Muslim holy
city as the prime meridian.
Further East, we also already saw, in the context of Zheng He’s oceanic voyages, that
Chinese astronomers often relied on distance measurements with respect to their base
observatory rather than using a global coordinate system. Since the fourth-Century
CE publication of the Surya Siddhanta, a Sanskrit treatise about Indian astronomy, for
timekeeping purposes 20 Indian cartographers widely employed a prime meridian
passing through Avanti (present-day Ujjain in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh)
and Rohitaka, the ancient name for Rohtak in the present-day Indian state of Haryana.
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Figure E.2: Mercator’s 1538 world map in double cordiform projection. (Image courtesy of the University of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee Libraries)

Meanwhile, Ptolemy’s Geographia continued to play a dominant role in European
cartography for centuries to come. Until well into the 16th Century, many European
globe and mapmakers followed Ptolemy’s lead in assigning zero longitude to an
imaginary line through the Fortunate Isles. Yet, simultaneously the pursuit for a
‘natural’ zero meridian continued unabated. One initially promising approach,
pursued by luminaries including Columbus, relied on the concept of ‘zero magnetic
deviation,’ that is, the idea that the prime meridian would coincide with a line
connecting the North and South Poles where the compass needle did not show any
variation. One could determine the variation of the compass from true North by
‘shooting’ the Pole Star and observing the direction indicated by the compass needle
East or West of the Pole. In 1493, Columbus reported that his magnetic compass
needle pointed due North at some point in the mid-Atlantic; his guidance was
subsequently adopted in sealing the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494) to delineate the
global spheres of influence of both Spain and Portugal and settle their territorial
sovereignty over the newly discovered lands in the Americas.
One of the first cosmographers to take forward the concept of ‘zero magnetic
deviation’ was the Portuguese astronomer Rui (Ruy) Faleiro, the principal scientific
organizer of Ferdinand Magellan’s circumnavigation of the globe in 1519–1522.
During this period of scientific renaissance, Gerard Mercator’s early maps, including
his 1538 Orbis Imago world map based on the recently invented double cordiform
(heart-shaped) projection, had its prime meridian pass through the centre of the
Canary Islands: see figure E.2. This map represented an improved version of an
earlier map constructed by the French mathematician and cartographer Oronce Finé
(1494–1555). The latter developed his heart-shaped projection as a balance between
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distortions, particularly in the Polar regions; distances from the North Pole in this map
projection are correct, and so are distances along parallels.
In 1541, Mercator constructed his now-famous 41 cm globe, placing his reference
meridian such that it passed through the eastern Canary Island of Fuerteventura at
14°1' W, clearly still under the influence of Ptolemy’s teachings. As early as the
1550s, he adopted the magnetic hypothesis to draw his prime meridian through the
Azores.21 Subsequently, on his famous 1569 world map (reproduced in figure 2.23),
he drew the prime meridian through the Cape Verde Islands. He justified this more
easterly location of the prime meridian in the map’s legend, explaining that an
experienced pilot, Francis of Dieppe, had assured him that the compass needle did not
vary in the islands of Sal, Boa Vista, and Maio in the Cape Verde archipelago:
“Francis of Dieppe, a skillful shipmaster, asserts that movable balances, after
being infected with the virtue of a magnet, point directly to the Earth’s pole in
the Isles of Cape Verde: Sal, Boa Vista, and Maio. This is closely supported by
those who state that this occurs at Terceira or S. Maria (which are isles of the
Azores); some believe that this is the case at the most westerly of these islands
which is called Corvo. Now, since it is necessary that longitudes of places
should, for good reasons, have as origin the meridian which is common to the
magnet and the World, in accordance with a great number of testimonies I have
drawn the prime meridian through the said Isles of Cape Verde; and as the
magnet deviates elsewhere more or less from the pole, there must be a special
pole towards which magnets turn in all parts of the world, therefore I have
ascertained that this is in reality at the spot where I have placed it by taking
into account the magnetic declination observed at Ratisbon [Regensburg,
Germany]. But I have likewise calculated the position of this pole with reference
to the Isle of Corvo in order that note may be taken of the extreme positions
between which, according to the extreme positions of the prime meridian, this
pole must lie until the observations made by seamen have provided more certain
information.”
His drawing of the magnetic meridian is confusing, however, since it does not trace a
well-defined North–South longitudinal line; instead, his line passes through the
Azores, specifically through the islands of São Miguel (25° 30' W) and Santa Maria
(25° 06' W), and also through Sal (22° 56' W), Boa Vista (22° 48' W), and Maio (23°
10' W). It is indeed possible that Mercator was thrown by the circuitous behaviour of
magnetic isogones.
Nevertheless, the concept of ‘zero magnetic deviation’ continued to hold sway as late
as 1594, when the English cartographer Christopher Saxton (c. 1540–c. 1610) adopted
São Miguel Island (25.5°W) in the Azores as reference for his prime meridian.
However, it took until 1608 before the magnetic hypothesis was finally put to rest. In
the mean time, leading cartographers continued to explore the use of the compass
needle as guidance for their map construction.
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Figure E.3: Astrolabe showing evidence of the fine
craftsmanship of Humfrey Cole (d. 1591). Star names are
given with their magnitudes and their corresponding
planetary temperaments. The mater (the hollow section of
the disc) bears the markings for a quadratum nauticum
(nautical square, used for navigation) and the back shows
the universal projection as described by Gemma Frisius in
his Astrolabum Catholicum. (Courtesy: British Museum,
No. 1855, 1201.223; licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

The Dutch–Flemish cartographer,
astronomer, and navigational authority
Petrus Plancius (1552–1622) was a
strong proponent of adopting the
western Azores, particularly the island
of Santa Maria, as reference for the
prime meridian, based on observations
of magnetic variations. In 1594,
Plancius had been awarded a patent for
his proposed method to determine
longitude (‘eastfinding’) at sea based
on observations of magnetic-needle
variations and a calibrated scale, in
combination
with
a
so-called
Astrolabium Catholicum (a ‘universal
astrolabe’): see figure E.3. The
instrument, only three of which are
known to have survived to the present
time, consisted of four components:22

1.
the ecliptic plane, a disc which
rotates within a graduated circle with
hours
and
degrees
indicated,
supplemented with a shadow quadrant;
2.
the geographical grid in an
equatorial stereographic projection,
with a rotating ruler and a slide with an index arm and a pointer;
3. a regular astronomical astrolabe;
4. the celestial sphere in stereographic polar projection with stars shown at
declinations between 90° north and 30° south.
Its operation was described in detail by its inventor, Gemma Frisius, in his treatise
Medici ac Mathematici de astrolabe catholico liber … (Antwerp, 1556). He used the
system of meridians and parallels on the front disc alternately as a longitude–latitude
grid, that is, as a grid of geographical coordinates, and as a local grid composed of
zenith circles and altitude parallels.23,24 For details, I refer the interested reader to the
lucid explanation of the instrument’s technical operation provided by Koeman.
To test his theory in practice on southern voyages of the Dutch East India Company’s
merchant fleet, Plancius taught junior merchant Frederi(c)k de Houtman (1571–1627)
how to measure and record compass readings. De Houtman assisted Pieter Dirksz
Keyser (c. 1540–1596), the chief pilot, with astronomical observations during the first
Dutch expedition25 to the East Indies, on board the flute Hollandia. Captained by
Master Jan Dignumsz van Kwadijk, they left their Texel anchorage as part of a
merchant fleet on 2 April 1595 and returned in August 1597. This voyage is now
known as the Eerste Schipvaart (First Voyage). Non-maritime matters were the
responsibility of Frederik’s brother Cornelis de Houtman (1565–1599), who
discovered a new sea route from Europe to Indonesia, thus facilitating Dutch
dominance in the spice trade. Frederik de Houtman also joined the second expedition,
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known as the Tweede Schipvaart, of 1 May 1598 to 17 July 1599 on board the yacht
Friesland, under the command of Master Jan Kornelisz May.
Around the same time, in 1601 the Flemish cartographer Joost de Hondt (Lat.:
Jodocus Hondius; 1563–1612) constructed a terrestrial globe whose legend concludes
as follows by referencing his adopted prime meridian:
“We have begun our longitudes not as Ptolemy did from the Fortunate Islands
but from those called Azores because there the compass needle points due
north.”
Hondius’ prime meridian passes through São Miguel; on his earlier world map of
1598, he drew his prime meridian through the sea between the Azorean islands of
Corvo and Faial.
The early 17th Century represented a radical change in the attitudes of mapmakers
with respect to the adoption of prime meridians based on compass needle variations.
Willem Jansz Blaeu, the famous mapmaker, went through a period of uncertainty as
regards the most suitable prime meridian, as evidenced by his decision to include a
number of meridians, in addition to that passing through Corvo, on his two-sheet
world map of 1604, including lines passing to the west of São Miguel and Lizard
Point in Cornwall (England). However, by 1608 Blaeu had completely rejected the
‘zero magnetic deviation’ approach as a viable means to determine 0° longitude. He
went so far as to ridicule the idea in a legend on his 1617 terrestrial globe; that globe’s
positional reference system used the Pico del Teide, the highest point on the Canary
Island of Tenerife, as its prime meridian, a choice he adopted from that moment
onwards (see also figure 5.19).

Figure E.4: Alonzo de Santa Cruz’ world map of 1542. (Courtesy: National Library of Sweden)

Meanwhile, other European cartographers produced maps and globes during the 16th
and 17th Centuries which also included a variety of prime meridians, even if they were
not based on compass needle variations. The 24 cm wooden Paris Green (Quirini)
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Globe (c. 1513–1515) currently held by the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris is one of
the earliest post-Columbus globes to include a prime meridian; the reference line
passes through the Cape Verde Islands, referred to as Insule Portugalensium invente
anno Domini 1472. Earlier globes may have followed Ptolemy’s guidance, possibly
having adopted prime meridians through the Canary Islands.
A world chart from ca. 1529 made by Girolamo da Verrazzano, an Italian navigator
who explored the New World on behalf of King Francis I of France, includes two sets
of meridians, one in ink based on a prime meridian passing through the westernmost
point of the Canary Island of La Palma. A second, in pencil without longitude
markings, appears to adopt as its geographic reference either the westernmost point of
Madeira or the centre of Flores in the Azores. An early world map26 from 1542 by
Alonzo de Santa Cruz (1505–1567), Principal Cosmographer to the Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V (1500–1558), places the prime meridian west of the Azorean
island of Faial. Interestingly, the Tordesillas Treaty Line is also included, 20° West of
the prime meridian; see figure E.4 for a reproduction of this map.
Abraham Ortelius’ (1527–1598) Theatrum orbis terrarum (Antwerp, 1570) is
considered the first atlas in the modern sense; it included a world map in cordiform
projection which was originally published in 1563 (shown in figure E.5). That map’s
prime meridian passes through the Azores, specifically traversing through São Miguel
and Santa Maria. However, by this time, other prime meridians had already become
commonplace as well, including reference lines passing through the Cape Verde and
Canary Islands.

Figure E.5: Ortelius’ Typus Orbis Terrarum world map (1570). (Courtesy: Library of Congress)

Lucas Jansz Waghenaer (1533/4–1606), a Dutch hydrographer, cartographer, and
pilot, published his celebrated sea atlas, Spieghel der Zeevaerdt, in 1584 (published in
English as The Mariners’ Mirrour in 1588). Although only one chart in the collection
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includes a positional grid, the location of the prime meridian adopted is significant. It
passes through the Canary Islands, between La Gomera and Tenerife. This signified
an important move towards the Canary Islands as positional reference. Cardinal
Richelieu followed suit in 1634, adopting the westernmost Canary Island of Ferro
(19° 55' west of Paris) as his prime meridian. The Ferro meridian became a popular
choice as prime meridian in the decades and centuries to come, particularly among
French geographers: their tendency was to round off the longitudinal distance
between Paris and Ferro to 20°, thus rendering it the ‘meridian of Paris disguised.’27
E.3. Establishing the Greenwich Meridian
John Seller (1630–1697) from London, instrument maker, surveyor, cartographer,
artist, and Hydrographer to the King, published a map of the English county of
Hertfordshire in 1676, which is the first map that used the London (not Greenwich!)
prime meridian.
It took until 1721, however, for Great Britain to formally establish its own national
meridian. However, prior to 1721, the first Astronomer Royal, John Flamsteed, and
his contemporaries already referred to the ‘Meridian of Greenwich.’ It is likely,
although not unequivocally confirmed, that they adopted a line running through the
centre of the Octagon Room in Flamsteed House (see figure 6.3) as their positional
reference. After all, the Octagon Room was also used for measurements of the eclipse
timings of Jupiter’s satellites, referred to as time ‘nominally’ determined in the
Octagon Room, which in turn allowed determinations of relative longitudes. (It is
unlikely that Flamsteed used any of his mural arcs for this purpose, because they were
poorly aligned with the actual meridian.) The 1721 meridian of choice passed through
an early transit circle (telescope) acquired by Edmond Halley, the second Astronomer
Royal, at the Greenwich Royal Observatory, which had been newly established at that
time. Halley’s transit circle was erected in the northwestern corner of the
Observatory, between Flamsteed House and the Western Summer House.
Transit circles are telescopes designed to make two measurements, that is, to
determine the local sidereal time when a star crosses the local meridian owing to the
Earth’s rotation and its elevation above the local horizon. These two measurements
can be used to calculate the star’s coordinates on the sky. For stars with accurately
known positions, so-called ‘clock stars,’ their meridian transit times can be used to
precisely calibrate and correct the local clock time, since their precisely known
coordinates can be used, in tandem with the Earth’s rotation rate, to accurately predict
the local transit times. This thus enabled the Greenwich astronomers to set GMT to
high accuracy. Clear instructions for transit circle operation were left by E. (Edward)
Walter Maunder (1851–1928), at the time assistant at the Royal Observatory:
“The watcher who wishes to observe the passing of a star must note two
things: he must know in what direction to point his telescope, and at what time
to look for the star. Then, about two minutes before the appointed time, he
takes his place at the eyepiece. As he looks in he sees a number of vertical
lines across his field of view … On comes the star, ‘without haste, without
rest,’ till it reaches one of the gleaming threads. Tap! The watcher's finger
falls sharply on the button. Some three or four seconds later and the star has
reached another ‘wire,’ as the spider-threads are commonly called. Tap!”28
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At the time he was appointed to the role in 1742, the third Astronomer Royal, James
Bradley (1693–1762), commissioned a new transit circle to replace Halley’s earlier
instrument, which had been subject to deteriorating performance. Bradley’s transit
circle, located slightly less than 6 metres (or 0.02 seconds of time) to the west of the
eventual Airy Transit Circle, defined the Greenwich Meridian between its
inauguration in 1750 until 1816, when it was replaced by a larger instrument at the
same position (although raised) by John Pond (1767–1836), the sixth Astronomer
Royal. The Greenwich Meridian defined by the Bradley and Pond transit circles, now
known as the Bradley Meridian, has been adopted as the definition of 0° longitude by
the Ordnance Survey, the U.K.’s national mapping agency, ever since the first
Ordnance Survey map was published in 1801. It is still in use as the Ordnance
Survey’s prime meridian today.
Over the years, the Greenwich meridian was moved on a number of occasions to
accommodate the operation of new and improved transit circles, traveling of order 10
metres on three different occasions to the next-generation transit circle nextdoors and
covering a total distance of 43 metres (equivalent to 0.15 seconds of time) between
Halley’s first transit circle and that established in 1851 by Sir George Biddell Airy
(1801–1892), seventh Astronomer Royal. The Airy Transit Circle was eventually
adopted as the universal Greenwich Meridian29 by the 1884 International Meridian
Conference. Construction of the instrument turned out to be a major project.
However, in 1847 Airy suggested to the Royal Observatory’s Board of Visitors that
they consider …
“… whether meridional instruments carrying larger telescopes should not be
substituted for those which we possess. Whatever we do, we ought to do well.
Our present instruments were, at the time of their erection, the best in the
world; but they are not so now: and we actually feel this in our
observations.”30
The Halley, Bradley, Pond, and Airy transit circles defined both the Greenwich
Meridian and (until 1927) GMT. Prior to Halley’s installation of the Observatory’s
first transit telescope in 1721, the Observatory’s clocks were calibrated using
observations with a quadrant of the Sun at noon based on the ‘Equal Altitude
Method.’ Since recording the precise timing of the Sun’s local meridian crossing is
rather challenging, the Astronomer Royal or his assistant would instead record the
time when the Sun reached a predefined altitude shortly before and again shortly after
the actual meridian crossing. These measurements, corrected for the Sun’s slightly
changing position on the sky over the measurement period, could then be used to
adjust the clock’s hands for accurate local timekeeping.
The first printed map known to have adopted the Greenwich Meridian as its reference
meridian was published in 1738. Contemporary maps published by Samuel Fearon
and John Eyes, as well as those published by Thomas Jeffreys (c. 1719–1771),
Geographer to King George III, are early examples of maps having adopted the
Greenwich Meridian. Additionally, the cartographer Joseph Frederick Wallet
DesBarres (1721–1824) adopted the Greenwich Meridian for his monumental and
comprehensive four-volume collection of maps, charts, and views of the East Coast of
North America, Atlantic Neptune (1777).31
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However, throughout the 18th Century, English charts and maps did not systematically
adopt the Greenwich Meridian as their reference line. Rather, they were randomly
based on meridians passing through St Paul’s Cathedral in London, Lizard Point
(Cornwall), or sometimes on that running through the Canary Island of Ferro. The
Lizard Point meridian was also popular with Dutch sailors travelling south through
the English Channel along the coast to France, Spain, or Portugal.
The Greenwich Meridian was truly propelled to prominence once the Nautical
Almanac began to be published regularly from 1767. The Greenwich Meridian
formed the basis of the tables in the 49 issues of the Nautical Almanac published by
the Reverend Nevil Maskelyne (1732–1811), fifth Astronomer Royal, between 1767
and 1811. Summarized lucidly by Dava Sobel and William Andrewes,
“Maskelyne’s tables not only made the lunar method practicable, they also
made the Greenwich Meridian the universal reference point. Even the French
translations of the Nautical Almanac retained Maskelyne’s calculations from
Greenwich—in spite of the fact that every other table in the Connaissance des
Temps considered the Paris meridian as the prime.”32
Dominance in mapmaking shifted a few times during the 18th Century, first from
Amsterdam to France, and roughly around the time when Captain Cook’s charts were
first published in 1773 it shifted once more, this time to England. Cook’s charts used
the Greenwich Meridian; he set the stage in adopting this reference line, which was
closely followed by the British Admiralty charts subsequently published. The latter
soon became the preferred navigational aids around the world.
Maskelyne’s introduction of the Nautical Almanac in 1767 had an undesired side
effect, since it required sailors to use astronomical instead of civil time. The
astronomical day starts at noon, a full 12 hours after the start of the civil day.
However, marine navigation at the time was based on the use of the civil day
alongside the nautical day; the nautical day also starts at noon, like the astronomical
day, but it starts 12 hours before the civil day. Clearly, this created significant
potential for confusion because of the similarity between the astronomical and
nautical days. Therefore, on 11 October 1805 the British Admiralty ordered that the
nautical day no longer be used; the American authorities followed suit in 1848.
In this context, Resolution 6 issued by the 1848 International Meridian Conference
unexpectedly led to much debate and disagreement:
6. That the Conference expresses the hope that as soon as may be practicable
the astronomical and nautical days will be arranged everywhere to begin
at mean midnight.
The resolution’s driver was the practical desire to equalize the astronomical (and
nautical) days with the civil day. Surprisingly, implementation of this resolution was
problematic because of the implications of changing the astronomical day; the
potential for confusion and misunderstandings was deemed too great by many
(political) leaders. Nevertheless, although the political will to make this change was
lacking, practical developments eventually drove that change. 33 Specifically, the
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invention and practical implementation of wireless telegraphy, and its potential to
widely distribute time signals, greatly facilitated standardization.
The French established a wireless transmitter on the Eiffel Tower, thus awarding
themselves a global leadership role. However, for this leadership role to become
viable and successful, they found that they were forced to transmit time signals in
GMT instead of Paris time… This eventually led to France’s adoption of GMT as the
basis of her national time system on 11 March 1911. However, the French still stuck
with the Paris meridian as their preferred positional reference, instead of adopting the
Greenwich Meridian alongside GMT. Change came from an unexpected angle,
however.
In the spirit of Britain’s Nautical Almanac, the French Bureau de Longitude also
published a range of annual ephemeris tables. They were keen to include larger
numbers of stars in their tables, but in a cost-effective manner. This led to the
practical suggestion that observatories around the world should work together to
compile a joint set of observations covering many more stars than each individual
observatory could manage on its own; such a combination of scientific forces would
simultaneously improve the existing situation in which significant duplication of
time-consuming calculations was the norm rather than an exception.
To achieve this type of joint ownership of the ephemerides tables, the scientists would
need to establish common standards, including a single reference meridian and a
single time standard. At the International Congress on Astronomical Ephemerides of
23 October 1911, held in Paris, the astronomers in attendance unanimously agreed to
adopt the Greenwich Meridian. However, this did not imply that the French
authorities would follow suit. Eventually, however, the French were left to their own
devices. Portugal adopted the Greenwich Meridian in 1913, and finally the French
decreed that all of their nautical documents must adopt the Greenwich Meridian as
positional reference as of 1 January 1914, thus completing the process in which all of
Europe’s sea-faring nations
moved to adoption of a
common reference meridian.
E.4. Airy’s Transit Circle as
precursor of the modern
reference meridian

Figure E.6: The Airy Transit Circle at the Royal Observatory
Greenwich. (© National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London)

The
modern
Greenwich
Meridian is, in essence, based
on the location of the Airy
Transit Circle in the Royal
Observatory’s Transit Circle
Room. It was adopted as
reference meridian by the 1884
International
Meridian
Conference—with the French
delegates abstaining following
their unsuccessful appeal to
adopt the Paris meridian
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instead.34
The first observation with the Airy Transit Circle (shown in figure E.6) was taken on
4 January 1851, delayed by three days owing to inclement weather conditions. It
continued to be used regularly until 1938. Once a transit observation had been
recorded, the telescope’s tilt angle was measured using a system of high-precision
microscopes. This allowed the observer to determine the star’s elevation above the
horizon, which in turn could be converted into its elevation angle (that is, its
declination) on the sky to an accuracy of 0.01 seconds of arc.

Figure E.7: The Airy meridian (dotted line) compared with the ITRF zero meridian (solid line). (Source: Malys et
al. 2015, J. Geodes. 89 1263–1272; open access)

All of the Greenwich Meridians, from Halley’s to Airy’s, were located using
astronomical observations based on the direction of a plumb line tracing the local
gravitational attraction. Similarly to other common transit telescopes, the Airy Transit
Circle employs a mercury basin to align the telescope to the perpendicular direction,
that is, with the local ‘normal’ or plumb line. The location of the astronomical
Greenwich Meridian was published widely, at first by reference to longitude
differences determined on the basis of the lunar distance method, later by means of
chronometers onboard ships and through radio transmissions. The local plumb-line
direction at Greenwich, however, deviates slightly from the normal direction with
respect to the reference ellipsoid (in essence, the Earth’s three-dimensional
gravitational profile) used to define geodetic latitude and longitude (which take into
account the Earth’s full three-dimensional mass distribution rather than only the local
gravitational direction) in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame, or ITRF,
which is nearly the same as the 1984 World Geodetic System (the WGS-84 system)
used by today’s Global Positioning System.
Aware of the Earth’s slightly flattened shape, around the time of the 1884
International Meridian Conference, scientists had in fact embarked on a large-scale
project to determine these systematic deflections from the vertical direction at
numerous locations.35 In an attempt to reconcile their measurements, the scientific
practitioners defined ellipsoids of revolution: a particular ellipsoid would be a
reasonable approximation to the underlying gravitational mass distribution for
measurements across carefully defined regions.
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In 1912, the Bureau International de l’Heure, or BIH, was established at Paris
Observatory with as main aim to coordinate time referencing internationally and
improve longitude determination anywhere on Earth.36 To modernize timekeeping
and global positional referencing, from 1929 Greenwich Observatory was no longer
used as the single reference station for longitude and time referencing. Instead, a
‘mean observatory’ was established, to which Greenwich Observatory contributes
alongside many other reference stations around the world. 37 This also led to
replacement of GMT by Universal Time. In 1968, the BIH implemented statistically
justified corrections for polar motion into its standard reference frame, the 1968 BIH
System. The Universal Time reference distributed by the BIH became known as UT1,
which was based on contributions from many individual stations, referred to as UT0
for a given station. Throughout the changes implemented by the BIH, the overriding
principle was that any new system should smoothly follow from its predecessor; in
other words, the key condition that was imposed was that of continuity in
astronomical time. Since 1984, the BIH Terrestrial System (BTS 84) is no longer
based on optical observations of celestial objects; instead, it relies on weighted
solutions based on very long baseline interferometry observations, and on satellite and
lunar laser ranging.38,39 Since 1988, the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS)
has been in charge of time and position referencing around the globe.40
Although the local normal at the Airy Transit Circle still points to the modern
celestial meridian, that is,
the projection of the prime
meridian onto the celestial
sphere, the local plumb
line does not pass through
the Earth’s axis of rotation.
With the advent of
satellite-based
measurements, the Earth’s
reference moved from its
surface to the planet’s
centre
of
mass,
its
geocentre, independently
of any surface features.
This caused an offset in the
modern prime meridian,
the
ITRF
reference
meridian—defined by a
plane passing through the
Earth’s rotation axis and its
centre—of 5.3" to the east
compared
with
the
astronomical Greenwich
Meridian (which is now at
longitude 00°00ʹ05.3ʹʹ W),
corresponding to a shift of
102.5 metres to the east
Figure E.8: Selected offsets (including references) among modern prime
compared with the prime
meridians from the Airy meridian. (Source: Malys et al. 2015, J. Geodes.
meridian defined by the
89 1263–1272; open access)
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Airy Transit Circle:41,42 see figure E.7. Figure E.8 shows a number of selected modern
meridian determinations in relation to the Airy meridian.
Natural causes, in particular the movement of the Earth’s tectonic plates, now seem to
be intent on slowly moving the 0° longitude line back northeastwards, back towards
the Airy Transit Circle, by approximately 2.5–3 centimetres each year. The 5.3" offset
between the ITRF and Airy reference meridians therefore only strictly applies to
measurements made in 1999. Meanwhile, satellite technology has enabled the
construction of ever more accurate and detailed global maps, allowing the definition
of a reference meridian which also takes into account tectonic plate movements and
effects owing to variations in the Earth’s rotation rate. 43 The International Terrestrial
Reference Frame zero meridian was thus defined by international agreement in 1984.
This continues to be the basis of modern global position determinations.
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